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Taking the form of creative artefact (60%) and a critical exegesis (40%), this thesis employs 
an interdisciplinary approach to advance the often underrepresented connections between 
everyday labour experience and the structural arrangements defined by liminality theory. 
Its original contribution to knowledge is that critical analyses of texts depicting quotidian 
labour experiences might be enhanced by considering the spaces of representation that 
arise from patterns of liminal transition or inversion therein. 
It evidences this claim by focusing on the recurrence of liminal places, spaces, and 
identities in Philip Levine’s and Bruce Springsteen’s prominent labour poems and songs, 
which have largely been interpreted as verisimilar renderings of workaday experience. It 
extends these findings through a series of thematically-focused poetry chapters. Presented 
in three discrete sections appending the critical arguments, these poems deepen the 
theoretical propositions of liminal place, space, and self considered in the exegesis, while 
reinvigorating tropes common to Springsteen’s and Levine’s own work and recasting them 
from a contemporary female perspective. 
Advancing the model set out by anthropologists Arnold van Gennep (1909) and 
Victor Turner (1969), who perceived the liminal phase as an inversion of prevailing 
conditions that represents more clearly the organising structures of daily life, this thesis 
shows how exploring Levine’s and Springsteen’s physical, spatial, or psychological thresholds 
proffers insight into the underlying social conditions of their narratives. Focusing on 
liminal phases as sites of allegorical truth, this thesis interrogates the assumption that 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s works intend to faithfully delineate labour and its corollaries by 
presenting a more nuanced interpretation of their oeuvres, and proposing a larger model 
for conceptualising depictions of daily labour in creative texts.
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‘Levine's America looks and feels much like what we know, or think we know. 
But in the moment of the poem, we become unbalanced, and oscillate between the 
simultaneous comfort and terror of typical American familiarity and the epiphany that 
comes with the power going out and the fade to black—metaphorical and otherwise’
DEVIN HARNER & ALEXANDER LONG1
‘If there’s a theme that runs through the record, it’s the thin line between 
stability and that moment when time stops and everything goes black’
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN2
Philip Levine’s and Bruce Springsteen’s culturally significant corpuses have received 
greater attention over the past two decades, during which time a dominant viewpoint 
has emerged in the burgeoning fields of scholarship focused upon their oeuvres. When 
considered collectively, analyses of Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts demonstrate marked 
similarities in scope; their poems and songs are often discussed in analogous terms and 
much of this critique pivots on their quotidian narratives. In particular, the focus upon 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s workaday phraseologies and subject matter has emerged as a 
defining aspect of this commentary, and numerous scholars have adduced these particular 
characteristics to substantiate the interpretation of their works veracity. In presupposing 
their naturalistic modes denote a purposefully-rendered authenticity, this criticism 
has mythologised3 Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts for their realism; moreover, it has 
implied this authenticity as a determining aspect of their methodologies. For example, 
appraisals of Levine’s poems most often centralise around his ‘authentic proletarian voice’ 
(Marszalek 2011, n.p.), and posit his ‘diction, syntax, rhythm, form, subject’ is ‘designed 
to reinforce the idea that his poems are not artificial but authentic’ (Kirsch 1999, n.p.; see 
also Vendler 1981). Likewise, Springsteen scholarship is dominated by the contention 
that ‘authenticity is seen as inherent’ (Bird 1994, 42) to his lyrics, wherein there exist ‘no 
planks of his ideology that are not nailed down by some hard-core, practical fact of life’ 
(Schruers 1981, n.p.). 
On the Edge: Tracing the Liminal in Labour Narratives arises in the wake of this 
critique and moves to diversify Levine and Springsteen scholarship by examining oft-
overlooked aspects of their work. It argues the recurrence of liminal phenomena in their 
labour narratives contradicts the structural stability that a recognisably “authentic” text 
implies. While this thesis does not contest the notion that Levine and Springsteen might 
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delineate truthful narratives outright, it does argue that the indiscriminate emphasis upon 
their works’ veracity promotes a hypothesis their texts do not overwhelmingly support. 
Levine and Springsteen have consistently documented everyday labour experience and its 
attendant complexities; however, present critique has failed to sufficiently reconcile the 
frequency with which their poems and songs diverge from those narrative foundations. 
These anomalies, often alluded to yet largely obviated from prominent discourse, are 
at variance with the scores of analyses that infer from Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts 
an unequivocal intention to delineate realistic narratives of working life. If and when 
scholars have conceded to these contradictions, they find Levine’s narratives ‘literally, in 
the margins’ (Harner and Long 2011, n.p.) ‘at the edge of things’ (Mazzocco 1991, 69), 
including ‘the edge of the manageable, the supportable, the tolerable, the barely reasonable’ 
(Helms 1991, 39), or refer to Springsteen’s ‘characters on the edge’ (McGee 1975, n.p.; see 
also Murphy 2012, 183), ‘on the sidelines, on the margin’ (Coles 2004, 98), who frequently 
deviate from their prearranged surroundings and roles. 
The salience of these contrary narratives is moreover reinforced by scholars 
who have used the explicit term ‘liminal’ to describe Levine’s poems (Harner and Long 
2011) and Springsteen’s songs (Cowie and Boehm 2012; Pardini 2012; Murphy 2012). 
This apparent instability is also elucidated by Larry David Smith who, when discussing 
Springsteen’s novelistic depictions of working life in Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, and 
American Song, finds:
Springsteen deployed a “soap opera” storytelling strategy through 
which he articulated melodramatic portrayals of everyday events 
in a systematic—occasionally prescriptive—manner. The story’s 
plot hinges on life-cycle “struggles” as characters negotiate the 
pleasures and pains of work and recreation.
   (2002, 157)
This assessment demonstrates a requisite understanding of Springsteen’s allegorical—
and sometimes parabolic—descriptions of crisis arising between the poles of labour and 
freedom. Smith emphasises the deliberate artifice of Springsteen’s dramatised narratives 
and therein observes the liminal and symbolic underpinnings which form the basis of this 
exegesis. Notwithstanding this critique, evaluations of these perceived inconsistencies 
in Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts remain unfocused and largely unexplored. This thesis 
intends to redress that gap. By focusing upon these recurring instances of incongruity in 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s work, it engages the analytical framework of liminality studies 
to elucidate how their texts regularly intermit from their prearranged realities. This 
approach advances an already established trend4 of reconceptualising liminality for the 
application of literary analysis, a model befitting this study insofar as liminality makes it 
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possible to demonstrate how the structures of daily experience, apropos to working life, 
might be illuminated by considering examples of inversion therein.
Because liminality instantiates any significant discontinuation of prevailing social, 
territorial, spatial, or personal orders, it presents a method for interrogating how Levine 
and Springsteen delimit “reality” and subsequently step outside of it. Thus, by meditating 
upon the predetermined structures of their texts, combined with their explicit deviations 
from those arrangements, this thesis shows how their workaday narratives denote places, 
spaces, and persons that deviate from their surroundings, temporalities, and roles. It 
asserts the actualities of Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour narratives are often best inferred 
from the ways they transpose, destabilise, or depart from quantifiable experience, and 
thereby posits their poems and songs proffer signification as allegorical5 memorialisations 
of lived experience. For this reason, it proposes that Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal 
places, spaces, and identities illustrate the representational nature of liminality to reveal 
the genuine complexities individuals face when undertaking labour, but argues these 
characterisations arise from figuration rather than verisimilar delineations.
These distinct issues: liminal place, space, and identity, form the major discussion 
points of this thesis. Explored across three exegetical chapters, they build upon present 
liminality critique, focusing in particular upon the pioneering theories of anthropologists 
Arnold van Gennep ([1909]1960) and Victor Turner (1969), whose sociological studies 
form the substratum of liminality scholarship. Each critical section enriches these findings 
by integrating the work of contemporary scholars who have innovated the paradigm, or 
whose interdisciplinary approaches draw connections between liminality and other fields 
relevant to this thesis. The chapters extend these branches of study, including Pastoral 
theory, mobilities, human geography, spatial theory, and ritual studies, to consider the key 
areas of liminality within Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts. 
While the exegesis engages numerous fields of scholarship as a method for analysing 
the primary texts, its wider contemplation of the relationship between liminality and 
workaday experience is developed in a substantial creative response. Presented as three 
discrete manuscripts appending the critical chapters, these poems reprise the patterns of 
territorial, spatiotemporal, and identity inversion the exegesis explores, while adopting 
and reinterpreting tropes common to Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour narratives. 
Extrapolating their liminal patterns to construct a personal, archetypally guided, creative 
artefact, the poems proffer an embodied conceptualisation of the ways liminal phenomena 
might represent the exigencies of the stable structure it inverts. The interpolation of 
poetry chapters in the exegetical document further reinstitutes and regenerates all critical 
findings. This configuration simulates the larger thesis themes; the poems—temporarily 
interrupting the exegetical structure—elicit a suspension of arrangements while 
rearticulating these arguments in a representational mode.
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Furthermore, by relocating these experiences to a contemporary female perspective, 
and broadening Levine’s and Springsteen’s socioeconomically stratified and/or industrial 
roles to include immaterial, domestic, emotional, and affective labour, this body of work 
presents a model for diversifying the binaries of liminal/stable underlying these labour 
narratives. While it is crucial to foreground the distinct modes of labour that have taken 
precedence in Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives, this thesis promotes foremost an 
understanding of liminality as structurally referential and contextually specific. As such, it 
opines that Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts transcend a recasting of their general conceits 
because labour structures—and inversions of those structures—encompass a multitude 
of working experiences, whereby the relative complexities of contemporary labour might 
be enunciated by liminality across all milieus. 
This thesis limits its focus to Levine’s and Springsteen’s instances of liminality as 
they relate to working life; however, it is germane to note that despite having approached 
labour experience from a specific socioeconomic—that being, working-class—position, 
this perspective has most often been discontinuous with their outward lives. As critics6 
have observed, Levine (Kirsch 1999; Shivani 2011) and Springsteen (Wolff 2014; Dolan 
2012, 310; Santoro 2004, 231) began narrativising urban labour from positions quite 
distinct from an industrial, working-class context, and have produced the majority of 
their respective corpuses within circumstances vastly different to those socioeconomic or 
environmental conditions they memorialise. While this disjuncture between their texts 
and lived experiences poses little threat to the merit of the former, it does highlight the 
perplexities of delimiting mythology from veracity.  
This thesis is not fundamentally concerned with disentangling the paratextual 
aspects of Levine’s and Springsteen’s works from the provisions of their narratives, 
but merely highlights this antilogy to reinforce the contentiousness of critique which 
essentialises the authenticity of their work. The value of this attestation emerges from 
the annals of liminality theory because to suggest that Levine8 and Springsteen are poets 
of memory (Parini 1991; Hirsch 2001; Rafferty 2004; Yarbrough 2004) or mythology 
(Marsh 2004, 195; Kirkpatrick 2007, 77) does not reveal their proximity to these labour 
narratives and instead their critical distance. As scholars Gérard Genette (1997) and Reus 
and Gifford (2013) have argued, the poet/songwriter occupies an interstice between lived 
reality and imaginative representation; a space between structures that confers on them 
liminal status. Turner corroborates this perspective when he accentuates the inherently 
liminal nature of artistic modes, positing that ‘in industrial societies, it is within leisure, 
sometimes aided by the projections of art, that this way of experiencing one's fellows can 
be portrayed, grasped, and sometimes realized’ (1979, 77). 
Therefore, in writing from a position extrinsic to the economic, physical, and 
cultural environs of their narratives, Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts are not merely 
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complicated by the instancing of liminal tropes therein, but are recursively liminal for 
existing between the lived world and the one charted in artistic production. As scholars 
Hein Viljoen and Chris van der Merwe explicate in Beyond the Threshold: Explorations 
of Liminality in Literature (2007), while texts might explicitly ‘represent liminal states, 
persons and transformations…the space of the text itself is a symbolically demarcated 
liminal zone where transformations are allowed to happen’ (2007, 11). This thesis 
advances that contention, and while its cornerstone lies in the reinterpreting of Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s material texts, by acknowledging their twofold enactments of liminality 
it further evidences the validity of reappraising their works to account for these many 
instances of contradiction. 
LIMINALITY: A THEORY OF SPACES IN-BETWEEN
To distinguish liminality—that is, the medial space between stable states—it is necessary 
to establish the prevailing order it opposes or transposes. As Turner and van Gennep 
set forth in their originary theorems, the limen is an interstitial9 space because it diverges 
from normative arrangements and can only do as such if circumscribed by relatively 
stable states from which to deviate. Thereby, it is indivisible from its periphery; those 
‘opposites, as it were, constitute one another and are mutually indispensable’ (Turner 
1969, 97). This trialectical configuration, which preconditions patterns of representation, 
was first pioneered by ethnographer van Gennep, in Les Rites de Passage ([1909] 1960). 
Imagining liminality as the medial phase in a sequential order accompanying role-
changes, van Gennep reified this tribal habitude as a tripartite sequence comprising stages 
preliminal, liminal, and postliminal (1960, 166), which he deemed crucial to transitions 
‘from one category to another’ or to ‘other sections’ (1960, 189) of social order. As his 
terminology reveals, van Gennep conceived of ritual sequence in temporo-spatial terms, 
whereby liminality denoted the central point of transition between fixed positions and 
was homologised by ‘territorial passage’ (1960, 198). Arguing the rupture of physical and 
sociological thresholds was symbiotic, and regularly demarcated by transitions between 
physical locations, van Gennep posed that patterns defining liminality were replicated 
allegorically, in ritual processes and society both. 
Turner later took up this hypothesis and extended its analogical pattern, terming 
the representational movement accompanying ritual processes as ‘spatial symbolism’ 
(1979). Substantiating van Gennep’s claim that ritual sequences intersect with physical 
and social territory, Turner argued liminal phases are uniformly mirrored by ‘the literal 
crossing of a threshold which separates two distinct areas’ (1982, 25). Crucial to van 
Gennep’s and Turner’s propositions is how the twofold simulation of liminal and physical 
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passages demands cognisance of the stable structures delimiting instances of transition. 
Because Turner imagines the liminal period as an ‘interstructural situation’ arising within 
a societal model made up of a ‘structure of positions’ (1967, 93), it becomes necessary 
to discuss liminality in relation to the structure it inverts, insofar as it is simultaneously 
referential and transpositional of those particular ‘stable or recurrent conditions’ (1967, 
94). 
In what arose from the observations of anthropological survey and incidentally 
provided a framework—both symbolic and embodied—to observe social arrangements, 
liminality represents ‘a crucial concept in our attempts to diagnose the times in which we 
live’ (Thomassen 2015, 56). Proffering a way to think about the individual and their place 
within wider structures, the model presents a ‘master concept’ (Thomassen 2015, 39) 
transferable across manifold disciplines and methods of analysis. As Turner argues, ritual 
and literature both ‘provided what is now fashionable to call metalanguages for discussing 
sociality’ (Turner 1992, 69). In many ways the framework is purpose-built for criticism 
because literature, like liminal phenomena, represents the stable from within and beyond. 
Thus, to conceive of liminality in the context of literary analysis is to participate in a broad 
and advancing field which accentuates the liminal ‘as a “window” on the cultural dynamics 
by which people make and remake their worlds’ (Bell 1992, 3). Providing a terminology to 
discuss positions ‘betwixt and between…law, custom, convention and ceremonial’ (Turner 
1969, 95), liminality presents a robust framework for contemporary scholars of place, 
space, and identity to consider geographies conterminous with transience or marginality 
(see Andrews and Roberts 2012; Roberts 2002; Prieto 2012; Grosz 1995). 
Perhaps, owing to its provision of a ‘creative font not only for ritual, but for 
culture in general’ (Grimes 1995, 151; see also Somé 1996), the liminality paradigm 
demonstrates immense scope for reinterpretation. This adaptability, ‘so broad as to be 
potentially unlimited’ (Szakolcai, 2015, 34), often results in a lateral implementation of 
its praxis and nomenclature. Evidenced by the tendency within contemporary cultural 
and literary studies to employ the term ‘liminal’ adjectivally, when describing general 
states of ambiguity and “in-between” spaces (Meethan 2012, 93; Grimes 1995; 2002), 
these applications often isolate the transitional aspects of liminality and extend them to 
contemporary loci and experiences. This broadening of the framework also emerges in 
the work of scholars applying the qualitative aspects of liminality to manifold disciplines 
without claiming to extend its model. Among these are Edward Soja10 (1996) and Bertrand 
Westphal11 (2011), who have considered referential spaces existing outside or between 
stable categories; just as postcolonial scholars including Homi Bhabha (1994) and Gloria 
Anzaldúa (1999), have theorised “third spaces”12 and “borderlands”13 when interrogating 
protean landscapes betwixt cultural and geographical boundaries (see also Serres 1995). 
While the term ‘liminal’ has occasionally been used interchangeably with the 
transitional or innominate in contemporary discourse, certain critics have advanced 
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the exploration of like phenomena in accordance with van Gennep’s and Turner’s 
relational frameworks. For example, despite varying disciplinary approaches, sociologist 
Henri Lefebvre,15 anthropologist Marc Augé,15 and spatial scholar Rob Shields16 have 
each, in their conceptions of “representational space” (1991), “non-places” (1995), and 
“margins” (1991), approached the understanding of transitional or inversive phenomena 
by reemphasising the structural binary of liminal/stable and its inherent referentiality. 
Nevertheless, while these scholars have extended liminality praxis to new disciplines and 
contemporary examples, perhaps no theorist has contributed to the advancement of the 
framework more than Turner himself. Dedicating his career to the study of liminality, 
Turner looked to the spheres of art and recreation to reconceptualise liminality as a 
model incorporating of modern societal customs. Notably, in his attempt to locate the 
contemporary equivalents of ritual liminality, Turner originated the term “liminoid” (1982) 
as a means of distinguishing prototypically liminal states occurring outside ceremonial 
contexts. Conceding that modern society presents ‘crucial differences’ to ‘the liminal in 
tribal and agrarian ritual and myth,’ Turner proposed that the subjunctive experience 
engendered by temporary discontinuations of stable structure or status might occur in the 
“liminoid” ‘of leisure genres, of symbolic forms and action in complex, industrial society’ 
(1982, 41). 
The emphasis Turner grants the notion of leisure, in particular, is both vital to 
understanding the significance of structure within the liminality framework, and imperative 
to the discussion of labour in this thesis. Asserting that ‘the cultural reality of leisure is 
obviously influenced by the domain of work from which it has been split by the wedge 
of industrial organization’ (1979, 32), Turner pinpoints the polarity between labour and 
ludic experience as one of the clearest demonstrations of a stable/liminal binary within 
contemporary, non-ritualistic, societies. Because Turner opines ‘leisure is the product 
of industrialized, rationalized, bureaucratized, large-scale socioeconomic systems’ 
(1979, 31) which arbitrarily delimit “work” from “free time,” it becomes apparent that 
liminality might, as a corollary, materialise as anything which interrupts or upturns the 
routinist practices of regimented contemporary labour. Inasmuch as Turner perceives 
systematised labour a marker of postindustrial societies, the intermission of its regime 
instantiates the notion that ‘liminality, the seclusion period, is a phase peculiarly conducive 
to such “ludic” invention’ (1979, 25) which transcends ‘social structural limitations’ (1982, 
37). Accordingly, the delimiting of this study to Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives 
of work responds to Turner’s proposition that ‘the forced, chronologically regulated 
rhythms of factory and office’ might present a fixed period where submission to codified 
norms and ‘institutional obligations’ (1979, 31) is mandatory, reinforcing of dominant 
hierarchies, and in which the suspension of these structures can potentiate liminal/
liminoid states. 
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LEVINE’S AND SPRINGSTEEN’S LIMINAL LABOUR NARRATIVES
Turner pinpoints ‘those many types of industrial work in which men are alienated from 
the fruits and results of their labor’ as being most demonstrative of the potential of 
liminality, by way of leisure, to ignite ‘creative powers, individual or communal, either 
to criticize or buttress the dominant social structural values’ (1979, 32). For this reason, 
the decision to tackle Levine’s and Springsteen’s characteristically austere urban labour 
narratives becomes increasingly cogent. While Levine’s and Springsteen’s individual 
focusses upon working life chart a subject familiar to the wider canon of American poetry, 
their texts preoccupation with the hardships presented by often oppressive (see Rumiano 
2007; Gilmore 2004) labour structures and environments distinguish their oeuvres, and 
furthermore render them a conspicuous choice for comparative analysis within the scope 
this thesis. 
Indeed, while many contemporary poets have documented the experience of 
working life, Springsteen and Levine have consistently tackled the exigencies of post-
industrialised labour within a ‘gritty, conflicted’ (Symynkwicz 2008, 181) urban American 
setting. Their work, which stares ‘straight into the void’ (Marsh 2004, 279) and tells of 
‘dreams evaporating,’ (Deardorff 2014, viii) regularly results in a ‘daunting, brooding art, 
often without solace’ (Mazzocco 1991, 66). While this unifying aspect of their songs and 
poems has been well-documented by critics and scholars alike, this thesis offers the first 
sustained analysis of both artists together, and the only focused scholarly investigation to 
advance beyond merely identifying Levine’s and Springsteen’s severe depictions of labour 
and instead interrogate how these renderings actuate observable states of liminality.
In asserting that scholarship has often overlooked the salience of Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s inversive narratives, this thesis attends to that particular gap while 
encountering an altogether exiguous body of research on both artists. It is undeniable 
that the current state of scholarship, in this regard, belies their eminence within their 
respective fields. This is particularly notable in the case of Levine who, despite accruing 
an extraordinary list of accolades—including the Pulitzer Prize and two National 
Book Awards—that suggests his prominence within the canon of American poetry, has 
precipitated merely two book-length works taking his poetry as their subject. The first of 
these, Coming Close: Forty Essays on Philip Levine (L’Esperance 2013), is a collection of 
commemorative essays responding to Levine as a poet and thinker through biographical 
accounts. The second, On the Poetry of Philip Levine: Stranger to Nothing (Buckley 1991), 
provides the only extant monograph of Levine’s work, assembling reviews and critical 
accounts of his poetry. 
While Buckley’s text moves toward countervailing this lacuna in critique, it is more 
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than two decades old and fails to provide the scope of analysis commensurate with Levine’s 
enormous body of work and cultural significance. In fact, Levine has himself contributed 
more to critical analysis of his poetry than independent critics and scholars, authoring 
three compendiums: Don’t Ask (1981), The Bread of Time: Toward an Autobiography 
(1994), and So Ask (2002), which span selected interviews, autobiographical accounts, 
essays and reflective responses. In November 2016, Doubleday will publish My Lost Poets: 
A Life in Poetry, a collection of Levine’s writings on poetry and his influences, and Knopf 
will release his posthumous collection The Last Shift. This trend suggests an upswing 
in attention to Levine’s work—which escalated after his death in February 2015—
instigating further sustained scholarly critique of his poetry, which has received nominal 
scrutiny thus far.  
Likewise, although Springsteen’s much-lauded work17 has received greater critical 
attention, only a handful of scholarly texts have been dedicated to his songs. While 
numerous monographs have been published on Springsteen, many of these accounts are 
paratextual or historiographical in scope and examine his songs through the lens of his 
personal life and career. As such, the majority of book-length explorations into Springsteen’s 
work can be considered biographical in genre: ranging from autobiographies Songs and 
the forthcoming Born to Run (Springsteen 2003; 2016); collections of interviews such as 
Talk About a Dream: The Essential Interviews of Bruce Springsteen (Phillips and Masur eds. 
2013) and Springsteen on Springsteen: Interviews, Speeches, and Encounters (Burger 2013); 
to strictly biographical accounts, of which Dave Marsh’s highly influential Two Hearts 
(2004) and Peter Ames Carlin’s Bruce (2012) are but a couple (see also Sandford 1999; 
White 2014). 
This protracted focus upon the factual resonance of his work also emerges in the 
numerous texts exploring Springsteen fandom (Cavicchi 1998; Coles 2004; Guterman 
2005), his political, theological, or philosophical import (Alterman 2001; Masciotra 
2010; Symynkywicz 2008; Auxier and Anderson eds. 2008) and his wider sociocultural 
significance (Dolan 2012; Deardorff II 2014; Masur 2010). Springsteen’s songs have also 
prompted studies into the sociohistorical traditions from which his songs derive their 
context, including Jim Cullen’s widely-cited Born in the U.S.A.: Bruce Springsteen and the 
American Tradition (2005), which melds scholarly textual analysis with political critique, 
and books such as Heart of Darkness: Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska (Burke 2011) and 
Magic in the Night: The Words and Music of Bruce Springsteen (Kirkpatrick 2009), which 
examine aspects of Springsteen’s oeuvre with an eye to American mythology and folklore. 
Of the most conventional scholarly texts dealing with Springsteen’s work, Jerry 
Zolten’s and Kenneth Womack’s anthology, Bruce Springsteen, Cultural Studies, and the 
Runaway American Dream (2012), and June Skinner Sawyers’s prominent compendium, 
Racing in the Street: The Bruce Springsteen Reader (2004), collate interdisciplinary 
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critiques18 of Springsteen’s texts and demonstrate the growing interest amongst cultural 
and literary scholars to attend to his work within an academic context. Indeed, over the 
past fifteen years, the instituting of numerous forums dedicated to Springsteen research 
attest to his growing relevance within a scholarly setting. These include the research-
directed “Bruce Springsteen Special Collection,” which opened in 2011 at Monmouth 
University, and currently comprises in excess of 20,000 holdings, and the inauguration of 
the ongoing “Glory Days: A Bruce Springsteen Symposium,” which has over the course of 
three conferences assembled scholars, educators, and musicologists, to discuss his cultural 
significance. 
This reframing of Springsteen’s work within the academe is further corroborated 
by the 2014 launch of “BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies,” the 
first peer-reviewed journal dedicated solely to his texts. Under the direction of Roxanne 
Harde and Irwin Streight, and an editorial board boasting esteemed cultural and 
historical scholars, BOSS simultaneously establishes the demand for rigorous critique of 
Springsteen’s work, and reaffirms its place within an academic setting. The value of BOSS’s 
concentrated focus emerges in the scope of its articles, many of which tackle previously 
uncharted aspects of Springsteen’s oeuvre, including the virtuosic underpinnings of his 
work (Gardner 2016) and his resonance for Australian audiences (Warren and West 
2014), or apply novel theoretical frameworks such as psychoanalysis (Fields 2016) and 
autoethnography (Dieser 2014) to his texts. Of particular interest to this thesis are 
Jason Schneider’s “Another Side of “Born in the U.S.A.”: Form, Paradox, and Rhetorical 
Indirection” (2014), and William I. Wolff ’s “Springsteen, Tradition, and the Purpose 
of the Artist” (2014), papers which demonstrate how the growing substantiality of 
Springsteen scholarship has resulted in critique that acknowledges and attends to his 
songs’ complexities. 
To varying degrees, Schneider and Wolff both explore Springsteen’s texts with 
questions of verity in mind. Schneider, who argues Springsteen’s career is marked by 
paradox, focuses upon the polarising interpretations of “Born in the U.S.A.” Observing 
a tendency among listeners towards concrete deductions, Schneider suggests this song 
demonstrates an obfuscation of meaning through its contradictory interlocution. This 
argument is pertinent to the concerns of this thesis because it dismantles the notion that 
Springsteen’s narratives are unambiguously rendered and might only be apprehended as 
versions of truth. In pinpointing both the contradictory execution of this song, and the 
disparities between popular reception, Schneider encourages readers and listeners, alike, 
to consider how Springsteen builds meaning and, by extension, to entertain the possibility 
that his texts can and do fabricate authenticity. 
Wolff ’s contention mirrors Schneider’s attempt to restore nuance to Springsteen 
analyses; by situating him in an historical lineage with antecedents in Wordsworth and 
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Eliot, Wolff assesses that Springsteen undertakes the “folk process”19 of voicing a common 
citizen, which is less a project of autobiography than it is one of character creation (2014, 
52). By arguing that Springsteen embodies an archetypal spokesperson for the everyday 
individual, Wolff suggests his work constructs authenticity through a mimicry of relatable 
norms. This claim resonates with the propositions of this study in its assessment that 
Springsteen’s labour narratives convey allegorical truths, which are often representative 
of wider social sentiments but do not amount to fidelity within their predetermined 
contexts. As these articles suggest, and this thesis itself proposes, the latent complexity of 
Springsteen’s work has only recently begun to be addressed; BOSS evinces the demand 
for considered scholarly approaches to his texts within a field that has thus far failed to 
parallel his cultural impact. 
A final salient point arising from the dialogue BOSS promotes concerns ongoing 
disagreement amongst Springsteen scholars about the practicability of analysing his lyrics 
divorced from musicological contexts. While the application of traditional textual analysis 
to his lyrical output has been conventionalised by many eminent critics,20 Schneider 
highlights the pitfalls of this heuristic by attributing the oft-antithetical interpretations 
of “Born in the U.S.A.” to the song’s disharmonious lyrical and musical elements. 
Schneider makes this argument following Bird’s critique of the widespread assumption 
that Springsteen’s meaning ‘can, in effect, be read off his narrative texts’ (1994, 42), which 
is to say that isolated attempts to deconstruct individual songs from his repertoire might 
be better served by a more holistic approach to his work’s overarching themes. As such, 
to counter the reductive analysis which might result from parsing lyrics sans musical 
elements for meaning, this thesis promotes a broader examination of the sustained tropes 
and recurring tendencies which run the gamut of Springsteen’s oeuvre. Furthermore, 
by approaching his texts from the distinct methodological framework of liminality, this 
thesis evaluates Springsteen’s themes primarily to demonstrate their instantiation of 
contradictory truths; thereby, it is more concerned with how his work constructs meaning, 
rather than how this meaning intersects with wider sociopolitical or historiographical 
factors ipso facto. 
Given this practice is still a debated issue among scholars in the field, the decision 
to apply formal literary analysis to Springsteen’s lyrics may be surprising to some. 
Nevertheless, this thesis follows a mode of critique which charts his cultural impact on 
literary texts (see Clifford 2014; Gellman 2012), while extending an established scholarly 
practice in which strictly lexicological studies of songs have determined them worthy of 
critical attention (see Smith 2002; Goodman 1997). Rather than entering into discussions 
of musicality or composition, books including Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, and American 
Song (Smith 2002), Like a Complete Unknown: The Poetry of Bob Dylan’s Songs, 1961-1969 
(Hinchey 2002), Seth Rogovoy’s Bob Dylan: Prophet, Mystic, Poet (2009), and Dylan and 
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Cohen: Poets of Rock and Roll (Boucher 2004), have validated the praxis of subjecting 
song texts to close textual analysis, while indicating a wider ideological turn towards 
treating song lyrics as appreciable literary artefacts, in their own right. This sentiment is 
furthered by books that consider songs, more broadly, in poetic terms, such as Charlotte 
Pence’s compendium The Poetics of American Song Lyrics (2012), which collates poetic and 
scholarly responses to American song lyrics alongside close readings of songs and poems. 
For the purposes of this study, the most demonstrative example of this ideological turn 
emerges in Reading the Boss: Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Works of Bruce Springsteen 
(Harde and Streight 2010), a compendium of dedicated scholarly essays examining 
Springsteen’s literary connections.
This approach furthers the assessment that ‘treating Springsteen as a literary artist is 
quite appropriate’ (Gellman 2012, 8). It follows the comparisons made between his work 
and writers such as Whitman and Steinbeck (Bellamy 2011; Gellman 2012) to definitive 
assessments of ‘his lyrics as a genre of poetry’ (Moss 2014, 227) and his role as ‘a major 
American poet’ (McConnell 1983: 431). As Cullen elucidates, ‘Springsteen was widely 
seen as the chronicler and poet of ordinary Americans’ (2005, 194; see also Masciotra 
2010, xv; Seymour 2012, 65), and cultural critics have often evaluated his ‘urban folk 
poetry’ accordingly (Rockwell 1975). While this thesis does not aver that Springsteen’s 
work should be considered poetry21 and, for this reason, is cautious to demarcate his 
lyrical output from Levine’s poetic texts, it does emphasise their cognate contexts and 
preoccupations. This methodology is not merely supported by building momentum in 
wider scholarly practice, but by Levine’s and Springsteen’s remarkable similarities in 
diction, register, and narrative method. Just as Springsteen’s workaday patois aims to 
realise ‘the desperation that characterizes the lives of many embattled inhabitants of 
American cities’ (Masciotra 2010, 91), so too does Levine’s lyric, often executed in ‘a 
sharp journalist’s prose’ (Root 1991, 209), render with intensity the experiences of people 
occupying a ‘margin that’s very real and perilously visceral.’ (Harner and Long 2011, n.p.)
Critics of Levine’s poetry have assessed that his unadorned diction centralises 
narrativity (Buckley 1991, 228) and indicates that his ‘primary impulse is narrative’ (St 
John 1991, 277; see also Hirsch 1989). The prosaicism of his verse is constitutive of 
these aims; a ‘plain emotional language’ (Bedient 1976, 357; see also Stafford 1978) that 
reveals ‘the prosaic underside of the heroic’ (Parisi 1982, 582). While garnering praise, 
this aspect of his work has also been criticised for its perceived flatness of language 
and rhythm (Parini 1991, 141; Wood 1999), with Helen Vendler likening Levine to a 
writer of ‘prose who chops up his reminiscent paragraphs into short lines’ (1988, 385; 
see also Perloff 1991, 43-44). While the more scathing critics of Levine’s work appear 
to overlook his dexterity and imaginative scope, it is undeniable that his poems establish 
his place as a ‘prosaic chronicler of life in industrial Middle America’ (Hitchcock 1991, 
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56). His unvarnished lyric, beyond facilitating comparative analyses within this thesis, 
furthermore substantiates the correlative discussion of his poems and Springsteen’s lyrics. 
Thus, Levine’s and Springsteen’s works, manifesting as they do a succession of analogous 
characteristics—stylistically, thematically, ideologically—and, most integrally, in their 
inversive or transpositional narratives, demonstrate a propitious and somewhat obvious 
pairing for this exploration into liminal labour narratives. 
Chapter one, I Know the River Is Dry, takes as its focus the many paradoxical pastoral 
landscapes that emerge in Levine’s and Springsteen’s urban labour narratives. Extending 
the proposition that liminal places invert or arise on the peripheries of dominant structure, 
it argues that Levine’s and Springsteen’s pastoral environs contravene their predetermined 
milieus and, for this reason, the verisimilitude their labour narratives imply. Because the 
pastoral mode necessitates apposed opposites of urban and natural—reenacting the 
reversal of structure that liminality predetermines—this chapter poses that their bucolics 
are often better understood as allegorical depictions of urban distress. It advances this 
contention by revealing how Levine’s and Springsteen’s symbolic pastoral narratives 
instantiate three recurring patterns of place: inversions “opposite” to industrialised labour 
milieus; perceived “other” marginal places remote from the urban center; or “projections” 
which conflate internal and external landscapes. This chapter contends that these pastorals 
must be interpreted as figurations because they are constructed from and in reference to 
urban loci. As such, it emphasises that the dynamics informing Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
urban narratives are gleaned by examining their liminal bucolics, which transpose internal 
structure to extrinsic settings and recapitulate the industrial center by inverting its codes.
Chapter two, Heaven’s Waiting on Down the Tracks, takes up the theme of mutable 
landscapes explicitly. Interrogating the instances of liminality that arise from temporal, 
episodic, and physical mobility in Levine’s and Springsteen’s poems and songs, it argues 
that their texts recurrently transpire outside daily space and time. This disjuncture is 
significant because critics have often interpreted Levine’s and Springsteen’s mobility tropes 
as being evidential of linear temporality or movement. However, as this chapter maintains, 
mobility must be evaluated relative to fixities which permit or prohibit movement, and 
thereby dictate its symbolic resonance. Thus, by examining movement and the stasis 
which predetermines it, this chapter contends that Levine’s and Springsteen’s expressions 
of mobility often arise as liminal phases, suspending their narrators between stable time 
periods and outside the temporal conditions of their working lives. Because mobility and 
liminality paradigms both accentuate the symbolism inherent to embodied practices of 
movement, coalescing these frameworks demonstrates how Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
expressions of transit might reinforce or temporarily suspend preexisting social dynamics. 
Insofar as movement connotes a perpetual “becoming” and may potentiate status 
changes—just as stasis might reinforce preexisting roles—this chapter finds that Levine’s 
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and Springsteen’s mobile narratives are categorically liminal, contravening temporal 
structure and enacting territorial passages between stable spaces.   
Extending the theme of liminal transformation from personal mobility to notions of 
identity, chapter three, Someone Other Than Myself, interrogates Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
many threshold characters. Considering the way labour structures might stipulate 
normative values which, in turn, precipitate identity transformations, it argues their 
representations of transition, crisis, and gendered outsiderhood emulate the arrangements 
of liminal identity. Although a cursory reading of Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts might 
intimate conventional characterisations, by demonstrating how their protagonists fluctuate 
between or exist aside stable structures, this chapter contests the notion their texts intend 
to delineate orthodox identities. Instead, it shows how Levine’s and Springsteen’s rites 
de passage reveals the systems predetermining accepted notions of identity and gender. 
It contends that this symbolic function ultimately necessitates the reconceptualisation 
of their narratives as allegorical, because their characters adopt codified social norms 
through mimetic enactments of stable structure, which adduce liminal identity. 
Tackling first the plethora of transitional male narrators, it moves to interrogate 
the persistent outsiderhood of Levine’s and Springsteen’s female characters. While 
acknowledging Levine’s and Springsteen’s male-centric perspectives, it distinguishes their 
masculine narrators as axial and opines that their female outsiders provide boundary 
definition, delivering meaning and demarcating identity for their male counterparts. This 
contention is furthered by the sequential organisation of this chapter, which mimics the 
liminality paradigm in its conception of structure as an interrelation of opposites. It finds 
that to expose the marginality of Levine’s and Springsteen’s females, it is efficacious to first 
establish the stable “center” and demonstrate the predominance of male identity. Because 
liminal determinations necessitate the foregrounding of stable structure, this chapter 
shows that Levine and Springsteen reify normativity through a process of mimicry, and it 
is from this stable center they permanently or situationally deviate.
While the importance of this study into Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal labour 
narratives emerges foremost from the paucity of scholarship aimed at reconciling the 
incongruous renderings of working life therein, its focus derives particular significance 
from the unique methodology liminality proffers. In mediating upon the way literal and 
allegorical ontologies correlate to patterns of stability and transition, liminality presents 
a logical—and currently uncharted—approach to examining Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
texts in studied appreciation of the everyday structural dynamics predetermining their 
conceits. Moreover, by evaluating “daily” experience against the aberration of its routines, 
liminality studies advance an understanding of “realities,” as they come to be perpetuated, 
by emphasising the way specific inversions of structure might reveal latent sociopolitical 
dynamics within and outside of literary texts. These observations, gleaned from forms 
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of symbolic action ‘in which all previous standards and models are subjected to criticism’ 
(Turner 1974, 15), render with clarity the prevailing arrangements of their relevant 
structures and, perhaps most importantly, the manner in which those structures are felt 
to impact the individual. 
Although the liminal place, space, or self arises from a dissolution of fixed positions 
or status, it occurs in deep conversation with normative arrangements. In this way, Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s liminal narratives promote an understanding of their respective labour 
structures, and the corollaries of working life, through descriptions of opposite worlds, 
possibilities, and selves. Their poems and songs are replete with contradiction, inversion, 
momentary and prolonged visions of crisis; none of these states are structurally stable, 
and rarely do they reflect the authentic narrative contexts their texts set out, but they 
do proffer insight into otherwise concealed aspects of daily experience. By approaching 
their narratives from the view that ‘liminality opens the door to a world of contingency’ 
(Thomassen 2014, 7), this thesis presents a new way of understanding their texts—and 
likewise a new method for considering other texts which take as their subject the structures 
of daily life—as worlds outside, yet irrevocably drawn from, the one in which they occur. 
Together this exegesis and creative artefact chart the experiences and impacts of working 
life, exposing how, within liminal situations, ‘new ways of describing and interpreting 
sociocultural experience are formulated’ (Turner 1974, 15), and the contours of our daily 
worlds might be more fully perceived.                   
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(2011, n.p.).
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is my memory’ (Marmer 2012)
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exit (1974, 321).
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11 Westpahl perceives the threshold as metonymical and adaptable to the shape of metaphor (1994, 99).
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edited by Roaxanne Harde and Irwin Streight.
19 Wolff’s argument extends a popular interpretation of Springsteen’s work and larger cultural significance, 
which situates his work in an American tradition of labour songs/poems. First proposed by Bryan K. 
Garman in A Race of Singers, Whitman’s Working Class Hero from Guthrie to Springsteen (2000), which 
evaluates songs and poems as comparable artefacts in the cultivation of a working hero, it was later extended 
by Jim Cullen, who argues Springsteen is heir to an artistic tradition ‘articulated by Emerson, received 
its first clear expression in Whitman, and was carried through a lineage that includes Twain, Dylan and 
countless other creators’ (2005, 4; see also Deardorff 2014; Coles 2004)
20 (see Douglas 1985; McConnell 1983; Rauch 1988).
21 As Charlotte Pence notes in American Made Music, The Poetics of American Song Lyrics, ‘Songs are a 
distinct genre with several considerations that contemporary literary poetry does not share. And the best 
definition of what is a song and what is a poem may be the one we intuit: a song needs music to complete it; 






I Know the River is Dry
PHILIP LEVINE’S AND BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN’S LIMINAL PASTORAL NARRATIVES 
Although scholars have largely taken as read that ‘Levine’s settings are 
industrial in nature’ (Rumiano 2007, 50), and Springsteen’s ‘suburban boardwalk life, and 
urban landscapes’ (Seymour 2012, 67) comprise his texts dominant milieu, this chapter 
argues otherwise. Considering the issue of place in their poems and songs, it asserts that 
they have often applied tropes characteristic of the pastoral mode to their narratives of 
urban working life, and that these representational landscapes subvert the fidelity of the 
texts in which they arise. Looking to the many examples in which Levine and Springsteen 
locate their labour narratives outside of urban loci, it proposes their delineations of place 
are often ambiguous or contradictory pastoral sites which call into question the veracity 
of their situational contexts. Adopting Turner’s definition that ‘liminality is regarded as a 
time and place of withdrawal from normal modes of social action (1969, 167), it finds these 
pastoral settings at variance with place as it is pre-established by Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
urban-industrial scenes of working life. Instead, it perceives these locus amoenus1 as liminal 
non-places; referential neither/nor sites which are constructed in opposition to urban, 
and by way of which demonstrate the perceived adversities encountered therein. 
This liminal pastoral site or “green world,” as conceptualised by Northrop Frye in 
Anatomy of Criticism, ‘has analogies, not only to the fertile world of ritual, but to the dream 
world that we create out of our own desires. This dream world collides with the stumbling 
and blinded follies of the world of experience’ (1957, 183). That collision, between 
structure and anti-structure, reality and ideal, and ‘between simple and complicated 
ways of living’ (Kermode1952, 13), is the cardinal dynamic of pastoral ideation and the 
primary focus of this argument. By attending to Levine’s and Springsteen’s antithetical 
landscapes, it elucidates how they reenact the vital binary of urban/natural defining the 
pastoral narrative; for the reason that natural environs necessitate a developed center 
for delimitation, so too does Levine’s and Springsteen’s industrial-scape incur repressive 
connotations in referential opposition to their liminal pastoral landscapes. Removed 
from the tangible urban locus yet constructed in response to its failings, Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s pastoral setting can be inferred as allegorical and thereby inconsistent with 
locational veracity. Accordingly, this chapter advances propositions that find Levine’s 
poems are situated in a place ‘between these two polar memories–the purgatory of the 
factory and the redemption of nature’ (Herman 1991, n.p.), and that Springsteen’s ‘natural 
settings carry similar levels of signification as they did to the Romantic poets’ (Wolff 
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2014, 58), to pinpoint and examine three archetypal liminal pastoral settings in their 
labour narratives: opposite, other, and projected. 
The first of these accentuates the notion of contrast crucial to the pastoral mode 
(Gifford 1999, 2) and arises as a liminal space imagined from juxtaposition. Herein, 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s opposite bucolic landscape materialises as promised land, ‘a 
land depicted as if it might become the scene, at long last, of a truly successful “pursuit of 
happiness”’ (Marx 1964, 74). Cultivated in direct distinction to the urban; as a positive 
inversion of the scene of distress, it might be imagined as an idealised place that symbolises 
central dynamics, but nevertheless contravenes factual delineation. Just as Levine and 
Springsteen idealise places opposite to the urban, they also extol pastorals devoid of 
such clear definitions. These other landscapes are revered for their unknowability and 
perceived remoteness from the urban center, reenacting the axiom that in moving ‘to the 
edge of society (physically, intellectually, politically) a “new world” can be discovered’ 
(Traber 2007, 11-12). This particular liminality hovers between two prominent locales: 
one presently known and one yet to be discovered, assuming the ‘boundary between the 
contingent everyday world and “the other world”’ (Sheldrake 2011, 184). 
The final liminal place discussed is herein termed pastoral projection, and arises as 
a conflation of internal and external landscapes. A figuration of interiority, this setting 
is representative of the manner in which ‘real spaces are hypostatized into the symbolic 
realm of imaginary space relations’ (Shields 1991, 264). In these phenomena, the 
narrator’s misgivings about workaday experience come to bear on their appreciations of 
the natural world; as such, projected pastoral sites might be read as an externalisation of 
urban anxieties and an effective reversal of idealised opposite sites. Because ‘an archetypal 
symbol is usually a natural object with a human meaning’ (Frye 1957, 183), this chapter 
contends that Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal pastorals are representational places 
expressing deeply felt impressions of labour experience. While they are patently unnatural 
to their texts predetermined settings, they cohere with the designative function of the 
pastoral to refer ‘to something other than itself ’ (Patterson 1987, 3), in much the same 
way that liminality responds to and references the very scene it transposes. 
LIMINAL PLACES: PASTORAL TRADITION AND URBAN INVERSION
Despite an abundance of literature on the subject of place in Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
poems and songs, their pastoral landscapes have generally been omitted from prominent 
scholarship. That much has been made of place in their work is unsurprising. Springsteen 
biographer Dave Marsh notes the ‘remarkably specific sense of place’ (2004, 276) in his 
songs, just as Marya Morris, examining Springsteen’s geographies, assesses ‘place-based 
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imagery has been a hallmark of his career as a songwriter’ (2007, 3; see also Crane 2002, 
1). Likewise, critics often acknowledge that Levine’s ‘poems recreate the sense of place and 
time with a density and specificity all his own’ (Parini 1991,126), and feature ‘characters 
who epitomized the spirit of each place’ ( Jones 1991, 226). This focus is likely owing, 
in part, to the multitudinous appellations in their work. For example, in Springsteen’s 
corpus no less than seven albums are titled after places, be they proper nouns2 such as 
Nebraska (1982), or ill-defined landmarks [Lucky Town (1992), Tunnel of Love (1987), 
The River (1980), Darkness on the Edge of Town (1978)]. Levine’s poems reveal a similar 
preoccupation with discrete locations; even a cursory reading of Not This Pig (1968) 
finds some fifteen place names arising in the first ten pages alone. Nevertheless, while the 
significance of place in Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives cannot be denied, critique 
has failed to sufficiently engage with their landscapes on the peripheries of identification. 
Marsh admits that ‘Springsteen’s songs have been peppered with unforgettable 
places, although most are fictitious’ (2004, 276); however, the biographical bent of 
prevailing critique is evident. Indeed, despite apparent indications that Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s landscapes might be figurative, the emphasis granted to tangible locations 
(Morling 2013, 131; Masciotra 2010, 91) indicates how often analyses of their landscapes 
pivot on veracity in exclusion of their many complex and contradictory landscapes defying 
biographical deconstruction. While Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives are ripe with 
allusions to the pastoral mode and this imagery has been pinpointed or acknowledged, 
rarely is it granted substantial attention. In the case of Springsteen’s work, an exception 
arises in Jim Cullen’s Born in the USA: Bruce Springsteen and the American Tradition, which 
references his ‘inversion of the pastoral impulse’ (2005, 171). Although Cullen’s discussion 
fundamentally concerns Puritanism, it is one of few instances where this connection has 
been made and explicated. Although Morris has argued that ‘Springsteen has a stock pile 
of non-specific images of natural landscapes’ (2007, 5), and David Burke emphasised the 
river as ‘place of sanctuary’ (2011, 98) in Heart of Darkness: Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska, 
rarely are these pastoral applications recognised as such. 
The recognition of this imagery is also prominent in discussions of Levine’s poetry, 
to the extent that critics will admit ‘Levine loved the earth and sky as much as any poet 
of nature, but he came to be identified with poems about work and workers’ (Italie and 
Smith 2015, n.p.). Despite the recognition of his pastoral tropes, critics often leave this 
imagery unelaborated. For example, when considering Levine’s poetry from the lens of 
twentieth-century Romanticism, Lisa M. Steinman defines “You Can Have It” as an 
‘urban pastoral’ (2012, 49; see also Smith 1985, 43), albeit declining to explore this 
reading in a meaningful way. In similar fashion, Jay Parini accentuates the confluence of 
urban and natural environments in Levine’s poetry, opining his ‘nature includes factories, 
transmission shops, gas stations, railroads—all the detritus of urban-industrial living—in 
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addition to the green hills of pastoral verse’ (1991a, 141; see also Pacernick 2001, 59). 
Parini is right to identify the prominence of the natural world in Levine’s poems and, 
in particular, to consider its contrastive amalgamation into his overall landscape. Given 
most references to this significant landscape treat it as an aside to discussions of the urban 
locus, it is notable that Parini grants it equal weight. 
Parini’s sentiment is regularly echoed in commentaries of Levine’s work, many 
which recount his ‘pastoral talent’ and describe how ‘the beauty of the natural world…has 
yielded some of his most impressive work’ (Smith 1985, 43), which is ‘attracted to nature 
and rural people’ (Pacernick 2001, 59). Perhaps the most glaring example of the tendency 
to treat Levine’s bucolics as incidental can be found in Jeffrey Rumiano’s discussion of his 
poetry vis-à-vis seminal ancient pastorals. Comparing Levine’s What Work Is (1991) to 
Virgil’s Georgics and Hesiod’s Works and Days, Rumiano poses that each of these texts 
have labour at their heart (2007, 44). It is striking that having placed his poems in this 
lineage, and moreover conceding to Georgics ‘focus on agriculture’ (2007, 45), Rumiano 
does not elaborate upon Levine’s demonstrably pastoral tropes nor landscapes. As such, 
the rate at which scholars acknowledge Levine’s and Springsteen’s pastoral imagery is 
outmatched only by the regularity with which its implications are left unexamined.
While the predetermined urban setting of Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives 
might at first appear to disqualify their texts from a pastoral reading, it is fundamental to 
establish that the pastoral mode ultimately necessitates an urban setting for its delimitation. 
Although, as ecocritic Terry Gifford states, ‘a delight in the natural is assumed’ (1999, 2), 
the idyllic setting—albeit the most observable trope—is not the sole determinant of the 
mode. Rather, as Leo Marx establishes in his landmark pastoral critique, The Machine 
in the Garden, this reductive idealisation of the natural world occurs ‘wherever people 
turn away from the hard social and technological realities’ (1964, 5) that prefigure place-
relations. Marx thereby finds the ‘imaginative and complex’ (1964, 25) potential of pastoral 
ideation to occur in situations that bring ‘a world which is more “real” into juxtaposition 
with an idyllic vision’ (1964, 25). Thus, contrast between polarised states emerges as the 
defining aspect of pastorals. The allegorical bucolic landscape is a place that ‘habitually 
calls forth its opposite’ (Tolliver 1972, 89); moreover, as pastoral scholar William Barillas 
articulates, because ‘pastoral often entails a contrast between urban and rural life’ (2006, 
12) this distinction accentuates its position outside or distinct from the industrial center, 
while reaffirming its referential enactment of urban unease (Williams 1975, 71).   
The vilification of industrialised settings is a prominent pastoral theme. Raymond 
Williams, in his highly-influential text The Country and the City, perceives the pastoral 
landscape as ‘an idealisation, based on a temporary situation and on a deep desire for 
stability’ (1975, 60). Insofar as the natural world is elevated, this analogical pattern 
determines its opposite—that is, any manmade environment presenting ‘disturbance and 
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disorder’ (Williams 1975, 60) or constraint—as inherently dystopian. This referentially 
exposes the pastoral as site of representation, where ‘the landscape thus becomes the 
symbolic repository of value of all kinds — economic, political, aesthetic, religious.’ (Marx 
1964, 228). As such, the structural arrangements and symbolic actions informing the 
pastoral landscape present a model that is practically interchangeable with conventional 
liminality frameworks. The crucial difference, of course, being that pastoral place acquires 
specific and identifiable features—that is, natural and simple attributes—and lends to 
a more clearly articulated visual representation; whereas liminality is encountered as 
an unknown or unspecified inversion that is contextual, and thereby less generative of 
consistent tropes or imagery. While pastoral places are undeniably more constrained, 
conceivable places in and of themselves, being sites of representation for urban—thereby 
structural—concerns, they ‘grant persons the possibility to get out from under or to stand 
aside the dominance and presumed inclusiveness of space determined by human designs’ 
(Kort 2011, 39). 
By arguing that liminal and pastoral modes demonstrate consonant systems 
of representation, this chapter first determines that Levine’s and Springsteen’s bucolic 
spaces—constructed from the frame of urban experience—are liminal. Secondly, it asserts 
that their pastoral allegories represent—in the same way that liminality represents—
the structural dynamics inherent to the urban-sphere; these landscapes thereby elude 
and reinforce the site of concern. This, as Gifford notes, is the essential paradox of the 
pastoral; ‘that a retreat to a place apparently without the anxieties of the town, or the 
court, or the present, actually delivers insights into the culture from which it originates’ 
(1992, 82). Gifford’s attestation could be taken as a recapitulation of liminality’s primary 
concerns—retreat, inversion, reflection—and naturally parallels Turner’s supposition 
that ‘the manufacture of utopias is an untrammeled “ludic” activity of the leisure of the 
modern world’ (1979, 46) insofar as that modern world seeks its opposite and in so doing 
represents itself. It is clear then, that places, particularly those liminal and/or pastoral, ‘are 
infinitely shared with connotative characteristics and emotive associations’ (Shield 1991, 
264), demonstrating not inherent physical attributes but ‘metaphoric powers’ (Marx 1964, 
128).
The significance of the pastoral site as place of representation, particularly as it 
unfolds within this study, derives from the way it might symbolise social dynamics. 
Foremost, as occurs in Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives of opposite or idealised 
natural settings, through an aggrandisement of the natural in contrast to an onerous 
urban setting, the ‘tragedy of hope, fear, and sadness in urban America’ (Masciotra 2010, 
91) might be revealed. It is thereby possible to suggest that a ‘reverence for the natural 
order of nature itself ’ (Mackethan 1980, 6), which pastoral scholar Lucinda Harwick 
Mackethan identifies as a core tenet of Arcadian signification, occurs less as an implicit 
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impulse and rather as a process of differentiation. Thus, when Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
narrator’s enact the ‘physical and imaginative retreat into innocent nature and away from 
the corrosive influence of the metropolis’ (Cella 2010, 8), this action is symbolic of the 
axiom that what lies beyond structure provides access to ‘something not fully available that 
lies behind or beyond them’ (Kort 2011, 40; see also Blanchot 2002, 199). 
Crucially, by determining outlying, unknown, or ‘other’ landscapes as sites of 
idealisation, the socio-symbolic implications of this delineation are significant. If the 
liminal-pastoral space represents social dynamics, then the ‘dreamy utopian paradise’ 
(Allen 2012, 126) in Springsteen’s narratives, for example, carries with it manifold 
implications. These range from the benign expectation that nature will ‘supply value and 
meaning’ (Marx 1964, 49), to the very real issue of subjugation, in that natural landscapes 
‘can be read as spaces where colonizing transactions are perpetuated and made to look 
benign’ (Alexander 2011, 4). Because the place of otherness in Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
poems and songs ‘is always defined as being located outside a condoned normative system’ 
(Traber 2007,11; see also Bongie 1991, 4-5), it bears considering how these referential 
sites, beyond merely representing the underlying tenets of structure might in fact 
reinscribe them. 
This chapter approaches Levine’s and Springsteen’s renderings of ‘other’ idyllic 
sites from a perspective similar to that of Giles Gunn who, in The Interpretation of 
Otherness, pinpoints the desire of one ‘left yearning, as Americans have always been, for 
“a world elsewhere” beyond the self ’ (1979, 180). Nevertheless, despite the possibility of 
interpreting the idealisation of unvisited places as ‘an endless search for lost communal 
or even personal identity’ (Deane 1990, 11), postcolonial scholars, in particular, have 
emphasised the inherent violence (Spivak 1985; Fannon 2004) of expansions to—
and appropriations of—places outside dominant structure. Conceptions of otherness 
approach distinction in various ways, be that as a strict binary of strange and familiar 
(Said 1978, 43), or a polyphonic liminal interchange, such as Homi Bhabha’s notion of 
hybridity as ‘neither One nor the Other but something else besides, in-between’ (1994, 
21). Nevertheless, most presume that representations of otherness ‘vary according to 
the exigencies of colonial rule’ (Loomba 2005, 98); thereby, much the same as liminal 
phenomena, the normative structure dictates variation. Applying this concern to nature 
studies, ecocritic Andrew Light recalls the classical Puritan view that ‘wilderness was 
hostile and evil, and its conquest a sign of social progress’ (Light 1999, 139); while Levine 
and Springsteen assume a delight in the natural world, it is worthwhile to consider how 
the fascination of distance, imagined by Arthur Schopenhauer as ‘paradises that vanish 
like optical illusions’ (1958, 573) might express ingrained prejudices and modes of action.
Indeed, the pastoral landscape, as with all instances of liminality, is a place of 
representation writ large in Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour narratives. As Bryan K. 
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Garman states, ‘Springsteen relies on geography to demarcate class relationships’ (1996, 
227), in much the same way as Levine ‘presents images of contrast between nature and 
industrial environments, suggesting specific associations with each’ (Rumiano 2007, 
132). Thus, the presumed inaccessibility of “paradise”—the periphery of workaday 
loci—illuminates the of underbelly their respective urban structures by dismantling or 
inverting its constitutive aspects. In Writing for an Endangered World, pastoral scholar 
Lawrence Buell emphasised the associative nature of place, asserting it ‘implies physical 
site, though site alone does not constitute place’ (2003, 60). This chapter extends Buell’s 
claim. Examining the extrinsic social and politico-economic factors framing Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s pastoral figurations, it finds their natural landscapes are largely symbolic 
places that illustrate how ‘pastoral is a discourse, a way of using language that constructs 
a different kind of world from that of realism’ (Gifford 1999, 45). In these attempts to 
revisit simpler or idealised models of experience, their manifold bucolics incidentally 
reveal more about places of oppression than those imagined sites of promise. 
FROM ALLEY TO VALLEY: NARRATIVES OF IDEALISATION 
‘The wide world is green’
PHILIP LEVINE3
The juxtaposition of dichotomous environments is a requisite characteristic of the 
pastoral mode and a defining trope in Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives. This 
opposition, ‘the sharp swing between two states of feeling, between an Arcadian vision 
and an anxious awareness of reality’ (Marx 1964, 30), forms the basis of the following 
discussion. Exploring the phenomena of ‘opposite’ pastoral landscapes in Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s labour narratives, it finds their texts reconstruct a binary archetypal to the 
pastoral mode which, as elucidated by ecocritic Glen Love, draws together ‘the opposing 
worlds of nature and society’ (2003, 85). Levine and Springsteen often write from the 
perspectives of workers in an industrialised setting, characterising ‘embattled inhabitants 
of American cities’ (Masciotra 2010, 91) and the ‘injustices’ of factory labour (Hirsch 
2013, 70). Nevertheless, despite situating many of their texts within urban loci, their 
allegories demonstrate a patent preoccupation with the natural world and regularly 
traverse the liminal contours ‘between rural and urban, country and courtly, simple and 
complex, natural and artificial’ (Greg 1959, 5). 
When Levine’s eponymous narrator in “A Walk with Tom Jefferson” remembers the 
city of Detroit as one with ‘only / three seasons, or so we said— / one to get tired, one to 
get / old, one to die’ (1991, 277), he demonstrates how bucolic and urban might at once be 
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intertwined and oppositional. For many of his protagonists, the urban site is where natural 
seasons are routinely deposed by monotonous repetition, punctured only by worsening 
stages of exhaustion; as Bernard Marszalek assesses in a profile of Levine, ‘his authentic 
proletarian voice registers disgust with factory work’ (2011, 1). Many of Springsteen’s 
characters parallel this trajectory of urban exhaustion; progressing ‘from city dreams to 
urban failures’ (Masciotra 2010, 91). As a result, his urban landscape is populated by 
‘men [who] walk through these gates with death in their eyes’ (“Factory”), and ‘wind up 
wounded’ (“Jungleland”). Gifford determines that ‘pastoral represents an idealisation’ 
(1999, 36). In Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives, the natural world is routinely extolled 
in distinction to arduous urban settings, demonstrating the connate pastoral attributes of 
idealisation and contrast. For example, Tom Jefferson, who Levine describes as ‘a believer,’ 
finds solace in his garden where ‘tomatoes “remind you what tomatoes taste like’” (1991, 
284). Likewise, Springsteen’s narrator in “The Big Muddy” remembers ‘how the beautiful 
river flows and the birds they sing / But you and I we’re messier things,’ alluding to the 
pastoral axiom of an irreproachable natural world in contrast to a corrupt society. 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s promised land describes no known landscape. Instead, 
it relays a longing to ‘return to a mythical golden age, before the repression of instinctual 
life under modernity’ (Ingram 2010, 74). Within the ambit of this study, those of Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s pastorals cultivated to accentuate the ‘the contradiction between 
actuality and the ideal’ (Bate 2000, 73) are termed opposite because they demonstrate, as 
most liminal spaces do, an inversion of present structural arrangements. Deriving these 
‘differences from other kinds of spaces and place-relations’ (Kort 2011, 39), Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s opposite pastoral settings are conceived in opposition to the site of distress, 
ergo the industrial-sphere with its many attendant complexities, and exalted primarily 
for this difference. As Marx warned, when pastorals ignore or simplify the interrelated 
concepts of nature and social or technological realities, they suggest ‘obscure sentiment is 
likely to be at work’ (1964, 5). Thus, these ‘sentimental’ pastorals, in lieu of reconciling the 
innate complexities of natural worlds, omit negative attributes that threaten to disorder 
their artificially idyllic portrayals, and thereby generate schematic renderings of both 
locations. 
As becomes evident, these landscapes are necessarily constructed with their 
opposites in mind; notable is the fact that Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour poems and 
songs—unified by their lassitude in the face of industrialised settings—rarely imagine 
their protagonists flooding larger metropolises to better their situations. Discussing 
Springsteen’s recurring trope of the promised land, Spencer Allen (2012, 126) argues:
While the term “promised land” occurs in no less than nine officially 
released Springsteen-penned songs, most of these references 
allude to a dreamy utopian paradise where grass is greener than in 
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the current oppressive/repressive location. 
Greener grass is a pointed aphorism insofar as Springsteen’s natural world is laden with 
riches awaiting discovery. In “Atlantic City” he’s ‘going out where the sand’s turnin’ to 
gold’; the environs of gaming empires, rackets, and the ‘little favour[s]’ of dirty work that 
symptomise a degenerating urban landscape ‘dead to those that, for whatever reasons, 
cannot tap into its energy’ (Masciotra 2010, 100). None of the lucre promised by Atlantic 
City’s casinos is understood to be the source of his lucky hand. Instead, Springsteen depicts 
the metaphorical abundance proffered by its beaches as the means by which his narrator 
will amend his ‘losing end.’ As “Atlantic City” demonstrates, the ideological premise of 
pastoral; that is, the transcendentalist ethic of benevolent nature in contradistinction to a 
corruptive society,4 is a guiding creed in Springsteen’s bucolics. 
In “Cover Me,” his protagonist retreats from the virulence of the ‘whole world…out 
there just trying to score,’ and in “Living Proof ” it is ‘a world so hard and dirty, so fouled 
and confused.’ Attributing this condition to the ‘world’ universal, rather than a mere sub-
section, and rending these ills in absolutes such as ‘whole’ and ‘so,’ Springsteen suggests 
there is no alternate interpretation of society as he perceives it. His vision of modernity 
is not a largely benevolent world bearing traces of corruption or malevolence, and instead 
a society that is irrevocably broken. Likewise, in “Human Touch” there ‘Ain’t no mercy 
on the streets of this town / Ain’t no bread from heavenly skies’. Herein, Springsteen 
juxtaposes the earthbound and the transcendent, those gifts of ‘mercy’ and ‘bread’ evoking 
a hunger for salvation. Naturally the sky—holy and idyllic—is the sustaining element 
in this allegory. Yet the polysemy of this phrase ‘bread,’ connoting traditional sustenance 
but also money, reaffirms the divide between these realms. Springsteen suggests that 
natural landscapes exist aside monetary systems, they cannot be bought nor can they 
remunerate along those lines. Instead, their bounty is immaterial and, most importantly, 
pure: everything the industrial setting is not. In The Oaten Flute: Essays on Pastoral Poetry 
and the Pastoral Ideal (1975), Renato Poggioli describes this pastoral trope as a longing 
for innocence that derives from a perception that all manmade worlds are objectionable. 
the psychological root of the pastoral is a double longing after 
innocence and happiness, to be recovered not through conversion 
or regeneration, but merely through a retreat. By withdrawing not 
from the world but “the world” 
(1975, 1)
The “world” can herein be understood as a symbol for manifold individual grievances, and 
the pastoral landscape as an inverse metaphor encompassing countless agrarian ideals. This 
subtext is evident in Springsteen’s polarised landscapes, and just as defining an aspect of 
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Levine’s work. In his often seething depictions of urban working life, the natural world is 
elevated above the corrosive trappings of commercial labour.5 His narratives, analogous to 
conventional pastoralism which ‘places nature and culture in an oppositional relationship 
in which the former is favored over the latter,’ are ‘tinged with a strain of misanthropy’ 
(Cella 2010, 1). “You Can Have It” encounters this contrast by accentuating the harmony 
of nature from a dystopian standpoint. In it’s lamentation of the faultlessness of nature, 
its quiet synergistic processes, having succumbed to the discordant rhythms of urban life:
The city slept. The snow turned to ice.  
The ice to standing pools or rivers
racing in the gutters. Then bright grass rose   
between the thousands of cracked squares,
and that grass died. I give you back 1948.   
I give you all the years from then
to the coming one. Give me back the moon   
with its frail light falling across a face.
 
(1979, 65)
As Calvin Bedient observes, ‘the drama of Levine’s career lies in his movement away from 
his origins—industrial and Jewish immigrant, bereft and skeptical—toward American 
romanticism’ (1976, 33). This turning away from the urban to a celebration of nature 
demonstrates Bedient’s claim. The narrator’s desire to return to the natural world is such 
that he is willing to trade his history in exchange for its ‘frail light’ and Levine’s enjambed 
stanzas imply this flailing hope has persisted through many seasons. The declarative 
anaphora ‘I give you’ communicates the desperation arising from this desire to reanimate 
lost landscapes; it is a bleak exchange of human history for an already-ailing moon, yet 
the demand made in ‘Give me back’ suggests his history is deemed valueless and traded 
without hesitation. “You Can Have It” might be considered an overt throwing away of all 
the industrialised world offers; a blunt retraction from a society that has subordinated the 
natural world, and stranded Levine’s protagonist in the ‘phantasmagoria of loss generated 
by modernity’ (Huyssen 2001,72). 
In Levine’s poems, the natural world is often ennobled and set against tensions 
assumed to arise as from the industrialised landscape. Mackethan reiterates this 
juxtaposition when she describes ‘the urge to criticize a contemporary social situation 
according to an earlier and purer set of standards’ (1980, 4) as one of three specifically 
pastoral motifs. Levine’s narrator in “Buying Earth” enacts this cogitation upon a pure 
natural world from the ruins of his working milieu, conjoining his own loss of innocence 
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with the defeat of nature: 
those fields were gone, the trees
brought down with a cry that stopped
nothing. Pond, grove, roadless
meadows between town and town,
all gone. And I walked on
in a starless dark where nothing
spoke my name. And it was then
I became a man, heavy, broken
into earth and breaking the earth
so that all the ruined waters
and the milky froth of mills might
run back to the seas they’d fled.
Yes, I became a man that sold himself
hand by hand, hour by hour, name
by lost name until there was nothing
left to sell, nothing left to buy.
     
(1981, 72)
Levine’s enjambment imposes a terminal caesura upon each line, forcing the reader to 
confront the chasm between past and present; ‘trees brought down’ and ‘pond, grove’ 
described only by their absence. The repetition of ‘broken’ and ‘breaking’ is used to 
great effect, signaling the reciprocity of nature’s destruction and the narrator’s personal 
commodification; becoming a ‘man’ he is a symbol for society, itself broken and wreaking 
havoc upon the natural world. His loss of humanity, signalled by a ‘lost name,’ is the 
ultimate payback for this transaction, and merely one loss in a succession of extinctions. 
This earth, found with no resources left to sell or buy is an affront to the catastrophic 
industrial processes corrupting humans and landscapes in one fell swoop. 
This longing to return to nature is a common theme in Levine’s urban narratives. 
Although we might expect to find landscapes filled with ‘iron mountains’ and ‘the factories 
where our brothers burned’ (“Burned” 1990, 312)—those settings where the literal deed 
of labour is enacted—his protagonists often fixate upon the valleys and hills looming 
large from rural outskirts. This is evident in “Burned,” which juxtaposes the treacherous 
history of human suffering with the obliteration of the natural world. Levine’s loathing 
of a ruinous industrialised society is such that he finds salvation only in a daydream of 
its annihilation and eventual reabsorption back into the natural world. Observing this 
damage from ‘The outskirts of our least favourite city, / the one bombed and burned from 
the inside / by its own citizens’ (1990, 320): 
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I have to climb
the slag hills again, but this time not
as a child, and look out over the river of iron,
and hold it all in my eyes,
the river, the iron mountains, the factories
where our brothers burned. I have to repeat
the prayer that we will all go back
to the earth one day soon to become earth,
that our tears will run to the sea
a last time and find it open 
(1990, 312)
The transmutation of natural into man-made infers the scope of destruction as perceived 
by Levine’s narrator: this landscape is not merely tainted by the accretions of industry 
but fundamentally changed by its processes. In this urban environment, the expanse of 
manufacturing spawns its own dystopian landscape; one where iron moves malignantly 
to overwhelm rivers and mountains. Levine’s incantation ‘conjures an imaginary country 
out of the real, powerful, flawed, and damaged one’ (Harner and Long 2011, n.p.), and 
imagines the natural world as primary salvation for those trapped in a purgatorial urban-
scape; a prayer that it will be willing to accept them despite mounting years of spoliation. 
Nevertheless, despite this supplication, he suggests mankind as fundamentally unworthy 
of salvation, declaring ‘if you’d bothered / you’d have heard the finches in the trees / and 
the wind sighing (1990, 323).
Springsteen regularly exposes this ‘tension between the machine and the garden, 
between industrialism and the pastoral ideal’ (Barillas 2006, 139). This duality is most 
evident in his oft-employed binary of “alley” and “valley.” ‘I was the king of the alley, mama, 
I could talk some trash,’ boasts Springsteen’s narrator in the aptly titled “It’s Hard to be a 
Saint in the City.” It is just one of many examples where an urban landscape is portrayed as 
inimical to rectitude in Springsteen’s oeuvre. As Masur states, ‘in the geography of Born to 
Run, towns and cities are noxious places’ (2007, 32), ergo the alley is frequently associated 
with nefarious action and trauma. Just as ‘crazy Janey and her mission man / were back 
in the alley tradin’ hands’ (“Spirit in the Night”), “New York City Serenade” describes the 
fate of the musician forced to reside there as one of terminal disconsolation: ‘hey, jazz 
man down in the alley, play me your serenade / Any deeper blue, you’d be playin’, oh, 
in your grave.’ The contradistinction between alley and valley is clearly explicated in the 
song “Walking Through Midnight,” where Springsteen’s protagonist associates his anxiety 
with the urban landscape with the analogy ‘Now there’s peace in this valley / But none in 
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my mind / Like a drunk in an alley / I’m stumbling blind.’ Here, the pastoral landscape 
proffers the opposite emotional response to the urban milieu because it is perceived as 
being physically antithetical to it.
As such, in many of Springsteen’s allegories, promise and success are often situated 
in one dominant natural landscape: the valley, a place where all sacrosanct experience 
is enacted. Much like the idyll described as ‘a beautiful river in the valley ahead / There 
‘neath the oak’s bough soon we will be wed’ (“If I Should Fall Behind”), the valley is 
promise-filled because it represents the logical opposite of the urban location, where all 
tangible experience is situated. Again, in “Rockaway the Days,” Springsteen conjugates 
the promise of matrimonial harmony with this highly-prized locale when ‘Billy swore to 
Mary he’d always love her so / They were married in the valley where the river flows’. This 
imagery is reminiscent of the defining characteristics of Gifford’s idealised text, which 
‘often emphasises fertility, resilience, beauty and unthreatened stability in nature’ (2012, 
8). Accordingly, it is crucial to note the liminal—often surreal—nature of the valley, in 
that it remains an indistinct bucolic phantasm, proverbially accepted as the singular place 
of innocence and freedom. It doesn’t matter so much which valley; Springsteen implies 
that promise comes only by way of an archetypal ‘discourse of retreat’ (Gifford 1999, 46) 
from the urban to an unrealised natural wonderland. 
Springsteen’s valley often appertains to the enactment of dreams and desire—
or, more specifically, a place exempt from urban constraints which make these dreams 
impossible—and is sensualised for this reason. The locus of this desire is often the ‘valley’ 
or the ‘river’; as occurs in “Life Itself ” when the narrator remembers, ‘We met down 
in the valley, where the wine of love and destruction flowed / There in that curve of 
darkness where flowers of temptation grow.’ Here, the pastoral is imagined as a terrestrial 
paradise much like Eden: full of beauty, passion, and at risk of ruination. In “The River” 
his protagonists ‘go down to the river’ in the initial throes of infatuation, and from his ‘job 
working construction,’ Springsteen’s narrator is haunted by the memory of Mary’s ‘body 
tan and wet down at the reservoir.’ It is here that nature becomes both an object to desire 
and to enact desire within; ‘an escape fantasy or an exercise in exoticism’ (Mackethan 
1980, 113) outside of an urban landscape that quashes such impulses. In this version of 
pastoral opposite, the primal fulfilment of the narrator is tethered to the natural landscape, 
embodying William Empson’s definition of pastoral as ‘strong feelings [expressed] ... in 
beautiful language’ (1935, 11).
Springsteen’s attributing of virtue to the pastoral setting can also be perceived in the 
way that elemental nature often behaves differently in urban versus bucolic environments. 
In “Downbound Train,” for example, the protagonist experiences a sensual incarnation of 
weather in a pastoral setting, where it arrives as ‘kisses in the misty rain.’ This benevolence 
greatly contrasts the depiction of rain in an industrial setting. As the song opens, the 
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speaker recounts those events leading up to his current state of despair; having lost ‘a job’ 
and a ‘girl,’ his misfortune manifests ‘down at the carwash / Where all it ever does is rain.’ 
Inferring at once the tragedy of his scenario and a synthetic iteration of the natural world 
he can no longer access; rain herein operates as metaphor for solemnity, but does so only 
in environments connected to urban life. Demonstrated by the fatalistic crescendo: ‘Now 
I swing a sledge hammer on a railroad gang / Knocking down them cross ties, working in 
the rain,’ an oppressive vision of nature emerges with the proliferation of industrialisation 
vis-à-vis bereavement. Furthermore, the mystical sequence occurring as the song’s bridge 
depicts a somewhat sanctified palliation that lies away from those conflicts of the urban 
scene:
I put on my jacket, ran through the woods
Ran till I thought my chest would explode
There in the clearing, beyond the highway
In the moonlight, our wedding house shone
I rushed through the yard, I burst through the front door 
My head pounding hard, up the stairs I climbed 
The room was dark, our bed was empty 
Then I heard that long whistle whine 
And I dropped to my knees, hung my head and cried
The narrator retreats to the ‘woods…beyond the highway’ in pursuit of salvation, the only 
place it is imagined to remain. It is significant that the decimation of promise located 
within a pastoral setting is signaled by a ‘long whistle whine.’ This whistle operates as 
moment of ‘counterforce,’ inferring the anxieties of the urban have careened into the 
pastoral setting, rupturing its delicate veil of illusion.
The depiction of the pastoral setting as a place of bounty and freedom results in an 
unrealistic, and often hyper-sensualised, landscape. Gifford argues that ‘the idealisation of 
the pastoral is a literary construct that transforms an actual place, with its real mixture of 
positive and negative qualities, into a glowing ‘Arcadia’’ (2012, 16). Through idealisation, 
the pastoral landscape comes to embody a liminal space more fantastical than it is real, 
where selected images ‘stand as themselves: not in a living but in an enameled world’ 
(Williams 1973, 10). In these instances of idealisation, nature explodes into an aggrandised 
simulacrum: its colours more vibrant; its landscape more harmonious; and any vitiation of 
its image negated. It is a simulation of nature that Levine’s and Springsteen’s reader might 
accept as allegorical, but one that could not exist without having been informed by—and 
formed in opposition to—the complex and often insurmountable urban experiences that 
counterpoint its figuration.
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FROM THE VALLEY TO THE HILL: PARADISIACAL BINARIES 
‘There’s a place out on the edge of town sir / Risin’ above the factories and the fields’
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN6
The second of Levine’s and Springsteen’s prominent liminal pastoral landscapes is the 
one that is unknown; imagined to exist for no reason other than their narrator’s believe 
that it must. In Totality and Infinity, post-colonial scholar Emmanuel Levinas describes 
a desire for the invisible, or the movement ‘going forth from a world that is familiar to 
us, whatever be the yet unknown lands that bound it or that it hides from view,’ as one 
that ‘tends toward something else entirely, toward the absolutely other’ (1991, 33). The 
fluctuating paradise in Levine’s and Springsteen’s allegories is comparable to such a reading 
of situational otherness insofar as its conception depends entirely upon the known—
the non-other—as point of reference. The ‘other’ pastoral landscape, ennobled because 
it is presently unoccupied by the narrator of a poem or song, is a referential topography; 
variable and effectively insubstantial, it denotes a logical shift from definable difference 
to inscrutability. As Thomassen describes, ‘liminal landscapes are found at the fringes, at 
the limits’ (2012, 40). Levine’s and Springsteen’s pursuits of landscapes remote from the 
anxiety-ridden urban center often depict untraversed spaces that cannot be associated 
with the limitations of present experience. Nevertheless, these landscapes perceived as 
proffering exemption from the rigors of working life are paradoxical. They are expressions 
of urban angst in the form of logically impossible landscapes, representing a ‘desire that 
cannot be satisfied’ because ‘no change of climate or of scenery could satisfy the desire 
bent toward it’ (Levinas 1991, 33-34).
The liminal gap between known landscape—the environment habitually occupied—
and ‘other’ landscape, is often characterised by the juxtaposition of disparate terrains. As 
with Levine’s conflicting oceanic and arid environments in “Our Valley,” this comparison 
underlines the difference between ‘here’ and ‘there’:
We don’t see the ocean, not ever, but in July and August
when the worst heat seems to rise from the hard clay   
of this valley, you could be walking through a fig orchard
when suddenly the wind cools and for a moment   
you get a whiff of salt, and in that moment you can almost
believe something is waiting beyond the Pacheco Pass,
something massive, irrational, and so powerful even
the mountains that rise east of here have no word for it.
 (2008, 110)
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The inability to descry this unknown landscape yet retain certainty of its presence occurs 
in the belief ‘something is waiting beyond.’ This separation is expressed in antonymic 
terms, where the analogising of ‘ocean’/‘heat’ and ‘clay/salt’ communicates physical 
distance. Levine suggests the place ‘with no word for it’ as a coastal setting; an ocean that 
is unseen, the air rich with salt, yet the mystery and irrationality attributed to this place 
is unelaborated. This landscape is liminal because it lays at the margins and is undefined, 
but all the more so because it can only be described by what it is not: the prevailing 
structural setting. As “Our Valley” demonstrates, the other site isn’t endowed because it is 
wholly obverse to the urban-scape but because it simply isn’t that place—it is unoccupied 
and free of associations—thus its power is enriched by mystery; an attribute the ‘known’ 
setting cannot itself afford. In “Gospel,”
   I go higher
to where the road gives up and there’s 
only a faint path strewn with lupine
between the mountain oaks. I don’t
ask myself what I’m looking for 
(2004, 3)
Here, the journey away from civilisation into nature unfolds without a predetermined 
landscape figuring Levine’s narrator’s direction. This ambiguity, vocalised in the confession 
‘I don’t ask myself what I’m looking for,’ is signalled by the indistinct landmarks; ‘where the 
rod gives up,’ ‘a faint path,’ ‘between the mountain oaks,’ each impressing the placelessness 
of his pastoral setting. In this sense, otherness as it emerges in Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
bucolics resembles ‘space…outside or beyond the confines of a “civilization” (Bongie 1991, 
4-5), insofar as ‘civilisation’ within these texts almost always translates to urban bondage. 
The polarity of known and unknown is herein fundamental because obscurity 
abides illusion. As Lefebvre points out, the distension of such a landscape is often reliant 
upon the perception of absence. Thus, the other does not exist in isolation to the known 
and ‘on the contrary, each illusion embodies and nourishes the other. The shifting back and 
forth between the two, and the flickering or oscillatory effect that it produces, are thus just 
as important as either of the illusions considered in isolation’ (1991, 30). This oscillation 
between ‘here’ and ‘there’ is pronounced in Springsteen’s many songs that measure the gap 
between urban locus and an untraversed horizon. His narrators regularly situate promise 
on the outskirts of known environs, gazing longingly toward the hill where ‘it’s still fat and 
easy’ (“Shackled and Drawn”) and a better life awaits:
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There’s a place out on the edge of town, sir 
Rising above the factories and the fields 
Now ever since I was a child I can remember 
That mansion on the hill
In “Mansion on the Hill,” the aspirational life located above and beyond the narrator 
towers over the factories and the fields, both of which symbolise quotidian daily labour 
in the ‘mill’ and ‘corn fields.’ This place on the edge, whether extant or illusory, is held up 
for the ungraspable promise it is imagined to provide. This is also the case in “Darkness 
on the Edge of Town,” where the protagonist journeys to the titular location, vowing to 
stand ‘on that hill with everything I’ve got’ and ‘pay the cost / for wanting things that can 
only be found / in the darkness on the edge of town.’ While it is uncertain whether this 
‘darkness’ describes the narrator’s desires, it is relevant that his aspirations are shrouded 
given his unchecked certainty about achieving them. Springsteen’s characterisation of 
unfocused longing is also employed in “Don’t Back Down,” where the presumption of 
clarity gained through elevation is undermined by the protagonist who climbs ‘Black 
Mountain and looked out to the sea / where the waters of Mystery River go rushing 
endlessly.’ Springsteen’s characters are driven by an unshakeable desire to search out a 
better life over the horizon, yet the nebulous descriptors of ‘Black Mountain,’ ‘Mystery 
River,’ and the enigmatic ‘darkness on the edge of town,’ highlights the appeal of any other 
site as opposed to one specific other site. This disjuncture reoccurs in “Further On (Up the 
Road)”:
Where the way is dark and the night is cold 
One sunny mornin’ we’ll rise I know 
And I’ll meet you further on up the road
Now I been out in the desert just doin’ my time 
Searching through the dust lookin’ for a sign 
If there’s a light up ahead, well brother I don’t know 
But I got this fever burnin’ in my soul
The uncertainty surrounding this place in the distance is communicated by the phrases 
‘dark’ and ‘dust,’ obfuscations that are inverted by the illuminations of ‘sunny’ and ‘light.’ 
This enlightenment is, of course, hypothetical—as Springsteen’s narrator admits, ‘I don’t 
know’—yet he is propelled by a desire, a ‘fever,’ that overcomes his dubiety. Springsteen’s 
characters are often propelled to venture into unknown territory; however, as black 
mountains and mystery rivers demonstrate, they are pressed to imagine where these 
places are, and exactly what they offer. As Debbie Miller identified in her review of Born to 
Run, ‘the people who hang out in these songs dread getting stuck in the small towns they 
grew up in almost as much as they worry that the big world outside holds no possibilities’ 
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(2002, n.p.). Indeed, these dark and mysterious places are inchoate, but they also suggest a 
confrontation with the very idea of their tenuousness. This yearning for a ‘world elsewhere’ 
(Gunn 1979, 180) is fortified by the uncertainty at the heart of its mirage, those venturing 
toward it ‘suspicious that whatever traces of it are left constitute evidence of nothing so 
much as our own delusion or paranoia’ (Gunn 1979, 180). 
In texts such as “Our Valley” and “Don’t Back Down,” the fate of protagonists who 
perceive an undiscovered pastoral purlieu as the equidistance of promise is almost always 
one of stalled realisation. For this reason, one of the axiological conditions of pastoral 
otherness is its perpetual obliteration of its own attainment, whereby the inability to 
occupy the landscape is both the basis of its appeal and the cause for its perpetuation. 
Writing about American frontiers, Frederick Jackson Turner perceives the horizon as 
a liminal membrane that separates America from the wild, where ‘a new environment 
is suddenly entered, freedom of opportunity is opened’ (2010, 205). In Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s texts, the moment preceding this limen is glorified, the brink of discovery 
when ‘A blue sky enters from nowhere’ (“Burned” 1990, 327), or after ‘a hard rain / When 
the blue sky breaks, it feels like the world’s gonna change’ (“Jack of All Trades”). However, 
once this threshold is breached, new spaces give way to old spaces; in this instance, the 
other cannot remain as such because its occupation diminishes the gap delineating its 
difference. 
Eliciting this notion of deterioration, Levine laments, ‘Now you say this is home / 
so go ahead, worship the mountains as they dissolve in dust’ (“Our Valley”). As Williams 
asserts, ‘even in these developments, of classical pastoral and other rural literature, which 
inaugurate tones and images of an ideal kind, there is almost invariably a tension with 
other kinds of experience’ (1975, 18). This is the corollary of idealised other pastorals: 
the appeal of an imagined promised land is undermined by visitation. In fact, it might 
be argued that even in the case of pastoral apotheosis, the fascination with otherness 
underpinning these texts is capable of degrading even the most utopian setting, until 
‘heaven is wrong or dull, no place at all to be’ (“A Poem with No Ending” 1985, 21). Thus, 
locations imagined as paradisiacal often pale once occupied, much like Springsteen’s 
“Paradise” where ‘The Virginia Hills have gone to brown.’ In “The First Truth,” Levine 
expresses this particular inability to recognise promise in occupied settings until they are 
abandoned or their conditions are irrevocably changed. Demonstrating how the natural 
world might, in fact, be subject to the same disregard as the urban wasteland, he remarks:
The second truth is that the rose blooms
And the dark petals burn to dust or wind,
And when nothing is left someone remembers
It was once spring
(1981, 59)
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The oscillating desire typifying these narratives is eloquently personified by the life-cycle 
of a rose. ‘To dust or wind’ is a telling phrase because the nouns are not synonymic, and 
by coalescing them into one vague description Levine suggests these deteriorations go 
unwitnessed; that the recollection or idea of spring is more memorable than its actuality. 
Heightened by imagery alternating between death and life, as if the poem itself were 
blooming and withering, it evokes the circularity of pursuing an entity always and 
never within grasp. Mackethan argues that the nature of idealised otherness is one of 
inevitable degradation and ‘sooner or later in all of them the idyllic vision is subjected 
to the inescapable moment of awakening, to the inevitable pressure of change’ (1980, 6). 
Here we observe that longing is not confined to an urban locale and instead that pastoral 
otherness might also manifest in the longing after other, or different, pastorals. 
Thus, this romanticism balances on the uninhabited; the presumption that 
landscapes exempt from industrialisation might restore what has been lost in its process. 
As Lefebvre posits, ‘the space of gratification, for instance, if indeed it is ever produced, 
will have nothing whatsoever to do with functional spaces in general’ (1991, 53). Indeed, 
when ‘Levine uses this grimy, seething, radically troubled industrial city as a setting for 
many of his poems’ (Pacernick 2001, 159), the landscape is often typified by its exaltation 
of functionality. More specifically, ‘Because of the great press / of steel on steel’ (“The Rats” 
1968, 16), it prioritises spaces of labour above holistic gratification. Accordingly, it could 
be argued that Levine’s and Springsteen’s pastoral locales are less representative of realised 
ambition than they are an expression of urban deficiency, insofar as pastorals present ‘a 
response to a present lack, need, or desire’ (Santesso 2006, 189). It is for this reason that 
all pastoral landscapes within these texts, particularly those defined by unknowability, 
can be categorised as liminal. If inhabited, they remain ideal for only a moment until they 
are absorbed into a disregarded sublunary landscape, wherein exists ‘No fresh start and 
no bird song / And no sea and no shore / That someone hasn’t seen before’ (“A New Day” 
1968, 15).
VALLEY THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF MY SOUL: MEDIAL LANDSCAPES
‘There’s a dark cloud rising from the desert floor’
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN7
In much the same way as the pastoral landscape can be considered a microcosm of 
larger society, it may also be perceived as a representation of interiority. The projected 
pastoral, a third liminal setting in Levine’s and Springsteen’s bucolics, is a hybrid of the 
natural world and the protagonist’s mental landscape. This amalgam, advanced by Paul 
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Alpers in What is Pastoral? (1996), is a “representative anecdote” that occurs when ‘poetic 
representations of nature or of landscape…answer to and express various human needs 
and concerns’ (1996, 28). Extending Alpers’s thesis, the following discussion explores 
the way Levine’s and Springsteen’s pastoral landscapes reflect the distinct narratological 
moods of the texts in which they arise. Considering these ‘images as a part of a symbolic 
construct or psychological landscape’ (Buell 1995, 110), this chapter asserts Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s conflated loci demonstrate a medial between worlds real and felt, a liminal 
place representing the impinging factors of contrary demands. In other words, this 
representational space is ‘the uncomfortable middle’ Marx predicts will arise when humans 
are pulled ‘between their animal nature and their rational ideals’ (1964, 100). Indeed, it 
is in these hybridisations of inner and outer terrain that the disjuncture between real/
imagined and simple/complex is most clearly delineated.
Because the pastoral landscape denotes as much about nature as it does all 
that exists apart from it, Levine’s and Springsteen’s pastoral projections are deeply 
metaphorical, presenting a space outside of stable structure whereby its conditions might 
be apprehended and expressed. Gifford calls the pastoral ‘an ancient cultural tool’ through 
which is mediated and negotiated our relationship with ‘outer nature’ and ‘what we think of 
as ‘inner nature’’ (2012, 7). Springsteen’s narrator ‘Waist deep and sinkin’ / into this black 
river of doubt’ (“Real World”) evinces the integrated landscape of internal and external 
worlds. The ‘black river’ portends an ideological condition and a feasible experience; just 
as a river might evoke panic or doubt, so too might a troubled mind be submersing. Morris 
alludes to this aspect of pastoral in Springsteen’s work, arguing he uses natural landscapes 
‘as metaphors for the characters’ emotional states of being’ (2007, 5). This is evident in the 
many corrosive or stricken territories he places anguished protagonists, ‘spitting up blood 
in the desert’ (“Sinaloa Cowboys”), below a ‘moon [that] rose and stripped the earth to its 
bone’ (“Black Cowboys”), under a ‘sun [that] bloodied the sky’ (“Reno”). 
This move from an idealised pastoral landscape to one laden with threat mimics 
the arc of anti-pastoral, described by Gifford as a moment when ‘the natural world can 
no longer be constructed as ‘a land of dreams’, but is in fact a bleak battle for survival 
without divine purpose’ (1992, 120). Likewise, in Levine’s and Springsteen’s projected 
landscapes, the natural world often emerges in an act of negative association; set between 
Springsteen’s ‘piss yellow sun’ (“Dry Lightning”), and Levine’s ‘sun a rake / That ground 
the skull. Fouled in the mud and reeds’ (“Summer” 1957, 30) and ‘piss-yellowed, tired’ 
snow (“Arrival and Departure” 2009, 23). Herein, it represents lack not by constructing 
an alternate version of bounty and rather by being ‘transformed into a mere fiction, a 
negative utopia’ (Lefebvre 1991, 31) aggregating the damages and disappointments of 
daily life. In his codified theory of archetypal meaning, Frye discussed the pastoral as it 
appertains to high and low mimetic modes,
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In the low mimetic area we enter a world that we may call the 
analogy of experience, and which bears a relation to the demonic 
world corresponding to the relation of the romantic innocent 
world to the apocalyptic one…The organizing low mimetic ideas 
seem to be genesis and work 
 (1957, 154)
These paradises turned real are reminiscent of anti-pastorals, though they emphasise less 
the notion of dystopia than they do invite those structures habitually obviated from the 
pastoral back into the frame. Importantly, Frye construed locus amoenus in low mimetic 
mode as gardens which ‘give place to farms and the painful labor of the man with the 
hoe’ (1957, 155). This is well illustrated by Springsteen’s “This Hard Land.” Juxtaposing 
a journey to the archetypal old west with the unimaginable harshness of its reality, the 
narrative exposes ‘the distance between reality and the pastoral convention’ (Gifford 1992, 
128). Springsteen’s narrator projects upon this dreamscape platitudinous notions of 
frontier myth, such as ‘lookin’ for lost cattle’ and ‘searchin’ for lost treasure’; however, this 
idealism is met by a deeply inhospitable environment:
Even the rain it don’t come ‘round
Don’t come ‘round here no more
And the only sound at night’s the wind
Slammin’ the back porch door
Nature in the form of water and wind are personified as two distinctly fractious characters; 
recluse or violent, they withhold their predetermined functions in a way that is distinctly 
unnatural. The conditions of a parched, wind-whipped landscape are antithetical to 
propagation; as such, this barren wasteland is an anti-idyll, withholding from those noble-
intentioned workers its necessary elements and blowing their uncultivable seeds ‘around 
from town to town.’ Furthermore, a crucial meta-critique made by way of anachronism 
occurs in the latter half of the narrative when the protagonist hears ‘a tape deck blasting 
“Home on the Range.” Clearly this hyperbolised bucolic allegory is one attempting to 
dismantle what it perceives as the empty myth of expansion, destiny, or otherwise express 
a general distrust of agrarian romanticism. Indeed, Gellman agrees that ‘Springsteen’s 
romantic open spaces sometimes give way to violence far more bloody’ (2012, 23). As 
“This Hard Land” demonstrates, projected places, cast from an internal landscape of 
disenfranchisement, could—were these pastorals conceived of as a processual sequence—
be described as the logical endpoint of bucolic idealisation, arising when the narrator 
effectively runs out of promised land. 
Thus, the larger implication of an infecund pastoral setting is the perceived inability 
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to transcend urban bondage—a figurative representation of static action. Lawrence Buell 
asserts that ‘psychological perception of meaningful place is bound to be constructed in 
part by collective standards as well as by physical terrain and personal proclivity’ (2003, 
60), thus the socio-political contexts and literal milieus of these narratives constitute 
psychological perception, the lens by which landscapes will be received and depicted. 
Levine’s “Burial Rites” offers a striking example in its depiction of the once-cherished 
flower as an enervated bud, incapable of performing its sole task of blooming:
Even on a rare morning of rain, 
like this morning, with the low sky 
hoarding its riches except for 
a few mock tears, the hard ground 
accepts nothing. Six years ago 
I buried my mother’s ashes 
beside a young lilac that’s now 
taller than I, and stuck the stub 
of a rosebush into her dirt, 
where like everything else not 
human it thrives. The small blossoms
never unfurl; whatever they know
they keep to themselves until
a morning rain or a night wind
pares the petals down to nothing. 
(2007, 68)
“Burial Rites” is a meditation upon terminality and yet some aspects of this landscape are 
vividly alive. The ‘young lilac’ that has grown to tower over the narrator, and the rosebush—
an anthropomorphic representation of his deceased mother—thrive. However, the way 
they thrive, in a ‘not human’ way, is a telling locution. This landscape, despite its superficial 
abundance, is nevertheless closed to the narrator: the sky ‘hoards its riches’ and offers 
‘mock tears,’ the ‘ground accepts nothing,’ ‘blossoms never unfurl.’ Despite his proximity, 
Levine’s narrator is found in a veneered world that withholds its beauty and its secrets—
those flowers sooner remaining closed than sharing with him ‘whatever they know.’ One 
one hand, the lament in “Burial Rights” is a material loss, imagined in the form of ‘mother’s 
ashes’; nevertheless, it can also be understood as distress arising in the divide between 
man and nature, and between the facts of one’s living and the longing for transcendence. 
In “The Falling Sky” Levine echoes this sentiment that nothing will ‘keep the late roses / 
From shredding down to dust’ (1976, 74).
The sensualised reservoir setting in Springsteen’s “The River” recreates this impulse. 
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In halcyon days it represented the luxury of youth and freedom, a ride ‘down to where 
the fields were green,’ yet in a fatalistic turn we learn that ‘the river is dry’ and has come 
to represent the twofold desiccation of the natural world and the narrator’s morale. 
As Friedrich Schiller distinguished in his landmark essay, “On Naive and Sentimental 
Poetry,” (1795) ‘nature and the ideal are an object of sadness if the first is treated as lost 
and the second as unattained’ (1985, 200). It is undeniable that “Burial Rites” stems from 
these dual impulses, and it might also be said that most all of Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
projected or anti-pastorals reify Schiller’s claim; they long for a simpler time and place 
which represents a version of everyday living they are unlikely to achieve.
William Empson’s oft-quoted refrain that pastoral is ‘putting the complex into the 
simple’ (1935, 23) alludes to the referentiality of pastoral modes. As this chapter has 
argued, Levine’s and Springsteen’s bucolics do not merely present an idealised natural 
world, but inversely play out the complexities of urban experience through various 
pastoral figurations. Although the cogency of this landscape arises from its symbolic 
function, it is by way of this contrast, ambiguity, and interiority, that liminal places proffer 
insight into the urban milieu they stand aside. Presenting a medial between real and 
idealised, known and unknown, and interior and exterior worlds, these hybrid liminal/
urban purlieus expose the constraints of structure while ‘visualizing the world of desire, 
not as an escape from “reality,” but as the genuine form of the world that human life tries to 
imitate’ (Frye 1957, 184). These landscapes of idealisation, speculation, and fierce, often 
unchecked, longing are not veracious renderings of place. They are, however, rich and 
emotionally detailed allegories that chart the corollaries of urban labour experiences in a 
liminal landscape that is ripe with symbolism. 
NOTES
1 Latin for “pleasant place” or “pleasant spot,” as defined by The Oxford Dictionary for the Classical 
World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007) (http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/
acref/9780192801463.001.0001/acref-9780192801463).  
2 Refer to Bruce Springsteen and Philosophy for a five-page-long index of proper nouns in Springsteen’s work 
(Auxier and Anderson 2008, 281-286).
3Levine, Phillip. 1994. “February 14th.” The Simple Truth. (United States: Knopf), 9.
4 Barillas argues that ‘pastoralism flows out of several currents in American thought, including Jeffersonian 
republicanism as well as utilitarian and Romantic versions of individualism’ (2006, 4). This claim is 
corroborated by Marx who asserts that ‘the capacity of nature to “produce delight” – to supply value and 
meaning… is the crux of transcendental pastoralism (1964, 249).
5 As Edward Hirsch elaborates in the essay “Thirty Years from Somewhere,” Levine ‘had worked in factories 
in the forties and fifties—the injustices still rankled him. It was as if he had just gotten out of there. He 
had a special animus for General Motors. He seemed to consider Henry Ford a personal enemy’ (2013: 70).
6 Bruce Springsteen. 1982. “Mansion on the Hill.” Nebraska (New York: Columbia).
7 Bruce Springsteen. 1978 “The Promised Land” (Darkness on the Edge of Town. New York: Columbia).
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FAKE FLOWERS LAST FOREVER
The following manuscript is a contemporary Pastoral, touched by the 
urban and the fading boundaries between natural and manmade worlds; 
it finds nature condensed into ornaments, weather re-enacted by human 
built machines, and a landscape constructed from the vagaries of human 
experience. 
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F A K E  F L O W E R S
L A S T  F O R E V E R
A PASTORAL
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I OVERHEAR YOU SLAMMING THE FRONT DOOR
WE ARE TRAPPED AND HURRYING
AT NIGHT YOU TURN YOUR BACK
IN THE COVERED LOADING DOCK BEHIND THE STORE
YOU WILL FIND WORK EVERYWHERE
FROM THE CITY YOU SEE ONLY THE CITY
SOMEBODY WARMS A DIAMOND
WE KEEP THE PLANTS INDOORS AND IMAGINE
WE USED TO COOK BACON ON SUNDAYS
EVERYTHING IS FACTUAL BUT PLACE
YOUR WORK IS YOUR NIGHTS
YOU PULL THE WET SHIRT FROM MY BACK
THE STARS ARE BURNING
FROM TEN TO SIX, EVERY DAY OF SUMMER
SUMMERTIME IN THE CITY THE TIME
WHEN YOU ARE THIS FAR BEHIND
YOU READ THE POEM WHERE A PIG TROTS
THE WHOLE OF THE BUILDING, EVEN ITS CAVITIES
I EAT MY ORGANIC VEGETABLES AND INHALE
SOMETIMES IT FEELS BETTER THAN IT SHOULD
HAVING BEEN DENIED ENOUGH TODAY
THE BLACKOUT ARRIVES WITH NO





















































PART TWO: THE TWISTED RIVER STOPPED AT THE COLOR OF IRON
IN A LOST LIFETIME WE PLANTED PETALS
AT NOON, MY EYES OPEN TO THE WHISTLE 
THE FIRST AMERICAN ROSES 
THESE DAYS, I BODY WITH CONVENIENCE
ANOTHER DAY, YOU IN THE PARKING LOT
AT WORK TODAY, I READ THAT IN 1755
OUR HOME IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CITY 
THIS IS HOW YOU TEST A MAN’S LOVE
GRANDMOTHER LOVES THE LEAVES
SOMEWHERE FAR OFF IN THE DISTANCE
THE FLOWERS ARE GLUED TOGETHER 
I DO NOT ENVY YOU, SHE SAYS
WHEN I FEEL LONELY I SEARCH MYSELF 
THE WAY TIME MOVES MAKES
THIS MORNING I ROSE LATE 
I LIVE AND DIE BY MY BELIEF
INSIDE THE MIRRORED TUNNEL
THEY ASK TO EXAMINE MY HEART
COULD ANYBODY SAY THEY ARE HESITANT 
AT THE MARKET, WAITING FOR OUR ROSES
IF WE WAITED LONG ENOUGH WE COULD 
THESE ARE NOTHING BUT BLUE FLOWERS
CALL IT THE YEAR OF EVERYBODY DYING
I NEVER MASTERED THE CASH REGISTER
DOES THE FOR LEASE SIGN SPEAK OF ANYTHING
SO MANY DAYS WITHOUT RAIN























WHEN YOU LEAVE FOR WORK 
IF YOU ARE TELLING ME THAT YOU NEVER
EVERY NIGHT A DOG BARKS 
A, I’M TRYING SO HARD TO LIVE LIFE 
YOU THROW ME THE SAME LINE
NOW THAT WE HAVE MAPPED THE OCEAN 
WE PASTE UP THE POSTERS 
THE HEATWAVE SWALLOWS US 
THE WIND CANNOT TELL ME ANYTHING
THE FIRST COLD NIGHT, I ATE MACARONI 
AT SEASIDE, IN THE BEGINNING 
AN UMBRELLA SHARED AND NATURALLY
MY LACK OF INSPIRATION IS SICKNESS 
TONIGHT AS YOU SLEEP, I TOUCH YOUR HAIR 
I KNOW WHAT I HAVE TOLD YOU
SOMETHING ABOUT HOW THE DAY FEELS 
THE LIGHT DOESN’T REALLY SHIMMER
WHAT DIVIDES PEOPLE IS THEIR REST
YOU VISIT TILLAMOOK HEAD
IN THE SHADOW OF OTHER MOUNTAINS I BELIEVED
NOTES
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There is simply the rose; it is perfect in every moment of its existence
RALPH WALDO EMERSON




WE BURN THIS CITY EVERY DAY
47
I.
I overhear you slamming the front door
this place is killing me! Drop your bags
down and a cold can buzzes open. 
I understand our days are numbered 
by parking meters I think of my friend 
hauled up in a Harlem apartment 
with his prescriptions hiding from the light
glowing hand behind the gchat window
I just can't handle New York!! Too much 
stimuli, too much sadness, corruption
anxiety and I internalize all of it! I’m too empathetic
for this place. When feeling tired I remember 
the work that left me a worse kind of aching 
heat the white concrete sent to capillaries
that summer my feet blackening by Friday 
morning radio playing the same five songs
an hour every hour the same hour cutting 
plastic components for the blinds of grand 
hotels. There is the vacation and then 
there is the coming back with a sunburn to nurse 
the small rebellion swirling inside you 
takes weeks to dismantle. I miss Derry, he says
leave nothing you cannot bear return to.
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II.
We are trapped and hurrying
beneath a browning Portland sky—
circling the gothic facade of Providence
Park, for a place to stop and exit
our car, before the storm locks
us in. We don’t really want weather
to be present, unless it promises
to be the perfect accompaniment
to the plans we have made. Roadside
trees shiver inside small squares
of soil and never breach concrete 
perimeters. Today, on Facebook, 
somebody shares a photo, documenting 
the vast and rapid collateral damage 
of human progress. In smaller units,
the planet is 46 years old; humans
only four hours; the industrial revolution
occurred but a minute ago and since
then, more than half of all forests have been
destroyed. You blink and another tree 
falls. You let out your breath and another
tree falls. You round the block 
once more, another tree falls.
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III.
At night you turn your back 
into a hot dune, marked with bruises. 
I lay inside the shadow, think of the tooth 
you broke a half from, cracking a beer 
bottle in your mouth. In my sleep, forgotten 
lovers come alive, clutching the hands 
of their new children, carrying persisting 
habits and shopping bags emptied 
of their groceries. All night, on the outskirts 
of elsewhere, the beat up brown Kingswood 
rounds an unfamiliar curb. I’m not sure we leave 
or that in leaving we fully abandon—
heretofore and now I am a catalogue 
of longing, spending most of a day imagining 
how grass feels cold and a sticky kind of dry 
against my thigh; years conjuring the sound 
of a horse snorting its joy at moist soil.
Each morning is grey and filled with cereal;
I labour to scoop these even numbers 
of cheerio rounds into the milky pool 
of my spoon; do today’s crossword over 
a cigarette, filling in the seven squares 
that mean to describe the state of desire.
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IV.
In the covered loading dock behind the store 
where I hide myself to inhale lunch, the wind 
carries many things to my feet: modified air
swampy with the refuse of cooling systems; 
the anemophily of ketchup-stained burger wrappers. 
I recommence my daily routine of imagining 
how I might build a different life to this one, 
on my phone, scrolling through images of Alaska—
its tundras embroidered with forget-me-nots 
and the clear veil of silence. I know what I want 
to conquer, A___, but I am rarely a pioneer 
nor a child believing that the world is juicy and pink 
clouds will greet me on bright, unhurried mornings.  
If the blue jay belongs somewhere, it isn’t here
amongst the parking garages and their snuffing out.
Beauty is not important, is merely an idea 
of something you should not touch. Years from now, 
I know you will find me unable to explain 
this to you: the way two aquamarine feathers 
might be found pinned within the rusting vice 
of steel brackets, impossibly high up to reach. 
That it dies there but never turns grey. This cement
feeling, in my throat; a longing to start again.
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V.
You will find work everywhere, 
even within these weekends blocked 
for leisure. There are brambles to pull 
from the betweens of all things and nobody 
to curb your day drinking—just the red 
sunburn, the wildness in your eyes.
The morning comes with its wet hunger 
and I am never sure how to soothe it.
The reason is always never enough
water, as much as we hate to hear it
said—but each night I’m never sure
how long its been since you stopped
listening. When you finally fall 
into a drunken sleep halfway through 
the ten-minutes of guided meditation 
we project from my iPhone, is it before
or after she reminds you to ask yourself,
have you ever been out in nature: 
the ocean? The desert? It’s strange how hot
your body gets. This time I have let myself
imagine this grassy field, this untitled 
mountain range, my long-dead appaloosa 
gazing up into the expanse of sky.
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VI.
From the city you see only the city, 
see: blank plains soiling grey cloud. 
To make glass, first comes the sand and later 
the heat—all of summer is weather, 
it is beach-like in its materials.
I know nature is everywhere, even here
where we cannot bear witness 
to its originality, where we instead mirror
ourselves back to the places we change
like platitudes: all night I am dreaming 
of what I know, but never see 
exactly how the moon will cast back 
in glass that somebody else owns. Instead, 
we go to work inside our fluorescent 
boxes; making nothing but deleted emails 
and dirty water, hours poured into swelling
 landfill—come home leaking power and this damp 
sensation of guilt. Tonight we are too busy to eat 
anything that roots; sweating to the hive music 
of air-conditioning units wetting the alleys. 
Here I am, taking pride in everything
 we cannot claim—the moon, for example, has no light 
of its own, it reflects all without taking a thing
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VII.
Somebody warms a diamond 
in their hands and the world adjusts 
its atomic weight. It is well understood
there is nothing we can touch
that is elementally solid and still
we feel locked. Back here in reality
with its perceivable boundaries
a phone rings itself along a hot wind
and the woman crying next door yells
leave then! This is how the day starts
and ends—our tiny miseries, our silent
commiseration. I am looking for kindness
between the lines of a stranger’s brow
and I am looking in the wrong place.
 Nothing used to set me alight
quite like an accumulation of human
hearts in one small province, but now 
I prefer to look elsewhere for wonder. 
A man drains a silver can and turfs it 
into the Willamette. We are turned cruel 
by a belief in our perimeters; our sunken 
mountains full of Keurig Cups and discarded 
hardware. Bubble wrap with no air left.
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VII.
We keep the plants indoors and imagine
they will tolerate it. Why bother 
turning pointy tips brown in quiet 
dissension if you can’t be sure there exists 
another place that will have you. Daily, I do 
my work, watering the invisible garden
where poetry lives—the steady unravelling
that takes place when the house empties. 
I don’t call it hungry, I call it fraudulent: 
a permanent project of getting healthy 
with no new reason why. I don’t believe it
is possible to change what is waiting—you gone, 
me breathing in your afternoon sweat 
from unwashed shirts. Despite what they say,
it isn’t beautiful to understand all I am losing 
before I really lose it. This is not the future 
I imagined; you have never before ridden a horse 
in the ocean or amongst the pines. 
No, that wasn’t thunder crashing 
in the city it is the rumble of rolling 
beer kegs against pavement. I just wish 
someone told me, when I was ten, in the summer: 
this will be the last tree you climb, take it slowly.
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VIII. 
We used to cook bacon on Sundays, 
to remind us of the weekends—
what I really mean is: to believe ourselves 
as people in attendance of our living.
I’m wondering, A___, how often do you
conceive of being present in your own life?
I’m asking because of the phrase when
and how often we use it. In truth, 
the closest I get to the idea is by sneezing, 
when thought creeps back and the body 
takes over. I don’t feel especially troubled
knowing that my mind locks me out
of my body: it is the most natural 
thing I do. Still, I am curious: what night 
did you not resent succumbing to sleep? 
I never want woken; to brush morning 
knots from my Monday hair, force 
this button against my throat. Remember 
that day you rolled on me and said I love you 
with the knowledge of someone who has already 
lost you. For a moment it feels luxurious, 
doesn’t it? A dark summer room and the wind
turning our blinds into something breathing.
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IX.
Everything is factual but place.
Nobody visits the same street
twice and perhaps never at all
with the exact number of leaves 
clinging to pavement trees. 
How else is it possible to explain
that my nightmare is a tourist
destination—these mineral-laced
cobblestones turn menacing
when they shine. This is not
the biggest city, but large enough
that all mountains must become 
margins and these rivers stitched
with our purposes. Muir christened 
Crescent Meadow the “Gem of the 
Sierra” and then it was trampled— 
became some dull emerald 
backdrop for Nikon’s. So few of us 
can call ourselves preservationists, 
we want something we have 
never before touched. We build 
these beautiful things and then fall 




Your work is your nights
unravelling a day below white lights 
blinking so frantically they appear
unbroken. When I get home 
you have forgotten your stiff neck,
collar still buttoned and five cans in.
When the late sun hits the roof line, 
your eyes a strange blur of something
green, overcooked. What can I tell you?
These days, everything is nagging—
even breathing is a bad gift I unwrap 
beside you. We take what we can
bear: one million Fords and only three
blue stars; we are not exceptional
we are learning. What nags is living
incorrectly, when it is now too late
to learn to begin again. I would love
to exist someday, you say, to take 
everything and destroy it in a large
bonfire that I light myself,
would be the only way. I believe
in the possibility of falling in love
with my own life, again. 
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XI.
You pull the wet shirt from my back 
saying let me help you dream. We rent 
the boarded up gas station on the country 
road, that somebody painted blue
twenty years ago and hang a sign reading 
food market, in that familiar Exxon script. 
I wake up to a dark sky and an alarm clock 
with a little more time, my clothes steaming 
in a pile beside the bed. I was born believing 
in my own existence; gifted fifty wishes, 
enough for a lifetime of health and happiness—
seven were for the horses and the rest I saved. 
But it is so easy to give myself away; 
I do it daily with little cognition: I wish things
were different; I wish the rain would come; I wish 
you would put your own life first. It becomes clear 
to me that everything is a failed attempt 
at reliving the best moment of my life—
one that is yet to occur. Just hope for nothing 
is the solution you offer me; communicating 
as if by example—when I leave for work, I gulp 
against something rigid and imagine this caged field;
a flag floating atop a silver pole, faded to white nylon.
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XII.
The stars are burning
bright like some mystery—
uncovered, I woke up last night
waist deep and sinking. 
I was born blue and weathered 
but still, when the weather
gets hot, the hardness of this
world slowly grinds. We lose 
ourselves in work to do, 
work to do and bills 
to pay, for just the in-betweens 
you struggle to your feet. 
On the street, a beautiful 
sky of soot and clay, 
all it ever does is rain 
teardrops on the city; silver 
star studs cover me, muddy 
ground. This dream I’m believing:
dirt and caviar in the valley 
ahead. The aurora is rising 
behind us like a shining torch;
light into all those stony faces
you look the other way.
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XIV.
From ten to six, every day of summer, 
my manager smokes cigarettes 
out back, as I pry these watch batteries 
from the guts of their coffins, finger silver 
the size of pupils before dropping them 
into the orange bin. Sometimes they clink 
with the dull sound of disposal, sometimes
they fall into crushed plastic—a silent 
dying. I use the tiny screwdriver each time,
understanding their anatomy but unsure 
of how they work. I learn nothing 
on a daily basis, except that we can be certain 
only of those things we most resist:
that there will always be this thirst to quench  
that the ultimate luxury must be forgetting 
the time of day. That, tonight, I will return 
to the dark apartment, our reheated pasta 
life and I’ll know where you’re going before you
get there—next door to the Texaco
on Cesar Chavez, you will choose the bad 
beer at a dollar a can, after spending 
the entire day thinking tonight is the night
you will try something different. 
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XV.
Summertime in the city, the time
to get out. Where does the air go
you wonder, the trees becoming
paintings of trees, a strange new species
of still. You watch the people disappearing 
from your life, they go into the nighttime— 
music soaked evenings, with their wet eyes
they go forgetting their names and spouses,
their jobs, the only reminder 
of former lives. One abandons all she knows 
to start over again in the same neighbourhood 
of the same town; her plastic envelope 
of white sheets and her little succulent. 
The thing is, if we go we might have to 
come back, you say, and that would be too 
painful for me to bear. So we go on 
living this life, how cartoonish it is—
the way we comb postered underpasses 
looking for wet spots, for weeds
that might be brave enough to bust
through and into this world. They have 
no chance of leaving, only of sending
their seeds somewhere far enough away. 
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XVI.
When you are this far behind 
on everything, that is where you stay.
Isn’t that a line from some Springsteen
song, you ask. We find ourselves fixed
in the midst of a decision that will change
everything. We are contemplating
again falling asleep like children
barely touching one another. 
Perhaps, loving you is just this way:
when I imagine the green of country
I never once consider the loneliness of cars 
failing to flood the streets and the electrical hum 
left empty. You never know what I’m thinking
when my elbow pushes itself to my palm:
I am fixating upon the drive out 
but never the setting; your hand clutching 
at the bent bones of my knee, the grass changing 
tones. For so long, I have kept myself 
company with the spines of buildings, their cold
efficiency, their utilitarian engineering. 
I suppose, I am wondering if it is possible 
for a place to utterly destroy something 




You read the poem where a pig trots 
gracefully into its prearranged death and 
the world becomes waste. Trucks full 
of livestock to feed the living; kicking 
blood from shins and flanks that are good 
as their own. The pink aisles of supermarkets
and their reversal of knowledge. I would like
to rebuild my guilt into trees and their
pastures. I promise. I begged the sky 
to make me so much more brave, 
Still I am this body below baking sun; 
I cannot stop saluting flags that swim 
against the wind, sighing in my direction 
as if meaning to say: I can stand up 
and so should you. It’s so hard to imagine
myself as a figure stuck inside somebody else
but that is the meaning of incomplete
miles, between my want and this very moment
of living. I am more able to empathise 
with animals than I am with humans—
their needs are their own. Their demands
are their own. Their bodies are not their
own and they inflict them upon none of us.
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XVIII.
The whole of the building, even its cavities 
white inside. Not for this reason, 
for every other, I fear I am losing 
my perspective. Yesterday, a mirror 
passed by and only the static lines 
of my jowls returned themselves to me—
to witness myself as a tiny thing, 
as only the shadows of that thing;
small spark in a wheel I don’t remember
building. We go to work, mounding this pile: 
its brassy coins, its wanting.
I am back here, now, pretending to live my life,
rising from an empty bed. Late last night 
I find you, a blinking shadow in front 
of the television and its quiet rumble of defeat; 
two men are fishing the deep 
seas of Florida and you clench your fist
around an imaginary rod. 
There are people living outside of here 
in places that do not exist—you can see them 
now, pulling warm eggs from the straw; 
inhaling the damp earth, in quiet unbroken
sleep never once considering us.
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XIX.
I eat my organic vegetables and inhale 
my chemicals—this lifetime 
of oppositions. We hold the earth
close to our faces. We fall asleep, grasping
precious minerals reconfigured
into glowing, junky screens and dream
of the people inside. I update nothing 
until all of my devices stop working;
I feel only slightly lonelier than before
I tried to meet the world and have it
all. It seems easier this way: binaries—
like man or machine; like to be wealthy
in a white shirt or to be a farmer dropping 
seeds, inch-by-inch, to the dirt—in-between
is the worst of all, it is absolutely nowhere.
I believe that is how you really feel
as though the middle ground was sliced
and then tugged away, it doesn’t exist;
but look a how we hold these pieces of place, 
full in their new forms and they warm us 
from below our white pillows, whisper to us 
when day breaks, as if they truly understood 
the difference between a lit sky at 5am and 5pm.   
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XX.
Sometimes it feels better than it should.
I’m talking about those nights 
with the summer wind, cinematic 
against our windows. I’m making a shape
I rarely do, something about being
hunched over with my purpose or finally 
this way you are touching me with both hands.
I’m not sure it matters, with this morning;
no comfort, no correct weather and you 
leaving me—knowing, I think, believing 
it will never be possible for me to love you 
enough in the time that I am given. 
I elect not to find your body more golden
the more foreign it becomes, in your blue 
day clothes. How you measure your absence 
against all of the acquisitions we require 
when I just see dollar signs—
when I witness your Saturday sunburn
when you cross the threshold  
when the wet glass door squeaks closed 
behind you and your body unbelievable
somehow, like a man losing his innocence
in one fast moment.
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XXI.
Having been denied enough today,
tonight I will photograph this sky,
in particular, wet and fruit-like—imagine 
something too expensive for you 
to comfortably own and threaten to 
misunderstand it entirely. I’ll send it to you 
as if to say, somehow, every colour is authentic 
in nature, like the way I open up 
a book called My Big Unruly Dream 
of California and it is full of Valencia oranges
or rust dirt lining the Sonoran, these poppies 
setting Bear Valley alight. All day, an emptied sheath 
of Reese’s Pieces floats across the footpath 
in my mind: there is nothing worthwhile 
left untaken, only plastic to evidence us. 
All of this time you imagined feeling good 
couldn’t be simple—it was too alike a machine 
with many moving parts—but this funny pink 
cloud stripes the sky at three past six and 
like a promise, your coffee steams. I agree,
it is unnatural to require this brightness 
from everything, but here it is, showing up 
and my desires, so singular they terrify me.
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XXII.
The blackout arrives with no 
warning, just a flickering 
of the lamp shade, around six 
in the morning and stops us living—
leaves us unwashed and decaffeinated
and entirely unable to go on
with our days. I don’t think 
we want to retreat to the country
to ride the horses for five hours, 
for three days, then hand them back 
with their flanks muddied
only to return to the city and its blue  
lights. Don’t want to rent 
nature and its ways of being; 
we want to change our lives forever—
difference that will not be undone 
like housework, our routine of chores. 
We pay our bills without speaking
to anybody else; water our trees 
with their clipped roots; cut the green 
grass in our minds. The world is paved 
all over and we don’t know how to go 
on without our civilisation. 
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XXIII.
A___, I promise you, not everything 
is a dream. Some days, warm bread 
and our soft love seem to be enough, 
but all longing has a theme. 
Under the shade of last night, 
I was once again filled with those 
unvisited acres; somebody like myself
pressed her hand to the sand 
and it became glass; touched her palm 
to the tree, but it was paper already.
I’m not sure where you are 
when I disappear—how often you wake 
me, worried by my cold extremities
and fleshy habitat; each time a train 
whistles through the silence. 
Everything ends the same way: 
my body leaned against the trunk 
and it had by then been bound 
into a book of American Linden, 
each full colour page greener than the last 
until green was just a colour 
of nothing on the Earth, at all. We want
what we want, it isn’t what we have.
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TWO
THE TWISTED RIVER STOPPED AT THE COLOR OF IRON
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XXIV.
In a lost lifetime we planted petals
before they were petals; soft, identical 
and living only for a day. They were pulled 
out of themselves by some hunger 
to survive—exactly why, nobody knows. 
Before any choice was made, they waited
balled up, dormant and seemingly 
insignificant in their round cages,
containing somehow decades of 
regeneration, of gestures to be handed
over. The camellia my grandmother
took from her family’s seeded plains
lived her whole existence, dying beside her
now. My small life becomes a significant
life for all of this wonder, for beholding
the headless mass of bushes, merely a tangle 
of thorns during late Autumn afternoons;
that they might again bloody themselves
once the days recommence their stretching 
back out. Something about the way
this bombed black forest greens again
the following Spring is much more entirely
than this familiar pain in my chest can bear. 
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XXV.
At noon, my eyes open to the whistle 
of freight. You lay where you fell 
asleep soaking your fist inside ice 
filled towels. Our neighbour cries
into the cradle of her phone, again, 
I make out the word promised—
take it into my mouth and round it 
with my tongue. Promised, promised. 
We will stay here for a little while 
longer, our stomachs burning. 
Of a weekend, the people move in 
to browse the sparkling windows 
and eat their eggs—you imagine them 
swarming red-ticketed electronics 
at Pioneer Place, with all of the hope 
in the world. To recognise a life as boring 
as his own, Levine would need to stand 
in the dark snow-covered grove and see 
ceramic flowers where the blossoms 
should be—as though everything malleable 
had been  placed into a kiln and fired. 
I pour my cereal into hollow glass, it sounds 
exactly like a new day already defeated.
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XXVI.
The first American roses 
are discovered in the golden slate 
deposits of Florissant, fossilised 
below the press of the Oligocene, 
thirty-five million years of 
sediment. Florissant from fleurir: 
to flower or to blossom. Predictably, 
we name everything we find 
after how we dug it up, or the first palm 
to grab it. Our lives are here in the city, 
in the valley of milk and honey
and are predetermined by perimeters—
every street has a name and a sign 
to prove it. Everything feels taken,
even with this map, in hand, utterly full 
of dark places I have never been. I want 
what every pioneer wants: something green 
and currently anonymous— unknown, 
not because I am failing to understand it 
in the way that I fail these birds with their calls, 
so unfamiliar, and these surrounding trees 
whose genera escape me; but because it is mine 
and I haven’t named it yet.
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XXVII.
These days, I body with convenience
in mind, ignoring this new broken sound 
rising from my chest upon waking;
remember what is growing to forget
the drawn out death of everything,
at once too cruel and too inevitably
beautiful to imagine. My grandmother
waits her turn, each day shrinking
within her now too-big body,
eyes becoming a new blue with her
morning shower—a little muddy, or is it 
chalky. Why wouldn’t we want to keep
these things forever and shouldn’t we
marvel at occasionally knowing how?
She tells me that before the colour
spread onto every surface, nature
was brighter. She says maybe the roses 
were just brighter, before pausing—
but when I stopped keeping them
my roses, I mean, was precisely
when I started feeling my age
lowering itself over me like a thick
net, very slowly.   
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XXVIII.
Another day, you in the parking lot 
outside of Kiss Car Wash, drinking cans 
of mixed Bourbon. You’ll sit in your tuck 
until six, counting all of the things 
you cannot do, while the world goes on 
washing white sedans. Inside, the store 
walls are lined in polyester
flowers, like a tangle of adolescence
and sadness to which we aren’t permitted
a return. I spend my hours trying 
to imagine the scent of a rose 
over the odour of the day, its mass-
produced sandalwood, its acrid
polystyrene. My dreams are sunlit
with their white edges and I will never get close 
to them, with my pollen swollen face 
and these dumb paper daises, eyeing me.
Through closed lids, I feel the trace of assembly
lines imprinted upon each petal, imagine 
drawing my nose to a flower’s open mouth 
so slowly, then sucking in. The doorbell 
cries behind me and I do not look up. 
This millennium, full of useless things.
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XXIX.
At work today, I read that in 1755,
after being handed one single silk 
rosebud—said to be unimaginably 
perfect in its construction—
Marie Antoinette crumpled 
to the floor, having fainted in delight 
or despair or unable to fully comprehend 
the human hands capable of shaping 
such delicate mimicry. All the while,
outside of her bedroom window:
narcissi, tulips, hyacinths, jasmines
bursting. It is so difficult to imagine
how exquisite anything manmade
might be, within the great expanse 
of the dollar store; its pegboard walls 
lined in red and yellow blooms that will never 
die, growing only a thin film of dust 
or matted with the tacky grime that sails 
humid summer air. It is impossible
to anticipate that, despite all of this 
longing for untended grass and weeping 
oaks, we could ache so completely
for a steam train to come hurtling through.
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XXX.
Our home in the middle of the city—
its pastiche of horse prints against colourless 
walls and the mallard wearing its thick coat 
of dust, forcing one door open. In bed, you are 
sleepless: the thirteenth floor, it just feels so unnatural 
to be this distant from the dirt. On the ground, 
everything appears larger—sunlit and enamelled,
but from inside all we can do is witness  
products we don’t remember buying or using. 
I want to mean, rather than merely do. To graze 
a fresh danger instead of this trickle of threat: 
electricity, chemical skies, polyester seas 
of people who do not know your name. 
You imagine it should be comforting, 
but it feels lonelier to consider how many hands 
any one item passed through, just to get to you. 
There is nothing manmade we can handle 
before anybody else, nothing revelatory
to be purchased; all you have is the golden moment 
of realising you were never caught, yesterday, bent 
over your neighbour’s balcony to touch the pink rose 
that had finally bloomed, to be the first person on the planet 
to do so, to find yourself ever so short of reach.
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XXXI.
This is how you test a man’s love: 
see to it that he walks a swing 
bridge on some unlit evening 
of the 1940s. This is how your heart 
blooms: your father eyes 
him beneath the only streetlight 
in town and says treat her as you do 
the flowers. This is the love we had 
before nature pulled away 
and when the carrots sprouted 
willingly, desperate to feed us. 
This is the time before the last 
harvest, where the arcane 
knowledge of kohlrabi propagation 
was enjoyed by all. This is true: 
it was possible to love you 
more then, with my fingers 
in the soil and those dark unpaved 
miles between us. That was then: 
before we were forced to etch 
our initials into wet cement 
instead of the trees, knowing 
somehow, it would not last forever.
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XXXII.
Grandmother loves the leaves
even as they fall, slick and spider-filled.
She holds her walker with one gnarled
claw, pulls the rake with the other;
it is enough that they remind me 
why I’m here, she says. It is Summer,
now, she has forgotten what the marks
on the calendar mean, four numerals
standing in for strange appointments
she doesn’t attend. Roselie was her name 
or was it Rosemary, she asks me 
each time I visit—the woman 
with the horses? We speak only 
of these bright fields of my youth, 
but my body is falling into age 
beside her, each part sinking millimetre 
by millimetre towards soil. 
Rosemary was her name, I remind her. 
Oh! she laughs, I love the smell of it
the way it sticks to the skin 
of your hands when you’re cooking 
and you discover it later, washing 
your face before shutting off the lights.
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XXXIII.
Somewhere far off in the distance
a vacuum cleaner hums and for this
reason you understand elsewhere 
always begins as an idea. If you stay
here in the dark room, positively aching,
know that below everything goes on
without you. On a regular day 
you’d watch the colours change 
in photographs of other valleys; 
Ohio prairies seemingly paint-soaked.
As though, when you were a child,
spraying vivid aerosols onto water
and capturing their marbled rainbows
atop crisp sheets of white paper,
forever, you foretold this moment.
That surely, not everybody pictures
a crane and is reminded of their
crumbling childhood, that you would
forget the view from your teenage
bedroom: the sill and its peeling
holographic dolphin stickers; 




But a bouquet is no homage to the bush
  MAGGIE NELSON
The flowers are glued together below the green 
ceiling, painted like a meadow that never knows
the shape of a human back, the sound 
of its grasses. Here, they call them permanent
botanicals and nobody dares mention the word
ersatz. What is real anyway? What is more flower—
the form, or the vase that dresses it; the stem, 
or the act of handing it over. By now, you must 
accept this holding on is more than an idea
after having once endured a colourless winter, 
fearing you would never again see the orange 
blossom. We cannot fully believe our worst fears; 
mouths opening and closing a final time, as they do
in this dark decade. People perish in the process
of maintaining endlessness, that is our living
and we do it daily. It is there in the way we hold
our lovers and tend our gardens and fossick to fill 
checking accounts; our slow-burning loneliness
in anticipating approaching absences. 
How we accumulate these artefacts of a lifestyle
that never existed, for us. What is more modern, 
I ask you, than perenniality—of no longer feeling
afraid of missing the places we failed to reach.
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XXXV.
I do not envy you, she says, this world
where traffic fills your days. As children 
our only concern was how many apples
might pass through the eyes of white
blossoms each summer, whether they would
be enough to feed us, my siblings
and slowly wilting father. But how to explain
that in a field of cornflowers I see
only the field, only the blue of it—
that amongst the overgrown hyper-colour
of graffiti behind the train line, a rose
in its singularity was bold enough
to pinch my chest. It is the city that is ageing 
you so, the pounding of your heart 
at night echoes louder inside all that glass. 
Grandmother does not remember the dirt 
blackening the inner corners of eyes.
I do not understand why plucking 
a dusty head of lavender from the traffic
island bed reminded me of a past
I never lived. I see flowers in everything 




When I feel lonely I search myself 
and find little to amend this guilt for being 
the one to smell pollen, when the whole world 
is sniffing cement; it is this shame 
I swallow away from you. There are big things 
to be done as the sky digests itself and while  
somebody purposes chicken and waffle 
flavoured chips, in a white lab alone. In fifty 
years my love for you will be a circle of egg 
and bacon flavoured pizza—when love is
no longer love and just another thing 
we iterate, when the world is already full 
of junk foods flavoured to taste like other junk 
foods. For so long, I have been fighting 
myself to remember the firm flesh
of the original, but every day the fruit rots
around us, the bounty harvested—
we give the grass one last look and shrug.
Practicing gratitude is mixing oil into 
water persistently and knowing they’ll never 
become one. You say the sky might 
flesh itself out again, like the chunk out of a thigh,
like shaking out a glove, it rights itself.
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XXXVII.
The way time moves makes 
your Grandfather furious, 
this is not the life he had planned; 
not the way he planned to end it. 
He shapes a blue fist from his paper 
hands, aims it at the white space
of his son’s flat temple, then 
stumbles in his rubber shoes. 
Didn’t we understand, these fields 
were supposed to be here forever—
not dashed with rusting tricycles; 
litter lawns full of memories 
nobody wanted to keep. 
Probably nothing will go back
to glowing the way it did before—
beneath the broad screens at the drive-in,
piercing black skies with a new yellow; 
the last night on the planet
before a light was cast onto the vast 
pastures of the outskirts and they, too, 
were found wanting. The final day 




This morning I rose late 
to the soft light; the few, pretty 
clouds will blow away 
before noon. In July and August, 
when the worst heat seems to rise 
from the hard gray hills of industrial 
barns, the rose blooms and the dark 
petals burn to dust or wind. We don’t 
see the ocean not ever—no one 
believes the sea cares nothing 
for the shore. Under a halo of torn 
clouds and famished city birds, 
who can believe that life comes back 
again and again. Believe something 
is waiting beyond an impossible 
city—dreams of another city, 
on a high hill. Above a wide river 
something massive, irrational; 
I still  believed everything 
in dreams meant something, 
each one smells like an overblown
rose, yellow, American 
beautiful and true.  
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XXXIX.
I live and die by my belief 
that anything can be improved
if it should be and that the antidote 
is patiently waiting out its time 
before being dug up. Damaged 
by optimism, my grandfather
today finds himself tortured 
by science and its failings;
grandmother is four ideas
on loop and will not be stopped
until she remembers why
she forgot to water anything
in the last heatwave. Sincerely,
I know there is a life awaiting
our arrival, full of wet oaks
and Spanish moss, of working
at something much bigger
than ourselves. Perhaps, all we 
can do is speak tenderly to one
another, for a little while longer. 
I am selfish, I suppose. I never want 
anything to die in my lifetime,
in my home or in my arms.
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XL. 
Inside the mirrored tunnel
of the elevator we always forget 
where we are going; land, finally,
and wiped of our intentions.
We drive Hawthorne between here 
and the mountain that never grows
larger above the reflected haze of 
your dash—in silence, eat our three-
dollar tacos, sitting outside of the shirt 
laundry. What are you thinking on nights 
like this, boarded up and abandoned
as you are? My montages are loops of days 
like these and felt exactly the same 
as these days, but have transformed 
into goldmines of want. If only to return 
to that night we got drunk on hot gin and bitter 
lemons, our ice cubes coated in pulpy waste; 
listened to The River on repeat. I will never 
fall out of love with you, is all I remember
whispering as we fell asleep against sagging 
sheets; flat on our backs, like memories
of people. Everything I love is soft at its edges 
and will not be here for much longer.
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XLI.
They ask to examine my heart
after I describe the sensation of a peony
blooming and wilting itself very quickly;
the persistent trembling of bees. 
You have to remember, the doctor says
you are a living thing and to be living is to 
feel always on the edge of something ending.
I blush my cheeks to appear healthy,
the morning nodes cover me like ivy
my grandfather swallows all of his Warfarin
in one sitting and his nose bleeds daily
for a month. Red tissue sits softly 
mounded at his bedside, somehow sublime. 
My chest throbs when I am changing 
his bedding, stripping five waffle blankets
to find floral sheets, the centre of a moss 
rose stained with a single dull brown spot.
I dedicated my life to machines, he tells me
and they can do nothing for me. See this?
Digoxin—it’s made from Foxgloves! 
From flowers! Grandmother waters 
her freshly dead cereus, in despair, 
murmuring it can’t be, it just can’t.
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XLII.
Could anybody say they are hesitant 
to walk for a fear of treading 
upon the butterflies below? I long 
for my youth at the scent of pine
needles, gathering at tree roots like snow 
refusing to melt. There, a hydrangea 
blossoms and so I could make the word 
happy and mean it; just as if I desired 
the sensation of sadness, might count 
all of the holes to dig and flowers to cut. 
To lay concrete over the grass, spare it 
from the sun—finish it regardless, 
but own its death—like the dog kindly
silenced. Well, while sleeping surely
I’d prefer the snore, in all of its life 
affirming wonder; kicks that jolt 
me awake and keep me there 
until morning, your body hot, filling 
the hollow. Just say, when the beauty dies 
it must be replaced by something, maybe
the rivers, their ultramarine tongues
suckling at stones like icy poles; maybe 
the sun, impossible to photograph as our breath.
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XLIII.
At the market, waiting for our roses
to be wrapped in clear cellophane ,
florist saying this product is extremely
fragile, you turn to me and raise 
an eyebrow, nodding towards a woman 
walking past; the fluorescent apples 
of her cheeks two buds of nascent ranunculus.
I have to imagine you mean to say this
decorated body is less natural, somehow,
than the twelve exactly twelve-inch long
stems we buy, they grown with the heat
of lamps in climate-controlled greenhouses;
they clipped prematurely to beget
a bountiful yield come Valentines
Day, and packed cold—below 32 degrees
Fahrenheit—to ensure they remain fat 
with pink, like the tongues of healthy children.
I suppose you mean to suggest some
difference between natural and artificial
as though the air knows through which
body it respires, as though we understand 
what is manmade: us and yet
not us, somehow. 
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XLIV.
If we waited long enough we could 
witness the body making new parts, growing 
new flesh shapes, hungry like a goldfish to occupy 
negative space. Say, please grow to the plant 
you killed, say please rain to desert skies; 
nature’s weird trick is to force division 
in the wrong places. The mould of wet scabs, 
the sickening mass of deadly nightshade, the vines 
of veins branching into new blooms on my calves. 
So, you want to talk about flowers, 
how knots of nothing remarkable bust their way 
to beautiful; how skies sweat on them at dusk? 
Just their slow centrepiece death, or that they know 
when to die? Talk of how the air grew ripe at the idea 
of green, thick with the rot of sunshine.
The ocean spits up the mess, leaves it on the shore to dry; 
the body of soil, warm enough to grow explosions. 
Somehow, your nose imagined sweetmeat 
at the sight of a rose, alone—some seventeen layers 
of pink tongues, licking at the inner your computer 
screen. The menace of beauty, no violets to shrink 
into—I am laying out for the bees, but they never land 
when you want them this much.
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XLV.
These are nothing but blue flowers
means something akin to being
completely surrounded by lies.
It seems cruel, to me, the things
we tell each other—this evening,
I trace the most childlike part 
of your cheek and promise you 
it’s going to be fine, this is just a phase 
in a very long life and wonder 
exactly how certain I should be. 
It is entirely possible to remain 
unhappy forever; it is impossible 
to find yourself in the yellow valley 
if you don’t first leave home.
I cannot simplify sadness, tonight
or any other night—when tastes 
that destroy me also tempt me.
 My grandmother doesn’t know
she is dying without her memory 
alongside. What I mean to say is
she knows, but doesn’t really feel it 




Call it the year of everybody dying
from birth. You and me, A___, we saw 
the world in such a specific way: a place full 
of novel colours to be collected and classified—
but everything new leaks out to brown, it must, 
for as long as we believe in linearity; 
for as long as it exists to draw a boundary 
around the outermost limit of our imaginations. 
I think of the 90s with its sepia tones; 
some people are addicted to the past and others, 
the future, which love is more corrosive? 
The failure of now is to focus on either,
when what is being lost is the living—
not songs, not poetry, which go on
changing nothing. I can write around
our longing, I can trade fear with time,
like being sung to. But bodies do not rise 
again, you finally learn, when your friend 
failed to get up and his books went unfinished. 
All of the mountains already have their names
and the margins will never be discovered, more 
than once and the concrete will not recede— 
you have to believe it can, but can you?
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THREE
THE CRY OF WET SMOKE HANGING IN YOUR THROAT 
95
XLVII.
I never mastered the cash register
here in the store. Maybe you’re right, 
A___, I believed too much in the ocean 
to ever imagine remaining in this world 
with its plastic birds, dust-covered sun 
hats. It jams daily, I am always alone 
with my blushing face and somebody else’s 
anger. I rarely sell a thing, but these new 
candles arrive weekly, the blue cylinders 
promise to make the smell of summertime:
the lick of salty lips, the sticky grass
of seaweed, come alive for anybody
with a lit match. It seems perfunctory
the way we name our districts after nature,
or the pioneers who engraved themselves
 upon it. Pearl: something crumbling 
with a little light inside. All summer
the fan circles like a mosquito locked in and
I take myself to bed. All night, daylight 
is unbearably far away and then, when it is not,
the alarm clock. I hear the journey of my blood 
against pimpled sheets, imagine this whooshing 
in my ears as the sound of any tide, anywhere.  
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XLVIII.
Does the for lease sign speak of anything
else than the failure of something; just as
the desert required the lake to dry. 
Each dark window waiting to be turned 
yellow with possibility. Once, you promised
me a cloud hovered so near to the ground 
that you overheard its whisper, but in 
what dream could that be true? At five am, 
night becoming something else again; sky swaps 
one mystery for another, the day waiting 
to be broken open. Much of its promise turns 
to heat and then chills suddenly, as a lap 
upon standing is at once there—substantial 
enough to place memories on—but vanished 
still. Nobody is confusing the running tap 
with the sound of rain, but oh so much magic 
and us, this easily fooled by diamonds skidding 
the lakes surface. We now forget how quickly 
the tomato grew, like an unruly emotion—
a flirtation; but at night, waiting for a shinier 
object to surface, learn it is never really 
the ice cream that we want, just the moment 
of pressing fingertip to glass.
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XLIX.
So many days without rain
we go to the car wash to see water.
Floating untouched in the guts 
of a wave, you clench my knee 
and say, now imagine how a waterfall tastes. 
In the middle of June, grey skies 
like these belie the heat caught below 
and we hide from the repercussions 
of our bad habits. Here, is how we exit—
my life, an avalanche of torn 
chemical sweetener packets, cigarette 
butts burned down to the final line.
Last night, I stretched  the white 
of my body against sandy sheets 
like a cuttlebone, until you begged 
rub against me like a well-behaved
tide. Tonight we feed the machine 
for a winter, its downpour swallowing 
our conversation into lips moving 
without music. As you wipe off the sleet 
of soap, we drive into a silent sky; 
the smell of apple hangs like a Sunday 
dinner we tasted once, in a daydream. 
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L.
When you leave for work 
on Monday there is something nasty 
stuck in your eye, a place 
you can’t get to. Our weekend fires float 
up into the sky. These obsessions 
with hotel rooms and blue waters
are all that remain truly inexhaustible:
bodies, or the shapes of bodies 
flirting behind white gauze as the wind 
joins in. In retrospect, I don’t recall the sun 
patching over you with its foggy light—
our best memories are never our own. 
Here I am, imagining another life
at the dollar store on Burnside,
where I sort air fresheners the shape of trees.
By lunch, piña colada and pine merge 
into an unfamiliar island, a planet far
away. I have not forgotten the still 
ocean that filled the water tower
we swam in that summer, the taste of 
dark, but nothing sharp enough to bruise me— 
knowing that even if I couldn’t see
the walls, they were there, If I swam straight.
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LI.
If you are telling me that you never 
wanted anything this much before, 
you are forgetting something. I coveted busy,
but found myself tiring of the workday 
and its static countdown; the night and its slow 
sleep; the sex we are about to have before 
we have it. To be fully committed 
to my current idea seems infinitely powerful. 
This is probably the reason the clouds are dying,
you say, we want safety but also we value ease 
of use. I am straddling shifting sands in my haze 
of daily living—how to close the microwave 
quietly and without scaring away the sounds
of birds; my work coffee, a petri dish 
of fat spots from the thick cream of country
dairy. These green cicadas feel 
invulnerable to making themselves known 
when the sun collapses against concrete 
and I miss them all of the day, until they do.
I cannot get far enough away from buildings,
full as they are of lumber and sand.
I cannot get close enough to the sun-filled
outskirts—full as they are of lumber and sand.
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LII. 
Every night a dog barks 
behind the grey hurricane fence, 
a howling that keeps the ember 
burning in my guts company, 
a place between heart and navel—
a small flicker. You wake on your back, 
exactly where you entered the night 
absent of dreams. Your dead arm, 
your perma-thirst. Our environments 
are milky and planed of their imperfections, 
or they are terrible messy pastures—
there are no in-betweens. Remember 
the old house, on the shoulder 
of that tired cul-de-sac, the morning 
I pulled at the lip of peeling floral wallpaper
and it kept up its tearing until the muddy 
window appeared. I could go on
with my analogies, A___, but the world
is already so full of them. The wallpaper 
was a meadow and I had never before 
seen roses line up in unison, that way:
each perfect stem, each perfect petal 
until they turned ugly, altogether.
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LIII. 
A___, I’m trying so hard to live life 
in the moment, but find myself
thinking, constantly, of that one time 
we ordered vongole and you wiped the oil 
from my chin, while smiling. 
God, the past and its terrible beauty. 
Did I consider it awful, then? 
The way we tear the ocean from itself 
to stimulate our pleasure? Simulate
our rich and fulfilling lives, full of now
moments and clinking glasses. You eye me 
like I fell off of our dream—what I mean
is, I can’t sit here drinking with you
forever and imagine it will change
anything about our days, except the pain
of them and their length. We crave 
the beach because there is no labour in it, 
so few of us swimming for a living. 
Nobody mentions the burn of our negligence;
the way we must brush ourselves off 
and concede to a chill in the air;   
the tired treading water and too far out
now, to swim themselves back in. 
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LIV. 
You throw me the same line:
words waxing and waning around
the phrase entrapment. In my green
summer dress with the white flowers
I am feeling, suddenly, less pastoral 
and more like somebodies mother, 
sweltering inside a series of minuscule
embarrassments. What terrifies me 
most is not the fire and instead, the prospect 
of becoming one of those women 
slowly seeping heat until they have 
no language left. The sky gets uglier, 
then, the water birds screeching like ghouls,
until our yellow lights switch back on.
When you place a hand on my back,
later, you explain that everything is hideous 
when captured through a damaged lens.
This is an idea I can hold onto—
nothing will be beautiful, but it could be
if we able were to examine it correctly; 
it could be, here, but it isn’t yet. I wrap up 
my disappointment in silence—I wear it 
like an object handed down. 
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LV.
Now that we have mapped the Ocean 
it is just so much more difficult for the boats 
to disappear. Even so, our phones died 
in tandem that first night—we smashed the bottle 
neck open against the sun spoiled steel 
of the barge and the wine poured freely 
as all of those rivers, now redirected, might 
swarm to one arcane place. Today, I would 
notice that this swing bridge to nowhere 
was not dismantled; that the asphalt tearing
pines were left to tower the valley—their spiny 
fingers leaning in and covering invisible 
mouths, as if to promise a secret 
well kept. Only then, I had never dreamed 
of being hidden by the cover of another 
body so completely—the freeway above 
seemed to silence itself. We will never go 
missing in the city, but your hand on my 
leg felt close enough to a great endeavour 
that it slowed the tide. I would say the moon 
saw us, but nobody else could; I will tell you 
that the city plays its sad song and that we might 
one day learn to thrive, despite it.
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LVI.
We paste up the posters 
of beautiful places, you say did you know 
there is a riviera everywhere?  
It is just a coastline, nothing special.
We are surrounded by these things
that sound very beautiful: cadillac,
arugula, firefly. I drink my water down
full of its plastic by-products:
bisphenol, antimony.  Everything 
is vicious today—watermelon bleeding 
onto white yoghurt, the afternoon
bright and pitiless. It is five and I’m dusting 
cheap candles: orange, forest fruits, 
cinnamon scents that nobody wants
to remember. The shrill doorbell rings
with invisible customers, a family
of sphinx moths setting sensors off
with dry bodies. The sun outside fattening 
white concrete with heat; I hear three words 
shouted from a conversation as kids pass 
the front door—then silence. 
Everything appears to me as part of a whole
trying to represent the entirety of it. 
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LVII.
The heatwave swallows us 
and a weekend. Through the window 
I witness you on the balcony 
spilling hose water into the plastic 
shell, a phoney clam, the colour 
of no ocean. On days like these,
they pump The Dollar Tree full 
of refrigerated air and now 
for once, I am yearning for something 
I recognise: fluorescent lights, 
loneliness and that clarity of thinking  
which accompanies it. I never told you 
this, A: but one night, after closing, 
I slipped a stiff plastic chain of flowers 
around my neck, lay on the damp
navy carpet and dreamed the flavour 
of coconuts into my mouth. Nobody
found me but on the surveillance 
tape, I appeared to be peacefully 
sleeping. As the water hits plastic it hisses 
like an untuned television—I slip in 
up to my hipbones, you whisper 
close your eyes and imagine the ocean. 
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LVIII.
The wind cannot tell me anything
I don’t already know, it merely whistles
a hollow bromide to keep moving, 
so we do. You imagine the grass, blue
and metres high, as if it were a horizontal 
sky; imagine my tanned legs in shorts
I’ll never wear. The green hills 
are my hungry lips, in waking dreams 
I will come to you and whisper be my water 
table. I am ripe with my cliches. 
The country is not a place, but symbols: 
white weatherboard bursting 
as a wraithlike mirage; the flag’s red stripes 
bleeding out against cerulean skies. 
We can dream, only, of what we know: 
must smell creosote before we understand 
the road and its acquired odour, must button 
blue cambric before contextualising cotton 
fields—and then, we see nothing else.
Every time to take me to breakfast 
for dinner, I watch you pour syrup onto flat 
brown hotcakes and dream of nothing else 
but the streams that will elevate me.
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LIX.
The first cold night, I ate macaroni 
and cheese in bed and it did not satisfy 
me. I paired it with a Rosé that I had
purchased mistakenly when it appeared 
a darker red, somehow, under the fluorescent 
lights in the store. I had dreamt of this 
night during the afternoon slump 
of a Wednesday when the sun was still high 
enough to be noon; my face burns all summer 
long and even natural fibres rough my limbs. 
I am not the island I hoped to be, water 
please lap over my edges anticipating these 
caprices—I shrink and grow like the lung
you make breathe, the idea of you is the oxygen 
which sustains me impalpably. My new shampoo 
smells like the tropical holiday I have never
been on, like a sunrise doesn’t count
if you’re yet to go to bed and watching it close in 
on the night before. I’m sure that when winter lulls 
the days to sleep, I will be dreaming of California—
in movies the characters appear to me
to be having a better time than I can, always
they stand to face the ocean and say wow. 
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LX.
At Seaside, in the beginning 
you filled all of the gaps 
of my short history. Memorised
my time of birth with the ocean 
at our backs, tucked wet ropes 
of hair behind my ears and said 
what a silly little name. The middle
is here, between idyll and where
I no longer know what you eat 
for lunch. Time is an erasure
of banal curiosities. At first, the love 
for the lover alone and then the love 
for retreading golden coasts and finally, 
this sweet hurt in recapitulating  
the unrecoverable. I understand
perfectly, the fine line between
ripened and compost heap; the boring
body with its apricot scent—I become 
something new to labour over 
and what did work stamp on you, but a lack 
of desire for anything but Sunday 
morning and for not being reminded
 of your lack of desire for anything else. 
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LXI.
An umbrella shared and naturally we discuss 
the weather, the nature of its permeability: 
I mean, the rain was horrible in Seattle, 
but at least it was consistent. I know. I see 
the same man in my sleep each night
wearing his tragic hat he does not gesture 
rain soaked for shelter. In so many dreams 
you awake feeling unloved: a forever friend 
admonishes the state of your apartment and you fight 
about nothing, just dust. Rise to wonder 
what’s been overlooked—something bad buried 
building guilt like streets of ugly houses. 
I really want to remember the first jasmine 
wind this Spring, not some father forgetting 
his daughter as he glares through the grey gauze 
of my stockings. Mostly it is embarrassing 
to be walking down a street, visibly invisible;
to be this okay with strangers waving 
at people behind you. Oh, to not be the eater 
of sandwiches alone behind the glass, each deliberate 
bite and nobody waiting for you. This is the riddle: 
two faces meet as their buses pass the other, 
who felt lonelier before and who felt lonelier after?  
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LXII.
My lack of inspiration is sickness,
is everyday routine; is absence now 
that I am the container for no poems
and we are nothing but our labour, 
we become the time of our lives 
we exchange. You, with your nights 
turning blue behind the television and its voices 
tearing the evening into little dialogues— 
we never share interests, just the weight 
of this infringement, that registration, 
electricity bills that float up from below 
the thickest winter, crippling daytime;
we never prepared ourselves for its darkness—
at 5.06 pm you’d return home to night again. 
I leave and I come back in a dark that follows me. 
You say this swallowing back your sunlight—
the pills are necessary, we know this now, 
the holiday without them packed showed us
it follows us wherever we go: the breaking, 
the duelling in the street, silent in the bed 
beside one another, awaiting a big apology 
that does not come from either of us and arrives 
from absolutely nowhere else. 
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LXIII.
Tonight as you sleep, I touch your hair and it is 
the dune grass of our youth, that summer 
my body was a cave for you to explore; palm 
its limestone walls and learn its barnacle shaped 
scars. We would leave the boats on the shore
stomach down, say we could open up
a little coffee shop back in the city and I would bake 
the pies—you’d run hot palms along my spine 
and say should we? In this new decade, I have 
refocused my interest onto the gap between 
those who propose and those who practice. 
I have nothing to hide but this deep-bottomed 
emptiness amongst nature’s finest elements—
the beach never really beach enough to believe 
we arrived at the right shore. How to comprehend 
that the best moment of your life has already occurred 
and is quietly leaving you. I remember only your face 
and a white sun behind it, Tillamook Head and its 
beached shape; never those who escaped our 
photographs. I am soon to forget how the wind died, 
but the flags continued flying; when I licked the salt 
from your clement skin and it tasted of our future, 
a moment before the lobsters turned and swam away.
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LXIV.
I know what I have told you, many times
beneath the glowing mercury lights—blue, 
but not really blue, in any meaningful way, 
just a little put off by the reflection 
of my life, when viewed under scrutiny. 
There are two solutions to every problem, 
one is always simpler and sometimes 
it is right. I told you, I knew the cruelest
of all settings was the one I couldn’t leave,
because I was terrified of dying alone 
and forgotten, by friends and telephones 
on those dark plains with you. I should have 
been less afraid of losing the city and more
of finding new marks in old places—
the foxes splitting the night in two;
the small grey cloud of smoke, floating 
undisturbed against a black summer sky.
Everything is here, but in greener forms. 
Have you ever before witnessed a huddled mass 
of fava beans? The way they jostle, savage and light
desperate, just like humans—where only a couple 




Something about how the day feels decidedly 
unpoetic, even though the sky has made itself 
one perfect shade and the birds, twinning, 
coo without an urgency. There is a wrongness
to the way I love—it is with the sloppy interest 
latterly renewed since the dog has gone
and lost itself. Or, is that just it? My love is true
and love is just impossible to do in the presence 
of the thing. I imagine the freezing in the same way 
as I conceive of wanting you, your body so good 
when it’s gone and the cold so underwhelming
when it has us. Nature is a workable allegory
for anything we wish to express, for example:
how lightning-like you make me, when my need 
to restore equilibrium is misconstrued for a desire 
to tear everything entirely apart. Like all things, 
the natural world is more beautiful outside, 
at least, more disarming; potent in that we are not 
yet numbed. Today: blue sky, blue sky, blue
sky and still this sick feeling when you arrive home 
and nothing has changed. Here is another way
I could say that: hens spend the entire day pecking 
at blades of grass just outside the cage’s reach.
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LXVI.
The light doesn’t really shimmer
of its own accord; it’s just the dark 
branches shifting back and forth
in front of the glow. As they say, 
A___, knowledge is experience and
these wonders that surround us 
are merely unknowns waiting to be 
found out. You left for work, 
today, with an acid taste and totally 
charged; like the fountainhead of all 
mistakes, damage is in the details:
the tiny erosions of our living. 
Beer money in a washed out jar
of spaghetti sauce; this rattling
under the car’s hood; the nail
you bit down too far. We go out
to the garden we grew and it is effulgent 
with aphids. We climb our way up
to the grandest sights and marvel 
at nothing but how expansive 
loneliness could be. What a vast




What divides people is their rest and how much 
they are getting. You moan five more minutes 
with the kind of desperate pleading reserved 
for something occasional. Today, an exercise
in revelations: our hard work will grow new
dust; no quantity of care could ever be enough; 
every place is waiting to be outdone by another 
with fresh attachments—pink blossoms and blue 
eggs hatching. What is it called when your blank 
mind wants for nothing and not for the reason
that nothing is all you require—take this nerve 
pain coiled between the shoulder blades, 
like something living, drawing heat. You don’t 
believe the world is impossible; if somebody asked, 
you would say the opposite. You, childlike and fat-faced, 
running contentedly on a reserve of outdated 
slogans. You, perceiving this exhaustion 
that encircles—as if it were outside of the self, 
like a shell that cannot be broken through—
and misdiagnosing it as the joy of virtuousness.
You take this comforting dizziness, this sand-eyed 
sensation and cherish it. Like being drunk on a shore 
somewhere, wearing a different life.                 
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LXVIII.
You visit Tillamook Head, this time
from behind the screen—its flat
objectivity. A mile from the shore, 
the waves roll in like cavalry, but seem 
peaceful from above, satellite oceans; 
oil-can blue and revealing their layers 
of dark abysses, swallowing shallow 
waters like sarcoma. Wildness, you are 
very far away and your artefacts buried 
by coastal wind and its accoutrements: 
sands that multiply and swallow; shells
that fuse; seeds that travel miles to grow
nothing at all. Clatsop Spit, seeming 
somehow urban with its rusty time 
capsules scattered, haplessly, like crushed
empty cans on a city Sunday 
morning—unruliness swallowed by sleep 
and solitude. The wind is whipping
away our delicate hulls; often I will sniff 
back the scent of being underwater, 
in a dying memory of being pulled 
into the current, my life, so far inland
longs for the crashing of the waves.
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LXIX.
In the shadow of other mountains, I believed 
the idea of myself clear-eyed and transformed 
by the copper light of spring. I daren’t even say 
it aloud. There is no nature we cannot grow
bored with: summer and its plague of insects; 
the night, one long shiver. Pain is just pleasure 
turned up too loud—hay-fever, sprouting
from everything the winter wanted, always 
announces itself as another kind of sickness.
and what better metaphor than malady,
when many moments feel exactly like this 
waiting for the pale tablets to come to attention
and clip us from our surroundings. I have so many 
questions for you, A___, but know the answer 
to each is that it is impossible to feel loved, now. 
I know this, but I also understand that to fall
asleep in the sun, today—full, as it is, with this new
threat and the scent of a favourite page being 
blackened—I would do so and awaken in the future 
to find it catalogued with all other moments, golden 
because I lost them. How would you love me 
if there was nothing else to admire—no bees, no 
blue eucalypts. How would you eat if you were starving.
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THE OPENING EPIGRAPH QUOTES FROM RALPH WALDO EMERSON’S “SELF-RELIANCE” 
(1841). SOURCED FROM SELF-RELIANCE AND OTHER ESSAYS. 1993. (NEW YORK: DOVER):
28. IT ALSO QUOTES A COMMENT MADE BY MARY REUFLE IN A PUBLIC LECTURE AT REED 
COLLEGE, JULY 2014. 
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THE MOUNTAIN YOU SEE THE MOUNTAIN. WE ANIMATE WHAT WE CAN, AND WE SEE 
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THE POEM XVII. (64) REFERS TO LEVINE’S POEM “ANIMALS ARE PASSING FROM OUR LIVES. 
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Heaven’s Waiting on Down the Tracks
PHILIP LEVINE’S AND BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN’S MOBILE NARRATIVES 
‘What do we have / today? A morning paper full of lies. 
/ A voice out of nowhere that says, Keep punching’
PHILIP LEVINE1 
When prompted by Wen Stephenson of The Atlantic to situate his narratives in a 
particular time period, Philip Levine conceded to the complex temporality underscoring 
many of his poems; describing this moment as ‘the present…in which I brought with me 
the reality of the past, and was in some ways trying to project it into the future’ (Stephenson 
1999, n.p.). That coalescence of linear time, conceptualised as ‘all three time “zones,”’ is a 
proposition this chapter takes up in its discussion of Levine’s and Springsteen’s mobile 
narratives. Within the scope of this argument, the subject of mobility takes a number of 
forms: it describes first the fluidity of temporal movement, but also extends to transitions 
both embodied and immaterial. Turner argues ‘the passage from one social status to another 
is often accompanied by a parallel passage in space, a geographic movement from one 
place to another’ (1979, 19). As such, this chapter approaches Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
manifold examples of mobility from an understanding of time and movement—territorial 
and social alike—as interactive, where each affects the flow of the other. 
The relational dynamic of time, space, and movement informs the larger contention 
of this chapter: that despite connoting motion through fluid temporalities or mobile 
iconography, Levine’s and Springsteen’s working narratives are often static. Countering the 
view that their texts present structurally stable accounts of workaday experience, it argues 
instead that many of their labour allegories arise in ‘a no-man’s land betwixt and between 
the structural past and the structural future’ (Turner 1986, 41). Central to this claim is 
the observation that mobility acquires greater significance in Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
austere depictions of labour. This proposition builds on Turner’s argument that post-
industrial societies demarcate spheres of action according to structured and unstructured 
experience, and that within this arrangement ludic or leisure modes designate non-utility 
spaces associated with ‘freedom from…institutional obligations’ (1982, 36-37). Indeed, 
while Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts are subject to many moods, transience assumes 
pride of place in those labour narratives which depict their daily conditions as being 
insurmountable. Insofar as liminal or ludic phenomena might proffer escape from real 
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life (Beder 2004), it is thereby useful to protract this binary of freedom/obligation when 
exploring the liminal spaces arising between Levine’s and Springsteen’s polarised states of 
fixed and fluid, which ‘not only make tolerable the system as it exists’ but ‘keep its members 
in a more flexible state with respect to that system’ (Turner 1979, 51).
This study unfolds in three arguments, each elucidating how Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s character’s pursuits of various freedoms are bound up in acts of movement. 
It identifies three distinct liminal spaces commonly arising in their works; those between 
temporal poles of present/future, labour/leisure, and mobile/fixed, which each present a 
‘co moment in and out of time, and in and out of structure’ (Turner 1969, 96). The first of 
these is most patently concerned with linear time, namely the liminal space arising between 
present and future moment. Developing Turner’s assessment that ‘the organizational foci 
of temporal structures are “goals,” the objects of action or effort’ (1979, 37), it explores 
the regularity with which Levine and Springsteen chart the future from present moment, 
finding betwixt these time periods a mutually-referential space where future dreams both 
taunt and sustain their narrators.
The following argument extends this theme of amelioration by examining leisure 
spaces of catharsis (Gluckman 1962). It assesses that many of Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
labour narratives are situated in liminal ludic spaces or states of “communitas,” whereby 
successive experiences of status and statuslessness (Turner 1969, 97) serve a renewing 
effect (Douglas 2002, 169). Lastly, this chapter explores Levine’s and Springsteen’s most 
blatantly transient narratives, those staged within or around automobiles. It develops 
Turner’s claim that ‘the limen of pilgrimage is, characteristically, motion, the movement of 
travel’ (1979, 132) to expose how these accounts, in tracing gaps between known spaces, 
are inherently liminal. Furthermore, just as liminality conveys an episodic transit, these 
vehicles present a temporal break that typifies what cultural theorist Les Roberts describes 
‘the unfolding potential of as yet unrealised goals, hopes, or desires’ (2002, 85). However, 
as this chapter finds, Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal spaces present ‘an artificial realm 
of freedom’ (Rojek 1995, 184), proffering temporary mobility without lasting trajectory.
LIMINAL SPACES: MOBILITIES AND FIXITIES 
In Springsteen: Saint in the City, Craig Stratham traces Springsteen’s lifelong fascination 
with movement back to his watching ‘cars pulling in and out’ (2003, 6) as a child. This 
fixation is a hallmark of his oeuvre; as scholar Rob Kirkpatrick identifies, ‘transportation 
and mobility’ are key ‘motif[s] which would come to define his lyrics’ (2007, 3; see also 
Masur 2010, 4). This preoccupation emerges in the restless spirit of his many characters 
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(Skinner Sawyers 2004,15) who navigate the complexities of mobility within their 
working lives. Levine’s poetry, too, is host to scores of restive protagonists whose ‘searching, 
probing, restless nature’ (Collier 2013, 42) marks the tenor of their narratives, and whose 
preoccupation with freedom (Hirsch 1989, 266) is double-edged. This dynamic, notes 
Robert Hedin, emerges from fluctuating states of mobility and stasis when ‘rather than 
achieving their new world hopes, his characters continually find themselves ushered back 
into a reality that subverts all dreams of perfectibility’ (1991, 299). 
As poet Sydney Lea indicates when designating Levine ‘master of the tragedy of 
transience’ (1991, 131), despite an abundance of peripatetic characters or references to 
motion, his and Springsteen’s texts both present complex portraits of mobility. While 
their labour narratives regularly depict working environments as static (Rumiano 2007, 
106; Smith 2000, 308), their fluid temporalities span disparate time periods, entertaining 
fantasies of retreat from the strictures of working life. These ‘powerful but impalpable 
dreams of upward mobility and freedom’ (2000, 225) described by Bryan K. Garman in 
A Race of Singers,1 divide Springsteen’s and Levine’s narratives between fixed temporal 
spaces; signifying in these liminal passages the breach of daily time and, with it, a referential 
enactment of the latent social dynamics prohibiting substantive experiences of mobility.
To demonstrate the symbolic function of movement in Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
labour narratives, it is first crucial to establish definitions for temporality and mobility. In 
doing so, it becomes possible to demonstrate the consonance of mobility and liminality 
studies and, moreover, to elaborate upon the ways Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts occupy 
liminal temporalities. Within the scope of this thesis, temporality refers to ‘the lived 
present’ (Bergson 1950), that being ‘the short duration of which we are immediately 
and incessantly sensible’ ( James 1890, 631).2 The decision to combine these concepts of 
temporality and mobility arrives from consensus of scholars within both fields who agree 
‘mobilities are all about temporality’ (Gamst 1993, 105) and ‘if mobility involves speed 
and distance then it certainly involves time’ (Adey et al 2014, 105). Furthermore, this 
chapter proposes liminality is connately related to mobility, insofar as Turner imagines 
transience ‘arch-metaphor for that which lies outside structure or between structures, or is 
a dissolvent of structure’ (1979, 150). That assessment is foundational to this exploration, 
which considers temporality and movement constitutive of liminal process, for the way it 
‘extends temporal qualities, marking a beginning as well as an end, but also duration in the 
unfolding of a spatio-temporal process’ (Andrews and Roberts 2012, 18).
Mobility itself denotes a wide-ranging discipline, encompassing notions of 
tourism and migration alongside enmeshed ideas of spatial and symbolic movement. 
Conceptualising spatial mobility, Swiss sociologist Vincent Kaufmann emphasises 
‘geographical displacement’ or the physical ‘movement of entities from an origin to a 
destination’ (Kaufmann et al. 2004, 746). This is a useful starting point and one that 
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underpins most mobility critique. Human geographer Tim Cresswell, for example, echoes 
Kaufmann’s emphasis upon physical displacement when he theorises mobility as ‘an act of 
displacement that allows objects, people, ideas – things – to get between locations’ (2001, 
14). As such, the elemental concerns of mobility pertain to physical movement within the 
context of daily spatial practices (Ogden 2000; Urry 2004) or the prospect of realising 
‘certain projects and plans while being “on the move”’ (Bonss and Kesselring 2004, 5). 
Nevertheless, while intersecting concepts of movement and space underlie mobility 
discourse, they fail to encompass the social complexities arising from its praxis. As urban 
geographer Susan Hanson suggests, even a rudimentary definition of spatial mobility 
must engage with the symbolism inherent to movement because ‘mobility refers to the 
ability to move between different activity sites’ (1995, 4). Hanson’s locution herein reveals 
the power-relations inherent to movement, be that the social or economic ‘ability’ to move. 
Cresswell, too, expands to consider the meaning and power arising from an ‘embodied 
practice of movement’ (2010, 19). Working in the humanist tradition pioneered by his 
predecessor, prominent human geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, he argues the mobile trajectory 
is ‘both meaningful and laden with power’ (2006, 9) and warns that separating mobility 
from its symbolic function leaves one with movement, alone (2006, 2). In making this 
distinction, Creswell speaks of the turn in Mobilities studies towards what scholars Mimi 
Sheller and John Urry term the ‘new mobilities paradigm’ (2006, 208); a model which 
foregrounds the complex mutuality of spatial and social mobility (Urry 2007, 8; Adey 
2010, 37-8) and which determines movement and meaning as conceptually interlinked to 
reinforce preexisting social dynamics. Rather than perceiving mobility as mere territorial 
event, new mobilities consider travelling as ‘constitutive of the structures of social life’ 
(Urry 2000, 49) whereby voluntary and forced movement takes on symbolic import 
(Cresswell 2010, 27). 
Thus, any study of motion must consider its ‘given or inscribed meaning’ (Adey 2010, 
36), which encompasses questions of power and access conjunct the ingrained sociocultural 
notions of freedom and progress mobility implies. These concepts attached to mobility 
are often interrelated; as Mary Beaudry and Travis Parno note in their introduction to 
Archaeologies of Mobility and Movement mobility ‘is transformative because it exposes the 
individual to new experiences’ (2013, 3). Kaufmann, too, emphasises the way that journeys 
might initiate ‘a change in status’ (2004, 746), a claim that bears indisputable relevance for 
liminality studies, for which territorial and sociological transitions eventuate in status 
change. Mobility theory and liminality critique therefore present a logical intersection 
because both paradigms consider movements through and between stable states. Tuan 
argues ‘human lives are a dialectical movement between shelter and venture, attachment 
and freedom’ (1977, 54) and these oscillations present within mobility concepts (see 
also Massey 2005) mirror the alternating states/statuses modeled by liminality which, 
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like mobility, is symbolically entwined with transformation. Movement often translates 
to a ‘constant state of becoming’ (Cresswell 2002, 26; see also Sussman 2007, 33) that 
precedes ‘arrival’ at fixed status or destination; thus ‘pilgrimages are liminal phenomena’ 
and ‘exhibit in their social relations the quality of communitas’ (Turner 1974, 166) where, 
through and by movement, social dynamics might be perceived and remodeled, just as the 
individual finds themselves transformed by this passage.
The supposition that mobility mirrors liminality leads to the crucial distinction of 
motion and stasis. While some critics have perceived immobility as an illusion (Bergson 
1911, 302) or considered motion a perpetual process arising from the ‘temporality of 
the landscape itself ’ (Ingold 1993, 164), this conceit has largely been discredited by 
contemporary mobility scholars. Instead, they argue that mobility presupposes stasis 
and emphasise the inverse of movement—fixity—as crucial to studies of motion. 
Indeed, the social implications of mobility are wide-ranging and although fast-moving, 
technologically mobile societies, are always “in motion” (Bonss and Kesselring 2001), 
many individuals therein are rendered static by the movement of others (see Beckmann 
2001; Freudendal-Pedersen 2005; Nielsen 2005). For this reason alone, it is necessary 
to consider how mobility or fixity might hypostatise social factors in the same way that 
liminality is referential of normative structures. 
Incidentally, the dichotomy of fixity and mobility itself mirrors the binary of 
structure/anti-structure inherent to liminality; just as Cresswell’s assessment that 
‘mobilities need moorings’ (2010, 29; see also Adey 2010, 54) reflects the referential 
dynamic of liminality which necessitates and emphasises opposing states (Hutchins 
2013, 153). In this regard, mobility relies upon immobility for its distinction—just as 
liminality requires a structure to invert—yet also bears larger implications because the 
freedom to move is ‘symbolically equated with social mobility’ (Morse 1988, 112). For 
the purposes of this study, which aims to consider how specific literary representations 
of spatial and temporal mobility/fixity might invoke larger social systems, geographer 
Aharon Kellerman (2012, 17) provides a useful recapitulation of the interplay between 
spatial and social movement:
Social and spatial mobilities are interrelated, in the sense that 
upward social mobility may imply extended and increased 
spatial mobility vis-à-vis an enhanced ability to purchase and use 
automobiles.
In Kellerman’s opinion, mobility is as much meaning as it is movement and cannot therefore 
be reduced to singular acts of motion. Rather, mobility is an emotive proposition, both in 
the way it reveals disparity and arouses notions of freedom and power. As Sheller notes, 
‘motion and emotion…are kinaesthetically intertwined’ (2004, 27; see also Bruno 2002, 6; 
Massumi 2002, 2; Thrift 2004, 46-7; Edensor 2010, 179). This is all the more pertinent to 
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American narratives, particularly those involving automobiles and in which the pursuit of 
freedom on the road constitutes a modest act of rebellion against social hierarchies ( Jarvis 
1997). Just as immobility might call to mind the impression of entrapment, mobility 
elicits ideas of individualism and frontier development (Kellerman 2012, 64) embedded 
in the American cultural imaginary; an ideological preoccupation with movement that 
supposes ‘the American never arrives; he is always on his way’ (Zelinsky 1973, 58; see also 
de Tocqueville 2004, 625). It would be reductive to argue that all individuals desire or 
idealise movement, whether it be culturally or evolutionary predetermined (Hägerstrand 
1992, 35). However, it is less controversial to contend that mobility, extending as it does 
the prospect of autonomy, acquires libertarian significance when imagined ‘fundamental 
is the ability to transcend the present condition, and this transcendence is most manifest 
as the elementary power to move’ (Tuan 1977, 52). 
The automobile, preeminent conveyor and motif of mobility, also incurs the many 
contradictions movement presents; while promoting freedom (Featherstone 2004; 
Urry 2007) or carrying ‘liberating implications’ ( Jakle and Sculle 2008, 2), the car is 
also freedom-limiting. (Freudendal-Pederson 2009, 80; Shove 1988). As this chapter 
proposes, beyond accentuating the fixity of those left static, automobiles might also 
impose stasis upon those within them. The car permits movement through space but 
does not inherently provide transcendence of workaday burdens, promoting instead 
what Michel de Certeau terms ‘a travelling incarceration’ (1984, 111). This disharmony 
materialises often in Levine and Springsteen’s narratives, where automobiles traverse 
the gap between the extremes of freedom and entrapment. For example, in an essay 
on Springsteen’s excursionist narratives, James Couch presumes the connotations of 
‘youth, America, and freedom’ (2011, 121) that automobiles inspire, form the bedrock 
of Springsteen’s widely-theorised (Parkin 2011, 138; Ventimiglia 2011, 43) reverence of 
the car, both as artifact and metaphor.3 Conversely, while few critiques of Levine’s mobile 
iconography arise, those attending to its magnitude accent the political symbolism of cars 
in his poems, particularly for their ‘separation of the classes’ (Rumiano 2007, 99) and 
his acrimony at ‘Ford or Pontiac chewing up everything’ (Pritchard, 1972, 35). These 
antithetical renderings and interpretations speak to the undercurrent of Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s mobile narratives; their automobiles traverse a path between extremes, and 
while they might provide the impression of retreat, they too impose substantial economic 
and psychological bondage. 
Although critics have explored the freedom Levine’s and Springsteen’s automobiles 
engender (Garman 2000, 196; Butler 2013, 155), scholarship has largely failed to address 
the thwarted mobility arising in lieu of its actualisation. While cars temporarily liberate 
Springsteen’s and Levine’s characters from their static milieus, they are nevertheless 
luxuries afforded by labour. Perhaps identifying this incongruity, critic Anis Shivani 
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admonishes Levine’s lack of idealism, arguing his poetry ‘shares none of the belief in the 
frontier myth, the rediscovery of self and the reinvention of mind’ (2011, n.p.). While 
Shivani overlooks the emotional resonance of mobility in Levine’s work, his commentary 
in fact demonstrates the contention of this chapter, that even Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
most idyllic renderings of automobiles are tinged with a posteriori knowledge of fixity. 
Demonstrating in their distinct ways the pattern of freedom that Frederic Jameson defines 
‘an ontological impatience in which the constraining situation itself is for the first time 
perceived’ (1971, 84-85), the liberating object is herein indivisible from the constraining 
object, namely Levine’s ‘meaningless assembly-line jobs…performed for the local auto 
manufacturers’ (Olson 1991, 244).
Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal temporalities arise between the antilogy of 
freedom and fixity, a space of mobility and stasis both. Their automobiles make possible 
what Mark Seltzer describes in Bodies and Machines, as ‘the thrill and panic of agency 
at once extended and suspended’ (1992, 18), providing the momentary impression of 
movement while circumscribed by fixed, often immovable, conditions. Indeed, while the 
liminal state necessarily references the site of repression, it nonetheless facilitates temporary 
catharsis or respite insofar as ‘everyday life mobilities become spaces for individuals to 
take a break in’ (Freudendal-Pederson 2009, 97). For this reason, movement provides 
one of few restorative gestures for Levine’s and Springsteen’s many narrators grappling 
with oppressive workplaces or static living conditions (see McKenna and Pratt 2011, 207; 
Dick 2011, 248; Hart 1995, 370; Hedin 1991, 296). Thus, if, as Jean Baudrillard argues, 
‘effortless mobility entails a kind of pleasure that is unrealistic, a kind of suspension 
of existence’ (1966, 66), then—in their suspension of reality and reaffirmation of its 
constraints—the mobile temporalities particular to Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour 
narratives arise as epitomic liminal spaces.
BETWEEN PRESENT AND FUTURE: REALITY AND ASPIRATION 
‘Where the future grows / like a scar’
PHILIP LEVINE4
The future is a determining factor in many of Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour narratives. 
Despite accounting present hardships, their texts are acutely preoccupied with time periods 
beyond their temporal frame, longing after and striving towards unrealised conditions 
which invert their current moment. Turner defines the movement of temporal structure 
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as a tentative direction; in other words, ‘since its foci are goals’ the temporal trajectory is 
determined by ambitions and ‘means of attaining them’ (1979, 37). Furthermore, because 
prospective action determines this direction, ‘psychological factors, such as volition, 
motivation, span of attention, level of aspiration, and so on, are important’ (Turner 1979, 
37). In Levine’s and Springsteen’s poems and songs, those hallmarks of ambition coincide 
with the static environs of the present, a disparity which accentuates the gap between 
tentative and fixed temporalities. Arising between the extremes of travail and triumph, 
their aspirants trace a pre-future post-present liminal state; Levine’s characters ‘sustained 
by the hope that one day they will receive their just rewards’ (Hedin 1991, 296), and 
Springsteen’s narrators maintaining a ‘stubborn hope or faith in the future despite…the 
harshness of the present’ (Ventimiglia 2011, 233). This asynchronic temporality, depicted 
as the “present” but wholly representational of the prospective future, is a referential liminal 
space. That is, aspirations of the present are projected upon the future, and these idealised 
futures momentarily allay present complaint; subsequently, Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
texts often perceive the labour from which they seek liberation as their primary liberating 
force.
When Levine declares ‘everyone’s been out all night trying’ (“Blasting from Heaven” 
1968, 24) he denotes the restless ambition common to his many protagonists. Populating 
his austere labour allegories with individuals who trace the liminal gap between present 
realities and their dreams for the future, the guiding aspiration in Levine’s narratives is 
often ‘the hope of a better life’ (Mariani 1991, 270). This collective dream is illustrated by 
the dedicatory epigraph of “Silent in America,” the poem a catalog of ‘Vivas for those who 
have failed’ (1968, 48) to transcend the harsh environs of industrial Detroit:
Boy, for the ugly 
 who had no chance
 
   the beautiful in 
body, the used and unused,  
       those who had courage 
              and those who quit—
   (1968, 48)
As the polarised modifiers ‘ugly’/’beautiful’ and ‘used/unused’ expose, the connate 
attributes of these characters may vary but they are each bound by an oppressive condition 
of which they have ‘no chance’ in surmounting. While labour is not univocally maligned 
in Levine’s oeuvre, it’s inarguable that many of his poems address ‘the harsh recesses of 
the working world’ (St John 1991, 278) and eventuate in austere renderings, pervaded by 
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‘the rage of the anvil, the terror / of iron striking iron and iron striking back’ (“Flowering 
Midnight”), evocative of perdition:
Hell is here in the forge room 
where the giant presses stamp 
out body parts and the smell 
of burning skin seeps into 
our hair and under our nails 
      (1999, 5)
In the purgatorial landscape of “Dearborn Suit” (2009, 20), amongst the imagery of 
fire, human bodies amalgamate with the vehicles they manufacture. Levine depicts 
these workers’ individualism as consumed by their labour, the scent of burning metal 
permeating their ‘hair’ and ‘nails’—the keratinous tissue holding their DNA—until they 
are indivisible from their toil. The subjugation of their selfhood is augmented by images 
of force that ‘forge,’ ‘press’ and ‘stamp / out,’ suggesting these characters are deformed 
in the way metal might be molded under extreme pressure. Reviewing Levine’s 1981 
collection One for the Rose, Sally Lodge defines his ‘a poetry rooted in the yearnings and 
aspirations of the working class’ (1981, 84). Indeed, while Levine’s work is committed to 
the hardships of labour, these struggles are invariably measured against the aspirations of 
his protagonists. This intersection recurrently materialises as a disjuncture between the 
present, where hardship prevails, and a future in which it is imagined to subside, placing 
both his and Springsteen’s temporal landscapes in a liminal space outside of stable time.  
In Springsteen’s songs, this dichotomy is evidenced by a preoccupation with future 
prosperity. His narratives are ‘commonly set in the present, looking to the future’ (Stratham 
2003, vii), a temporal binary which often equates to negative/positive identification, 
insofar as his prosaic renderings of working life confront the possibility of surviving (Bird 
1994, 40) the ‘grind of a low-skill job’ (Morris 2007, 10). This is evident in “Factory” 
where Springsteen tackles the grueling monotony of labour and, like Levine, explores how 
it might eviscerate the worker’s selfhood:
Man rises from bed and puts on his clothes 
Man takes his lunch, walks out in the morning light
It’s the working, the working, just the working life.
The polysemous noun ‘Man,’ both universal and singular, depersonalises Springsteen’s 
narrator, and as a metonym implies his subsumption into the labour structure that has 
oppressed him. Defining this character by his activity alone suggests that labour has eroded 
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his singularity, an impression Springsteen accentuates with a series of mechanical phrases 
carried by repetition and rendered without modifiers. Springsteen’s palilogia ‘the working’ 
builds to a fatalistic crescendo; ‘the working life’ is naturally inculpated as the source of 
discontent, however, the inclusion of adverb ‘just’ modifies the tone to one of resignation, 
suggesting his character as complicit in his own struggle. Indeed, accountability in the face 
of futility emerges as the underlying rhetoric of “Factory,” which enunciates the critical 
interplay between labour and recompense that sees Springsteen’s characters chasing 
dreams ‘out of reach but which they still must chase by way of day jobs’ (Smith 2000, 308). 
These conflicting conditions mean that while ‘Factory takes his hearing, factory gives him 
life.’ Life, herein, is ambiguously defined; certainly his work provides a “living” yet there is 
a larger implication that this labour is his lifeblood, and that rather than merely enabling 
his existence it emerges as a driving force that ‘gives’ rather than pays.   
Discussing ambition in Springsteen’s narratives, English scholar Alex Pitofsky 
notes his ‘characters convince themselves to persevere, believing that better times will 
arrive in the future’ (2005, n.p.). This preconception underlies both Springsteen’s and 
Levine’s labour narratives, many of which begrudge the hardships of industrial work while 
simultaneously emphasising its instrumentality to the realisation of future dreams. In 
Levine’s anecdotes of urbanised Detroit, his characters negotiate the worrisome suspicion 
that ‘there is no way to escape the essential condition of living’ ( Jarman 1991, 252), while 
retaining cognisance of the fundamental role these conditions play in that ‘escape’. “What 
Work Is” diagrams this twofold faith and faithlessness in a figural line that speaks of his 
protagonists stalled forward trajectory:
the sad refusal to give in to  
rain, to the hours of wasted waiting,  
to the knowledge that somewhere ahead 
a man is waiting who will say, “No, 
we’re not hiring today,” for any 
reason he wants. 
    (1990, 42)
The impression of ailing opportunity is communicated by Levine’s dangling ‘No,’ a stark 
moment of certitude given the ‘wasted waiting’ preceding it. The paradox of this sequence 
lies in the narrator’s factual awareness of the futility of his task; his ‘knowledge’ permitting 
an evaluation of ‘the sad refusal’ is delivered in an omniscient commentary, where a prolepsis 
to his later rejection sits uneasily beside his fruitless determination. Indeed, persistence 
in the face of mounting uncertainty is a common trope in both Levine and Springsteen’s 
narratives. Moreover, the protraction of hope with little ensuing recompense accentuates 
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the gulf between present and future moment, thereby extending this liminal temporality 
to an almost permanent time-space. 
Springsteen habitually reifies this premise, juxtaposing a hopeful future with a 
‘portrait of a wounded America that fuels its machinery by consuming its peoples’ dreams’ 
(Pond 1982). In “Prove It All Night” he speaks on behalf of these wounded masses, 
declaring ‘Everybody’s got a hunger, a hunger they can’t resist, / There’s so much that you 
want, you deserve much more than this.’ While implying an endemic restlessness amongst 
his narrators, their irresistible ‘hunger’ is nevertheless tempered by the sobering realities 
of the present when Springsteen reminds them ‘But if dreams came true, oh, wouldn’t that 
be nice, / But this ain’t no dream we’re living through tonight.’ The discrepancy between 
what these characters ‘deserve’ and what they receive emerges in this contrast of ‘utopian 
impulses with people’s lack of opportunity to do much more than get by’ (Frith 1988, 
98), and carries with it the underlying contention that effort rarely guarantees success. 
Likewise, the taunting rhyme scheme present in “Jackson Cage” might also be read as a 
droll nod towards this perceived futility in aspiration: 
you can try with all your might
but you’re reminded every night 
that you been judged and handed life 
down in Jackson Cage.  
Springsteen summarises opportunity with the strategic coupling of end rhymes 
‘might’/‘night’ and later conclusion of ‘life’/‘cage,’ which subverts this scheme. Here, 
the homonym ‘might’ is two-edged, emphasising that possibility is bound to effort and 
accordingly undermining the validity of meritocratic axiom. The stark completion of this 
sequence is jarring, both ideologically and for the disharmonic turn of cage, which gives 
the effect that these unforeseen inevitabilities of working life are immovable. The collision 
of optimism and disenchantment is a reoccurring source of tension in Springsteen’s 
allegories, where despite ‘the hardships and bitter ironies of life and work, people still 
feel that they must have an ideal to aspire to’ (Rhodes 2004, 12). This uncorroborated 
belief rises in declarations such as ‘Someday mister I’m gonna lead a better life than this 
(“Working on the Highway”) or is summoned by instances of negation, such as ‘Now the 
cards I’ve drawn’s a rough hand, darlin’ / I straighten my back and I'm working on a dream,’ 
(“Working on a Dream”) or ‘With a chance to make it good somehow / Hey what else can 
we do now’ (“Thunder Road”). In this collision of certitude and defeatism Springsteen’s 
narrators relay a sense of inevitability, both concerning their lack of opportunity and their 
relentless pursuit of it. Levine’s somber “One Day” likewise interrogates the antinomy of 
aspiration and actualisation through a negative assertion:
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I felt my eyes slowly closing. 
You smoked in silence.
What life 
were we expecting?
   (1994, 17)
The enjambment of ‘life’/‘were’ extends the narrator’s rhetorical question, implying at once 
the inevitability of his situation and his aporetic sentiment concerning the material value 
of his current experience. Levine’s character occupies a temporal threshold: a life shaped 
by expectation, and a life so paltry it may as well not persist. The stagnancy communicated 
through phrases ‘closing’ and ‘silence’ evokes of an incorporeal sense of immobility, Levine’s 
narrator coming to embody ‘the underlying irony in all of Levine’s work [that] is the 
pronouncement that the past is both inescapable and uncorrectable (Hedin 1991, 300).
The tentative future simultaneously taunts and sustains Levine’s narrators, many 
of whom imagine this temporal space devoid of present complaints, or hope that ‘Two 
thousand years / from now we will be older, / wiser, having escaped // the fleeting 
incarnations of workingmen’ (“Today and Two Thousand Years from Now” 2004, 17). 
Nevertheless, just as the hyperbolic ‘two thousand years’ prescribes an impossible eon, 
these aspirations are often subject to Levine’s abiding skepticism, and their validity 
recurrently dismantled and reconstituted.  In “The Lesson” (2004, 28), Levine reflects 
upon himself at ‘Eleven, small for my age but ambitious,’ and proceeds to relay an early 
revelation that ‘I knew then what I know / now: the past, not the future, was mine.’ 
Implying his characters’ prescience with assertive verbs such as ‘knew’ and ‘know,’ Levine’s 
suggestion that aspiration is patently fraudulent enough that a child might apprehend its 
futility complicates his proselytising of the future. Nevertheless, despite these suspicions 
borne from present consternation, prospective action is a compelling force in his poems, 
baiting his characters like the narrator of “Scouting”:
   who gets off the bus
at the bare junction of nothing
with nothing, and then heads back
to where we've been as though
the future were stashed somewhere
 
    (1998, 177)
Exiting the bus at the decidedly liminal ‘junction of nothing’ suggests the immateriality the 
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present, a transience that is magnified by the non-descriptors of ‘somewhere’ and ‘where 
we’ve been,’ and their reference to other departed times and spaces. Levine’s narrator’s 
journey to recover a ‘future’ ‘stashed’ is pregnant with allegorical significance; he travels 
between time periods in an attempt to locate a lost or unrealised moment and, upon 
discovering nothing, ‘heads back,’ along his liminal trajectory to the present.  
Just as the future incites Levine’s restless narrators, the presumption it will mollify 
present grievance is both the tragedy and its countervailing force within Springsteen’s 
labour allegories. Discussing aspiration in Springsteen’s work, critic Daniel Donaghy 
notes ‘the concept of the dream—and the need to dream—is such an integral part of 
Springsteen’s canon that it’s impossible to consider his work without it’ (2005, n.p.). 
This dream has a twofold relationship with the present. On one hand, the future is 
considered vital to his character’s morale, but on the other, it relies upon present action 
for its materialisation. ‘Tonight I got dirt on my hands but I’m building me a new home’ 
declares Springsteen’s protagonist in “Lucky Town,” reprising the notion of dirty work 
as means to future promise. Similarly, in “Shackled and Drawn,” Springsteen’s narrator 
reminds us that ‘Freedom son’s a dirty shirt / The sun on my face and my shovel in 
the dirt,’ and suggests the burdens of the present are redemptive exercises engendering 
future liberation. Nonetheless, with the later phrase ‘Pick up the rock son, carry it on’ 
Springsteen’s narrator conveys an interminable journey towards payoff, and one that finds 
him become a prisoner to his labour. While the phrase ‘shackled’ evokes the carceral, the 
weighted allusion to rocks depicts this labour as a Sisyphean punishment where work 
offers no reward and, more unnervingly, no culmination. 
In his essay “Whitman, Springsteen, and the American Working Class,” Greg Smith 
suggests it is the expectation ‘that they will somehow be able to escape their dead-end jobs 
that allows Springsteen’s characters, sadly and paradoxically to continue working at them’ 
(2000, 307). This awaiting recompense is demonstrated by Springsteen’s protagonist who 
labours while ‘sweatin’ the big payback,’ (“The Big Payback”), evincing the interrelation 
of present and future. The ambiguity of this payback—being the phrase implies both 
recompense and revenge—is elevated by the homonym ‘sweating,’ which connotes both 
physical exertion and a colloquially rendered anxiety. While this labour ‘is a means to 
a non-work end’ (Rhodes 2004, 10), it would be simplistic to suggest that Levine and 
Springsteen malign their workplaces without exception.5 Nevertheless, it is undeniable 
that their bleakest narratives imagine  labour as something to overcome and, paradoxically, 
the only means to achieve that liberation. This polarity of reality and ambition begets 
a liminal temporal space, where many of their characters wait out the present. In “The 
Return” (2013, 138) Levine imagines that state of abeyance in a plaintive recollection of 
his father ‘receding / toward a future he never lived.’ This inverted trajectory, established 
by the lexical dichotomy of ‘receding’ ‘toward’ a moment yet to occur, is illustrative of the 
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complex and often contradictory liminal space Levine’s and Springsteen’s characters take 
up. These mobile temporalities are mutually-referential moments in and out of time; their 
futures shaped from present lack, their presents eclipsed by abundant futures, and their 
narrators tracing the ever-fluctuating gap between.
BETWEEN NOW AND THEN: LIMINAL SPACES OF LEISURE
Levine and Springsteen often portray working environments as fixed, in contradistinction 
to leisure spaces that are mobile and free. Leisure, Turner argues, ‘is potentially capable 
of releasing creative powers, individual or communal, either to criticize or buttress 
the dominant social structural values’ (1979, 32). In Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour 
narratives, ludic states and spaces arise as primary sites of opposition to organised 
temporal structure. In contrast to the bondage working environments impose, these 
ephemeral windows of ‘time outside time’ (Turner 1985, 236) promote ‘free-will, personal 
experience…the capacity to retract from commitment’ (Turner 1979, 132). This binary 
is consistent with ‘the subjective disjuncture noted by leisure studies researchers [that] 
work is what we dislike but are forced to do; leisure is what we choose’ (Schor 1991, 14). 
Although many leisure studies theorists have challenged this simple dichotomy (Rojek 
1995) the association of ‘leisure and work relating as freedom and unfreedom’ (Levine and 
Rizvi 2005, 79) persists. 
Building upon these ideas, this chapter argues that Levine’s and Springsteen’s leisure 
spaces—spanning beaches, streets, and carnivals,6 and provisional time periods—proffer 
a break of day-to-day hierarchies, precipitating the spirit of communitas and permitting 
restorative catharsis. These mobile temporalities, which occasion an ‘anti-work phase’ 
(Turner 1982, 36), are categorically liminal because they suspend the linearity of daily 
time and are directly inversive of the trammels of working life. As antitheses of those 
burdens, their liminal spaces fulfil the essential criterion of leisure, ‘that is the condition 
of perceived freedom’ (Neulinger 1974, 16). This pursuit of freedom predominates 
Springsteen’s and Levine’s austere labour narratives (Dick 2011, 248; Rumiano 2007, 
73), yet liberty rarely extends beyond ‘passing moments of release’ (Hetherington 1997, 
34). These liminal leisure periods provide temporary ‘release, escape and freedom’ (Rojek 
1995, 2), crucial to those characters who, ‘after the dream of transformation fades…dream 
of respites’ (Donaghy 2005, n.p.). 
Springsteen’s “Out in the Street” is an illustrative example of this ‘brief liberation 
available outside of the workplace’ (Rhodes 2004, 11). For his protagonist, daytime labour 
hours suppress the autonomy and ‘real experience’ (Rojek 1995, 2) he pursues in periods 
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of leisure:
When the whistle blows  
Girl I’m down in the street  
I’m home, I’m out of my work clothes 
When I’m out in the street 
I walk the way I wanna walk 
With his rapid movements and playful repetitions [‘I’m down,’ ‘I’m home,’ ‘I’m out’], 
Springsteen’s ebullient tone reveals the way leisure might provide a momentary antidote 
to the rigors of working life. This is accentuated by Springsteen’s reinstatement of his 
narrator’s agency through a series of nominative pronouns, and the epanalepsis ‘walk the 
way I wanna walk,’ which evokes catharsis and mobility both. Moreover, this predicate 
suggests labour innately requires a subversion of individuality to the degree that walking, 
something presumed to be autonomous, is modified within his working environment. 
Thus, this declarative statement, coupled with the echoing phrases ‘I’ ‘walk’ ‘out,’ is not 
merely connotative of the freedom leisure periods provide, but suggests they might also 
engender self-determination. As Turner posits, “play” such as leisure is ‘more profoundly 
revealing of a culture than how they work, giving access to their heart “values”’ (1983, 105). 
This liminal leisure sequence delivers insight into both of these dynamics; when behaving 
more fully like himself, the narrator demonstrates his own values alongside those of the 
stable structure to which he most often must conform.
In the same way that “Out in the Street” implies personal mobility as being 
confined to temporal spaces outside of working hours, Springsteen’s narrator in “Night” 
will rationalise ‘you work all day / to blow ‘em away at night.’ This dichotomy of diurnal 
obligation and nighttime leisure is the fulcrum of Springsteen’s many labour narratives 
that rely upon non-utility liminal spaces to reassert the autonomy working life erodes. 
When discussing the notion of hope in Springsteen’s texts, Gregory Butler argues ‘the 
freedom of the night holds promise like the day’s work never can’ (2013, 157). Indeed, 
night and street are hallowed territory for Springeen’s protagonists insofar as ‘the spirit 
of the night is the spirit of escape’ (Marsh 2004, 44) and these liminal spaces permit 
temporary liberation. Springsteen’s “Racing in The Street” demonstrates a spatio-temporal 
conflation of these entities; when combined, they break with daily time and forge an 
ephemeral liminal space. Springsteen suggests that it is in the ‘night that one makes one’s 
getaway, that one finds freedom’ (Masur 2010, 113), and within this temporal window his 
characters might reclaim the liberties daytime strips from them:
Some guys they just give up living 
And start dying, little by little piece by piece 
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Some guys come home from work and wash up 
And go racin’ in the street 
Although these transient nighttime hours potentiate freedom, this is a freedom that 
must be pursued. By juxtaposing ‘living’ and ‘dying’ with the restorative aspects of leisure, 
Springsteen implies the decision to ‘wash up’ might stave off the adverse corollaries of 
working life. Thus, in depicting these opposing alternatives as a life or death matter, “Racing 
in the Street” illustrates both the limited opportunities presented to these characters and, 
by virtue of those limitations, the cruciality of these liminal periods to their survival. 
This dichotomy likewise informs Levine’s explorations of labour and leisure. 
Dissatisfaction is herein tempered by momentary withdrawals from daily structure which 
represent his theme of ‘the push and pull between what life requires of us and what we 
require of life, between physical and creative, or emotional, sustenance’ (Ulin 2015, n.p.). 
In Levine’s poems, labour is often depicted as the means by which his characters can 
indulge their extracurricular interests, and the very reason they seek mollification. This is 
evident in “What Work Is” where labour at once necessitates and affords leisurely pursuits:
sleep off a miserable night shift 
at Cadillac so he can get up 
before noon to study his German. 
Works eight hours a night so he can sing Wagner. 
     (1990, 42)
The causality of labour and leisure is herein communicated by the operative phrase ‘so 
he can,’ which suggests work is undertaken in direct service of this pursuit—singing 
Wagner—however much these ‘eight hours’ of a ‘miserable night shift’ risk undermining 
the character’s avocation. Nevertheless, some ambiguity arises from the modality of ‘can,’ 
and the way it implies a correlative relationship between the night shift and the character’s 
study. Because his hobby does not immediately connote an expense equivalent to a full 
night of labour, it asks the reader to consider another way this work ‘can’ enable or affect 
his singing. Being that opera derives from Latin opera ‘work, effort’ it is possible to infer 
from Levine’s locution the reciprocity of tragedy and transcendence; that is, the misery of 
his labour might promote something for him to transcend and thereby grant him access 
to a larger world of feeling where the condensed effort and emotional resonance of this 
opera is vividly felt. 
Indeed, Levine’s juxtaposition of an auto plant with these operatic sensibilities 
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suggests the hours liberated from structural bondage derive from this burden the clarity 
of contrast. In demanding his character address ‘questions of human freedom and human 
dignity’ (St John 1991, 293), these restrictions illuminate those experiences which elevate 
daily life. It is undeniable that the exaltation of daily experience is a prominent theme in 
Levine’s work.7 In “The Great Truth” (2004, 8), moments of leisure are again facilitated 
by labour, where ‘a murderous night job in the forge room / at Cadillac’ affords Levine’s 
narrator certain luxuries, namely the ‘black Packard’ he drives on Sunday to ‘a public park / 
in the Detroit River’. While reemphasising the exchange between sacrifice and recompense, 
Levine also exposes the inherent liminality of recreation; because his narrator drives to 
the river on ‘Sunday morning,’ in particular, temporality is shown to be integral to these 
respites. Thereby, leisure spaces are depicted as concurrently idyllic and transitory. They 
are liminal because they present an inversion of structure and temporary transformation, 
but cannot be accessed while prevailing constraints of everyday life persist. 
The beach is another such ludic space commonly recurring in Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s texts. Many critics exploring spatio-temporal liminality have emphasised the 
beachscape as an archetypal liminal space (Shields 1991; Andrews and Roberts 2012, 21; 
Thomassen 2012, 40), with tourism scholar Kevin Meethan contending ‘beaches are the 
most inbetween of all’ because they are ‘the interface between dry land and the sea’ (2012, 
94). Springsteen often sets the beach as backdrop for scenes of liberation, populating its 
shores with characters whose autonomy is yet to be constrained by working life, and for 
whom carnivals and swimming present a figurative ‘escape from the working life of the 
town into a transient state of utopian forgetfulness’ (Rhodes 2004, 11). Indeed, while 
ludic/leisure spaces are cognate to freedom in Springsteen’s allegories ‘of the streets and 
the shore’ (Masur 2010, 114), they often derive their liberating potential from temporal 
breaches rather than inherent emancipatory features. Discussing liminal landscapes, 
Hazel Andrews and Les Roberts observe ‘in instances where a liminal landscape may be 
characterised as a ‘zone of stasis’ the emphasis shifts from reflections on the synchronic 
attributes of space and place to the subtle variegations of time’ (2012, 31). 
As a zone of stasis, Springsteen’s beach demonstrates a suspension of normative 
temporal arrangements; presenting a space of catharsis and structural release in which 
one might imagine freedom as ‘slow dancing in the dark on the beach’ (“Backstreets”). 
Likewise, in “4th of July, Asbury Park (Sandy),” Springsteen romanticises both leisure space 
and love interest in the metonymical appellation ‘Sandy,’ with whom he stands in ‘Little 
Eden’ below fireworks that illumine the crowd, ‘Forcin’ a light into all those stony faces.’ In 
“Born to Run,” a striking example of non-conformity, Springsteen coalesces beach, street, 
and night into one preeminent liminal space:
The amusement park rises bold and stark 
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Kids are huddled on the beach in the mist
I wanna die with you out on the streets tonight
In an everlasting kiss
With a series of symbols reminiscent of movement and impermanence [‘mist,’ ‘tonight,’ 
‘rise’], Springsteen conjoins the fleeting period of adolescence with an impulsive, intensely 
imagined freedom. In this liminal space, the momentary pursuit of pleasure emerges as 
the animating force of his characters, and the pending return to daily time imagined as a 
fate worse that death. 
Levine also imagines the beach as a paradisiacal ‘free zone, betwixt and between 
social codes’ (Shields 1991, 108-109) and outside of daily structure: a ‘little beach at the 
end / of the world [that] is anywhere’ (“An Ending” 1985, 40). In “The Sea We Read 
About” (1999, 33) his narrator reprises the image of a temporally distant sea, ‘spread 
out, limitless and changing / everything, and that I would get there some day,’ its promise 
of movement encompassing ‘everything,’ be that individual or social transformation. This 
analogy extends to the strait depicted in “On The River,” a ludic space that permits Levine’s 
character respite from ‘normal modes of social action’ (Turner 1969, 167). 
My brother has an old row boat  
moored to a dock at the foot  
of Jefferson Avenue, Detroit.  
Once a week in decent weather  
he rows out to get a better  
look at the opposite shore
…
On schedule he comes at noon  
or not at all—his only free time—  
so he can see with a painter’s eye  
the hulking shapes of warehouses define  
themselves, the sad rusts and grays  
take hold and shimmer a moment  
in the blur of air until the stones  
darken like wounds and become nothing. 
   (1987, 36)
The action of ‘row[ing] out’ provides a convincing allegory of the liminal phase. In 
occupying an interstice between the thresholds of both shores, the brother might scrutinise 
the ‘axioms of the culture in which it occurs’ (Turner 1969, 167). His ‘painter’s eye’ 
signifies this removal from structure, in which ‘the hulking shapes of warehouses’ might be 
observed objectively. Moreover, because these factories, unfavorably rendered in ‘sad rusts 
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and grays,’ ‘shimmer a moment’ during this retreat, “On the River” (1987, 36) allegorises 
the way liminal periods might engender catharsis or revitalisation (Turner 1969, 129). 
Levine makes many references to temporal organisation [‘once a week,’ ‘on schedule,’ ‘free 
time’] which establish the structure later inverted by the ephemeral imagery of ‘shimmer,’ 
‘moment,’ ‘blur of air.’ While it is understood that the protagonist must return to the shore, 
the contrast between the fluid water and the work setting is elevated in the austere phrase 
‘stones /darken like wounds.’ Here the factory acquires an injurious aspect; referential of 
the protagonist’s complaints, it comes to wear his damages on its skin. Because the polarity 
of labour/leisure is as dramatically drawn in Levine’s work, these liminal spaces often 
entail ‘a brief interlude of lives touching, of communion, before returning to the sense-
deadening rituals of everyday life.’ (Sadoff 1991, 122). Thus, as the factory symbolises the 
only things it can—labour, routine, regimented time—this departure from a provisional 
leisure space, back to workaday structure, is imagined fatalistically: as a disfigurement or 
a death.
BETWEEN HERE AND NOWHERE: HOPE IN MOTION
‘Forward / or back, they’ve got no place / to go’
PHILIP LEVINE8
Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives are preoccupied with mobility and this is only 
further demonstrated by their countless narratives situated within or around cars. The 
automobile is a ubiquitous motif in their texts, signifying their narrator’s ‘restless curiosity’ 
(de Tocqueville 2004, 626) while demonstrating a crucial interplay between freedom and 
entrapment. When Turner expounds the process of pilgrimage, he perceives territorial 
movements away from ‘the negative, alienating aspects of system and structure, as an 
opportunity to take stock of the lives from which they are now temporarily detached, 
or, alternatively, regain an innocence felt by them to have been lost’ (1979, 124). This 
reflective and regenerative temporal space is one Levine and Springsteen construct in 
many of their mobile narratives; their “physical” movements provide relief or respite from 
workaday routine, but are also charged with symbolic import, encountering issues of ‘free-
will, personal experience’ (Turner 1979, 132) and, most of all, self-determination. Because 
these mobile liminal spaces arise in breach of daily structure, they are concerned with 
freedom—and thereby referential of the bondage they temporarily dismantle—because 
‘personal mobility may be considered a spatial expression, if not the spatial expression, of 
personal autonomy’ (Kellerman 2012, 38).
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In “Something in the Night” Springsteen’s restless narrator drives ‘down Kingsley’ on 
a directionless joyride. This liminal sequence, which occurs entirely within an automobile, 
explores the notion of mobility through an embodied process of movement. Springsteen’s 
protagonist has not set destination; rather, the act of driving is a palliative exercise, where 
he will ‘take her to the floor looking for a moment when the world seems right.’ With 
this jaunt, during which he possesses unimpeded authority over his direction, speed, 
and destination, Springsteen’s narrator intends to reclaim both the meaning and agency 
lacking from daily life by ‘chasing something in the night.’9 Indeed, for Springsteen’s restive 
narrators the ‘goal is escape for its own sake’ (Symynkwicz 2008, 35) and automobiles 
come to represent this pursuit.10 In “Born to Run,” the destination is secondary to the 
experience of movement and the promise that ‘these two lanes will take us anywhere’ 
(“Born to Run”), just as the space of transit glows more brightly than the end point in 
“Racing in the Street,” where ‘tonight the highway’s bright.’ 
Likewise, in “Brothers Under Bridges” characters associate cars with weekend 
escapism and will ‘listen and wait for that highway to rumble and quake / As they drove in 
through town when the weekend’d break.’ Here, two liminal temporalities are conjoined: 
the experience of movement and the liberating interval of the working week. Together they 
form a nonpareil space of meaning for character’s who, as Marya Morris identifies in her 
discussion, Springsteen’s geographies, ‘may have a family, a spouse, a job, but the only place 
they stand a chance of finding meaning in life is behind the wheel, out in the street, and 
on highways’ (2007, 8). Although the pursuit of freedom informs many of Springsteen’s 
narratives, these movements are often suffused with metaphysical import. For example, 
when discussing the “dreamscape” in Springsteen’s mobile narratives, Robert P. McParland 
asserts that it is ‘not merely escape that the speaker seeks. It’s a transcendence’ (2007, 
19). Associating his movement with religious redemption, Springsteen scholar Jeffrey 
Symynkwicz extends this notion, arguing ‘the vehicle of transcendence would be, more 
often than not, a car’ (2008, 26). Indeed, Springsteen’s tendency to attribute a quixotic 
value to the automobile is evinced by declarations such as, ‘I found the key to the universe 
in the engine of an old parked car’ (“Growin’ Up”), or ‘we ride through mansions of glory 
in suicide machines’ (“Born to Run”). Thus, while Springsteen’s automobile enables 
physical mobility, it undeniably signifies additional restorative freedoms. As Masur 
argues, Springsteen’s automobile traverses ‘an American geography that is both physical—
highways, roads, streets—and cultural—individualism, community, salvation’ (2010, 
5), and these emotional propositions elevate his vehicles to hallowed symbolic objects, 
providing momentary personal freedom11 and, beyond it, the impression of lasting change. 
For Levine, the car is also a place of wonder and freedom incarnate. “In a Grove 
Again” he reminds us that ‘Back in the car there are talismen: / A heater, the splashed 
entrails of newspapers, / a speedometer that glows and always reads 0’ (1968, 13). 
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Here, the components of the automobile outstrip their utilitarian purposes and signify 
opportunity; a static speedometer ‘glows’ with infinite beginnings. More importantly, the 
automobile engenders respite and within workers can revitalise their spirits, as Levine 
declares: ‘We have not come here to die. We are workers / and have stopped to relieve 
ourselves, so we sigh’ (1968,13). Levine’s collocating of the phrase ‘relieve’ with the richly 
metaphorical ‘sigh’ indicates how his cars might present a space of relief from normative 
arrangements, suspending daily reality while his narrator’s ‘stilled bodies in motion’ are 
temporarily permitted ‘the thrill and panic of agency’ (Seltzer 1992,18). In “The Return,” 
Levine reinvigorates this premise, demonstrating how the car surpasses its ambulatory 
function to facilitate a search for meaning:
All afternoon my father drove the country roads 
between Detroit and Lansing. What he was looking for 
I never learned, no doubt because he never knew himself
     (2013, 138)
The experience of movement is here shown to outweigh any other aspect of travel. The 
father’s journey traces the liminal distance between the stable sites of ‘Detroit and 
Lansing,’ but it also traverses a metaphysical gap between experience and aspiration. 
“The Return” explores the pursuit of freedom and meaning on the road, which belies the 
arrival at an extant location and concerns ‘the going itself—the sheer blur and comfort of 
movement’ (Hirsch 1994, xvii). The comfort of movement to which Hirsch alludes can 
be gleaned from the way Levine often positions the car as signifier for upward mobility, 
correlating his protagonist’s capacity to outstrip their current circumstances to the variable 
functionalities of their cars. In “A New Day,” a character and his static automobile coalesce 
into the hopeless fate of being ‘Out of luck and out of gas’ (1968, 14). Again, in “Sources,” 
‘filling stations where our cars / surrendered their lives and we called / it quits’ (1991, 
223) evoke mortuaries in which broken-down dreams are interred. Conversely, in “Buying 
and Selling” a jubilant car ride is a patent figuration of the narrator’s upward trajectory. 
Levine’s driver admits to being ‘on my way,’ a comment upon his literal commute and this 
metaphorical ascendancy:
All the way across the Bay Bridge I sang
to the cool winds buffeting my Ford,
for I was on my way to a life of buying
untouched drive shafts, universal joints,
perfect bearings so steeped in Cosmoline
they could endure a century and still retain
their purity of functional design 
    (1991, 259)
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The quality of these ‘perfect’ car parts encapsulates the aspirational transition into a life 
where he is newly capable of purchasing ‘untouched’ components. This acquired value 
is further accentuated by ‘purity,’ ‘retain’ and ‘functional design,’ phrases that connote 
economic value alongside a more intangible wealth of dignity and choice. Despite the 
utility of these components, Levine renders them with vibrant language; the consonance 
of ‘bearings so steeped in Cosmoline’ elevating these practical effects to objects of 
incalculable worth. As Rumiano posits, Levine’s cars often incarnate status and social 
mobility, becoming a ‘physical representation of the working class individual’s struggle to 
appear high class, if not to break free from the lower class altogether’ (2007, 83). Indeed, 
while Levine’s automobile illustrates the mobility or fixity of individual progress, it also 
reflects the divide between social classes; thereby, the haves and have-nots might be 
demarcated by a car speeding past those static protagonists who fatalistically recount ‘how 
long we have waited / quietly by the side of the road / for someone to slow and ask why’ 
(“One Day” 1994, 17). In Levine’s poems, there are the individuals who drive luxury cars, 
and there are the workers who assemble them in the factories ‘where your Cadillac cars get 
manufactured’ (“Sweet Will” 1985, 18). “Buying and Selling” sees his narrator progress 
from one status to another, crossing a bridge in breach of this new threshold. 
Social and spatial mobility are cognate objectives in many of Springsteen’s narratives. 
As exemplified by the narrator in “Thunder Road” who declares ‘it’s a town full of losers / 
and I’m pulling out of here to win,’ retreat is often the renunciation of a life the narrator 
perceives as insufficient. In “Thunder Road” physical desertion signals a repudiation of 
objectionable realities and demonstrates the way these transformative movements through 
space correlate to personal freedom within Springsteen’s texts. “Hungry Heart” presents 
another example of this retraction from stable structure into liminal temporalities; his 
narrator, an archetype of restless ambition, reveals he abandoned his ‘wife and kids’ in the 
blithe admission ‘I went out for a ride and I never went back.’ The song is an anthem of 
wandering, presuming universal rootlessness on the basis that ‘everybody’s got a hungry 
heart.’ This refrain, which echoes as goading provocation, gives the impression of jubilance 
until it is recast in the latter verses. Within the penultimate stanza, ‘Everybody needs a place 
to rest / Everybody wants to have a home,’ Springsteen reveals the underside of “Hungry 
Heart,” in that the source of hunger might be understood as the specific entities he fled 
from. This circularity is elevated by the revelation that, in fleeing, the narrator has merely 
arrived ‘down in Kingstown again,’ at a different version of the same life. As Springsteen 
scholar David Burke notes, ‘his journey, like all the other journeys, is directionless’ (2011, 
100); thus while the car appears to facilitate escape, it is later shown that certain bondage 
is inviolable and that life will always catch up. 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s automobile often provides a temporal rather than physical 
retreat; while promoting escape it delivers escapism which, while restorative, might also 
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reinforce feelings of constraint. This dynamic is encapsulated by Springsteen’s inversion of 
the highway jammed with promise (“Born to Run”) with the fatalistic arterial migration 
of “The Ghost of Tom Joad,” wherein ‘the highway is alive tonight/ But nobody's kidding 
nobody about where it goes.’ Brent Bellamy pinpoints ‘the interplay of a sense of liberty 
and a feeling of restriction’ (2011, 224) underpinning Springsteen’s mobile narratives. 
This is apparent in “The Price You Pay,” when his protagonist laments ‘driving on through 
the night, unable to break away / From the restless pull of the price you pay,’ and suggests 
he is just as unable to detach himself from sources of entrapment as he is the restlessness 
holding him prisoner.12 In this instance, the car does not merely signal the desire to flee, 
but also demonstrates how these peripatetic aspirations might detain these characters just 
as completely. In the case of Levine’s automobile, the duality of freedom and entrapment 
materialises more concretely. Many of his characters work in the auto plants where these 
vehicles are assembled and his narratives are reflections upon a Detroit of ‘automobiles, 
automobiles, hard work, and low pay’ (Simpson 1988, n.p.). Such is Levine’s urban 
landscape in “Coming Home, Detroit” (1991,75), ‘A winter Tuesday, the city pouring fire, 
/ Ford Rouge sulfurs the sun, Cadillac, Lincoln, / Chevy gray,’ an apocalyptic scene which 
confronts the possibility that no planet, much less city, proffers escape. Thus, while the 
automobile is upheld for its promise of deliverance, this faith is complex and often fleeting. 
In the “Family Plan” (1968, 30), Levine inverts the mechanism of fuel as barometer for 
opportunity, unveiling the fallacy of meaningful movement when ‘The car starts, the tank 
is full, / and yet we are not going to leave, / would it make any difference?’ Hereby, Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s automobile presents a contradictory metaphor; satiating the desire for 
movement while reinforcing the improbability of mobility, it engenders a liminal temporal 
space in which their characters might retreat from structure while presenting a referential 
enactment of their present conditions: restless and immovable. 
When Levine imagines ‘looking / for my car…I will remember / I have no car’ (“The 
Rats” 1968, 16) he pithily summarises the manifold ways that mobility and fixity collide 
in his and Springsteen’s work. Their texts vacillate between reality and aspiration, and are 
likewise framed by movement. Levine’s absent automobile, while patently representing 
immobility, furthermore encompasses the protracted dreams and liminal temporal spaces 
that punctuate his and Springsteen’s narratives both. This chapter has argued their 
texts are liminal because they traverse the gap between temporal polarities and their 
protagonists are found between states of present/future, labour/leisure, mobility/fixity. 
As Levine emphasises in succeeding lines, it ‘will be tomorrow or years / from then’ before 
he locates what is missing, mirroring ‘the futile pursuit of a complete felicity that remains 
forever out of reach’ (de Tocqueville 2004, 626). Indeed, despite the liberating promise 
of temporal retreat, Levine’s and Springsteen’s mobile narratives rarely defy circularity. 
Instead, they present a symbolic enactment of prevailing conditions through momentary 




1 Garman is discussing Springsteen in this example. 
2 James here is elaborating upon E. Robert Kelly’s notion of the specious present (1882) 
3 Similarly, when discussing Springsteen in Popular Culture in the Fifties, Frank Salamone argues 
his ‘‘automobile represented far more than transportation. It signified power, sex, freedom, and 
technology’ (2001, 54).
4 Philip Levine. 1991. “New Season.” New Selected Poems. (New York: Atheneum): 134
5 As Greg Pape assesses in “Finding Levine,” ‘his poems are about people whose lives are tough, 
people who struggle to hold on to their dignity and their sanity, people who work to keep their 
souls alive’ (2013, 153).
6 In Rabelais and His World, Mikhail Bakhtin describes a carnival where hierarchies might be 
reversed to afford patrons a “temporary liberation” from the restraints of social order (1984, 10), 
which is homologous with Turner’s perspective of liminality, as a phase of renewal, especially his 
theory of “communitas.”
7 By all accounts, the attempt to enhance daily life is a conscious intent that informs Levine’s 
artistry. Describing his time working in factories as a ‘humiliated wage slave’ in “The Poet in 
New York in Detroit,” Levine concedes that his pursuit of poetry was undertaken as a means for 
improving his experience, to ‘give it the value and dignity it did not begin to possess on its own’ 
(1991, 17). 
8 Phillip Levine. 1985. “Look.” Sweet Will. (New York: Atheneum): 11.
9 Although this narrative takes place in the evening and attributes esoteric value to the 
afterhours, Springsteen’s automobile retains its potency at all times. Across his discography, 
upwards of 41 songs mention the car directly, with a further 39 referencing “driving” and another 
eight citing “wheels.” 
10 This desire is emphasised by Kirkpatrick who notes, Springsteen’s narratives often express a 
‘yearning for romance and escape’ (2007, 43)
11 This concept of automobile as icon of salvation is also emphasised by Peter Ames Carlin in 
Bruce, when he notes the protagonist in “Thunder Road” attempts to rescue his love interest by 
parading ‘the only thing he has to offer, the engine in his car and the highway leading out of town’ 
(2012,201).
12 This sentiment also materialises in “Two Hearts” when the protagonist moans, ‘Sometimes 
it might seem like it was planned / For you to roam empty hearted through this land,’ and again 
when his characters in “Incident on 57th Street” propose, ‘We might find it out on the street 
tonight baby / Or we may walk until the daylight maybe.’
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THE PINK CLOUD
The following travelogue comprises moments captured behind glass 
and in various states of transit. It is both a movement towards and a 
movement away from various aspects of living, venturing to define 
the distance between these extremes. Punctuated by interjections, its 
“Dispatches” speak of the fixity bound to acts of movement and the 
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Every moment must destroy suffering anew; a cloud enters you, to begin in.
ALICE NOTLEY
All right then, let me try to rephrase. When I was alive, I aimed to be a student not 
of longing but of light.





I have grown bored
describing myself in these terms,
as a broken morning on the rise 
has its own choices: few, but enough. 
I would like to stir somebody 
with my goodness today, to take nothing 
away from them and still 
to be bold. How are we to proceed 
inside our shadows? This tumbling knowledge
that so many of us have been lied to—
that we find this trauma languid, 
in its unfolding; a slow-coiling 
steam. I am still breathing
and come to describe myself with this 
tired locution, worn out
with my Saturday voice 
speaking through the vent of migraine; 
as one IOU notching up another;
an infant slick with the same wet
potential, grown up.
 *
What I mean to tell the world 
is sorry 
I have trapped myself
inside disconsolation,
a warm web. I am a cycle 
of my habits; a burn in the gut,
impossible to milk out. 
I clock in with my leaking stomach 
and a fear of the present
as a piece of myself I cannot break off—
On this bright Sunday,
this freshly stale morning that sparkles 
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with the nervous mood 
of Saturday, I think of myself: 
thirteen and unconscious—
that colourless hour,
and wonder what future
I was folding open. Think of sun 
hitting the deck, and us imagining 
the in-betweens of our living 
were fuel enough to drive 
the average up. But what is band aid,
what is heart transplant?
The difficulties are never those 
you imagined as a child, and how 
did you imagine them?
Soft-shaped, mutable. Let me 
venture to tell you about a different 
future. The world is a grey 
plain and I am looking up; 
if the sky has changed, it is 
because something  inside it moved.
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11:59 on this particular speck of Earth,
the world is falling in on itself. I walked
the same path with my child gaze, for years
the road wide and unwieldy, impossible
to contain. Has anybody ever written 
a poem about longing for nothing? Here,
I’m trying to feel lit by the day I’m in:
the unhealthy thud in my chest, misjudging 
of distance. This hunger, like a stitch
we don’t stretch. Imagine everything 
you witness is made for you and it could be
either, blessing or test. See these flowers, 
roadside. Wasn’t it only yesterday 
I was saying that I have talked pollination 
into abstraction, but still I cannot coerce 
the idea to lose its magic. Theoretically, 
I am tested, not to find a response to beauty 
swooping down into some messy, human 
part of me. In logic, I see the appeal bursts
through on your way out—it is all of a sudden
brash, in its visibility. The last day of being
malleable for the wrong lover, and their eyes
golden, where they’d not been. Their body,
a stale thing clawing back. Were they not
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still a mistake? The days come carrying 
new sensations; sometimes, I witness myself
falling apart, like nicked skin in a zipper:
the zooming in of moment. Boredom builds
this shrinking scope. I see dead growth
waiting to fall, and rediscover something—
humility. Have you ever walked without 
wondering how your pedestrian body might 
appear to passing cars?  It feels like living your life
with a million others, fractured. I pace
with this motion in mind; my woken season,
everything softened by remorse. The story 
is working towards something. We take 
these breaks in time, but can never extract 
ourselves from ourselves. Remember
our proclamations, fiery and arrow-like?
I mean that we directed them to a future 
place to rid them of their weight. 
I mean the best we can hope for 
is to announce ourselves brighter next season.  
Somewhere between flight and incapable
of leaving. It is the only thing to do, spending
a whole life catching yourself onto others; 
forming imperceptible knots that tighten 
in the tug away. Imagine your mother crying 
in a single bed, left empty. How many hearts 




I wanted to leave you with something lasting.
This time, to tell you about the fat white peonies 
and how they split open early, this Spring; 
of how my body finds these new aches
for me, with a fresh decade fleshing itself out.
It’s the only reason I recited the ice-cream story:
that time I ordered orange sherbet, chocolate chip
cookie dough, beneath caramel sauce, with you 
grimacing. You had better eat all of that, and I didn’t. 
When I hang up the phone I am certain you have 
already forgotten me, like something you wipe 
with a flat finger from the corner of your eye.
My memories, felicitous myths I change to please
you. My name an old story you managed to hoard, 
beside the great plains, the depression, the leaking paint 
of the first colour television. Where the sapphire set 
arrived from has floated away, an orb of knowledge 
escaping the earth. Perhaps a part of me is lingering, 
there, that haze of a robbed moment; entering a room 
deliberately, by accident, where something was placed, 
on a mantle, on a table. But what it was, or where 
to find it? In my summer dress, collared; in my navy 
socks, shrinking. With my stringy red ribbon, unravelling.
I meant to mention the conifer, with its ripe teardrop 
shape, the way it is still breathing there, I hear, 
despite being hit three times. Goes on like that, weeping
without the county funding to tear it down. Funny 
the things you forget, twenty years later, beat up
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by your lifestyle. I meant to consider the many times
my life was saved without recognition. Walk, you said
to the tree three metres down, cross there and not
at the crossing, where you are too small to skirt
the driver’s poor decision. Taking the corner, some 
of the gutter, half of the girl, making a dull sound
and not the scream he expected. There, in that moment
is the worst thing you taught me: that I might change 
my fate by considering my footprint. The best thing 
you taught me is that a fate is worth changing.
When you boarded a boat to cut a new future, tied a scarf 
like the girls in the pictures, to have your picture taken
in your baby blue coat with the star-shaped studs. Your baby 
blue coat with the stars, your baby blue. What did you want 
but an irreversible love? To forget who the man you are loving, 
really is. To never learn he will not be capable of caring
when the dying settles in. We find half of last week’s prescription 
rolled in dust, beneath the vinyl furniture. We find you
invincible. Nobody knows which slab of cracked concrete
will be one, the last one to trip you. Walk, you say,
everything living has a future. I know what it means to love 
and to fail to impress this deeply enough that the message
cannot bounce back; I know what it means to disappear.
This life, I am taking it. This life I am taking it. This life, 
I am writing it down. Here you are, now, face of broken 
vessels, skin tight and shining like fresh fruit. This unwashed 
floral dressing gown, this chair hollowed by you, a newspaper 
that never ends. Believing in your choices and living 




Today 2.11 PM: Didn’t want to wake 
you. Needed to leave your face cloud 
like and floating, consolidate the moment 
before it drifted. When you rolled over I finally
turned away, brushed my hair many times 
in the spotted glass and erased the grey below 
my eyes. I’m out buying padlocks, a plastic tag 
for my name. I’ll pick up your shirts, 
in their clear film. If you need anything else, 





In town, I am dangerous  with my self-
control.   It’s easy to use it 
 against the mind as evidence;   a page turning 
itself backwards  in the wind.   Outside, the sky 
flips over.   The streets swim  
  with slick  mist,   the throb of lit 
indicators.   I see my face, its edges 
 drifting  under shadow  my mock bravery 
beeping on   and glowing.  See how the city stretches 
itself out.  Neon-lit, vaguely glitter spotted. 
 We let this stranger   buy us drinks, 
  my new friend, and I.   We let the same 
stranger buy us time:  ten minutes   behind the velvet   
curtain,  a cubicle  the size of a cloak room.  Her lips 
Rainier red;   her name  something you eat. 
  It doesn’t feel like work to me  she giggles.
We ask to touch her   thin arms tinted blue, and swarmed
with goose bumps.   Ever so gently, what lotion
do you use? We ask,   her body like something freshly fallen 
landed.
At Mary’s  burritos until close  a soft song
from the cooling  system. The day  with its white lines
 scrunched up.   I remember feeling something
not unlike fear.  Missing the morning  or dread
for the morning  lights burning   the dark away.  
  We don’t know the time outside  
we do not want to.
   I don’t remember my nights  unless
they are sleepless   a stranger says,  laughing.
In the booth,   she had smirked  eyes closed 
and the white 
  line of light   at the edge of her  
jawbone—   something about the composition  
  of a moment   too beautiful to be manmade.
As though we were all of a sudden able   to taste the texture 
of something. Everything gone from me; this room, night fuzzy
  without its duties and in my ears, the sound:




If you wake in the morning, the early hours
still lodged in your throat: the black pool 
of night, stripped of its logic. If you wake 
thin-blooded and missing everything 
animal about you—feeling un-bodied; life 
support of energy drinks and your empty 
mind of immediate needs. If you wake, 
remember what was neglected, last night; 
a self-made mantra not written down. 
How it felt too urgent to require writing 
down. Now, the sun like a sore, uncovered, 
wants from you attention or diligence. 
It would be simple to enter the shower cavity, 
wet-eyed and craving, your eyes locked 
on lesser miracles: the slow spill of butter 
onto a white plate; the fat-softened guts. 
And last night, what of it? An effervescence 
that sizzled itself away to clear, flat water. 
Our five am zeal, morning split timeless 
between what yesterday couldn’t solve
and what today might. There is the decision 
you make, followed by the morning after, 
and the morning after that. Each forged 
from the same stock, but leaking concentration. 
A subtle compliance to wait on the days 
like a servant; to resolve your antipathy 
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for fluorescent light, daylight, stop light. 
I am floating here, within these white 
layers, like something ambulatory ripped 
of its purpose, the slick of the evening dried 
onto me. Most of our lives we are thirsty, 
like this. To die marooned is rare and, then, 
scarcely a story of hunger. Silently, we divide 
amongst ourselves: those who cannot and those 
who can outpace the need—its vice handed fog. 
The horizon lifts and I fall on the wrong side
of wanting. Later, I will take my place 
in a line, inside of the frost filled station; 
my bloated suitcase full of everything I fear
to be without. The baggage clerk will tell me:
some of this, you’re gonna have to lose. 
Two rails forward must be more than sinking.
Your work is fifty-percent of your lifetime 
and most of it a traffic jam, the rest a thick 
swallow. Your work is a future you’re claiming; 







Sometimes the smell of chlorine is enough to get this going.
The vision of a crystal pool and you, yourself, a swimmer.
The dull and not unpleasant ache of a body freshly piloted 
by its owner, skin raised into a swell of constellations,
the inside flushed a new bruised pink and every woken nerve 
whispering to its system. Sometimes the towel is a cloud 
of unmatched white lengths, mopping the lazy morning off. 
Next month we will begin saving for untested desires.
You will start, at first, by dismantling incomplete projects
and packing their useless chrome into foggy wrapping.
Before you seal them up to sell them off, you will brush clean
the tarnished bends of their puzzle shapes: a spiny cog 
hooked like a toy wheel, a bowed pipe waiting to be flooded.
In the company of bitter coffee, I will wrinkle a new spine 
in our next notepad, will chisel our lives down, cutting us to fit 
the grids of expenditure; counting days of rice against the water
they provide—overhead its sky dappled like a misty fist 
punching through into the real world. Saturday lunchtime, 
the photographs pour in of friends with better breakfasts, 
small dogs freed from their leashes, a salt-rimmed glass 
you cannot touch. Each new hunger like a splintered flame
licking the fat. There is a name trademarked for each sunny aspect
softening our living; we tell ourselves that we will pull away,
if not tomorrow, then soon. And, yet, if you were to one day 
awaken the person you now wish to be, who would you then long 
to become? The first day of Summer, something broke in me 
rushes up against its cleaner version, and like a spotlight sweeping 




Today 3.40 PM: There is something
between us that will never be split. Habits
spanning the emendation of centuries: coffee
ground from dark shining pods, irrigated by
rolling water; female hands turning ceramics
over. Leaving the house and returning with
the ache of day lightly forged to our tissues. 
It is not so different, now. We’ve slept on 
the same set of white sheets, all of these years, 
most nights holding hands before we do. 
The comfort of tradition is its stasis, the
withstanding of its own erosion. A door can
open or it can close, it may not do a single
thing else. What I should have said, then,
but failed to: it might have been just as easy





The only thing I can assure you of
is how similar our lives are, now.
At six am, how morning comes 
for us both with the sensation 
of a blistered hand peeling our own 
fist open; how reliably we will drag
ourselves into the light. From there
we leave each other to our trivial
secrets and a loneliness that one
of us will overcome. I board a train
and with bent glass between us I try
to make sense of the minute lives 
of strangers, their incomprehensible
fullness, desires and disappointments;
of mute conversations while walking
brown shepherds, biting the wind. 
Before I left you, early this morning, 
pink face creased in soft communion
with the only relief you find, I explained
it was possible to construct something 
too aware of its steadiness to change.
That tomorrow there is just enough
time to feed myself, to take my place
in line, to wipe up another sticky spill.
It is just enough to wash this orange
waste from the creases of my face,
but beyond that there is nothing 
I can build. Not a need that struck you.
Impossible to explain why we are
how we might be; why a rectangle 
of corrugated iron and the black pines 
behind, a small plane dipping low, 
will always stir in me this same feeling 
of approachable sadness. Guitars 
on the wind. The parts of somebody 
else’s party they let escape. And you, 
standing in the night on the border 
of yourself and others, quietly absorbing 
them and they you, without ever realising. 
Sometimes, I will think can you hear 
me, now? Halfway between the bag 
in my hand and into filling the noisy can 
with its buckled lid; between him 
inside with the evening news, its blue 
stripes blinking and some other life 
another city to flee to. Standing against 
the wind, your hair in your mouth,




You should know the story of your own life, but all you can remember: 
a mountain above your body and the cool dirt below, embarassed
to be found unshaven and unprepared, or how dust-soaked the curls
of one broderie anglaise halter top might become; the dull chime
of brass-balled ties as the body is rearranged, their silence when stepped
upon. Better to recall a summer in your ears, cicadas with their clear 
vision, or the way sugar pine tastes when you rub lips against the soil
it grows in. Because now you are begging for it, the coiled up weight
of something lit by its own chemistry, the way it will surprise you
with salty fingers pressing your tongue flat; the worst thing you might
have to do is believe whatever lodged itself in muscles that don’t forget,
or be forced to describe how everything feels different now, you think, 
although you don’t remember why. Remember that night sawn off 
from a neat world, from riding invisible horses at recess, from meeting
the gaze of those who made you, or forget a mountain that sniggers
towards its foothills and its foothills echoing back. Consider yourself
rich with your choices, for learning early how the hours blinking between
quarter past and quarter to something might send you careening
to a vocation that can hide you. Except, you do not learn, do you
anything about moving on besides vanishing? What were you supposed 
to cry about? That the sheepskin seat of your mother’s car never again
felt delicate below mottled thighs? The way a mouth should not be
 
opened, the way to tear a mountain down? To say I will die here tonight
if you do not dismantle yourself. Now that you know how quickly dirt runs
water from clear to grey, from before to after; how a static body might be 
occupied by a mind that walks—shouldn’t you be grateful for that
lesson in contrasts, to move now through daylight in a place of your 
choosing? Shouldn’t you remember the way a mountain might have vision 
enough to imagine a wooded clearing the following morning, a body 




There is one in every town of the continent:
 beside the Holiday Inn, Nashville 
with its streetlights out, at least six
 in Massachusetts. The glistening 
thoroughfare we shivered upon, below 
 Manhattan Bridge. Division Street, 
you were the beachside town that I was born 
 to leave; its night hum of rolling engines. 
Car park lights with their floating haze
  in rearview windows, my cramped
back. As a teenager, I was at nobody’s house,
 listening to the waves thrust hungrily 
to shore. When my mother phoned
 I found myself laying below
something too heavy to speak above.
 Division Street, you were a single
 breast uncovered and adorned 
 with goose bumps, below the lamppost; 
you are the promise the world made me: a car 





Today 6.54 PM: Let’s not resort to theatrics. 
While your feelings are your own, they do not
belong to you. All histories of repression are
married to their freedoms. To resent the work 
is understandable. You ought to feel grateful,
my father was in the habit of saying, his
parentage of slavery a recent legacy. Still, 
even he would buckle under the monotony, 
the kowtowing we evidence in our dark
houses, over the low drone of the news; over
wine and sugar, excesses of deliverance. You
have always been terrified, you know, of
time and how it comes to mean. For as long
as you dreaded the morning’s brusque entry,
you also feared its creeping exit—afternoon
blazing the sky and confirming for you
another day of the unrealised. For as long 
as this is what it means, here or there, 





SEEING THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC 
If it is painful and it is, each time, 
I call you outside of working hours 
and you pick up, stuck behind a tangle 
of red lights carving out for you a new 
mood to take back home. If it is difficult 
to believe in this life we are living, it is 
because I imagined something victorious; 
altar-bound, the whites of your eyes wet, 
then, like a clean Summer, its foliage 
left standing and nothing darkened, 
nobody harmed. Because of memory, 
because of the possession of youth 
and its obsession with objects, when 
someone else passes in a red Mustang, 
I mistake them for you. I must imagine 
memory as a continuous notion, must 
believe it could be possible to feel less 
touched by age; must know because of age 
or because of memory that everybody 
breathing, harmed or unharmed, feels 
exactly the same way. Or what, bound 
beside an altar turned us over? A story
of age the aged tell; we learn the same
phrase well, the plan was, but it was not
the Mustang flying past, this time,
with its ascribed memories; was the red 
caboose of a Southern Pacific freighter,  
rust darkening the coat like a dog 
with few fetches left. And nobody cares
about the shine that once shone, lustre
is something waiting out its time to dull
and before dulling we, too, are turned 
over by the momentum of our designs:
a rusted rail winding its way through
unsuspecting woods; we wet-eyed
and condemning the track. I call you 
and each call you remind me that 
this is not a good time, the highway is a 
parking lot and we are waiting our turns 
to round a bend and finally witness
what is laying bruised. Should I feel
grateful just to have you in tact, you 
small spark that couldn’t flame, but tried.    
If it is made painful because nothing is over, 
not even our second chances at beginning 




Quickly, three adjectives for concrete
not also synonyms. On the train,
between the bluestone of Klamath 
Falls and the burnt brick of Martinez, 
I am lost in my absence; find myself
a damp mind for company, embarrassed 
by silence. To flee the irrepressible rock 
of routine and immediately crave
a familiar dialogue. I keep myself quiet
with backseat games, played alone.
I started out with my tidy plans, 
they made a list of themselves: step 
one, fill your weak body to the brim
with the right things. Step two, 
stand facing forwards. Three, learn
to believe in the way hard work
bends you in on yourself, leveling
the flaccid parts of you, your untidy
hours. How unexpected: everything 
that filled out my life ten years ago, 
is, today, out of breath; everything I signed 
a name to, pushed me slowly further 
from itself. What am I searching for 
but years coloured golden; a synonym 
for synonym, an analogue for solid 
that isn’t concrete. To combat the slippery
nature of brightness and stay free
of that impounded feeling. And this 
is how it felt: rounding the corner
with the last horizon falling back.
There is the love that was left 
in Alabama—we never packed it up;
a holiday from which I hoped we would 
not return. That decade, I was patient 
enough to wait tables, with the fire 
freshly slapped out of my hands. 
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SUBJECT TO YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Not this horizon, pale 
and uncomplicated,
already tired of itself,
but in some expired sky.
The night mashed like flesh 




a forgiving mind, 
at first, with the glare of it;
its ragged light
a tear in the dearth
of whatever you can’t learn
the name of; is absent
of name. And just like it—
its stark and lazy beauty
demanding your air—
all the ways 
you might continue
misnaming what is free 
to us and what will never be:
a humming
airplane overhead;
a light you own
until you can no longer.
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ANOTHER WORD FOR INJURY
Rent or paralysis. 
  Blood in the mouth, again. 
  
 A Friday phenomenon—
in the end, we each get there the very same way: 
  
   reaching out for Sunday’s, 
 
stomach drained flat; Monday spent covering 
 a pink mark, but failing 
the tender bump of its outline. A body is all
it reflects. Purple pool blooming below 
  an eye, the genetic marker waiting 
to be woken. What an alarm does
 is forces, some hours later the blue surface
 
cleaner inside lungs, carpet covered concrete
 presenting of new possibilities   for aching
and pacing,  at least it lets you wander.
Every muscle to which you could flow 
   electricity, knew what it was 
working for; 206 shafts of diligent ivory—
 
   even if still minor, thoughtless
tissue and bone.
Every greasy table wiped 
  has shaped a new line of depression 
dedicated to the task, eyes evolving 
  to scan a door frame with dashed register 
numerals still in sight;
 this particular way you bend to pick up 
  accumulated scraps of light 
  reflecting objects you are dropping 
into a pile. Another word for white 
    froth spat out and streaked
  a brilliant strawberry.
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A HISTORY OF ADVERTISING
It is the winter of 1996 and you are learning
about the breasts your body continues to shirk 
from its perimeter. You’ve already started
a containable house fire, unfurling the nylon 
beach chair beside the gas space heater; its slow 
chemical melt warping the pink pony 
face of summer holidays, muzzle dripping 
into a grey gum. This Christmas Eve
you will celebrate the sunny bible of television, 
filling your juice cup up from the cardboard 
cask and slipping past your mother, tape 
between her teeth. How dizzy do you grow 
before her narrow eyes come rushing 
forward? Count to ten. You are coveting 
a neutered outline of adulthood, your blue baby
bikini top wrinkled with scrunched
white tissues; flattening your horseshoe
patterned beach towel against stubbled carpet, 
in time for Baywatch. It is not a question of if 
you were, or were not, five fingers reaching 
out for a future, yet to acquire you
as some trodden on filament of glass 
might be swept into the grey web of mess. 
It is not a question of what the palm wants,
but why. Last week, stepping over sun-blanched 
pages of an expired catalogue, you exited 
the junky core of the store, its hollow
mouthed facade obstructed by the spill 
of lazily stacked plastic tubs and paw printed 
pet beds, as though you were a customer 
rounding a tart flavour in their mouth 
and determined never to return. You carried 
padlocks in your hand and imagined 
a bold light shining onto something 
cordoned off. You memorised your flight 
through the edges of a novel city, planning to
purchase, with your time, not another box 
to slit the seams from, but a new system.
Just you and your dumb, hopeless heart
as company, it slick with a bleary-edged 
image unrooted from history, less jagged 
than today. You never probed the immovable,
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despite these years of adult sovereignty 
and a lineage of restlessness; a love for feeling 
the skin float from its tether of mind.
Only in this way, do you redefine yourself:
a model casted and recasted, versions of the same
biology, but thought-stuck. Sealed to sold
and glossy apprehensions, that the best is yet
an oyster lodged in foggy sand, passing
time to be connected with the lines
of a hand it matches. That you will float low enough 
to arrive, probably tired and likely pruning 
with a fear that you do not enjoy the unwrapped 
surface of anything, except its name and its initial 
weight in your pocket, all to have your faith 
proven to you. Another version of this journey 
is you disembark, here, in Oakland and let yourself
be turned to matter by its hills, count
to twelve Blue Moon’s: every one you have 
absorbed without once looking up. 
When the building is bleached of intrigue,
when the glass door is slammed finally shut,
send yourself off with a desert in your throat
and an overdetermined gait. Should you
otherwise remain here, crawling through 
Fruitvale; were you to witness the bright 
slogans, painted for commuters and cars 
en route to new experiences in earning 
and spending, in pacifying or drifting, the fist
in your lap, now, a crooked ball fallen open;
Maybe you will come to recognise this 
gauzy light as a Summer, decades in age, 
and you in the life of your yearning: still small 
and thirsty, still sneaking, still burning 
your treasures down; having waited this time
out to meet the bland and airless moment 
of a love you’ve mispronounced. Perhaps, 
instead, you sublimate that inert feeling, wonder 
which buzzing miracle you might hand yourself 
over for, next. Find nothing. Spark a fresh slogan, 
that whatever you want, it is not advertised
by its price. Perhaps, you will see this moment 




Hear the word / gentrification as evacuation / as dirt 
on the wrong pair of hands. The right stuff / something
a father would say / aptitude / something a teacher 
would. Say there is no moving upwards on this planet 
of averages / it doesn’t mean what you think it does.
Not that nothing improves, that it’s merely shifting 
distribution / dirt to dirt / trauma saturated and spread / 
across. Say I am not lifted by you / you are in the very least 
pulled down by me / structurally sound but unviable /
a factory abandoned / the next time you pass / a complex 
of industrial apartments / brimming with misty ferns.
Something dark curled in my mother’s eyes / all she had
to say was I don’t know how to get out / just like that,
I understand the grey of the matter / one box ticked
and another opens / a problem shared becomes
two / to toss over. The sound of something closing
down / the whisper of shoes shuffling across /
dusty floors / the broken contents clattering inside /
squares of cardboard / the clicked switch / the vapor




Today 12.15 PM: Speaking of vices, 
please don’t forget to take care of it. 
You do you realise the mind that seeks
perennial beauty is indivisble from the body 
it serves? Earlier, I forgot to mention how 
quickly everything has grown. I awoke 
this morning to a garden whose cells 
had mushroomed, flirting with weather. 
The rain that drenched us, before you 
left, has turned our plants the neon of beer 
signs, pool table pelt, almost toxic. When 
you return, everything will have been 
completely altered. Just like you said 
then, speaking to the window frame 






Never wanted to leave the house 
in which you grew; not at seventeen, 
not the way it happened—rushed 
and recklessly with the dumping 
of a youth into corroding charity 
bins bordering the suburban 
outskirts, in the mirror looking
while they shrunk to fit nothing
at all, and then to white blisters
bearing even less that that, 
driving the tyre eaten surface
of the only road to the world—
but, remember, a gap was closing 
in a terrace of the future. 
Now, now the pinching throb 
of something overworked and tested
cramping up the more you stretch it, 
the more it pulls; why not stay 
where the mice are eaten at night 
by loose felines and veiled bats 
emit their pitched electrical signal.
Where a current from some place 
neither North nor West, tremors,
but nobody knows exactly where 
or how to hand the stolen back. 
Trying, they are told to keep it.
Then, you heard the stories:
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you would be slicing white bread
until the store closed down,
you would still be forced to hand in
the pebbled burgundy uniform 
floured and folded into a tight square.
What would be worse than uncertainty. 
You return to a road freshly cut
and running back to the same wound 
that fleeing festered; glossy linoleum
of two pristine supermarkets 
and their exaggerated blinking.
The people ask about the smoke
they can’t see anything past pines
that shadow of burning oil—
you don’t want to tell them
it’s really great, you say
when the time comes to leave.
And so your mind will learn 
to float its ineffaceable image:
a brassy field full of fallen silos,
a dirty wind that congregates 
in lines, a place you have ablated 
from the stubborn weave of self. 
All you know about the past amounts 
to those who stayed: a high-school 
boyfriend who never learned how 
to drive, standing stuck in the pale
parking lot our home town was 




There is a face I have been practicing—
not in mirrors, but in memory—
should something lift its sheet of wings,
spread each blade to rise inside of me.
 I haven’t made it yet. The phrase is trying
to escape me now, all of this newfound
gratitude swimming like hydrant water 
channeling its way into the nearest gutter.
I whisper thank you to a ticket inspector;
 they punch a new hole. You see something 
light, I think—have for such a long time
been flooded with airy thoughts at the idea
of me—any time the sound of my name
is made and I am not there to respond.
  I can see you now: flushing while silently
ticking off the points that outlines trace. 
Somewhere in Northern California, I imagine, 
you say—desert full of the confusingly factual
oases; of wet lands funelling to dusty ranges,
 water birds choosing to remain frozen.
About that, I can never be entirely certain 
any attempt will prove worthwhile;
that believing you are good entitles you
to something. What is goodness worth—




These silent and uneventful days:
you know you should be grateful for them.
Their dullness of image, world wrung 
out and left to dry into fairer 
iterations. The picture is always bleached
in memory—a rainbow dusted
with a lighter streak of the original,
and safer if that is where your mind stays.
Long before time became matter
you were seeking to untie from
exposition; long before it mattered
and age was on its knees, you had it
parsed out. This way we all linger
at the perimeters of what is tolerable,
what is possible, and the terrors
that survive us. How a traffic light
might tip us. How the wrong door might
open us like a flat can. The slow power 
that seeps into few enough hands
that it might as well not exist, but does
like gaslight emit its gnarled and insufficient 
glow. I have no authority here, I think to say, 
in the face of many moments I arrive 
wearing my impression of age but never
the sensation of being grown. Asked to 
imagine how such a feeling might appear,
I described a streetlight standing solitary 
and sweating yellow all night long, 
despite a sleeping world. To carry on,
regardless. A collaborative movement 
that depends on something else staying put—
such is the way you fly through this frozen 
world, every person ambling, immobile 
as though their moment were ending 
just after you pass, or worse, might 
continue long after you do. A man staring 
into space quietly calcifying while you 
carry on, your warm lemonade drained
and being pulled quickly apart
inside you; a summer fatigue nestling
something sweet. The difference is you 
bought the ticket; really, there is none—
no difference and nothing we wouldn’t,







Passing Sargent oil field, the train imprints 
the sky, a hueless blue of something painted
flat. The soil outside, centuries of layers 
with their ailing minerals, leeched by sun
coloured sugar beets—memories of rain 
and barns assembled by burgeoning abundance—
whole histories pressed flat into the frame
of a window. We are moved by what we move 
through. These airless desert skies, my body
still and filled with its vast and unfocused
desire. Each new industry sucks the breath
from another; some time, some thing 
has got to go. I cannot help but wonder 




What strikes you first is that which thrives and all 
that is failing to. After miles of bleached plains, 
the crimson-balled bush of tamed suburbs, no longer 
reminds you of its regular hedge of confinement; 
instead, here, it feels heroic in its departure. 
You will never know how to pinpoint exactly when 
the light switched on. Suddenly, you were standing 
in the same room but couldn’t, for a moment more,
find struggle romantic. You are learning to confront
these misapprehensions concerning great expanses 
and their traceless perimeters. A freedom that is 
suffocating; more dirt roads than cars to travel them.
It is not about deconstructing the idea of home




Like a tide tumbling endlessly to suck back 
in the shiny shell it once spat out, the highway 
becomes a holy object. Out here, any space
is filled with the crucifix, the cable cord
snaking its way to other stories. This garden
of rolled petroleum, stubborn flora forced
to adapt, rusted Cadillac’s that never got their final 
start. If the hope of access is all that promises 
to ward off the itch of one another and our growing 
age; the weight of unremarkable days, of course 
you would build a shrine to it. A lucky charm 
is always currency, or the spare parts of an animal 
that do not break down; a horn, a key, a circle




You find a frowning face burned into the side 
of a hill south of San Ardo, where the trees 
stand in their silent pairs, lapped by sand. 
Every town can be tipped from paradise to 
wasteland, by the windshield and the life it is 
framing. It is difficult to love a blinding afternoon
in the wrong place. Those Sundays, when fuel 
was cheap and every surface wiped clean, my parents, 
purple eyed, loaded me inside the rust-bitten wagon—
spare tire on and round enough—drove leafy streets, 
past mulberries to admire houses they could never 
own. Before bed, my father in the drive, a medley
of grey shapes, hosed bruised fruit from the tread. 




I want to tell you about the underside of everything. I don’t mean the dark places 
we are found hiding, but those we forget to care about. Hours past Pachecho 
Pass, somewhere between ocean and desert, inside and outside, I bear witness 
to our undoing. What is so fragile about our moments? The knowledge that they’re 
slipping or that we can never hold them? I am learning much about myself, 
lost in time and wearing this perspective of nobody, taking photographs I will forget 
to share with anyone else. This Mission, in the background, will never be captured 
from this angle at exactly this time, ever again. It feels its fleeting moment, 
the railroad wearing the masonry back to a chalky beginning. We’ll keep passing 
through while somebody stationary attempts to save it. When I get home, 
I want to move past this cycle of hunger, from catastrophe to self-repair, 
from divided living. I see it now, how our backyards are relegated to leisure 
and that leisure sidelined, and our backyards empty of the fullness we imagined, 







Perhaps, it is the way the water 
and sand never really seem to separate, 
unequivocally, they are a great mess 
of one another—thinning
and then growing thicker 
amongst the ghosts of broken shells, 
skeletons and rocks—salt
preserved fossils, unwittingly held 
hostage by their turbulent embrace. 
Maybe the lulling inhale, exhale 
of the tide, a breathy open
syllable—a heartbeat—prohibits 
the realisation, that this is it:
the edge of land buffered by foam.
And I imagine an earth that is flat, 
treading the edge—my foot dangling 
as it does nightly, into the cool air 
outside of the quilt. Fearlessly,
until I ruminate upon the darkness;
vicious possibilities, spiny 
as anemones or urchins,
medusozoa, and drag it quickly 
back in. Here, the divide is final,
inside or outside; underneath 
the pull of the moon, tide lines
like scars are fading, the water 
dark as oil for a while, but turns 
clear in the end. And that very word—
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coastline—confuses, for how can it be 
the case if there is sand underneath
the water? Perhaps that is why 
we can stand by the edge, this way
on a clammy afternoon, gazing past 
those grey sheets of cloud, recalling
 
a spotted night; its stars like wet sand 
bouncing sunlight, disregarding of us
standing at our furthermost 
perimeters and gesturing skywards, 
greedily, like fleshy compasses gone 
awry, in their pointing. And life below: 
its impossible hunger, its flurry to stay
afloat, much like the water swell,
miasmic—each breath’s determinacy 
veiled by the sound in our ears, 
each object reached for, ostensibly 
further away than it first appears. 
Only sometimes are we able to pick 
a bony fin or planed cuttlebone, 
one perfect fragment of smoothed 
glass from the shore, as the tide recedes. 
And if we are very lucky; just as we are
sitting in the middle of summer, 
able to grasp one definitive moment




Today 9.32 AM: That is nice to hear. 
You’re sounding free, in new and valid ways. 
Sweat on your back. Aching body instead 
of mind. The thing is not what you do 
but what you do not say: I feel so 
fucking trapped, here. And you have
said it; you have numbered your novel
commitments, to trimming and turning 
the earth over—a vice is a function, 
a shape, not two walls creeping into one. 
Or you would say: shackled, but not 
with you, with everything that isn’t. How 
I will leave a microwave reminder to pierce 
the air, over and over, until you stand to bust 
the door finally open. In that way, I am 
an object with your objects, a need 
amongst your many. It is not a divisible
responsibility. I am stuck to everything, 
tar the outline of your routine. A sidewalk 
caked in blistered petals, you see me. The 
swinging gate dressed in iron spikes, you 
see me. A toll both, a dairy aisle, a trash 
can to empty, a plate with the baked smile 




ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS
From behind you diffused the slow leak of awe, 
we are from the middle, look at all of this—, exclaimed
a stranger, kind sounding and invisible. So expansive.
It must have been Solimar Beach, we were passing, when you awoke
curled and oceanic, a child’s shape in the dining car. 
Half a torso guarding useless luggage, the way children do 
their bright and functionless plastics; birds with their scraps 
of human litter. By now, the sun hung moon-like, 
enervated and finally observable. This you know, but what sticks 
to the creases is not that moment. Not that slice of silver light,
not that it should have been remarkable to move from a secluded black 
sky towards it. All of this time and still you were stranded
in the first moment of waking, the garish light, its terrible 
conclusion: the dream where an ocean need not come 
to clean you. Where nobody had yet been harmed, nor fouled 
the folds of their sweatshirt with fluids, quartz leaking clear to white. 
Where your bangs were perfect. And you deserved all of it.
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IN A LONELY PLACE
By now the clothes all smell the same:
of you and you at your worst.
Subterranean of the body 
fracked by summer, its wet force. 
It is a child’s logic
imagining the forever flood 
of oceans, against all refractory
evidence. From the vista of paved
suburbs, we do what we can
to forget about water, sentimentally
we choose the flow of hose,
shimmer the skin of automobiles.
Carry on. Smoke lingering 
inside a beer bottle drained of maple 
hues—this is one way 
to do it, traverse unsustainable 
passages. A sky whose colour is a name
so arbitrary, it means nothing 
for itself. Likewise, you are 
performing the ordained, settling 
your bills on time and wanting more 
to pay from. They speak regularly
of the certainty of lassitude 
but never its poverty, never 
the way you might learn to subtract
 
yourself: first from the lives 
of others, finally from your own. 
Now, the nights with their static 
shapes, their fuzzing of him, you 
dream only of dawn fading itself 
slowly back in. Only of retreat
from retreat, only of the certain
perimeter a hot palm pressed
against your back might finally 
waken you to. 
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WRITTEN ON THE WIND
Send this photo to you captioned you were meant for me /
it is not about rights / more the enthusiasm of trees /
their nonpareil fixedness / curving into cajoling wind 
but staying stuck / to a memorable ideology. / I go out
of my way / to move from my own way / the sleet
of my dialect / the weight of the unlearned / wanting /
the one bad habit that remains untethered / all hungry
children eat when they are full / ask them / anticipation
is a hollow. Home is a future / not a second past.
Not your town of the levelled ridges / orchards dug back 
into ground / covered with veneered / masonry the colour 
of pus, sunburn / the horseshoe bend and the great chicken / 
processing plant / the smell of it / pus and sunburn /




Because I had intended to explain, long ago,
what it meant that I would find these overstated 
joys confusing—but after all this time passed, 
no sense in questioning a desire that flickers
on and off with such regularity; the fridge door 
opening and closing into the night. No sense 
in wondering if it was merely expectation casting 
a dull glow. I understand. There is no apology 
specific to the things we didn’t do or couldn’t
feel. A Summer so hot that we relented and cast 
ourselves like tangled roots from prickly ground. 
You threw me a sandwich of polystyrene to float
and we did until the sky shattered our vision, mouths 
of bottom feeders a silent choir below. At the time?
Well, at the time it was the mosquitos I was thinking 
of—their muddy water. Why not the loss of my own 
weight, you ask? Why not your smile, more effortless 
than I can ever remember it being? What I have 
been trying to understand is the maddening heat
of a memory, so limp in its moment. About me
and what you should know: always an hour late,
sometimes a day. All these years I blurred, learning 
how to find a wet smile to return, I suppose 




Years ago you told me that, 
a golden bit does not better the horse, 
but I’ve come here to remind you




Today 10.01 AM: Well, you are right
about the body, inflecting and inflected
by its surroundings. A drive to work moves 
my cells into different arrangements 
than an open window, a collarless shirt—
what is the word for the sunniness of that 
sun?—a yolky horizon, might. I’m sorry 
for the times I made you feel alarm-like, dust-
like, overdrawn; empty milk carton crumpled 
and turfed. After we spoke, after we fought, 
after that, I looked it up: “what is a human
worth?” Tapped the letters into the blinking 
hollow of my search engine. Are you interested
in real world currency? You know, the matter 
that counts? Well, not a lot, it would seem.
In the end, we comprise elements of miniscule
value: a corpses raw resources, once leached 
of sulfur—the most of it—and most of that 
used only to turn timber into matches,
about a dollar, give or take, generosity 
or size. But a life? A life says the EPA: 
some 9.1 million. A single lung rounding
out a million alone. What about our hours? 
A living wage? Fifteen or so, we agreed 
at the time, was fair and serviceable. 
A week full of labour, a full week of waking 
life. 600 or so, give or take. Generosity,
luck or size. I’m sorry for all of the times 




MESHES OF THE AFTERNOON
I go days without hearing the peal of my name. 
Today, I am not a missing person, but I could be. 
What is the difference between that and this: a drain of leaves 
and the car key gathering slime; mobile phone dimmed 
of its purpose, the helpless void of knowledge? I collected 
my body from bed this morning, counted fragilities, then voiced 
myself—a fading concept. Slunk into a spiral of time, distinctly 
un-web-like an embrace. I eat the eggs turned quickly over, 
that impulse is immovable. Wading the aisles of a Ralphs,
I later consider a compelling discount on detergent, the virtues 
of bamboo cloth. Make a note in my phone for my mother
to learn of. All of these perfectly pointless gestures 
engender the individual. I call my grandmother for another
birthday; something makes me do this. I let my hair grow
long past appealing; something makes me do this. I traipse after 
a prescription of unproven notions: hot lemon water 
as a show of optimism. I mean, what else was I supposed to 
think? It seemed plausible enough that I would be the one
to shape my own routine, but in the equinoctial climate
of supermarkets I find myself possessed by the evidence of how
it crafted me. Walking the length of Abbot Kinney, I felt positively
Californian, in answer to where I found myself. If I had of stayed 
here, only a little while longer, I might have witnessed my childhood 
friend arrive and slowly disintegrate herself, the yellow sunrise 
of Manhattan Beach shadowing her until she was all but gone. 
I cross a bridge, I uncross it. In time—not merely days, but a panoramic 
stretch of it—I would get better. Will get, although before that,
much worse. But after, the moss reliably recedes from the corrugations 
of mouth, the dollars and hours it made liquid are gradually excreted, 
then begin to fly back in. I’ll start to fill, again, with personalised 
rehashing’s of other ideas: life is like a movie isn’t it? We make a choice 
to sit in the dark, a while. To move ourselves by departing ourselves. 




I need something good today, is how you greet the morning.
Waking your static inbox to be delivered an email 
from Kwik Kopy, promotional coupons from boutiques 
barely possible. It takes less than a moment to soil
the fragment of daytime between damages, the way it wags
with canine optimism. The airport diner of perpetual daybreak;
every menu a copy of another photostat. Laminate over 
laminate over. It is both valid and true that one should find comfort 
in this fact of coffee being always what it is: a dark mark inside 
porcelain; in eggs of varying conditions, but fulfilling of expectations.
Likely towing a milky trail, almost certainly yellow. 
Tell me again what you believed this would be. Life littered 
with sharp edges. I mean to say, determinable instants. 
It began with a candle lit on the first recollectable birthday.
When a cake was iced green for every year. A silver lead traced
onto the wall above your head; a light tickle of scalp, the twitching of mind. 
The middle of your first decade distinguished by its somnambulism,
pissing in your closet while dreaming walls of tile onto its plaster. 
Walking, for hours, against the current of darkness,
pinioned by something immovable—the edge of an architrave 
or a door filling its frame. Morning came, and in it you would locate
those masses of midnight: the timber molding that touch interpreted
as an iron gate, sturdy yet swallowed by bluebells. There are many more 
moments of disorientation, marked as they were with their floccose textures, 
but feeling is the constant. Invisible palm pushed out into nullity
and finding nothing where something should be. Hand flattened against
a space that should be vacant, and never knowing what. And never knowing why
the tactility of living might prickle with absence, a curvature so nondescript 
it might as well not exist. What is this diner, but that. That lack of place
where you imagined place stood. You called for a moment away 
from your real life, but why? You are hardly in it.
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Even in my recklessness I feel positively systematic. Withholding of this 
cough, am I in your presence, lest you see the truth of me; hear the roar 
of burning lick the furnace of the mouth. Flammable powder drifts 
the air, in this neighbourhood of fireworks. Days ago, the second 
night a block of backyards filled with unlit sky, later split their seams. 
A freshet of brazen striations. Everybody cheered. When a hand was glanced 
upon and found to be bloody, the shining glove of inside out, each brownstone 
blinked from blue to red. The silence echoed into screaming, into alarm, into 
an amended silence, heavy with its quiet; sky later found the necessary void to seal 
itself back up. These bluer than blue days unsettle me with their patent expectation
of being relished. I wait them out, a nervous coupling with the clock, until a cloud 
decides to fall. If and when, it is there I find myself capable of furnishing 
my desires in consonance with the code established by our elders. More is always 
more, he’d complain, regarding an apparent failure of balance. Please allow the body 
to do its daily work. Here, I have long considered the definition of labour, 
imagined the opposite of invisible. Nothing like the body’s silent recalibration 
of temperature. Nothing, at all, like pilfering acid from alkalinity. How broke 
do we feel able to make ourselves, I wonder; how willing to unspool delicate 
machinery? We both know, just now is the right moment of early morning for you 
to abandon your worry for me. You’re sleeping silently aided by this soft fact, 
white and gentle, swallowed before an alarm punched on. Each night is spliced by a cycle 
of ringtone. Now it is too late for me to answer your call. Now it is far too late 
for me to answer your call. Now it is too early. What do you do, instead, but place 
the silent phone beside you, rearrange a lumpy pillowcase. I cannot describe fervency, 
except to claim it as a word I know. It is a shift of logic, wanting only the choosing
of itself. Long ago, inside a dry and quiet year of adequate earning, I learned myself 
of how we chase the magic to distract us from the magic, the imperceptible bodied-ness 
of it: it is not enough that a sun renews our shapes for us, every twelve hours; 
that an egg might be beaten into white ripples of mayonnaise to coat french fries. 
I imagined it an insight to hold on to, akin to the necessity of street lights 
within the hood of night, though useless in the wake of day. Like that, it is simple. 
I have not pushed myself far enough away to fully spark my use. So much more 
of me to evaporate before I do. Surely this is how it was envisioned, 
when you pictured the end of you: crazy, dry-lipped, and biting down. The wet sky




Today 11.07 AM: I know you deserve one
explanation. A reason why, on nights’ like
those, your calls will go unanswered. I can’t tell 
you what I was doing, except to say, nothing 
I can recall. I keep no secrets that I can
remember—everything else, you have. What 
I told you about the horses is true, suckling 
minerals from one another’s pelts, about the 
way need manifests the form of desire. Like 
thirst, and how it alone connotes a longing
that is necessary. Some days, I find my face
in my hands without knowing why. Sounds
dramatic, I agree, but I’m looking for an
involuntary gesture you can understand.
What I know about misery I have learned
from you. I don’t mean the ways you have 
harmed me—too few to find a number to
denominate—but anthropologically. I mean
your horizontal face, I mean the blank
irretrievable cast of it. Absence is something
you cannot lose and so I understand it,
the way we might leave for something else
to abandon. It’s not yet afternoon, here, and
already stoops are filling. This is a loneliness
I can swallow, but do so wondering precisely
what can be salvaged by one person, alone.
I know what you deserve, but every apology 
feels rectangular: a curbside boom box blaring 
a song I could never write, words I would 




FIRST LIGHT, TOMPKINS AVE
There the morning goes 
making something new 
again and I rotate my jaw
in anticipation of daylight. 
Last night, I ordered in 
but never ate from the wet box 
of Crown Fried Chicken,
though it was there. 
Sometimes, the ability 
to imagine and then tick off 
desire, defines the hunger.
I patch my life together 
with these wilting joys:
a Tuesday sunrise, dripping 
with rich feelings. These hours
when the sky makes room
for silhouettes of satellite
dishes and fire escapes. 
Before the glare reveals us;
our fading intentions. I am 
still buzzing like something
winged and afraid to let go.
Tonight, one of us will enter 
the icy doorway of a bodega 
and point at everything:
is that it, is that it, is that it, 
until we choose what we choose. 
Tomorrow, the day will explode 
reliably into a light we have 
never before seen and we will 
carry on, largely unmoved, 
calling it merely this morning. 
How far we fall from needs 
to wants; how impossible 




Today 5.36 PM: When I feel the way I do, 
in moments like these, I imagine your voice
and, in its place, hear a metal door slammed 
then locked against the mute of night. 
Don’t you see, the way you are standing 
is in your own? I keep thinking of the hedge 
your mother planted around the perimeter—
you too have built a life you cannot control.
The way I feel in moments like these 
is of a person trying to reword a thought 
that doesn’t fly back. Everybody tells you 
that it will, it must, but still you are left 
waiting for something you once had access to; 
for it to fill the shape it skipped. One time 
you asked me about the moon, remember? 
Asked if it was the last remaining wilderness 
because so few of us would ever touch it.
My answer was yes, but now it is no. You were 
talking about distance, or that is how I’ve come 
to understand it—in this world so flooded 
with the smog of petrol, it would be foolish
to believe anything out of our reach. But what 
I’m talking about is light, the abundance
of it. Days of 29 days, an unbearable stretch 
of waiting. The wilderness is what you’re living 
now, stripped of your every allegiance, but
that is different, entirely. That is something 




ON CROSSING OVER, HANCOCK ST
And even if I was to explain the how of it, 
  you would never believe the speed 
at which it occurs, 
the steady stutter of forgetting 
  how to walk. Watch a man stand 
from the aftermath, the lance of heart-
sickness and slowly 
  ease the weight back down, armchair 
incised by body, body a new learned thing; 
a species closing in on itself. 
  The world falls apart in ways 
delicate and numerous. Time is the pull of it; 
not the measure, but the cutter 
  of shapes. A waning that feels true 
enough to peel open and slip inside of. 
Tell me, again, what it was 
  they told you about the inward 
funerals we deliver to the parts of ourselves
that have been taken. 
  But how to correctly mourn limbs 
we have not been given? 
This you should know: 
  I am thinking of you often. 
Having observed the flattening of something 
vital, the carving off of instinct—
  rather, the belief in instinct. 
Like handing back the key 
to a room you wished never to leave.
  The way you drive home to sleep, 
back flattened, as only a human might. 




Today 8.27 AM: It is true, what you say.
Though impossible to hear, it is true. As long
as I am on this planet, I will never be 
completely free. But will you? I knew this
about myself, walking to West 17th this 
morning, and still I went. The Rite Aid sign
a brilliant red against the slate skin 
of the building, like something sore resisting 
the healing process. I couldn’t bring myself 
to turn off 8th, though it was a battle 
not to—it seemed too much of a concession
to damage, like nestling knowingly into 
its folds. What that means, exactly? Well, 
I think you know. Standing before some 
unremarkable brownstone, slick with this 
new climate, a basement in which we fucked
for the first time I’d worn your family name.
Too terrible. Both of us, then, partaking 
in our own mythology, the stories we had 
written outnumbering those we’ve since been
reciting. I’m not sure of the second I crossed 
from that place—to hearing more loudly 
the facts of the present than I could our 
notions of it. I wish I knew and could 
revisit: un-think, un-say, lighten our every 
ensuing moment. But here I am, all of that 
said and done, and still I can maintain 
my happiness; for that fresh minute
having existed, that we can hurt for it 




PORT AUTHORITY TERMINAL, 2015
Every choice is a movement
away or towards.
I thumbed the white cashmere.
I decided to love it.
My mother said cashmere
of all the fibers, a grimace;
for every time I would tell myself
next time will be the time 
life reflects back the changes 
I had been postponing. 
Back home, a vessel for my poor choices,
I had considered fleeing 
might let me slip a part of myself. 
The I of myself, who elected 




Today 10.42 PM: We all miss the past—
milk with cream on top. Mercifully, we forget 
the terrors, the minute cuts of inconvenience;
shaping a simpler period is all a busy mind
can manage. You cannot compare ordinary life
to a honeymoon. I mean, you can, but think 
of the dangers. A sand you cannot shake off.
Those days unloaded of time and chores, 
splayed out by day drinking, dinnertime
breakfasts. I’m not sure I ever told you this, 
but when I took the new job, I’d imagined
these problems would fall behind. Enough
was the missing side of this reigning equation,
and it wasn’t there but it was half of there;
the curled c of an x. It is in this way the past
is witless, that it forgets our present hunger.
That hunger is not a quantity and so it doesn’t
fill. It is nothing but an idea and ideas, 
as we both know, are for debating but rarely 
for settling. My thoughts now turn to you. 
A younger you. A freer you, a thinner you,
a more impractical version of who you 
became. Impractical because impracticality
is the hangover of insouciance and so I didn’t
mind, a bit. I’m not sure we fought at all. 
If we did, I suspect it was at the service
of what came after. But now, when we do 
and how we do, I know it’s the real thing. 
I can imagine you kneeling inside of 
your own mind, wrapping another piece 
of our shared history into mottled tissue—
always something meaningless: one day,
a butter knife; another day, an Allen key—
and placing it gently, until something ugly
fills. I don’t know what you want and god 
help me, I couldn’t tell you what it is I do. 
Why the rain some times, why not others.








Breezing past the Bronx, the blue grows patchy with more cloud 
and fewer boxes of light, the air a brighter breath. Supposing 
everything wasn’t so obvious as this is: the sky lightening when
we leave, as drawing connections between hurtling through space 
and the object of bullseyes; the red and white ringed, the laziness 
of want. The last time we spoke, you asked exactly what remained 
to be chased on this shiny-aisled planet, its inventories counted 
and checked. Suppose, I was in possession of a grander imagination 
than Ford Escape, Chevrolet Malibu; suppose I could find a similar
harmony in the slamming of the same front door as I do in the crackle 
of rubber on broken rock. We are connected by our endless possibilities: 
I could learn to lose this habit of counting the hollows decorating 
the direction in which I move. Suppose, I really could learn to love 




What is a bus to you? It is freedom until you reach the shore, the terminal, 
the car full of clock-watching relatives. Most passengers are looking forward 
to disembarking—they kiss husbands and wives they didn’t truly miss 
when they arrive. By Norwalk, empty-minded and restless, I catch on 
to this advancing feeling of a seat that soon opens up to be abandoned 
and imagine what calculated mess of a life might be built around its gaps. 
Am I inching myself closer in this growing fondness for the amber depot 
coffee or its pinball machines, their lights out like broken teeth? I think 
to say romance resides in the places it hides. Less eloquently, I mean
I love the look of those cheeseburgers, flooded with juice and blood.
I am dumbstruck with my desire for what everybody else is passing by.
I wouldn’t call it rootless, just say the means are often heavier than the end 
or that trouble lit the edges of each possibility promising to help me heave 




Before we pull in, a man will exclaim Darien as though a name 
rounded by a mouth the right way might be the same as sticking 
a flag in. What do you own and what has come to claim you, 
wearing your agency as its disguise? What I mean is, I was proud 
of my own erosion, once, it being tangible as any monument 
I’d assembled. Something about the sharp split between paved 
and what has been left to tower; something, too, about inescapability 
moving me. Still, doesn’t it feel lazy to be fractured in such a way, 
to inflict this heavy a burden upon the future. All day long, bumper 
stickers pasted on passing cars, working hard but hardly working. 
Does it mean that we are shiftless or that boulder cannot be shifted? 
The soft core of me has always treasured a transformation narrative—
disappear for a fortnight and return a little learned with the shadow 







July’s final afternoon afloat; Q Broadway Express 
  tearing the adiposity of wet heat. I’m here,
if you can you see me: third carriage from the front, 
  below the bleached ad for Cola. That sound
between the splutter of rail upon track? Also me:
  the fricative rasp of crossing one leg over 
another theatrical egress towards softer boundaries.
  Sentimental, sure. It is what it is. I hop the train
existing to nobody but its passengers—a later cenotaph 
  to their sweat and sandals, memorialist of the scent 
sauce-slicked sandwiches flow from their center. 
  These casements of abraded plastic glass frame
shadows sliced off from me. Silhouettes of strangers
  rooming their kitchens, cutting one fuzzy peach 
into two, eating cold pizza from its perspiring box.
  They are circling their numbers on the red and white
lottery ticket, licking sour envelope adhesive.
  They live for me, a second in one day of a very long life. 
You and I, we have been extradited to a space between 
  ourselves, the wrinkled fold dividing your bed sheets 
from my own. The vacillating placelessness where
  conversations occur and what they come to mean
when scrambled by cloud, that dappled interstice. 
  Agree or disagree, it is kinder to imagine the richness 
of our living; the tender well of domestic life, the nobility 
  of brown bagging your lunch for yourself. Agree
that there will always be this knowing. That outside there is a train 
  forcing sparks against a navy rail, always a child planting 
rocks beneath the yelp of falling boom gates, laughing 
  in a dead bush believing, this time is the first time. 
There was no other time. I’m speaking now of moments 
  to evacuate. Things change as they do; it is entirely possible
you will never have the heart you need, of course.




         Cornered by daily malaise, I lust             after the summer of power ballads. 
   That slipping moment of  open   windows. Your caramel contour 
 filling a blind spot. Hand on knee,     hand on thigh, hand slipping 
             brazenly between the gauze      of blouse and skin. I would imbibe 
                        the mall’s holiday timetable      three to twelve; stretching nine 
            until eight am, those days               before Christmas yawningly
                pushed past. The work, itself            inarguably meaningless
                    for your purposes,              but positively loaded with consequence 
           for others. Should you arrive        late or fail to turn up, 
           at all—divert your colleague        from the snowstorm of a Saturday
                               morning sleep in.              It is in this way I have attended
            to shaping the lives of others.              So few other opportunities arise 
           in a life. Everything on Earth is               competitive; we cannot pretend 
        otherwise, car floor buried in trash               of wholly treasure-less accrual.        
     There was a then      then, you felt it bold and dazzling;
               the theme park on unveiling         day. Every joy communal, 
        totally purchasable,            even if you didn’t want it
            you found it tagged and propped              for the ready. There the work was,
              but every other moment,              every single other moment 
             we were children              nothing less than timeless.




Somebody stands to make the ride move. How it is and always was: impossible 
for the pooling crowd to touch these heights, together. There exists neither room 
enough, nor resources for the steely tone of equity, that incommodious plateau—
everyone would be forced to their feet; infinite boardwalk laid to bear them. 
We adhere, instead, to an example set by the sparkling blue skin of laminate, 
buzzing with licks of sunshine. Some of us will gaze upon it, in time. We take our needs 
in mandated turns. Those with thicker pockets will find it optional to mark time; 
will inch themselves knowingly into requisitioned seats, slide dark glasses down. 
A line for tickets is everybody’s line. Here we stand, sovereign as we have ever been: 
the way a hotdog pops between the teeth, identical for every mouth. Still, I feel woken 
to disparity. The ride and its succinct faculty for flashing fear before our eyes. What if 
this machine were to malfunction and I was tied by eulogy to this version of my life. 
One rusty bolt away from landing here forever. The one measurable difference is how 
that makes us feel: for some the ride is all the panic there is, other’s experience the flips 
and drags as recitations of prior established themes. Pinballing. Looping. A terror 
concluded only by hands with authority. If you came to abandon your life, you might 
have done so—that thickening ball climbing your throat. And for a moment, yes 
you did. There shined euphoria, before it stepped down to fear. I literally cannot believe it
said a friend, long ago, in wait of her infamy. Neither, you thought. It seems inconceivable:
the failure. How many times can the body be dusted off? Infinitely, of course, 
but how many times should the gesture be reprised? Palms full of their dumb faith 
shapes; undergoing our adjustments to the story in which we find ourselves: its halo 
of bruising daisies, its violent lack of compromise. How unfortunate to be listening
to your favourite song, the moment bad news finally arrives. The ride grinding to its final




Today 1.52 PM: I was thinking about how
most of our meaningful symbols are inanimate
and so wholly unaware of their obligations.
Do you ever consider the possibility of letting
nobody down, and by that I mean in the many
ways unknown you have promised them? 
My mother asked nothing specific of me, 
but I knew what she wanted—that her work 
was paid to the expense of my happiness, 
and so that simple task becomes one 
of colours mixed, laden with her tones 
and my own. Those people unable to 
perceive joy in the places delineated for it:
what have we decided to think about them?
That an abundance of flying flags might 
exacerbate the gap between authentic feeling 
and its mainstay of absence, or that they 
are shadowed by the prospect of the fun 
ending? So often you ask me what it is, 
exactly, I want from you. The answer is so 
unlike any answer should be, too brittle 
in its simplicity, its starkness—that I want 
from you something unpronounceable and, I
imagine, impossible to give. It’s what I want 
for both of us, to do nothing at all for one 





With regard to simplicity, you too can have it. 
All you need do is commit to a line, 
stand in it long enough for reimbursement. 
It is better to beckon than it is to chase. 
This, you learn, is true of all animals—
particularly those yellow-eyed and culpable, 
more so the flightless with a memory of pursuit.
But what can be applied to that kingdom 
and not every pastel corner of this stale empire.
Wait for it, a toddler drops the torch 
of dollar soft serve, falls to his knees to lap it up. 
Last night, you called and I told you this.
I want nothing in life besides my own survival.
There is penury and there is elective 
frugality. Their numbers are interchangeable, 
but they are days of foreign worlds. 
You touch a butterfly; you touch a moth.
Tell me how this makes you feel.  
I know what I mean but I get lost in the language:
the metonymy of headache; the syllabic 
tumble of a rollercoaster overhead. 
For this reason, and others it would be impossible 
to explain what any flag portends: a flag 
is a flag always meaning, its litany of abstracts
firming up in clear air. Saying only what 
you need it to. In another life, I wrote
the dream of equanimity into existence. 
I was miniscule but fearless. I subsisted on scarcely
anything. To beget stoicism, I have practiced it:
walking in time with these balled fists 
beside me. Increasing the volume of mind
over the reverb of stomach. It is no use; 
I was softened by want. It touched me and like milk, 
I turned. It would be a necessarily complex 
operation in excision, exiling what is worn 
into living fibers. Love is a personality 
type, if you find something broken to coddle
and only death can drag you off. I am not 
there now. I am no longer there, but for aeons
that specious longing burst its fruit inside me.
Merely weeks ago, I wrote of this new freedom 
and all that it demanded of me: choosing the right song 
or managing my temperature, making room 
when room was necessary. How I did come to tire. 
I am leaning against this wilting stanchion. 




THE SHAPE THAT WANT CIRCLED
We ascend between greasy wheels 
and their black bark of decades, prodigious 
cogs and their groaning rotations. 
Now you know the answer to an ancient 
question: the ocular representation of freedom.
It appears just as this neon-coated 
body, running irrepressibly towards an ocean.
This is a visual you, too, have a sensation for.
We hurry when the ground is hot;
we feel brazen in our bodies.
We sail back and forth between the poles
of temperature. Even so, all of that 
inconvenient knowledge the world provides
leaves untarnished the felicitous 
witnessing of a stranger in communion 
with their joy; in imagining the golden 
gloss of it, pooling the fissures of your own life. 
Le mariage est une forteresse assiégée:
This is a phrase the French have built.
It sounds as beautiful as any foreign thing.
That the shine gleams only at a distance 
from the interspace: the meaning you annexed 
to its margin. Fundamentally disprovable 
were you to recollect the family home,
a veritable cave of brown surfaces. 
They call the colour taupe, but we know 
what we see, when we see it. 
A solitary hiccup will not break the body 
and this is why you choose to carry on, 
attached to your proverbs. It is what you will 
remind yourself, when in a hardware store 
bereft of hinges: it is not convenient 
that the only thing you require is absent 
from every shelf, only that the visible is
invisible to you. When the dried spill abruptly
reveals itself under accidental light;
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as the carriage plummets with its retching 
noises, when you wish to be elsewhere. 
How you always did. As you were told: 
those who are outside want to get in, and those 
who are inside. Well, clearly they want out.  
If you persuade your eyes far enough 
in the distance, you will divine the shape 
of a child pointing for your metal cage, the light 
behind them turning gold the curves of distance. 
If you cast your mind back to those days 
of possession by many fallen civilizations, 
understand it was a love born from the ever-ache 
of boundaries; this habit of the future, 
merely the desire for their erosion.
Timing is the whole of it. You mean to describe 
the slit between Christmas and a budding 
year; that interlude when people put down 
their work and the partitions of the world turn 
suddenly invisible. Days of stupor, glued and golden 
sand; insane with their awe. Growing up 
in a resort town, your labour mingled with the pleasure
of others, quid pro quo. There was the smile
and for it, a recycled envelope flat with furrowed
paper. Lines divide between who is doing it
and who is not. Play is what you’re thinking of,
but all other transactional interchanges
feel envious to one end. Everything is somebody else’s,
just as yours is your own. It is not a tragedy
to be locked in a paradise of your choosing—
the sky fabulously bright. Some days it is almost







Today 2.42 PM: You are just like a child, 






From those faraway satellites, 
the pounding of your heart inside 
the tunnel slide is very quiet. 
The yellow snaking around 
and the gush about you. Do you 
remember the time a universe 
tore you from its seams 
without consent? A star died
for each and every one of us. 
And why the fear when 
your friends are floating
at the bottom? Your silver suit 
is untying itself. Thighs torn
open by the hungry push 
of gravity: thinking drowning 
but you don’t. In this order: children
and cola ice-blocks, the gingham 
hits your knee, zinc stick, bubble 
gum tattoo, the dandy brush 
wielded with intent. So near 
the sunshine, a piano plays 
for each of your Summer flings. 
This moment, a speck of your
living, all that remains of those 
green and hopeful years; 
to indulge terrifying desires.
Remember, now, that muscle 
of want and its somersaulting 
at the thought of zippers; recall 
velour red carpet of the cinema 
against your back, your lips between 
his teeth. You stay sixteen for just
a moment. Last season, the tulips
died so quickly after you bought 
them home; inside was the sound 
of one single petal dropping 
onto hardwood; outside, the sky 




Today 2.42 PM: There you go again, 
missing the point. The reality of freedom 
is that it cannot exist unless everybody
is in possession of it. I handle you as kindly 
as I know how and still you will manage 
a tender constitution. I thought to leave
it there, but Waiting for the Miracle just rose 
amid the slow beat of drums, from the buds
pressed to my ears. The first time I heard 
it, I thought it an unambiguous indictment
of insatiability and, only now, do I really
get the message. The miracle is upon us,
but looks like flesh, television, bubble gum;
like a war giving in to a punitory state
of mind. It is nothing like what we were 
bullying it to become but, given the revision





At fifteen, a summer long and slow. Bear witness to foreshores 
flooding with mustard trailers and Coppertone; the silhouettes 
of suntans in their daily dimming. The waves and the ice-cream,
the ice-cream and the waves, churning inside nighttime cycles.
It’s true, the vineyards will sprout grapes with sick abundance; 
fetid bacteria splitting into selves of itself. A bonfire sparking
and around it: fifty pairs of purple fists. A sign in every shop 
window—this is how you grow to feel wanted. Tending the water-
gun sideshow, smacking gum with precocity, pink lips positively 
holographic. It won’t matter that the carnival rides bleed black 
grease until they smoke themselves out, you’ll be gone long before 
it happens. Absent from the moment in which the severe shroud 
of blue tarpaulin erases somebody’s tradition. The Rodeo. The Mall. 
The Market. The Saddlery. The Sandcastle Festival. The Cinema. 
The Sizzler. The Pool. The Only Record Store. The Last Cinema. 
The Other Carnival. Left is the tennis court feeding weeds. Hazy 
windows where the children surface to press their palms to glass. 
The live horse standing over another, dying or done. Flicking flies away.
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A GUIDE TO LIBERTY
Believe what you need to believe, 
it will change because it must, but first 
drifts an ocean of latitude 
to exploit. Much more to unfurl within 
the white of eye; silent mornings 
and their ice caps. If it seems that I have 
lied to you, it’s because I believed
what I needed to. To love 
fully, a constraint impossible to see—
you just have to feel it. And if you cannot,
you cannot. Me, I adore it
when things are done correctly. 
The weight of that: synchronicity of desire 
and the presence of your requirements—
a mass you need not feel to grasp.
It hasn’t happened, yet, I hear you say, 
you’re speaking of your life, and even so
all of this breathing. All that you need
to be assured of: that there is much to be 
grateful for. These Summer’s, 
that they keep coming. The fact of your living,
its low and even hum. That nearly naked 
we are all the same; some of us more 
beautiful, some less, until the pink 
sky seals our day off and we obey. Returning 
to the car park, plucking keys 
from our pockets. Until we shake them free 
of the detritus: beach grit and soda receipts. 
Plug them in and the dash lights wake 




And that, Zunger explains, is how the death of a star determines what color barns are painted.
SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE
I.
There will always be that first blue-hued room 
we tumbled inside; Lynard Skynard playing 
piano-hued guitars, the soundtrack to me rolling 
my saturated clothing into balls. The moment 
they landed in one wet slap against the plaster angle.
That was the loudest sound for me.
II. 
Right now, I need everything to stop moving 
me. Dear god, the red barn with its mossy shingles. 
The turkey bacon building bark in the pan—
the way I flip it feels like a part of me breaking 
loose. His face turning pink against a pillowcase
thousands of miles away.
III. 
A sky made of absolutely nothing but. Ask me 
all you want about clouds; I cannot decode them.
Some of us get the life we want, that’s all 
there is to know. A mass might learn to pull
from itself a shape that will finally foment





if you’d never read of them
never seen the photograph, 
would the welts have cause 
to form themselves
as they did? Bald buoys 




elastic indent of pubic bone
your bleak territories,  
with a determination
you had yet failed 
to summon for yourself. 
Mayonaise spotting 
the bench on a July 
afternoon, your body rich 
with its mysteries.  
Your mother was slicing 
tomatoes to fill white bread,
the violence of those 
well-intentioned words.
Not today but some day.
You will fall in love, be big enough
to drive, play your cassettes 
with your windows down,
own a little house of your own—
do anything your heart desires
not today, but soon. 




Today 1.33 PM: You tried and you failed 
to explain what art was and what it surely 
was not. You could never justify how it was 
different to a shaky hand, a camera phone
attempting one convincing photograph of 
the moon. A practice of intention, you think.
Isn’t this what we’re always anyway doing:
trying to liberate a prepossessing situation 
from the mess that buffers? You hate 
it when I reply this way; if you assure me
that everything terrible will depart and I
remark that the beauty goes with it. It’s true,
but the end of an anecdote does not diminish
its event. No present is future-proof, 
but it strives—it is made wholly of this
struggle. This is a taper you have sparked
since you left. There is nothing to be freed
from, apart from ourselves. To be honest,  
I’m amazed by the distance we needed 
to speak in sentences that are not lists; 






Nothing more or less than
impossible, telling you how I feel.
It is not for fear of what I inflict, 
but for a lack of obtainable language.
In bed I will pick at the evolution
of my skin, its dire trails
of blue and wonder how 
do you name an ache that passed. 
Remember the appendix. No.
Neither. There is a softness 
to the outside of this, bittersweet 
is a word somebody else might use,
but not me; it is there I pull back. 
Every day, a little ripple 
in the flat sheet of morning—
as children we would be versed 
in the patterns of water currents; 
that places of safety do not appear
as such, are swarming curls that menace. 
Even now, it is difficult to understand 
how something markedly absent 
threatens to apprehend you. 
That it does, and like it, I too,
possessing a similar spirit of poverty
will come to resent the both of us, 
dumbstruck and watching that film 
every weekend, our first full season. 
Wine drunk and falling into 
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a thalassic mess of limbs and cloth.
That I would grow my hair out, 
because of it, would buy a varsity 
jacket too large for a girl of any size. 
Your job is making you boring 
and mean, she would cry, a tiny television
with Wheel of Fortune on, 
the underpasses of Long Island
reflecting in her glasses. 
A refrain for somebody else’s life. 
The last time we visited the ocean
it took days to wash you off.
What I mean is an image of you
walking into the salt marshes
to capture something else.
That I would sit there, tearing 
at my lashes, setting kerosene alight. 
Oh right, you will think, stumbling
upon the grit, later—a remnant 
of passed ages: a version of yourself, 
sun struck and digging nails into hot 
sand—there it is, the last of it. 
Not dialogue, nor the death 
of it, but a new argot to be stuck
inside; one with words to match 
nascent needs. Such as how it might be 
possible to be so hungry you forget to eat.
I don’t believe it, it’s just what I fear—




 AFTER BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN’S SOUTHERN SUN
We come for the beginning and the end
The middle is nothing at all but awaiting 
Everything we build to ultimately abandon
The limestone icing of the Casino’s facade 
The sum of invisible labour or investment
Turned to corners in which birds will nest
To line terrazzo foyer floors in fresh layers
Their complex patterns of monochrome shit.
My mother will go to Paris in the Summer
Not this Summer, another year, whatever
If it kills her she will arrive pigeon-like 
At the boulangerie door as morning opens
Throw her day-old baguette to the birds. 
My father will follow a yard or so behind
In new sneakers purchased for the purpose
Inside his perpetually pending retirement
He buys a new television it is all he can do
Fill the nights’ feet-up inside stranger’s stories
You feel like you know them so vivid are they
Their emotions of bright colours are ostensible
And their faces big as our own the intimacy
Of every pore I have never been so close to
A face before not even when swallowing 
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To capacity what my eyes can of your own.
Say what you will and I have said it all
About the void of mindless entertainment
The theatre of the bucket-list so decorated
With points your daily life actively shuns
My mother is terrified of heights she will not
Throw herself from anything to recollect
Her living is one of deftly calculated risks
It is why she is terrific at saving currency
And us from the cognisance of our poverty
Once a month we would stick three spoons
Into the finest ice-cream the corner-store
Afforded us to encounter the delicate waves
Of luxury softening our pathetic edges.
You know how it feels to be behind she’d say
You’re always doing things in the dark
Remember that next time you are tempted
To drop a penny and leave it where it lays
With every sunlit hour I fail to make of use
I am only penalising myself and worse
Pressing weight upon the lives of other’s.
True wealth is the privilege of priority
Doing first what you love and all else after
The rust around the pipe it grows and grows
Heavenly father forgive me for everything I have




Today 7.03 PM: Space screams future 
because we find most of it missing. Because 
of the silent history, because we cannot 
get there, not to the matter we need to find 
it figured out. But it is a sky of dead things.
Of evanesced stars long burnt out, asteroids 
missed and collided, of white heat iced
by centuries. Did I believe the distance 
would remit me. Long rope of light back 
to the day before that night. And before that 
night, before that before, before the instant 
you squinted at me with slits curled into lost
feeling. Let’s skip past the happy moment: wet
sheets, eggs with a side of ham, two couches 
pressed into a raft, a bottle, a bottle, another
jobless summer with no overheads and glossy
leaves. Before then, before you pointed me
out in your mind, before you even sighted me;
before I ran that route, before I even sipped it 
before my twelfth birthday, before I believed 
them, before I was told what I would come to
believe. You will die in this place, your mother 
beside you, nobody else. Before that, I was 
barely running, a broken limp and everything
I needed breathing in my own grey mind. 
And before and before and before that 
I was not separate, no me at all and that, 





Is that how you spell it—
 universal? It is so dead
out here, the gauze between me
 and the wind thinned 
to the middle of zero
 as the fish quit dreaming
beneath the glass ponds.
Even by the shore, water
 is so slow, has fattened
into a winter body—
 wait, am I an island
yet? I left myself everywhere,
 spreading like an open hand
of sand, into new piles
 effaced by or effacing
loneliness, so what 
 about now? The sun has slit 
itself into a sliver, sprays
 magenta watercolour mess—
the lights of small towns fill
 me, my illusion of perimeter
dashed & now I am 
 magical, finally I am
star-like. On the train from the sea
 where the casino was empty
of everything but snow, a man 
 waves through the exit door 
at his own reflection. I am
disappearing into the landscape
 at Penn the window whitens
and I am gone forever.
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NOTES
THE OPENING EPIGRAPH QUOTES FROM ALICE NOTLEY’S “THE MERCY MOMENT,” 
WHICH APPEARS IN THE COLLECTION CULTURE OF ONE (P. 3), IN ADDITION TO THE
FINAL FRAGMENT (240.) OF MAGGIE NELSON’S BLUETS (P. 95).   
THE POEM “DISPATCH (TODAY 10.01 AM)” INDIRECTLY QUOTES FROM AN ADBUSTERS 
ARTICLE, PUBLISHED IN 2011, ENTITLED “WHAT IS THE DOLLAR VALUE 
OF A HUMAN?”.
THE FINAL LINE OF THE POEM  “OUTER LIMITS” QUOTES FROM “I REMEMBER YOU” BY 
SKID ROW AND FROM GIANT’S “I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS,” RESPECTIVELY. 
THE  POEM “DISPATCH (TODAY AT 6.58 PM)” MAKES REFERENCE TO THE LEONARD 
COHEN SONG “WAITING FOR THE MIRACLE,” FROM THE FUTURE. 
THE POEM “AFTER ASBURY” WAS WRITTEN AS A RESPONSE TO JOHN ASHBERY’S 
“TRAIN RISING OUT OF THE SEA” AND, IN PARTICULAR, TOWARDS THE PHRASE ‘LIKE 
AN ISLAND JUST OFF SHORE, ONE OF MANY THAT NO ONE /NOTICES, ALTHOUGH IT 
HAS A CERTAIN FUNCTION, THOUGH AN / ABSTRACT ONE / BUILT TO PREVENT YOU 






Someone Other Than Myself
TRANSITION, CRISIS, MIMICRY, AND WOMEN IN LEVINE’S 
AND SPRINGSTEEN’S LIMINAL LABOUR NARRATIVES
‘My songs, they’re all about the American identity and your own identity 
and the masks behind the masks behind the masks’
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN1
Many critics have united in the view that Levine’s and Springsteen’s poems 
and songs depict “authentic” and “recognisable” characters. This normativity is often 
inferred from Levine’s ‘exacting portraits of working men and women’ (Stamato 2015, 
n.p.; see also Garner 2011) and ‘the average citizen’ (Liebler 2015, n.p.), or presumes 
Springsteen’s ‘striving for authentic masculinity’ (Palmer 2009, 146) has ‘represented the 
vital center’ (Cullen 2005, 120). Nevertheless, this critique has tended to overlook the 
prominence of threshold individuals in Levine’s and Springsteen’s work; particularly their 
female characters whose undeveloped (Parkin 2011) or unarticulated identities reflect 
their outsiderhood. The disparity between Levine’s and Springsteen’s complex figurations 
and wider scholarly sentiment, while significant in itself, is ever more striking given these 
interpretations arise from a critical corpus that just as readily acknowledges their narratives 
of transition, crisis, or outsiderhood. These incongruous commentaries, which describe 
‘the common yet singular self ’ of Levine’s speaker (Smith 1979, 37) or Springsteen’s 
juxtaposition of stereotypical ‘working-class existence with the liminal, urban space of 
a community in which instability is the permanent starting point’ (Pardini 2012, 140), 
demonstrate how their indeterminable narrators are a point of scholarly contention.
The primary objective of this chapter is to reconcile the anomaly of Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s characters who inspire these conflicts of opinion. In adopting the view 
that Springsteen has ‘held tight to the turbulence of transformation’ (Robinson 1994, 
189), and Levine depicts individuals ‘outside the mainstream of American life’ (Peich 
1991, 319), it reinvigorates the structural dynamics of liminality to confront their texts 
paradoxical renderings and interpretations. Subsequently, it argues their characters 
often materialise as liminal personae (Turner 1969), and their recognisable iconography 
reflects the ‘normative values of moral facts’ (Turner 1974, 55) these liminals temporarily 
or permanently invert. In Levine’s and Springsteen’s labour narratives, these values 
are situated in work and workplaces because both receive and impose the ‘structural 
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frame of officially promulgated values’ (Turner 1979, 36). Thus, their texts expose how 
interconnected structures of work and society circumscribe personhood; how conformity 
might itself necessitate toil; and how divided public and domestic labour spheres reinforce 
gender categories and archetypes. 
Tackling first Levine’s and Springsteen’s narratives of transition, this chapter 
examines their characters between boyhood and manhood to elucidate how the pressures 
of maturation instantiate its discordant passage. Arguing their liminal states subvert 
established order through contrary action and symbolic transmigration, it demonstrates 
how normative codes are herein evoked to suggest a repudiation of the strictures adult 
working life imposes. Extending these themes of turmoil to Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
crisis narratives, it proposes their precarious identities are induced by antithetical models 
of self: those elected and those socially prescribed. Furthermore, by illuminating the 
interrelation of normative masculinity and climacteric liminal states, it maintains Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s mimicries of prevailing archetypes present reflexive commentaries on 
established notions of personhood. 
The latter half of this chapter undertakes a focused analysis of Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s female characters. Finding they are consigned to domestic and subsistence 
spheres, and divided between archetypes of feminal desire and maternal caring, it argues 
these female outsiders are purposed to delimit and reaffirm male identity. Hence, this 
discussion occurs last as means of redressing all preceding instances of omission, and to 
reproduce the structural arrangements of liminality discourse itself. This chapter first 
establishes the dominant narrative and later extends to its margins, finding therein reason 
to argue that in ‘male-dominated politico-legal systems, social links through women, and 
by abstraction, femininity itself tend to become associated with communitas’ (Turner 
1978, 289).
LIMINAL IDENTITIES: THEORIES AND METHODS
The study of human identities in flux with normative structure is the cornerstone of 
liminality discourse. Developed2 from anthropological surveys3 that found liminality ‘a 
propitious setting for the development of these direct, immediate, and total confrontations 
of human identities’ (Turner 1979, 77), the framework proffers an efficacious method to 
consider characterisation within literary texts. Because Turner perceives liminality as an 
extrication from “normative hooks” (1979, 41) which cultivate ‘regular, orderly sequences 
of behaviour’ (1979, 83), the framework is well suited to analyses of texts which seem to 
reproduce “stable” or socially normative characters, or have been this way understood. Many 
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scholars have asserted that Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts manifest stable identities, both 
“authentic” (Astley 2006; Ulin 2015, n.p.; Bird 1994, 42; Palmer 2009, 146; Tillinghast 
2004, 110) and “recognisable” (Liebler 2015; Billington 2011; Rauch 1988, 33), but few 
analyses have interrogated what this normative iconography reveals about their texts. 
Rare exceptions arise in commentaries which appraise the semantic purport of 
these tropes to consider how art, like liminality, ‘expresses or replicates institutionalised 
structure to legitimate or criticize’ (Turner 1974, 255). In so doing, critics Adam Kirsch 
and Margalit Fox have found Levine’s ‘common man’ to be ‘a literary creation’ (Kirsch 
1999, n.p.), and his poetry a vehicle for ‘frank explorations of the nature of masculinity’ 
(Fox 2015, n.p.). Furthermore, in his singular essay ‘“I Was Born in Lucerne”: The 
Reinvention of Philip Levine,” Craig Watson sets out to dismantle the consensus view 
of Levine’s poetics of “authenticity” by arguing the ‘transformation of identity’ (2012, 
51) and ‘movement from self to other’ (2012, 25) are the genuine keynotes of his poetry. 
Similarly, the handful of scholars examining how Springsteen’s archetypes (see Kooijman 
2008, 31) might suggest ‘American masculine identity is closely tied to the entrenched 
ideological structures and social roles’ (Zitelli 2012, 115) this culture mandates, often 
find close analysis reveals precisely ‘how inscrutable he may be’ (Smith 1992, 213; see also 
Richards 1987, 91-94). Critics Stephen Metcalf and Martha Nell Smith,4 in particular, 
have demonstrated Springsteen’s personification of a ‘white, working-class authenticity’ 
(Metcalf 2005, n.p.) which seems ‘so male, so heterosexual, so frank, so knowable’ (Smith 
1992, 213), is often a rhetorical device exposing ‘assumptions and illusions underlying 
sex-and-gender determined divisions of our culture’ (Smith 1992, 204). 
Extending these enquiries, this chapter argues that Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
character’s regularly stand aside social positions (Turner 1974, 13-14) and their narratives 
of identity transition, crisis, and gendered outsiderhood illuminate the structures they 
subvert. Countering prevailing opinion which presupposes the recognisability of their 
texts, it elucidates how they summon normative codes to counterpoint liminality, thus 
presenting a ‘metasocial commentary’ (Geertz 1973, 448) on dominant structure. However, 
the particular difficulty of this argument is that “recognisability” theoretically contradicts 
the stipulations of liminality discourse wherein liminal subjects are ‘structurally, if not 
physically, “invisible”’ (Turner 1967, 95). Indeed, while scholars have largely classified 
liminal personae as ‘ambiguous…entities in transition’ (Turner 1969, 103) who typify 
either ‘the destruction of identity’ (Thomassen 2014, 92) or ‘a shift of identity from the 
usual sense of self ’ (Hall 1991, 41), when extracted from ritual contexts5 (Bell 1992, 5; 
1997, 59-60; Mahdi 1987, xiv; Grimes 2000, 336) these definitions alone pretermit a 
method for deciphering conventionalised transitions from those crises irrevocably liminal. 
Because liminality encompasses ‘disease, despair, death, suicide, the breakdown without 
compensatory replacement of normative, well defined social ties and bonds’ (Turner 1979, 
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78), it lends to the interpretation that human bodies (Gadamer 1996, 78; Florescu 2011, 
3), experience (Eliade 1987; Somé 1997, 18), and social categories (Thomassen 2014, 90) 
are each inherently liminal. 
Nevertheless, in acknowledging ‘there is no such thing as static action’ (1974, 
24), Turner’s principal mandate that liminality denote structural deviation6 provides 
parameters for clarification. Hence, if bodies or codified norms were deemed inherently 
mutable, these and likewise all socially-recognised examples of perpetual transition do 
not disrupt normative order. Rather, having perceived liminality as a context-specific 
transposition of dominant arrangements, wherein liminal personae both destabilise 
and reinforce order, critics from fields ranging anthropology to theology emphasise its 
function for reestablishing communion with order (Somé 1997, 25), its ‘lived system 
of meanings’ (Bell 1997, 91; see also Douglas 1966, 141), and ‘interwoven norms’ 
(Gluckman 2012, 246). This is best exemplified by Turner’s “outsider,” which advances 
scholarship presupposing marginals as ‘both/and person[s]’ (Lee 1995, 72), and mimics 
the dichotomies embodied by archetypal “strangers” whose relationship to structure is 
‘composed of distance and nearness, indifference and involve’ (Simmel 1950, 404). As 
such, Turner’s outsider demonstrates the necessity of boundary maintenance for social 
cohesion (see Erikson 1966) because ‘marginal simultaneously defines what is not 
marginal’ (Cresswell 2001, 11; see also Barany 2002, 49). Crucially, in encompassing both 
self-agented7 and pejoratively delineated8 subversions of recognised social status (Turner 
1974, 237), Turner’s outsider is defined by structural contiguity rather than the processual 
transitions of traditional rites de passage. 
Because structural order informs prevailing notions of liminality, the term has also 
been used continuously with various aberrant or outsider identities who invoke normative 
structure by violating its codes. These include the “trickster” archetype (see Jung 2002; 
Gates 1988; Radin 1972; Samuels 2014; Smith 2005), the “eternal boy” (Doty 1993) 
and the “man-child” (Neville 1992), all of which might be defined by their normlessness. 
Nevertheless, what emerges in these particular examples and their denotations is that 
liminal identity, when viewed through the lens of aberration, often involves the impression 
that calculable divergence applies primarily to male members of a society. Given feminist 
scholars have propounded the long-standing association between the ‘other sex, the 
feminine,’ and an abjection which ‘becomes synonymous with a radical evil’ (Kristeva 1982, 
70; see also Grosz 1990; Creed 1993), this androcentric might seem counterintuitive. 
However, it might also be viewed as a recapitulation of feminist discourses’ underlying 
sentiment: that having been ‘kept at the margins of the world’ women cannot be ‘defined 
objectively through this world’ (de Beauvoir 2011, 271). The notion that women’s 
outsiderhood is as sufficiently institutionalised that it does not denote aberration has 
profound implications for understanding their place within liminality studies. As Turner 
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asserts, females are inherently ascribed as outsiders because ‘in male-dominated societies 
communitas may wear a skirt, or appear as nature, Mother Nature, versus culture, Father 
culture’ (1978, 289). 
While feminist liminality critic Barbara Babcock infers from Turner’s framework9 
a ‘desire to subvert and critique…primal oppositions’ which instate gendered ‘power 
relations’ (2008, 300), Medieval scholar Caroline Bynum suggest his model perpetuates 
a masculinist view that perceives and subsequently inscribes women as anomic (1991, 
33). Central to Bynum’s claim is that Turner, despite studying women, lacked the situated 
knowledge to conceptualise female experiences of liminality and thereby extrapolated 
a male perspective to ‘ideas [that] describe the stories of men better than those of 
women’ (1991, 32). Turner’s paralogical argument, as Bynum sees it, is his presumption 
that liminality proffers release or transformation for all liminal personae. In her view, 
women’s outlier position precludes this because structural release ‘is a special issue for 
elites, for those who in a special sense are the structure’ (1991, 24). Whether Turner’s 
pronouncement of female difference does in fact reify his claim, or merely acknowledges 
the nature/culture divide undergirding patriarchal societies, it is undeniable that his 
methodology and framework both evaluate structural divergence from a centric and 
spectatorial perspective, in which he ‘stands with the dominant group (men)’ and ‘looks 
at women’ (Bynum 1991, 33). It is unsurprising, then, that Bynum should expatiate 
on Turner’s perceived willingness to essentialise female outsiderhood and, despite his 
univocally positive (Horvath 2013) descriptions of liminality and women, by association, 
critique his theory for its phallogocentric bias. 
In some ways, Turner’s work—especially given its emphasis upon margins and 
marginality—betrays its context; that is, a linguistic history where the partiality of 
‘masculinist vision’ (Hartsock 2013, 363) renders women ‘the invisible and unheard sex’ 
( Jones 1985, 83). Feminist theory has often imputed the patriarchal definitions of literary 
authority (Gilbert and Gubar 1979) as a ‘locus where the repression of women has been 
perpetuated’ (Cixous 2000 [1975], 164), with Écriture feminine10 and Gynocriticism11 
scholars, among others, pillorising the rhetorical violence (Spivak 1983) of androcentric 
critique (Lutz 1995). Nevertheless, in positing that liminality is concomitant with a 
‘scrutinization of the central values and axioms of the culture’ (1969, 167), Turner’s model 
does parallel the hypotheses of some contemporary feminist discourses, namely the 
standpoint epistemologies which emphasise the uniquely twofold perspectives of female 
outsiders. Just as Turner imagines liminality liberating ‘capacities of cognition’ (1982, 
44), standpoint theorists presume outsider knowledge of both marginal and centric 
contexts confers “epistemic privilege” (Harding 1986; Smith 1987) because ‘the split and 
contradictory self is the one who can interrogate positionings’ (Haraway 2013, 417). 
Turner understands liminal states as ‘occasions on which a society takes cognizance 
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of itself’ (1974, 239-240). This chapter advances his proposition to argue that Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s liminal characters expose the social arrangements which simultaneously 
prescribe and affect notions of self. Beyond tackling archetypal liminal passages like 
‘childhood, social puberty, betrothal, marriage’ (van Gennep 1960, 3), Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s male characters routinely exhibit a ‘reversal or inversion’ of fixed or ‘previous 
social statuses’ (Turner 1979, 16). Their female characters, on the other hand, emerge as 
outsiders whose referential relationship with their male counterparts’ reveals the ‘limitation 
of women's mobility, in terms both of identity and space’ (Davidoff and Hall 1987, 
179). Remaining unarticulated, their outsider perspective is necessarily communicated 
through their opposites: the male narrators who, in enunciating stable female archetypes 
and consolidating their difference, expose how ‘the body, always modified by the social 
categories through which it is known, sustains a particular view of society’ (Douglas 1970, 
72).
“TO BECOME A MAN”: NARRATIVES OF TRANSITION 
While Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts chronicle numerous liminal experiences, the most 
demonstrative of these is the tumultuous passage towards social maturity. This process 
best exemplifies transition for its ‘well-marked and protracted marginal or liminal phases’ 
(Turner 1967, 95), and disrupts normative structure because it necessitates ‘“dying” as 
a child’ (Szakolczai 2015, 18). As contemporary anthropologist Louise Carus Mahdi 
concurs, ‘society’s secular definitions do not allow for the existence of a not-boy-not-
man’ (1987, 6). Thus, in straddling the poles of youth and adulthood, while navigating 
the violent upheaval of this transition, Levine’s and Springsteen’s adolescent characters 
‘stripped of ascribed structural being…are wholly in becoming’ (Turner 1992, 137). 
The coming-of-age is recurrently imagined by Levine as a threshold state, where 
characters bestriding juvenility and adulthood re-enact his early induction into the 
workplace at thirteen12 to labour ‘on the line throughout high school’ (Clark 2015, n.p.). 
This premature foray into adulthood is a dominant leitmotif, reflecting an enduring 
fascination with ‘my name, my childhood, the years / under the cold dominion of the 
clock’ (“Any Night” 1979, 31). As the blurb for Levine’s penultimate collection Breath 
elucidates, his work contemplates identity development amongst ‘fellow workers at the 
factory who shared the best and worst of his coming of age’ (2004). This precarious 
transition is explored in “Growth,” a frictional account of youthful innocence and adult 
alienation:
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In the soap factory where I worked 
when I was fourteen, I spoke to 
no one and only one man spoke 
to me and then to command me
…
 
where I hammered and sawed, singing 
my new life of working and earning, 
outside in the fresh air of Detroit 
in 1942, a year of growth.
            (1994, 10-11)
The opening phrase ‘where I worked,’ into its modification ‘when I was fourteen,’ presents 
an immediate dichotomy. Levine’s protracted disclosure of this information displaces 
expectations of normative adolescence, while conveying the impression of two antithetical 
selves with enjambments that collide youth/maturity, self/other. Levine’s simple language 
and prosody—childlike in its diction—harnesses mostly monosyllabic phrasing to infer 
his subject’s callowness alongside their ailing sense of identity. This alienation is likewise 
established by a series of featureless pronouns, ‘no one’ and ‘one man,’ which underscore 
the tenuity of self vis-à-vis surrounding individuals. These premonitory opening lines 
are realised in the concluding stanza when Levine’s youthful narrator sings optimistically 
about the ‘year of growth’ terminating his childhood; a sardonic gesture towards the 
burdens of adulthood. 
As critic Mark Jarman proposes, Levine’s poems of maturation are often elegiac 
because ‘the process is one of loss’ (1991, 61). In “A Poem with No Ending,” Levine 
exposes how ‘liminality may be for many the acme of insecurity’ (Turner 1979, 77) when 
recounting the turbulent diminution of youth and ‘the legacy of poetry and rites of passage’ 
(diNiord 2011, n.p.) in two striking passages:
That is the poem I called “Boyhood”
and placed between the smeared pages
of your morning paper. White itself,
it fell on the white tablecloth





No, that wasn’t childhood, that 
was something else, something 
that ended in a single day and left 
no residue of happiness I could  
reach again 
   (1985, 22-23)
While the inverted commas bracketing “Boyhood” immediately suggest dubiety, by 
associating the phrase with literary praxis Levine moreover implies the period as archetype; 
a history he composed rather than experienced. The idea of youth occupies a medial 
position in the pages of a newspaper, its ephemerality conjuring obsolescence, the ‘smeared 
pages’ and ‘white’ ‘on white’ building into an amorphous still-life. This indetermination is 
later reprised when Levine interrogates the veracity of his childhood, both remembered 
and described, in a negatory sequence. Through the successive repetition of ‘no’ and 
the indefinite pronoun ‘something,’ Levine’s anadiplosis functions as an unelaborated 
incantation. Like a self that leaves ‘no residue,’ his attempts to explicate the unknowns 
of his identity are met only echoing ambiguities; it is a paradigmatic representation of 
liminality insofar as the ‘loss of identity and even feeling betrayal of one’s self ’ (Meade 
1996, 28) define its process.
Levine regularly dramatises these severances of former status, demonstrating the 
liminal condition of ‘feeling torn in half and desperate to complete the sense of self ’ 
(Meade 1996, xxii). In the same way as ‘the abandoned system may be “death”’ (Turner 
1979, 123) and arouse moribund symbols in liminality discourse, Levine’s poems often 
analogise transition with the annihilation of ‘a child / tearing at itself ’ (“Fist” 1991, 46) 
or ‘the rush forward tearing their wings / loose and turning their eyes forever inward’ 
(“Among Children” 1999, 2). As Ralph J. Mills asserts, Levine ‘frequently views himself 
under various forms as dying and being reborn’ to dramatise identity alterations and 
mutations (1991, 147). “The Escape,” a representative example of Levine’s symbolising 
phasic identity transformations with death and renascence, navigates this processual 
drama through rupture and ‘symbolic birth’ (Turner 1974, 53). The eponymous escape, 
occurring when Levine’s protagonist goes ‘out after dinner and the dishes were done / 
to be alone’ (1994, 42), traces his departure from the normative familial-sphere into ‘the 
dark.’ This movement from stability to ambiguity instantiates a climacteric fall from a tree, 
after which the youth rises transformed:
in the shape of a boy named Phil,  
but now myself.  
                                    I’m an American,  
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even before I was fourteen I knew I would have  
to create myself. 
    (1994, 43)
This sequential transition from normative, precarious, to stable, presents a remarkable 
allegory of liminal passage, where release from workaday regimes and the dispossession of 
former identity engenders his reacquisition of self. In coalescing the narrator’s departure 
from home with his transmigration, Levine exposes how ‘structural distance may, then, 
be an apt symbol for death, the dissolution of distance, rebirth into authentic social life’ 
(Turner 1979, 124). Assuming ‘the shape of a boy’ who is at once himself and separate, 
Levine’s narrator personifies the liminal disjuncture between self and other, while invoking 
internalised notions of self-determination. Being ‘an American’ (1994, 42) he would ‘have 
to create’ himself, suggesting a connate knowledge of socially prescribed identities which 
necessitate labour to acquire. As the opening lines presage, ‘To come to life in Detroit is 
to be manufactured / without the power of speech’ (1994, 42), those mandates which 
predetermine birth, diminishing individualism and effecting alienation, are fully realised 
in adult working life and their embodiment constitutes work: a ‘life’ that is ‘manufactured’. 
Labour similarly underpins Springsteen’s narratives of identity transition, where 
imagery ‘both manly and boyish’ converges to demonstrate the rift between adult 
responsibility and ‘not quite growing up’ (Auxier 2008a, 104). As Marsh distinguishes, 
this transition presupposes ‘exchanging his dreams and hopes for “maturity”’ (2004, 102), 
thus many of Springsteen’s characters, like the ‘man-child’ and ‘teenage tramps’ in “E Street 
Shuffle,” occupy the liminal divide between youth and adulthood, attempting to protract 
its culmination. In Springsteen’s countless depictions of freewheeling immaturity, ‘boy-
prophets walk it handsome and hot’ (“E Street Shuffle”) eschewing the ‘death trap’ (“Born 
to Run”) of adulthood, or linger upon ‘the ghostly fringes of suburban respectability’ 
(Metcalf 2005, n.p.) in violation of its codes. These scenes of insubordination cohere with 
Turner’s perception of “social dramas” as disharmonic process.  Lending from Gluckman, 
who asserted rebellion rituals exaggerate ‘real conflicts of social rules’ (1963, 18), Turner 
situates these crises in the ‘overt breach or deliberate nonfulfillment of some crucial norm’ 
(1974, 38). As Susanne Schröter observes, extending these theories to youth subcultures, 
rebellion is often directed towards ‘society as a whole’ (2004, 52). 
Dissidence follows a similar pattern in Springsteen’s work, his liminal narrators 
harnessing ‘rebellion to define their extraordinary situation’ before they ‘become “real 
adults”’ (Schröter 2004, 53). In “Jungleland,” a scene of youthful revelry unfolds on the 
liminal outskirts and rejections of dominant structure [‘churches to the jails’ and ‘the local 
cops’] are layered with a recusant bellicosity [‘take a stab,’ ‘gang’s assembled,’ ‘faced off ’’] 
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that ‘symbolizes the abrogation, negation, or inversion of the normative structure in which 
its participants are quotidianly involved’ (Turner 1979, 78). Springsteen’s narrators’ herein 
bestride adolescent liberty and peremptory social demands in what might be considered 
a figurative last dance in the transitional ‘death waltz between what’s flesh and what’s 
fantasy.’ Although Springsteen’s transitional narrators are often heralded by seditious 
imagery, their divergence occurs not arbitrarily and instead in direct contravention of 
prior-established codes. As ‘every social system is a field of tension’ (Gluckman 1963, 127), 
so too are Springsteen’s characters prefigured by the weight of imposed expectations, like 
a ‘boulder on my shoulder, feelin’ kinda older’ (“Blinded by the Light”). 
Their liminal phases habitually transpire within the boundaries circumscribed by 
incorrigible authorities, such as in “Rosalita,” where a defiant narrator rebukes both his 
biddable lover and her hidebound parents. Longing to ‘cut loose her mama’s reins,’ and 
decrying a punitive father who ‘locked you in your room,’ his enmity is directed at these 
strictures and the wider orthodoxies they reflect, where a ‘rock and roll band’ and not 
having ‘any money’ become obverse signifiers of the respectable institutions he abjures. 
Protracting liminal passage by refusing to assume his socially ordained role, and electing 
to instead ‘play some pool, skip some school, act real cool / Stay out all night,’ “Rosalita” 
concludes with its transitional narrator adrift between adolescence and adulthood. In 
the view of critic Randall Auxier, Springsteen’s work is preoccupied with ‘the frightening 
transition between childhood and adulthood’ and this liminal period is often signaled 
by his many puer aeternus13 characters (2008a, 103). Like the narrator of “Born to Run” 
who bellows ‘gotta get out while we’re young,’ or the protagonist of “Glory Days” ‘sitting 
back trying to recapture a little of the glory,’ in their rejection of predetermined roles, 
these many characters remain in a transitional phase between childhood and adulthood. 
In “Badlands” Springsteen recapitulates this turbulent passage in a series of allusions to 
internal discord: 
Got a head-on collision smashin’ in my guts man 
I’m caught in a crossfire that I don’t understand 
But there’s one thing I know for sure 
Girl, I don’t give a damn for the same old played out scenes
Springsteen’s narrator occupies the precarious interstice between opposing states of self-
determination and normative ordinance, a conflict manifesting ‘head-on collision’ and 
‘crossfire.’ This intermediacy is amplified by the phrase ‘guts’ which implies both the center 
of anatomy and the valorous sentiments underscoring his remonstrative, ‘I don’t give a 
damn.’ Those ‘played out scenes,’ enumerated later in the laborious tasks of ‘working in 
the field’ and ‘working ‘neath the wheels,’ denote a normative order in which ‘poor man 
wanna be rich, rich man wanna be king.’ Denunciating its tenets, Springsteen’s narrator 
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opts for ‘the heart,’ ‘the soul,’ those immaterial opposites which transcend the functional 
economics of this system, dedicating himself instead to transfiguration, both bodily and 
ideological. Springsteen’s signification of the ‘breach of regular, norm-governed social 
relations’ (Turner 1974, 38) through militaristic imagery is also evident in “Independence 
Day,” its title, alluding both to emancipation and a maximal version of order. This polarity 
underscores the opposing forces of normative bondage and individualism which conflict 
his liminal narrator and proffer vastly different visions of self: one where ‘all boys must 
run away’ untouched by the ‘darkness’ of the familial sphere, and another where they 
remain to become a father ‘too much of the same kind.’ Leaving ‘from St Mary’s Gate,’ 
Springsteen’s narrator renounces the amalgamated structures of church and school, and 
flees the ‘empty rooms’ and ‘deserted’ highways of his town, attributing the deterioration 
of local community to the same ominous institutional forces eroding his father, insisting 
‘they ain’t gonna do to me what I watched them do to you.’ 
“Growin’ Up” reprises this spirit of dissent in a circular narrative of structural 
inversion. Springsteen’s narrator once combed his hair ‘till it was just right,’ but thereafter 
‘broke all the rules, strafed my old high school.’ In the descriptor ‘strafed’ Springsteen 
imagines order obliterated in uttermost terms; his was not merely a violation of convention 
but a calculated demolition of its codes. This contrariety is developed further in a series of 
defiant oppositions to a homogeneous and omnipresent ‘crowd’:
 
when they said “come down” I threw up
…
when they said “sit down” I stood up 
In this refrain of backchat, the narrator contravenes orders by enacting their direct 
opposites—vomiting and confrontation—both figurations for social impropriety. 
Following his period of differentiation and despoilment, as a ‘cosmic kid in full costume 
dress’ losing everything he ‘ever loved or feared,’ Springsteen’s narrator acquiesces to the 
redressive action (Turner 1974, 39) the crowd administers in its series of demands, 
crossing ‘the threshold from destructive anger into self-dispersal, self-surrender’ (Robinson 
1994, 180). When his feet take ‘root in the earth,’ the narrator consummates Springsteen’s 
persisting lamentation, that ‘Someday these childish dreams must end / To become a 
man and grow up to dream again’ (“Two Hearts”). Hence, ‘dreams’ or a ‘place in the stars’ 
(“Growin’ Up”) bespeak the subjunctive mood of liminality and, for Springsteen’s many 
narrators, the ineluctability of transition. 
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“THE YEAR OF THE CRISIS”: MALADAPTATION AND MIMESIS
Crisis, ‘a dramatized version of transition’ (Szakolczai 2015, 28), predominates Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s depictions of selfhood, many of which recount transition in fraught 
terms. Turner argues ‘the liminality of life-crisis rites may be, perhaps audaciously, 
compared to tragedy’ (1969, 201) and Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal narrators 
likewise expose upheaval as a necessary corollary of identity development. Furthermore, 
their crises of personhood, in which normative roles are both dismantled and adopted, 
illustrate how the mimetic enactment of crisis in liminality (Thomassen 2014, 102) is 
shaped by ‘normative constraints incumbent upon occupying a sequence of social statuses, 
enacting a multiplicity of social roles’ (Turner 1979, 40-41). 
The obligation to normative masculine behaviour regularly precipitates liminal 
status for Springsteen’s characters and is pivotal to his ongoing ‘study in crisis’ (Marsh 
2004, 277). Douglas argues that the idea of society ‘is potent in its own right to control 
or to stir men to action’ (1966, 141). In “Walk Like a Man” Springsteen’s narrator 
demonstrates that cognisance of the ‘roles the system has set up’ (Zitelli 2012, 115) traces 
back to juvenility. Remembering himself ‘Five years old following behind you at the beach 
/ Tracing your footprints in the sand / Trying to walk like a man,’ the labour of actualising 
manhood, and the mimesis these patrilineal footsteps imply, are enunciated in the phrases 
‘trying’ and ‘tracing’. Insofar as ‘human beings are imitative creatures’ (Thomassen 2014, 
222) and ‘a real-life situation of transition…usually involves an escalating process of 
imitation’ (Szakolczai 2015, 28), Springsteen’s transitional narrator’s often encounter 
or dispel crisis through mimicry of normative structures. This explication of liminality 
through imitation occurs, as Palmer argues, because ‘Springsteen’s men are troubled’ and 
often ‘cling on to the last few icons of masculinity which they hope will give them identity’ 
(Palmer 2009, 163).
Identity crisis and its attendant perplexity finds Springsteen’s protagonists embroiled 
in episodes of depersonalisation, much like the despondent narrator in “Roulette,” who 
‘left behind the man I used to be / Everything he believed and all that belonged to me.’ 
This crisis is often performed through spectatorial perspectives—the liminal narrator 
positioned beyond the self—as “Outside Looking In” exemplifies when its speaker moans, 
‘My life’s the same story, again and again/ I’m on the outside looking in.’ Similarly, division, 
and the conception of self as other, works to establish the irresoluble or conflicted identity 
of “Two Faces”:
One that laughs one that cries 
One says hello one says goodbye 
One does things I don’t understand 
Makes me feel like half a man
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In distinguishing these anonymous counterparts by observe reflexes [‘laughs’/‘cries’ 
‘hello’/‘goodbye’] Springsteen suggests an antithesis that is basal, unconscious. The 
disparity of their actions and the narrator’s lack of self-command are reinforced by the 
third person singular ‘One,’ an anaphora that dismantles agency and associates his ailing 
selfhood with diminished manhood. As Palmer notes, in Springsteen’s work the ‘adherence 
to laws gives men an identity’ (2009, 154), thus a crisis of personhood often parallells the 
dissolution of conformity. This is reinforced by “Straight Time,” when a protagonist who 
threatens to abscond ‘straight’ stable structure conceives of a territorial breach: ‘I got a 
cold mind to go tripping ‘cross that thin line / I’m sick of doing straight time.’ Just as 
this borderline signifies the apex of crisis, it is also the liminal space where men meet 
themselves and incipient identities. In “Dancing in the Dark,” the medial of conformity 
and turmoil takes the shape of reflection, where ‘the mirror, a prominent liminal image’ 
(Drewery 2011, 93; see also Turner 1979, 36) reinforces the divide between self and 
other, and reaffirms the protagonist’s commitment to transformation [‘I wanna change my 
clothes, my hair, my face’]. While the reflexive threshold of self and image is emblematic 
of an individual divided by crisis, it also stands for the mutually referential states of 
liminal and stable. The mirror, in reflecting deficit or deviance, contains in its likeness the 
archetype from which this character strays, as ‘suspensions of the usual order of social 
relations dramatically acknowledge that order as normative’ (Bell 1997, 38). 
The mimicry of normative models during crisis is regularly framed by contexts 
patrilineal in provenance, wherein Springsteen’s texts ‘ponder the relationship between 
fathers and sons as a means of understanding masculinity, tradition, and self-identity’ 
(Zitelli 2012, 113-114). In “Adam Raised a Cain,” Springsteen’s dramatic parable of 
paternal inheritance, he interrogates the duality of innate and ascribed identities with the 
lines, ‘They fit you with position and the keys to your daddy’s Cadillac / In the darkness 
of your room your mother calls you by your true name.’ Positioning his narrator between 
poles of obligation and autonomy, the rigid masculinity of his patrilineal line—verbs ‘fit’ 
and ‘position’ suggesting a self being moulded—is shown to starkly oppose the connatural 
identity of matrilineal origin. His true name, sequestered to the domestic sphere, cannot 
coexist with nor be exposed to the harsher elements of ‘daddy’s’ and ‘Cadillacs’; they 
quintessential emblems of masculine identity. In Springsteen’s crisis narratives ‘many of 
the dilemmas that the songs’ men face are brought about by coming-of-age’ (Deardorff II 
2014, viii), and the adoption of stable identity becomes itself a labour of learning ‘how to 
walk like the heroes we thought we had to be’ (“Backstreets”).
 These archetypes are rarely fulfilled nor do they occur without conflict. As the 
listless ‘pure American brother dull-eyed and empty-faced’ (“Lost in the Flood”) suggests, 
in Springsteen’s work ‘the empty prize of masculinity is won by following a primitive code 
of loyalty which functions to limit its adherents’ (Palmer 2009, 148; see also Deardorff 
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II 2014, 89). Bryan K. Garman argues that ‘Springsteen was for many Americans a white 
hard-body hero whose masculinity confirmed the values of patriarchy’ (2000, 225) and 
it is undeniable that ‘feeling tough’ (“Tenth Avenue Freeze Out”) or being ‘tougher than 
the rest’ (“Tougher than the Rest”) ostensibly communicates machismo of normative 
origin. Nevertheless, the fact that these stereotypes often coexist with crisis suggests the 
contradiction underlying his characterisations; an incongruity that implies Springsteen’s 
stereotypical ‘American simpleton’ is an invention of fabricated origin (Metcalf 2005, n.p.), 
and that his ‘mythology of tough guys’ (Marsh 2004, 9) merely exposes the ‘cherished 
values of human society itself ’ (Turner 1992, 51).
Crisis is just as cataclysmic a force in Levine’s explorations of selfhood and often 
orbits the moment in which ‘I could have changed my life or ruined it / or found it for 
a time. What was missing?’ (“The Communist Party” 1999, 11). The agency to enact 
transformation or crystallise selfhood is a demand recurrently undermined by identities 
‘he keeps discovering or despoiling again and again’ (Mazzocco 1975, n.p.). These 
vicissitudinous selves, like “Philip Levine,” the ‘name passing into/ The slow pink clouds’ a 
child mistakes him for (“My Name” 1979, 311), incur the ‘ambiguous and indeterminate 
attributes’ of liminal personae (Turner 1969, 95) and often emerge in poems that attribute 
depersonalisation to labour and the concessions it demands. In “Every Blessed Day” 
Levine situates a communal identity crisis in the act of ‘going to work,’ where:
Even before he looks he knows 
the faces on the bus, some 
going to work and some coming back, 
but each sealed in its hunger 
for a different life, a lost life. 
Where he’s going or who he is 
he doesn’t ask himself, he 
doesn't know and doesn’t know 
it matters.
   (1988, 44)
Levine’s chiastic refrain ‘doesn’t know’ emphasises foremost the unintelligibility of identity 
within this sequence, and the parallactic search for a ‘lost’ and ‘different’ incarnation. In 
presupposing the homogeneity of this crisis ‘before he looks’ the narrator suggests self-
alienation is a persisting state; a shared ‘hunger’ in which ‘liminality belongs both to the 
person and to the individual’ (Turner 1992, 147) and is resultant of the same oppressive 
structure. Levine’s fatalistic declaration ‘doesn’t know it matters’ conjuncts ailing identity 
with diminished worth, a theme also occurring in “A Poem With No Ending” which asks: 
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‘What could be / better than to awaken as a man?’ (1985, 24). Herein, perpetuation 
of calculable selfhood proffers the resolution necessary to wander ‘the streets no longer 
looking for / the face I sought in childhood, / for now that face was mine’ (1985, 32).
Although mimicry might culminate identity crises in Levine’s poems, it nevertheless 
magnifies the discord between bodies of ‘self and society’ and how ‘the tension between them 
allows the elaboration of meanings’ (Douglas 1970, 91). Levine’s turbulent transitions are 
instigated by external structures, and ‘recoil from attachment or obligation’ (Mazzocco 
1975, n.p.) archetypal manhood portends. By example, “Walking in Alicante” exposes the 
‘anger’ and ‘shame’ aroused by a subjugation of self to conventionalised ‘manhood’: 
the strange root that is the heart
    of a boy growing
        to manhood.
It grows in the shape I give it
    each day, a man,
        a poet
in middle age still wandering in search
    of that boy’s dream
        of a single self
formed of all the warring selves split
    off at my birth
        and set spinning. 
(2011, 129-130)
The disorientation of transition is here evoked by Levine’s diction and visual presentation. 
‘Wandering,’ ‘search,’ and ‘spinning’ are layered to effect the impression of a bewildering 
and unfamiliar trajectory, while the staggered lineation of his tercets conveys movement 
and periodic transfiguration. Most noteworthy is Levine’s reference to a ‘strange root that 
is the heart’ of his liminal narrator; ‘manhood’ being correlated to something congenital, 
imbedded, thoroughly crucial but wholly foreign. Levine extends this discomfit to the 
violence of ‘warring selves split,’ suggesting the individual as combatant against the force 
of prescribed norms which attend liminal transition, it being the ‘physical expression 
of logically prior ideas’ (Bell 1992, 19). Yet with these selves, which divide the ‘single’ 
and protract the ‘boy’s dream’ of wholeness, Levine also positions the individual as his 
own adversary in the conflict between intrinsic identity and the often oppressive male 
stereotype it cedes to. 
As demonstrated in “1993,” when a father ‘holds back his tears / he holds back my 
tears’ (1991, 121), using not affection but an imposed stoicism to dispel the narrator’s 
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suffering, Levine’s presumption that ‘a man had only his honor and his ass / to protect’ 
(“Reinventing America” 1999, 17) might be imagined as the central axiom informing 
male selfhood in his work. This implication that mimicry necessarily entails a twofold 
submission and subversion of self re-emerges in “An Ending” (1985, 39), his narrator 
refusing to cry ‘for I had grown / into the man I am, and I / knew better,’ and again in “The 
Right Cross” (1988, 125), where coming-of-age is superimposed with an initiation into 
violence. Mimicking prototypical machismo, he ‘perfect / with his fists, our master and 
mentor’ his narrator complies with normative ideals although he ‘hated to fight’ (1988, 
25). As Turner establishes, ‘through mimicry one can become an imaginary character 
oneself, a subject who makes believe or makes others believe that he/she is someone other 
than him/herself ’ (1983, 108). Likewise, as was ordained, Levine’s character ‘fought as 
boys were told to do, / and won and lost as men must,’ this antinomy demonstrating how 
his poems often contain ‘elements of contradiction to make it clear that the figure is less 
actual than archetypal’ ( Jerome 1991, 17). Hence, the active adoption of conventional 
identity, while connoting recognisable characters, often accompanies scathing critique of 
oppressive models for masculine identity, those who ‘when you reach to touch them, to 
help them,  / they turn away because men must do that’ (“Cesare” 1999, 66). As these 
aforementioned poems expose, Levine’s aphoristic phrases, which underscore the divide 
between congenital and received identity, are often constructed with modal verbs that 
imply obligation and resignation. Thus, in expressing crises of conflict both figuratively 
and linguistically, his recapitulations of normative order demonstrate how, from liminal 
positions, ‘one’s fellows can be portrayed, grasped, and sometimes realized’ (Turner 1979, 
77).
“IS SHE A WOMAN”: NARRATIVES OF OUTSIDERHOOD 
While Levine’s and Springsteen’s male protagonists fluctuate between stable states of 
identity, their female characters exist permanently outside structure. Relegated to symbolic 
threshold spaces (Pardini, 2012) and largely predetermined by functions of subsistence 
or masculine desire (Seymour 2012, 65), these women incarnate Turner’s outsider in 
their primary role of boundary definition and, thereby, demarcation of male selfhood. 
As eminent cultural anthropologist Mary Douglas argues, women’s ‘place in the public 
structure of roles is clearly defined in relation…to husbands and fathers’ (1970, 96). As 
this chapter posits, in affinities both romantic and platonic, Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
female outsiders enact this referential process, exposing how relationships illustrate ‘the 
formative power of liminality’ (Szakolczai 2015, 30; see also Illouz 1997). Assigned the 
pivotal role of actualising those transitions which restore identity (Palmer 2009, 149) 
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to their male counterparts, they are nevertheless granted minimal space as independent 
agents.
When Springsteen croons, ‘Cuddle up angel cuddle up my little dove / We'll ride 
down baby into this tunnel of love,’ (“Tunnel of Love”) he allegorises the relationship 
as liminal passage in the ‘dark’ while typifying the essentialist depiction of women in his 
songs. Reinvigorating tropes of masculine dominance [‘Takes the money from my hand 
while his eyes take a walk all over you’] and female fragility [‘dove,’ ‘soft silk’] common 
to his narratives of courtship, the lover remains amorphous as his many other female 
characters who rarely ‘get to speak or make claims about themselves’ (Moss 2014, 233). 
Her role is to aid Springsteen’s narrator as he navigates the subterranean of his anxieties 
concerning courtship. Yet in what proffered a fruitful dialectic to consider the reciprocal 
complexities of heterosexual relationships, “Tunnel of Love” fails to advance beyond male 
interiority and instead reaffirms Springsteen’s ‘fairly limited conception of them [women] 
as independent actors’ (Parkin 2011, 139). 
Springsteen’s oeuvre abounds with narratives that ‘wouldn’t sound right without 
the girl, but the girl somehow wasn’t the core issue’ (Cullen 2005, 139; see also Riley 
2004). While his female characters occasionally demonstrate personal agency,14 most 
arise as vessels for masculine salvation. That ‘redemption is nearly always served up 
through women’ (Moss 2014, 233) and Springsteen explicates their function through 
such unequivocal demands as ‘Hello beautiful thing, maybe you could save my life’ (“Girls 
in their Summer Clothes”) or ‘Baby you’re my last chance’ (“Cadillac Ranch”). This role 
ascribed to the female outsider is most patently established through his ecclesiastical 
imagery, tropes of salvation, and allusions to the honorifics Mary/Maria ‘leading me 
through the dark’ (“Mary’s Place”). These motifs and hagiolatry depersonalise his female 
characters whose ‘plurality the Mary character has come to embody’ (Pardini 2012, 151) 
and cultivate an amalgam whose primary structural function is to repress the volatility of 
male identity while reaffirming its dominance. 
In “Maria’s Bed,” Springsteen’s narrator takes his ‘blessings at the riverhead / I'm 
living in the light of Maria's bed,’ apotheosising his lover for the benediction her body 
provides yet leaving her identity unexplored. As Zitelli argues, ‘Springsteen often associates 
salvation with the female body…as if his characters can, or at least believe they can, be 
redeemed through a meaningful intimate encounter with a female’ (2012, 124). This is 
evident in “Leap of Faith,” where the female form is deified with the lines ‘Now your legs 
were heaven, your breasts were the altar.’ In accentuating the pleasure his narrator derives 
from the figure, Springsteen’s solipsistic rendering of female identity prioritises male 
subjectivity above any notion of equivalent sacrifice. Although Springsteen’s allegories of 
female salvation are largely benevolent (Pardini 2012, 151), his coalescing of heterogeneous 
individuals into an archetypal female outsider presents neither a veracious nor defensible 
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portrait of contemporary identity. As critic Tim Riley states, his ‘male-oriented’ texts are 
‘less about women and more about the men who worshipped them’ (2004, 149-50), a 
claim evidenced by Springsteen’s depiction of women as chimerical entities ‘endowed with 
magico-religious powers’ (van Gennep 1960, 26). More than ten of Springsteen’s songs15 
denominate women as angels, including the ‘lonely angel’ in “Spirit in the Night,” she who 
‘falls like an angel beneath him’ in “New York City Serenade,” and ‘Little Angel’ ‘keepin’ 
those crazy boys out of trouble’ (“The E Street Shuffle”). Furthermore, in harnessing 
apocryphal biblical tropes16 to construct parables of heterosexual romance, Springsteen 
transforms the female subject to a fiction bestowing of male salvation: selfless, servile, and 
thoroughly unpossessed of character. In “Cross My Heart,” Springsteen remembers:
First time I crossed my heart 
I was beggin’ baby please 
At your bedside down on my knees
…
I crossed my heart pretty baby over you
Demonstrating women’s binary function as entities to coerce (Cullen 2005, 136) and 
worship, Springsteen’s narrator lauds a savior whose fullest expression of self amounts to 
the vague epithet ‘baby’. However peculiar it might be that a woman inciting such devotion 
should also inspire this impersonal a narrative, Springsteen’s oeuvre abounds with female 
saints who bolster male existence while remaining innominate. Demonstrated by his love 
interest in “Preacher’s Daughter” who ‘give[s] me life, she bring[s] me water / Every Sunday 
I watch her work / Pretty little self in a pretty little church,’ parsing these lines to glean the 
source of her magnetism reveals “prettiness,” the sole descriptor Springsteen affords her. 
Although Zitelli argues ‘Springsteen’s project explores females in this way—that is, as a 
means to salvation—in order to critique the stratifying patriarchal structure to which our 
society adheres’ (2012, 124), the marked lack of variegation in his depictions of women 
begets the question of precisely how he interrogates this arrangement. As Turner notes, 
male-dominated societies inherently relegate women to the margins of structure (1978, 
289), and Springsteen’s narratives most often concretise this claim. As the narrator in 
“Drive All Night” who laments ‘When I lost you honey, sometimes I think I lost my guts 
too’ makes known, Springsteen’s female characters are relied upon to furnish masculine 
identity in ways both spiritual and material. Hence, bravery—ergo manhood—arrives in 
a woman’s shape; a formless figura who reinforces Springsteen’s vision of gender as ‘girls 
primping their hair, boys trying on hard faces’ (Marsh 2004, 101). 
This superabundance of female character’s in Springsteen’s work should infer 
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their magnitude within realms both private and public; however, rather than emulating 
contemporary social dynamics his narratives propagate a majority view of women’s 
minority status. Thus, to suggest his work delineates gender with verisimilitude would 
mean disregarding ‘Springsteen’s humanism, where man is taken to be the bodied norm 
around which all other subjects are defined’ (Moss 2014, 233). This arrangement is elicited 
in numerous ways, the most apparent being Springsteen’s diminution of female characters 
through appellations such as “little girls”17 (Robinson 1994, 229), which minimise their 
value and agency. Likewise, by interlacing adult women with infantile imagery of dresses,18 
ribbons and bows,19 and reinforcing the paternal ‘Daddy’ figure as all-encompassing lover 
and protector, his narratives reaffirm the centrality of male perspectives while overlooking 
their ‘domination—a damaging domination—of the women around them’ (Anderson 
2008, 94). This structural binary—men as dominant/normative, women as nugatory/
liminal—often coexists in Springsteen’s songs, where the identity of female outsiders 
proves inextricable from the men they define. In “County Fair,” his narrator adopts an 
ambivalent paternal-inamorato position, demanding: ‘Hey little girl with the long blond 
hair / Come win your daddy one of them stuffed bears.’ The female is herein subjected to a 
twofold sexualisation and infantilisation, statuses which reaffirm the male as lover/father. 
That dominance, which Robinson articulates as ‘a powerfully misogynist—or 
at the very least sexist—strain in his music’ (1994, 221), finds its fullest expression in 
“I’m On Fire,” which opens with the lines: ‘Hey little girl, is your Daddy home? / Did 
he go and leave you all alone? / I got a bad desire.’ Although succeeding verses establish 
the narrator as an admissible love interest, the predatory opening which perceives the 
woman as under the guardianship of her partner and reinvigorates the trope of lascivious 
stranger exploiting her lack of supervision, renders a bleak portrait of female liberty. In 
this narrative, men—be they fathers or lovers—preside over women, hoarding them 
in homes like possessions and measuring them against the inanimate: implying ‘a big 
diamond watch’ or ‘a fancy foreign car’ as being equivalent to the unobtainable female, ‘the 
only thing I ain’t got’ (“Ain’t Got You”). Indeed, when the voyeur in “You Can Look (But 
You Better Not Touch)” sneers, ‘she didn’t get me excited, she just made me feel mean,’ he 
demonstrates the fraught divide between desire and acquisition. His inability to purchase 
or purloin the woman he covets attracts rapacious overtones because females are herein 
perceived as entities both vital to and devoid of independent agency.    
This consignment of women ‘to the margins’ (Pardini 2012, 139) of domiciliary-
spheres, reflects the normative ‘social division of labour [that] involves women less deeply’ 
and tethers them ‘to the domestic range’ (Douglas 1970, 96). Perhaps unsurprising—
given Springsteen’s narrator’s recurring crises necessitates their need to be defined, and 
redefined, by female outsiders—is the fact that women in his texts tend to be characterised 
according to the domain they occupy. His female characters are regularly divided by the 
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statuses of wife/sex object (Palmer 2009, 149) and this polarity is likewise paralleled by 
domestic/public realms, reinforcing of both the limited archetypes they are permitted 
and the cardinal demands of their male counterparts. Where Springsteen’s streets abound 
with unrealised conquests, his narrator’s chasing ‘girls underneath the boardwalk where 
they all promise to unsnap their jeans’ (“4th of July, Asbury Park”) or assuring the ‘little 
girl standing on the corner / Today's your lucky day’ (“Darlington County”), his uxorial 
characters are mostly confined to the thresholds of domestic spaces. 
These ‘angels whose beauty is worn down’ (Palmer 2009, 141) surface in characters 
such as Mary, who ‘aint a beauty’ and remains on the somewhat purgatorial porch of 
“Thunder Road,” later reappearing on ‘the kitchen floor’ in “Straight Time” to embody a 
harridan who watches her husband ‘out of the corner of her eye.’ In “Racing in the Street” 
an unnamed paramour with ‘wrinkles’ ‘sits on the porch’ with ‘her pretty dreams’ torn. 
Juxtaposing the domiciliary threshold with women who are ‘signifiers of domesticity 
and commitment’ (Palmer 2009, 149), Springsteen implies women’s place is in the 
shadows of the men they support, while simultaneously constructing them as boundaries 
for men who ‘can’t get any more than half free’ (“Straight Time”) to quantify their 
entrapment. Springsteen herein evinces the cruciality of female outsiders to maintaining 
the boundaries of dominant male identity; in transforming liberating conquests into 
symbols of institutional entrapment, both female archetypes are constructed to satiate 
the equally imperative demands of male sustenance: virility and comfort. Perhaps the 
most unnerving illustration of this dynamic is when abandoned ‘Mary Lou waits down at 
the end of that dirt road for young Johnny to come back’ (“Reason to Believe”). The end 
of the road, beyond symbolic resonance, is a model liminal threshold and, for Mary Lou, 
an impassable intersection. Having earlier promised Johnny ‘I’ll work for you every day,’ 
it’s difficult to perceive her patience as anything less than servile, or her credulousness—
remaining faithful despite exploitation—not unlike canine obedience. In Johnny’s absence 
she is stranded characterless, awaiting his return and with it the redelivery of her purpose. 
While Levine has been celebrated for his incisive portrayals of ‘the alienation 
experienced by factory workers through his presentation of family relationships’ (Rumiano 
2007, 132), scant attention has been paid to the nominal female characters peopling his 
workplaces and domestic environments. These women arise as outsiders within their 
male-dominated factory settings and—in their consignment to spheres of subsistence 
labour—dominant society at large. As Douglas notes, ‘the social body constrains the way 
the physical body is perceived’ (1970, 72) and in Levine’s poems, women who contravene 
their predetermined roles are often rendered with either ambiguous or ambivalent 
femininity. In “Coming Close” Levine interrogates the place of women within an industrial 
labour milieu by projecting masculine codes onto a female co-worker’s body: 
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  Is she a woman?
Consider the arms as they press
the long brass tube against the buffer,
they are striated along the triceps,
    (1998, 30)
Levine does not distinguish whether the protagonist’s manliness arises as corollary of 
her labour or from her participation in a male-centric realm, but inviting his reader to 
‘consider’ her as case study inherently suggests her abnormality. Interweaving her body 
with mechanical processes—a ‘long brass tube’ evoking both machine and arm—renders 
her indivisible from the work problematising her identity. While ‘buffer’ evidently denotes 
the process of polishing, it also carries interesting semantic applications for her medial 
position between opposing identity states. Indeed, in disputing her gender because of 
her muscularity, Levine depicts this character as interstructural, as ‘the symbolism both 
of androgyny and sexlessness’ blur ‘sex distinctions [which] are important components of 
structural status’ (Turner 1967, 98). 
Granted Levine’s rhetorical question might aim to challenge limited definitions 
of gender vis-à-vis labour; however, this obfuscation of unorthodox female identity 
is reinforced by his many poems that perpetuate gendered labour and mask female 
characters with motifs of normative femininity. These portrayals, while promoting 
stable archetypes, accentuate women’s outsider position to dominant male structure. For 
instance, “Then” (1985, 51) a narrative told from third-person subjective perspective, 
observes a seamstress overlooking a boulevard swarming with lovers, awaiting her lover’s 
arrival. Patently inverting the mechanics of “Coming Close,” Levine’s protagonist ‘loves her 
work, / the unspooling of the wide burgundy ribbons / that tumble across her lap, the 
delicate laces’ (1998, 30). In jocund descriptions of her tasks, the sonorous ‘unspooling’ 
and ‘tumbling’ interwoven with opulent ‘wide burgundy,’ Levine implies broad acceptance 
of her feminine vocation while inferring from her predilection a gender-based quiddity. 
Moreover, because this recapitulation occurs while she awaits ‘a particular young man,’ 
her labour of love is both directly and indirectly correlated to romance. In bracketing 
descriptions of her occupation with ruminations on coupledom, Levine suggests her foray 
into the workplace is an intervening period preceding her predestined role as a wife.
Just as their denotations trivialise Springsteen’s women, Levine’s locution regularly 
minimises female agency and authority. In “My Poets,” he closes ‘eyes, girl-like’ (1991, 6), 
gendering anatomical difference and weakness, while in “On My Own” he infantilises 
female teachers’ who ‘were soft-spoken women / smelling like washed babies’ (1991, 231). 
Reducing a woman to the miniscule proportions of ‘a little brown mouse’ in “A Poem 
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with No Ending” (1985, 27), Levine denotes their negligible importance within his male-
centric narratives, while implying their fragile constitution as befitting of subsistence 
work. This naturally unfolds within marginal domestic-spheres, replete with women 
tending ‘basket[s] / of dried white laundry’ (“Hold Me” 1991, 123), a mother who ‘dreams 
by the open window’ (“Burned” 1990, 314), or those who deferentially ‘bow as they slap 
/ the life out / of sheets and pants’ (“Noon” 1991, 44). This confinement of women to 
threshold domestic spaces is also evinced by the regularity with which they occur in 
public domains attending domestic duties like ‘carrying a loaf of fresh bread’ (“Black 
Stone on Top of Nothing” 1999, 60) or asking men ‘to help her carry her shopping bags 
home’ (“Reinventing America” 1999, 17). Signaling their ‘consignment/confinement to 
particular places on the one hand, and the limitation on identity on the other’ (Massey 
1994, 179), Levine’s female outsiders reinforce the boundaries of his male protagonists 
who define themselves in contradistinction to their ascribed spaces and roles. 
This referential function is most evident in Levine’s partitioning of antithetical 
feminal stereotypes; his women often imagined as maternalistic—nurturing of male 
identity—or as scolding termagants who erode masculinity. The recurring presence of 
Levine’s wife Fran denotes the former: she who is both defined by and committed to the 
security of men around her. In “1933” ‘she goes to the kitchen before we waken / she picks 
up a skillet, an egg’ (1991, 121), eschewing rest to undertake subsistence duties replete 
with procreative symbolism. Likewise, in “Words,” Levine reinvigorates Springsteen’s 
trope of female saintdom, describing how:
 
My wife will say nothing 
of the helplessness
she feels seeing her 
men rocking on 
their separate seas. 
We are three people 
bowing our heads to 
all she has given us, 
to bread and wine and meat. 
   (1991, 195)
As the possessive determiner ‘her’ exposes, helplessness arises from an inherent sense 
of duty to the men she is expected to succour, wherein her failed actualisation of male 
security diminishes agency and resonance. Her bestowals of ‘bread and wine and meat’ 
evoke nutriment alongside Eucharistic rites with their symbolic reenactment of corporeal 
sacrifice for the redemption of others. Herein, ‘Woman stands as metaphor for Nature’ 
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(Massey 1994, 10) and her material gifts are intrinsically connected to male sustenance; 
a role that expels her from the centric sphere and strands her on its agrestic margins. 
Levine’s ode “For Fran,” in its tender description of how ‘she packs the flower beds with 
leaves’ (1961, 214), is but one of many examples that his ‘wife almost always appears 
tending her plants’ (Yenser 1991, 93; see also Gunn 1991, 11) and comes to embody a 
wholesome and alimentary ‘Mother Nature’ (Turner 1978, 289).
 “The Wife of the Foundry Worker,” on the other hand, paints an ambivalent view 
of maternal caring. Levine’s possessive title accentuates the wife as subject, yet her absence 
within the narrative topicalises the foundry worker and his perspective when, arriving 
home to:
no cat, no bitch, no yellowed bar 
of laundry soap, no rag-on draining voice 
of daytime radio, no one 
no one no one masterfully 
looking up from frying bread 
   (1971, 31)
Levine’s anaphoric ‘no’ personifies these domestic artefacts; by attributing their 
disappearance to his wife’s own departure, she becomes referential of the inventoried 
objects defining her roles: cleaning, cooking, nagging. Another signification effected by 
Levine’s diaphora is the absolute erasure of the spouse, in which the anthemic ‘no one’ 
correlates her effacement to his freedom. This marital ambivalence is furthermore intimated 
by the homonymic verb ‘masterfully.’ Because ‘looking up’ itself requires minimal skill, 
‘masterfully’ suggests both adroitness and oppression, an allusion furthered by the phrases 
‘bitch’ and ‘rag-on draining voice’ which endow Levine’s female character with nurturing 
and deleterious qualities both. Like the woman who ‘shook a finger at me and damned me 
in her tongue’ (“A Poem with No Ending” 1985, 32), the ‘bland wife’ in “Northern Motive” 
(1999, 71), and the commiserative ode to a ‘half-blind uncle / married to a woman who 
cried all day long’ (“Reinventing America” 1999, 17), Levine’s male narrators regularly 
indict women who fail to comply with prevailing archetypes. “Red Dust” demonstrates 
this most clearly in its dramatic castigation of a woman whose desires supplant those of 
the men around her:  
This harpie with dry red curls 
talked openly of her husband, 
his impotence, his death, the death 
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of her lover, the birth and death 
of her own beauty
   (1991, 51)
Earning the pejorative title ‘harpie’ for her willingness to ‘openly’ voice dissatisfaction, 
Levine attributes her subversion to the violation of marital sanctity and sexual agency. In 
framing the denigration of her appearance with recurring moribund allusions, the poem 
equates her deviance to a structural death; she can no longer be apprehended as a women 
and must instead be understood as a monster, a manifestation of abjection. 
Most notable to Levine’s negative portrayals of female agency is his reluctance 
to censure male behavior. In “Reinventing America” (1999, 17), he warmly describes 
an uncle whose fondness for ‘whores / in the little Western towns’ sees him ‘hold his 
hands out to approximate / their perfect breasts.’ In condemning women who subvert 
prescribed roles but acceding to machismo, Levine establishes this masculine archetype 
as fundamentally normative. Being one that perceives female outsiders as serving the sole 
purposes of ‘exciting sexual and proprietorial desires’ and ‘binding others through alliance’ 
(Lévi-Strauss 1969, 496), this subjective perspective essentialises female identity, vilifies 
their ‘suspensions of normative role-playing’ (Turner 1979, 83), and is wholly incapable 
of reconciling ambiguity. This is best illustrated by Levine’s coming-of-age narrative “Gin,” 
in which fraternity is established through the boy’s communal objectification of cursorily 
rendered females circling the outskirts of their dominant narrative:
 the way we had to have 
the women we never got near. 
(Actually they were girls, but 
never mind, the important fact 
was their impenetrability.)
   (1995, 54)
Centralising the demands of male subjectivity in verbs ‘had’ and ‘have,’ Levine flattens 
female autonomy under the titular ‘girls’ and universalises their outsiderhood with the 
double entendre ‘impenetrability.’ “Gin” pinpoints these females’ most ‘important’ attribute 
as their willingness to acquiesce to male desire; their very intelligibility connected to their 
status as sexual objects evincing how Levine’s poems ‘remain grounded in a single, highly 
receptive consciousness which is a man’s alone’ (Smith 1979, 37). Insofar as Levine’s 
female character’s precipitate these rites by inspiring ‘elaborate lies / of conquest’ (“Gin” 
1995, 57), their observance of prevailing stereotypes proves crucial to his many men who, 
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singing ‘about a woman they love / merely for her name’ (“An Extraordinary Morning” 
2011, 22), define their positions in relation to women, whether or not they exist as 
definable entities in their own right.
In their twofold inversion and mimicry of stable archetypes, Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
liminal protagonists demonstrate the discord of transition, identity crisis, and gendered 
outsiderhood through a ‘symbolical enactment of social relations themselves’ (Gluckman 
1962, 50). Beyond tackling experiences conventional to ‘liminal persona’ (Turner 1979, 
47) such as ‘childhood, social puberty, betrothal, marriage, pregnancy, fatherhood’ (van 
Gennep 1960, 3), their characters routinely exhibit a ‘reversal or inversion’ of fixed or 
‘previous social statuses’ (Turner 1979, 16). Thus, as this chapter finds, although Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s characters reenact familiar transitional states and statuses—traversing 
passages from adolescence to adulthood, self to other, outsider to insider and vice versa—
the intelligibility of their transitional characters does not nullify their liminality. Rather, 
they expose the variations in status which arise from labour, socialisation, and intimate 
relationships, while demonstrating the signification of structural norms that liminality, ‘as 
a stage of reflection,’ (Turner 1969, 53) engenders.
NOTES
1 Springsteen, as told to Joe Levy in “Bruce Springsteen: The Rolling Stone Interview. Rolling Stone 
(November 1, 2007): 54.
2 As Ronald Grimes notes in The Craft of Ritual Studies, ‘ritual studies emerged under the colonial tutelage 
of anthropology’ (2014, 6). 
3 In Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions, Catherine Bell outlines the causational relationship of liminal 
theories and the observed rituals they were modelled from, suggesting these theories arose from supposition 
and were affirmed by anthropological studies, insofar as ‘human beings have been involved in ritual activities 
of some sort since the earliest hunting bands and tribal communities about which we have information. Yet, 
it is only in the late nineteenth century that people began to perceive all such activities under the rubric of 
“ritual” and identify them as “data” against which to test theories’ (1997). 
4 Smith’s conjecture arrives from a critique of sexual fluidity and heteronormativity in Springsteen’s work, 
pointing toward the natural confluence of homoeroticism and white masculinity, while also conceding to 
its taboo. Smith suggests that Springsteen’s work, particularly his live performances, are highly homoerotic 
while brandishing male heteronormativity. 
5 As Turner’s predecessor Max Gluckman noted, contemporary societies are organised in a manner less 
conducive to traditional ritual passages. While this does little to detract from the relevance of liminal 
critique, it does demand a rethinking of the sequential model from which it originates, insofar as ‘ritual, 
and even ceremonial, tend to drop into desuetude in the modern urban situation where the material basis of 
life, and the fragmentation of roles and activities, of themselves segregate social roles’ (Gluckman 1962, 38).
6 As Turner argues: ‘We are not dealing with structural contradictions when we discuss liminality, but with 
the essentially unstructured (which is at once destructured and prestructured)’ (1969, 49).
7 (see Reus and Gifford 2013, 6)
8 (see Barany 2002, 2)
9 Indeed, Turner himself is later critical of both the Western and androcentric biases of anthropological 
study. In The Anthropology of Performance (1988) Turner critiques the prejudices ‘that have become 
distinctive features of the literary genre known as “anthropological works”’ which include ‘a systematic 
dehumanizing of the human subjects of study, regarding them as the bearers of an impersonal “culture,” 
or wax to be imprinted with “cultural patterns”’ (1988, 72). See also Bennetta Jules-Rosette (1994) who, 
in “Decentering Ethnography: Victor Turner’s Vision of Anthropology,” discusses his contribution to 
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reimagining ethnography and repositioning the postcolonial subject. 
10 (Cixous 1975; Clement 1986). 
11 (Showalter 1977; Gilbert and Gubar 1979)
12 (Daniels 2007, n.p.)
13 Auxier doesn’t undertake a Jungian analysis of Springsteen’s work and rather uses the term in a manner 
close to its literal translation from Latin, “eternal boy,” which he relates to other like concepts, including the 
“Peter Pan” and “man-child”  
14 By way of example, “Spare Parts” and “Candy’s Room” present somewhat more assertive and self-directed 
female protagonists.
15 See also, the ‘angel on my chest’ in “Backstreets”, the ‘hotrod angels’ of “Racing in the Street,” the 
‘little angel’ in “Frankie,” the ‘angel from the Innerlake’ who gives ‘all the loving that a good man can take’ 
(“Thundercrack), and ‘Angel” in “Don’t Look Back” who ‘writes her name in lipstick on my dash.’
16 The likening of human relationships to religious narratives emerges in many songs, including: “I’ll Work 
for Your Love,” “Soul Driver,” “Rocky Ground,” “Racing in the Street,” “No Need,” “Happy,” “Harry’s 
Place,” “Linda Let Me Be the One,” “Seven Angels,” “With Every Wish” and “Iceman”. 
17 A rough count reveals upwards of thirty-six songs referring to adult women as ‘little girls’ in Springsteen’s 
published discography. 
18 More than ten of Springsteen’s songs demand that women ‘put on your [black, red, best, party] dress’ 
including, but not limited to: “Come on (Let’s Go Out Tonight),” “Easy Money,” “Take ‘Em as They Come” 
and “Real World”.  
19 See “Sad Eyes,” “Prove It All Night,” “I Wanna Marry You” as examples.  
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FLESH TONE
The following mansucript is an embodied biography; it is half 
autobiography and half a contemplative retelling of the women in 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s songs. Here, they are animated from their 
suspended states; speaking and spoken for. In our space between past-
present-future selves, our experiences coalesce in the dismantling of 
those archetypes we have been ascribed. 
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It is never too late, is it, to lose your life 
PHILIP LEVINE
You do some sad sad things baby, when it’s you you’re tryin’ to lose
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Many years in the future I will tell her
My colleague that I have finally begun
After all of this time to write about you
Your life which is mine left behind
I know you drafted a bright hereafter
A haze to which you would show up
I suppose this was girlish of you 
Present knowledge tells us that
When girls go missing we find their tulle 
Stuffed inside dumpsters out back 
Greying and spotted with body.
Though I imagine you more sulky 
And abandoned than I do discarded 
Dismembered I still find myself 
Sorry in a way you could never be 
For hurting yourself for hurting
Myself the tumbling rubble of erosion
Arrives with an effortless economy
I do not celebrate but will consent to.
I would never torture you to live on 
This and I’m uncertain that you could
It takes years of trying to imagine
Milky tea as a proper meal and beyond 
Imagining it takes much longer to feel
The liquid weight as leaden mass.
Back then you called it hunger 
A desire for meaning of the self
My colleague is moved primarily
By your suspension of disbelief
If not a faith in your person a faith 
In the hysterical mind of your gut
To take the thin paper and the notion
Of convention and scaffold the self
Inside when all of your friends were out
Acting like teenagers you were cross-legged
Combing flat the fibers of devotion
A child playing paradigmatic virgins
After her own discarded virginity. 
Isn’t this what we are missing from
Our adult lives dogma blindsiding verity
And why I never stopped loving you
Moment of childhood on the right side 
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Of finally finding out the way you did
Your last summer at the bakery job 
When the owner’s son dropped a coin
For you to bend and pick back up
And his body was there waiting 
As you rose towards the scent of yeast
His flour coated sweatshirt a sneer
From his pitted face you learned that 
Even with a silver noose around your neck
You would never be invisible despite this 
Always feeling so and it was then
That I abandoned you left you
Swimming in your dizzy head
With flour pressed onto your back.
I imagined you often but you left me
Bilious and gutter-stuck like a face
Against concrete the carousel of feet
Slipping past and then not at all. 
Until recently, when I heard your little 
Whimper as the bread slicer rumbled
When my lover was working at fixing 
Himself back together and I would 
Tell him to picture verbalising 
His most humiliating ideas about himself 
As insults to the body he dwelled in 
As a child but he never did and I knew 
Without asking that he couldn’t or why 
I knew that the task would be impossible 
Because I see you and I already know.
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TURBO PLASTICITY
Out in the world
it is the perpetual attempt
to transcend my physiology.
Get to finding ways of making
the body smaller, crossing a leg
over the other thinking
origami: make the adjacent
seat an island. All day, people
turn their hands from fists
to vices; to white from pink,
clutching onto handrails,
to telephones, to other hands
craving proximity. But under-
sleeping, over-sleeping,
it is the same sensation each time.
Sigh, to only be a breath moving 
through, welcome as a cool change.
To appreciate your velocity
until it trickles, thick and 
knowable. I can make such horrific
angles: a leg so foreign, a wrist
bent backward, ungainly, 
until they are no longer mine. 
So much for the woman stuck inside
this joke, pushing her breasts 
together and practicing beauty.
Just waiting for every nail to break.
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EFFIGY
[AFTER I WANNA MARRY YOU]
It is true I’ll see her everwhere
That girl I used to breathe
Inside outside look at these two
Delicate angels walking their dogs
Along the footpath freshly plucked
From the palms of their mothers
Activewear hugging them closely 
From knees still archetypal 
They uncomprisedly bone-like 
We wear our age like masks of fallen 
Snow succumbing to the soft transition 
An inevitable bemiring I recognise
As my direction and trudge it
A long white bow a lonely ribbon
Tangled in my hair he later confessed
To having witnessed me walking 
Along the street pushing nothing 
In front of me but recognisably 
No longer a teenager today 
Is at once the oldest you have ever been 
And the youngest you will ever again 
Be grateful and enjoy the body 
You have while you still have it 
Said the woman my granmother once was
While it felt nothing short of total
In its momentousness it proved quieting 
Of nothing these aches still make 
The nightly visit waking and trailing me 
To morning where I rise roused like a hip
Bone pressing firm against the casket 
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Of skin you may ask me whatever 
you need to be willing to hear 
My truth does it hurt you that no 
Part of this body arranges itself
For your eyes heavy with gaze 
At night I crawl from the sheath of myself
Light a candle in my honour
It throwing the scent of fresh flesh 
What I mean is scented like powder
And honey with the slightest redolence
Of spit I hunger only for my hunger 
For my own spaces purple deep 
There where the ember in me fumes 
To return to the rib of itself renunciative 
Of whatever deigns to conceal it
It is all I am and it is all I ever was.
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REFLEXUS
Dear world, I am moisturised and waiting,
yet you persist in trimming my roots 
into blisters. I never did heal.
We each took our turns at crying in cubicles, 
eating little muffins out of soggy paper 
and dreaming of this. A handsome man 
to lift our ankles up and over his shoulders; 
for the time to come when we would swallow 
our vitamins voluntarily, our skin the same 
every day of our lives. A polish 
that stayed stuck either side of the weekend. 
But your sky has changed—
Autumn’s famous breeze has died. 
On my back, below the caged fluorescents 
of the gymnasium, I pull knees 
to my throat and ache with my own want
for it. The leaves scampered in 
its silence and I felt a little of their fear—
just enough, tingling with it. 7am comes.  
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CREATION MYTH (II)
When you called, I answered. 
Was forced to break myself in two. 
The me of current moment 
with my trifling engagements,
with my laundering of threadbare
articles. I pour my fist into 
bottomless hampers, while you wait.
While you wait for what you need
from me. A little song 
of consolation. A tidy parable 
of love’s undying devotion, 
of history with its forgotten saints. 
I was brusque with you, my sparkling 
incursion, permanently lit. I forgot 
my tenderness. It is difficult to be this 
everywhere that you end up,
show up, as invisible. Later I called 
myself a conduit between your stomach 
and your meal. Between your phone 
and the white wall it feeds from.
I take my moments of transcendence,
alone: a shower with the lights off
and a moon in the window, a wet eye.
I am as shapeless as I feel, then.
As I feel, in these days of many
with their formlessness, 
their convex horizons. Their prismatic 
collages of open mouths gleaming, 
a sky of pooling skinned fruit, slickly
pink again. The glove of open pores. 
Everything becomes body when body 
is everything. I clasp onto the nearest 
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bottle of liquid rinsed with chemicals, 
for relief. Tell me about the luxury 
of fixed perimeters, the tidy line you tread
of practicable expectation. Please, 
I want to hear it. About knowing 
for whom, for whom. 
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DESIDERATA
When she says women don't want 
To be loved, not really
I nod. I wrote this list at eleven: 
Velvet Brown, Velvet Brown, Velvet
Brown. Plane slicing the blue
Sky with no men inside no 
Silver hearts circling initials.
Pioneer with blonde braids
For whom there was no name.
Don’t worry, it confuses me too:
Baby is a word I want to hear 
Never in a day unless, of course,
It comes from you—wait, not you, 
Not you, not you, not you, but you.
There is something stubborn inside 
Of me it never falls off.
Until they told me you are 
A little girl I did not exist
I had legs for running you did not
Notice that I had them.
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SOMATISATION
How sedulous this forgetting:
The girl I was, the shape I took 
In the church that year of inscrutable 
Streets and instincts of instructable 
Mind willing willing willing and able
To turn herself into somebody else 
Knees brown with kneeling
Against the thistly hardwood 
Of our town hall floor still gummy
With spilled drinks of previous
Nights’ parties how disgusting
A respected mother would remark 
To me as I stood shaking my head 
At my peers may they find the light 
I’d utter this weakly removed from 
Its meaning my penalty returning 
Home after service to sweep up 
Spilled ashtrays from the boot-worn 
Carpet and patch his wounds
I forgot my desire forced 
Myself to be rid of the trouble
There between his scorched shoulder
Blades of the narrow ribcage
It fevered somewhere beneath there
Silent to the world nobody
Saw the hunger in me
I couldn’t tell you about the heat
The temperature of friction
The pull of me the pull of me.
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CREATION MYTH (III)
When the water pulls back 
like a cloud switched off
I suppose I find myself curious
about the choices we set free,
let run as wild animals 
unlatched. Who unlatched them? 
you ask, playing along.
You mean that I am obedient;
I let the shiny blade tornado
across my calves tonight.
The room is scented with fathers.
Their goodbye kisses. 
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DATA DUMP
You lose daylight to a glowing screen
manifesting the names of invisible
women, with firm strokes feeding
their superficial secrets into empty 
form fields. That lonely pit of knowledge
ready to absorb them, flush back
again empty. While you wait, 
rounding volutions on an office chair
mimicking a cinematic kind of falling. 
Days pass and in them you lose 
yourself imagining how each name 
might be held at night; how the warm 
lock of body falls and which surfaces 
shrink to greet it with refined folds. 
How many of us pull ourselves back, 
you wonder in memory of the night 
you swallowed breath until he finally fell 
asleep. Then gasped. Or you will mine 
your mind to picture the dull diamond 
rounds one might press into her hollow 
lobes: for how a sparkle might be 
described by its effulgence, beyond cut 
and size—that morphometric bent
robbing of complexity. The trousers 
another forces her figure into each 
morning, circling bullishly behind 
the glass, in wait of acceptable angles. 
Becoming only a body, lancing that body 
from its mind, from herself, from her 
very possession. Until it belongs to no 
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person, any longer, but to the process 
of mirroring. You think of them, too. 
Night’s dark walls lit with alarm
clock crimson, the vulnerable whimper
your mouth ejected; is it possible 
every moan extracted and left like mist 
to float, might each of them sound 
identical, were the bodies blanked out?
In the database there are far too many
to count. Mary is a homemaker,
Mary is an Administrative Assistant, 
Mary is a Domestic Carer, Mary is 
an Executive, Mary uses her husband’s 
email address for all promotional 
correspondence, Mary has a family 
account named after her partner’s 
parentage. Sometimes you will look 
them up online, just be sure 
they are happy. Sometimes you will 
do the same of your own name, weave 
the synoptic threads you have deposited. 
Do I look happy? You wonder, do I seem
loved enough. Who gets what they want?
I mean, who gets to be who they really want.
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PEDAGOGY
The way he did it was by promising revelation.
I moved backwards like a lineage
executing itself, my spine boning the coiled wire.
He was wrong. It was not at all reminiscent 
of a long-divided body reformed, 
as much as it was two halves being jimmied 
haphazardly apart. I hurried to my after-school job 
inside the dusty hollow of a strip mall, my burgundy 
culottes and my shitty hat. Drained a can 
of Diet Coke before the hour turned, rolling the silver 
rind in my new hands. The pliable skin 
of former density, no longer redolent of a thirst 
recently quenched, as it was of the lacunal 
learning its state of empty—tinny 
with the sound of it. The day ticked itself forward
and in my split mind the sense of moment 
after a diet is prematurely broken: the flesh betraying 
itself for itself. I had nothing else with which 
to compare, save for the memory of my discipline. 
There are no lessons, my body circles its context.
I was something before this. A bright little miracle.
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PALLIATOR   
[THUNDER ROAD]
I’ve heard what you were promising.
The world has called me plain, you were not
the first—it swells in the void of me,
the dark fuel of my gratitude.
It is why I am thankful to caress the dishes
back to white in the night’s hot sink;
to be, myself, caressed by the stranger’s leer,
delivered indiscriminately and to feel 
this gesture as subtly complimentary. 
I heard it all, but here I am promised 
already to a father and promised to coax him 
gently into his dying. His body, mine 
to tender. Truth tells us the mother 
will be last to leave, and if she doesn’t split 
her closing breath will fall bracketing 
his own. The people in town will tell 
their stories in whispers, in the arch of brows
will divulge their surprise. Sinful, almost
her premature departure; un-biological
when we have found ourselves crafted to outlast 
the needs of our lovers’—our hooked bones 
taken to and from their own. It is not a curse 
but like it, imagine the malediction of our bodies 
lifted in concert to their vanishing. 
What am I without you? I have asked
in my mind of many men. I mean to consider 
the dyadic of us, not the notional genetics
of caring: of cleaning his sheets below 
the thick fog of Sunday, folding them over 
a limp line to spot the grassless plains; 
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of sweeping the afternoon’s deposit of dust
from the porch he constructed, ears attuned 
to the soundless driveway, palms splintered.
Back in the house, even his clothes will need 
changing: first they will be laid out 
for him as puddle of greys and oatmeal,
like the flesh had already evacuated, 
until he can no longer slide them over his own 
ribbed hull. From then on I will dress him 
in reverse to my dressing of myself. His plate 
filled, his plate filled, his plate filled, then 
scraped clean. The recess of empty a mother leaves 
to fill—that too. The screen door slams 
with a rapid vacation of wind. I can feel 
the world walking away from me.
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THE IMPOSSIBLE III
The time you fucked
my face it felt like a feather.
You know, it is not enduring
If I want you, for all of your 
ferocity I have not recoiled;
for the ways you disfigured
yourself, I am grateful. 
I am a strong girl but 
you could always overpower,
you pinned me down and you
proved it. Threw me up 
in the air like a dull penny
and I was greener
when I landed in your palm.
What is it to devour without
breaking down the tough
meat, the plastic that sparkles,
the thumping heart of 




Voice my name with soft vowels
and I will sound to you 
like something I was born to do. 
Regarding etymology, 
which are our coincidences 
and which are our tidy evolutions?
I resent my language 
for its limits, I possess fewer than  
a palm’s weight of options. Girl 
slid easily over me, for a while.
The patriarchs I have known
have been very gentle,
they speak in words unaided
by flesh. They shuffle around
on quiet feet, trailing
sandalwood, cyprus, a hit
of vetiver. They shave back
the animal within themselves,
dutifully, leave it to decorate 
the basin with spotted foam.  
They promised me everything.
They reminded me darling
do not wait up, through
the noise of bachelor parties
a girl, much younger than I, severs
her body and unhooks her bra.
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ABSOLUTION
I adopted the voice of somebody
very hungry before a mountain
of choices, and never stepped
out of her. How unfair that it is
on earth I feel loved like this:
the way sunshine requires little
light, like day ignores lampposts.
There it is, in the grey guts
of my disbelief. Each time 
you rebuff me I grow a little more
resilient. Today, I bent my own self 
over inside the invisible cage 
of the shower. It felt
lonely. If I’m permitted to 
wear pink can I keep telling you
it’s a mans world. Who are you
buying flowers for this morning?
My only hope is they are for
somebody unable to cut the stems
themselves. Rejecting your own
privilege feels more and more
to me like a privilege in itself.
I don’t want to be anything
with a history; what is the newest





They tried to tell me you were deaf and dumb
  BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
The colour of lemon pith
   her cardigan catches the tripod. 
Just a minute, she says. Stands to untether 
  the hook, her coral lip
 a taught sneer. Count my knuckles back from ten. 
I wait for the camcorder to be switched on:
  the whir of circling gaze,
a little amber glow blinking its way 
 into a little green glow.      Six.      Without its consent
my face drags forth a furry image, half-eaten  
  by harsh lighting, from matter 
to particles along a looping wire until finally. 
 It has no choice. This is the point.      Two.
 To tear invisibility off, one must wrench. 
If we were to play the recording back
 overlooking my center part 
and clear eyelashes, their spider shade 
  over the hump of nose, we would 
hear her easing her way into animal skin 
  muttering dammit. A floppy ladder 
 below the collarbone. 
What she wants is for me to toughen up. 
  Let’s be clear, what she wants
is nothing but a proven hypothesis.
 Regardless, uses the term prey 
with conviction. A mother’s emphatic lilt. Specifically, 
 easy prey. I float around with my pounding heart
in a daydream of myself. I have been this way.
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The trees have changed thrice
  over, everybody is tired of waiting me out. 
Tell me your name with confidence this time 
 she demands. Look up.     My name. I am thinking 
back to the last day of that first year, 
 when the seniors smothered every fixed surface
on campus with entrails. Schools of shredded fish
a silver slick in a bucket, a silver eye 
  staring upwards, dumb 
for forgetting to be pulverised. Some of us 
slipped turning the dials of our padlocks, 
 keeping watch. A sisterhood of swishing wheat-hued
  ponytails, the ketchup bottles 
spilling over pig’s blood. Some of us fell. A stiff brown stain 
   on the back of my dress. My name 
shimmering on the shining 
  concrete left with the slick, to the left 
of the fountain where I washed the stink
 of cutting room floors off. I will not be defined by this
   I was reciting as the cool water
bubbled out. Look up.     And I could, with the voice 
of my choosing, give you everything 
   you require. Add one wet eye extra
  to top it off. Mirror the orthodoxy 
of an adolescent period, its cat-fighting eye-rolls, 
 its door slams. I would dissolve into your arms
a particular kind of broken, gift 
  you the comfort of comforting, tie this up 
 in a tidy bow. I am understandably insolent. 
I could choose this if choice. Was there 
  a choice to crawl from the myopic 
web, half-shelled, 
  soft-bellied with a fleck of the transparent 
showing. I would ask if I could not already 
imagine our noble arms in perpetuity 
  working to push boulders upon boulders
 away and farther, kicking the dirt between them 
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and past monoliths we broke 
 our fragile faces against. Supple meat 
like us, we slip our carapace and ease 
   the blinds back down. Prey 
or plundered, or to plunder prey— 
   who hacked these options off whom 
said slice. He who divided cephalic 
  from anatomy. He who chose violent sources
when defining our structures: to cut up, to dissect.
  Is it not possible that I could be both
terrified and immeasurably brave.
In her cardigan the colour of dish soap, 
 she would argue against. Bravery is an action 
not a mind state, not a yellowing
  into corners, lukewarm slipping 
under desks like bathwater.     I am chickenshit
 picking over the details; not of why it hurt
or who hurt it, but why we should learn to live with it.
  She will later educate me about outsiders  
perpetuating their alienation through choice 
  enacted gestures of estrangement. 
 These are not my words. I have yet to open.
I daydream the water-tunnel 
 at the base of my school, no shadows 
 at its lit fringes. Only sunshine, perfectly 
unbroken white arcs. Her mouth moves 
in tidy circles, mechanical 
enunciation of the supremely-adjusted;
  she wants to rip me into the real 
world, from my surveilling gaze 
 of poached surfaces, of flesh soaked rooms: 
yours, their faceless voiceless. I think I’d like to 
  come back to you now but.     Throat catch 
  cheek flush and six months of hands. 
Force dented wrecking ball 
 with nothing to withstand. I’d like to show you
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with gestures of inaudible language but. 
If I am in this room with you 
  sharing this room: hands. If I must 
pry ears open to the sound of my mouth
  and tongue. Anchor weight of those then.
Hands of endless formations:
  a cross, a knot, the tight muscle 
of gut. Something wild with its talons, 
 the bridge crossing 
something wilder still. I understand your silence 
has been difficult for others. Quite traumatic. 
After our last session I looked the word up
   skin prickled, face flushed. 
No, I did not believe myself 
better than anybody. Believed for once 
  an anger that did not circle back. I manage
 to muster the root of the word, the world 
it was picked from. Do you know what aloof means?
It rose from the ocean, it wants only 
  to drift away from a crowded shore.
As I am finding out, a broken mouth is brave
  only sometimes, others 
it washes up in the breach of propriety. 
 Picking over the details, it is not for her
  to answer why wordless should be faulty
but sisterhood, quite okay. 
  That mass noun should nullify unitary 
cruelty. I am guilty for ever belonging. 
My hands of ribbons. I tell you this, for tomorrow
 a photo will be posted from the past 
class of 2000 and I will need you to point me out.
   I want to be the person I want to be
even then I wanted. Eye contact, eye contact 
  and smile. It’s quite okay, simple mistake:
    pre-teen as grown, silence 
as strike, hard to see girl inside of teenager
easy to let the phase pass.
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  We watch the recording, thrice over
until face fades into test pattern. 
   We focus on the right side—
her left, the right side of my mouth. The way it dives
with discomfort. The crick 
 of vocal chords. Also the shoulders, the fists, 
  fluttering eyelids. Also the frown
of invisible brows, the swooping of muscular indentations.
  Finally she stands to switch me off. See?
Prey. Chickenshit, I cannot wipe my face from
  my mind nor imagine a field of bright colours
when you describe them to me
  with such vivid detail. I police face 
for prey. This is the beauty of television
  she claps. Gleefully, you are learning 
how the world really sees you
  at a distance. See far sight.
See how I learned to squeeze her from my mind
 suds-like and bursting. 
How I come to remember colour, only,  
   neither name nor tone
of her ordinance. How I remember confession 
  as concept of confession; how I sweated there
long enough and never spoke of not speaking
  until finally. Your father, with his great affection 
terms me bulldog, loud and persistently 
   brave. See: something to choke 
chain when its bark stops protecting you. If only 
 he knew how long it took for these lungs of mine.
 Throw me a bone , I would not look up.
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BOTERISMO
If I told you every day I am not a flower
I die a little, would you believe me?
I wanted to be a brilliant girl or an
ordinary boy, relished the democracy
of face-masks, the featureless quality
of initials. I was a child when I heard
the story of a woman somebody knew
who applied self tan on the nights
her sugar daddy visited. I was fresh
and hadn’t understood the need to keep 
a man away. Then a doctor told me 
you can be anybody you want 
and afterwards he raised a needle. 
I have to confess my concern 
regarding the rate of my recovery:
I thought it would stop hurting
once it stopped hurting, I figured
I would be the one I wanted right away.
This is what I know of romantic love, 
we are all waiting for each other 
to confirm the truth: we could have been 
anybody else. What is magic is making
the thing more desirable than its model,
forget the real strawberry, grainy
and so often white. Since birth I have been 
charmed by hunger, it is the most 
anomalous of love affairs, it is something 
you can keep. I am never myself, I spent 
all of winter with a silver spoon that ate 
so many meals for me. I vowed not to feel 
guilty for the white bottom of everything.
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ANTHO-
Do not envy me, I think to mention 
to the most conceivable version 
of my ancient self. Verdancy is a fugitive state, 
its commanding colours. Of course, 
I arrive here with our collective 
knowledge in mind: why the fruit shapes 
of the body happened upon us, like tumbling
bounty struck by wind. Our lazy eyes 
widening their creases into taut ravines. 
We have all been watched; it is not offensive. 
I’m speaking now of the pregnancy of vision, 
its silent necessity. By which I mean 
at once natural and patently conspicuous. 
We tightrope this hairline; the lush welt 
of ripeness and the invisibility of nature. 
To be fuckable and also willing 
to be. Return with me, now, to my thickest
summer; laden, as it was, with cream 
and its lustrous mouth feel. I was too much 
girl. Then, I wrote poems of dissonance.
Of mind disassociating with mirror; 
the Grosse Fuge awaiting its discovery 
by modern ears, I phrased this and felt it. 
Hungry to be touched in the modern world: 
the more of me I grew, the harder that touching 
became. The more demanding and dense 
my desire to have edges spanned. I threw myself 
into work. It gave back with impunity, 
it grew a new mind inside me. I learned 
of the poem’s steadfast anatomies.
It would find love regardless. Then I resolved 
to rectify my counting, to accelerate my typing, 
to accumulate one rejoinder after another 
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rejoinder with which to correct 
your erroneous statements. Actually, no. 
That was not how the Internet was created. 
Incorrect. The entirety of the human 
brain is utilised. Before I knew it, I was 
manly. My senses sharpened for ruination. 
I tumbled into my own whet appetite. 
Let’s go further back. Eleven years old, I glared 
at the self of myself, concave and blushing 
with the same eye as you: part trepidatious 
horror, part animal magnetism. 
That the pith I possessed should reveal itself
as acquiescent without knowing to, 
how would I describe this? I peered into a world 
I’d not been invited to join. My wimpish body 
in a career suit. My little bag full of blank 
pages, another name scribbled atop my own. 
The same world to which I now show up, my guts 
formidable and shrouded by their peach 
canopy. They are all the more formidable
for their shrouding. Our fathers pat me on the back,
terrified of what they have done. I watch
the men ascend around me, like energy departing
its lowly anchor. I am awaiting my retirement to be taken
seriously. I divide my peripheries by the center 
of men. I divide my mind by its weight,
by its weight, by its weight again. I bide my time.
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SOLECISM
The first time he and I both 
Quit one another it was to rediscover
Ourselves individually as siblings 
Beneath summer’s revolting sky 
Grey with the scent of fires curling 
In from nearby towns we pretended 
Something dourly beautiful
Instead a basilican ceiling dripping 
With its cobalt and opaline
Ennobling of our partitioning
It was not noble enough
This town of drive-thru liquor
It was not noble this circling
Of acolytes in basketball singlets
But what they tell you is soon
You will ascend the shit of your making
Your inherited appetites 
Learning now to feed the backbone 
Swelling as two arms outstretched 
Become in that moment capable of it
Withstanding the flesh of your wounded 
Nature what they really meant 
I believe was prurience my body
Swelled with its abundant shame 
I hid my bursts of hormones
Beneath camel turtleneck
After camel turtleneck a lesson
In repelling a camel body
It would be better for you
To find some pants that flatter 
Your particular figure said a man
From the tiny congregation 
The skin on my baby back showing
Fluffy with the light behind it
Each time I folded my knees
In on themselves I slipped inside
My tunnel of female adolescence
Picture a lintel and behind it
The brink of a girl stuck within 
Her gesture of inching belt loops up 
And over her new hips pulling down 
A sweater as far as it might travel 
Without enitrely exhausting 
What little stretch it has left.
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EXCISION
Because here you are demanding 
Of me this version of events 
Nothing is the answer to the story 
They gave me and of my stake
Nothing to occlude that immaterial gap 
Either so negligible as to be gapless.
Vacancy is naturally occurring 
In women and in nature, I hear 
The head say it means to describe atoms 
Or living the vast accumulations 
Of empiricists shading in effete lines
Peach peach peach peach blonde 
A pink so sheeny bright it spits.
To be self-evidently diegetic 
Something must be told and precisely 
The something incapable of being 
Perceived from the outskirts of body. 
Mind you I cannot wait here forever
Until the moment arrives for me 
To answer for some nugatory creation 
Myth of sagging edges and all 
The while the interior remains as it was 
Intended pink pink pink and glowing
Hot with each day of obscurity.
What happened was they pushed me
Out the door with my body tied 
and a biblical appellation attached.
But that was not my name I was too young 
To name a face that hadn’t surfaced
How would you name a girl faceless. 
Though there were choices among choices 
Of wildflowers or those previously cut
Violet or Rose, ponytail or ponytail
Ribbon tied sweet shy girl or sweet
Exuberant girl adorable with her 
Ambition in wait to be caressed 
Soft by strong hands I never wanted 
Any of this you never asked me 
What I wanted was to be my own 
Originator and distend my fist
Into a palm carrying the axe you crafted
An empire that forged a codex over
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My cast and slid it down rubber-like.
Nothing is the very reason why 
It took a lifetime to put the me in here 
Too long I was yours with your 
Thumbs inching down the white elastic 
Of my selfness now you surely see it
Thank you for finally asking 
After all of this time I’ve been waiting 
You out; I, waiting fragrant 





[AFTER A WOMAN WAKING]
Morning crawls in lonely with its leaking 
dark. A lover and his empty wallet. 
His water legs treading the swimming 
stairs; grateful for the quiet roads 
of midweek. A sweet stink of cloying 
urinal cakes clouding bed linen.
You awaken a scratched slate pebbled 
with your bruises: the oven handle 
a lateral streak across the shrub of thigh,
plastic feathers of scar from the cast
iron. Wrist, knuckle, the white tract
of forearm. In youth you spread a version 
of this refined meat across the masonry 
of public pools—a wild streak 
of daylight. You were her. Surely, you 
were the girl drying there below the sun. 
The body inhales the shape of routine. 
The toast gently buttered and blooming.
The hunch of low plaster and its slumping.
The broken mouth of a dishwasher
in wait of its assisted regurgitation,
its feeding. Life is a force to be 
tended, you know this. How often did you
muse to others on the labour of living
maintenance. Some days it crawls in
you, a messy plague you could never
contain. Back when he was still yours,
satelliting the contour of you
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as if to suggest he might never blink out
or plummet downwards, might never
slip himself of your love and quietly drift 
away without explanation, you would fume 
at the thought of him laying in 
as you panted over steam. Then, the world
full of its sharp noises, sliced from your 
memory the sweet tones of another 
fixing hot breakfasts, the steady miracle 
of drawers opening and closing, of spoons 
clinking against other spoons. The being 
cared for, that was the sound it made:
a round of glass meeting timber.
How would you miss the routine you built
a life around rebuking. Soon, soon.
You would whisper to the hot plate
that this would all be finished soon,
that your life would creep out from behind
a towering curtain of mildew to meet 
itself. And it was, and it did. It had nothing
in it. It was a pitiful shape made up of damp 
ideas. You are dreamless. Nobody wants for you.
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PREFIX
The boys of my youth wanted me
Inside chained to the black box
The VCR and its endless scroll 
Of trashy college comedies bloated 
With swimming pools and empty 
Reds floating their flimsy surfaces 
Everybody gets the girl in the end 
That is the twist of masculine idealism 
It being denser than submission
Wait them out and the women will 
Eventually crumble as the world 
Outside carried on without me 
They would make their demands
In tidy orders: an end of the evening 
Phone call notifying them of my solitude 
Pacing alone in my bedroom a little 
Dove lowering its wings to quietly perch 
A delicate flower pulling its buds in
A pink ribbon rolling itself into one 
Glossy spool of untouchable surfaces 
With the soft mass of pillow puffed
Against my cheek I would press a palm 
To calibrate my heat I would swallow 
Against my will the phrase beauty 
Sleep beauty sleep like many homely 
Mammals counted but I was never tired  
With the gape of boredom and its matte
Dentalium currencies with their restless 
Prickling of my limbs I don’t want to 
Be delicate I would tell the dark room 
But this is what you make me.
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CREATION MYTH (V)
His role is to locate his calling.
To a mirror he replies,  
okay, but what was I born to do.
It is easier to feel weighty 
with this many moving parts. 
My thoughts turn to the hens, 
exhausted by hunger but scarcely 
a heartbeat away from brooding—
it is their imperative. How simple
a fact might prescribe a desire,
an action, a routine, a lifestyle,
 a shape. A shape, or rather 
the vessel of that shape. 
How elegantly it goes unfilled.
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HAGIOGRAPHY
I said I am taking a new mother
To her face I said that I remember 
Nothing of the other woman 
A stranger but for a recipe I have 
Retained the vesicales of cheddar 
Floating atop white rice casserole 
Dairy and starch she pencilled 
The litany of its components 
With a humble smile bent over 
Her glossy pine countertop noted
Audaciously the secret was a can of 
Campbell’s condensed chicken soup! 
An exclamation she added herself 
Ribbed and gelatinous and from it 
Combed all traces of nature 
My real mother never did this 
Never made the casserole
With a bible in her recipe book 
Stand of curled wings of wrought 
Iron amplifying the maternal
I learned nothing from her
The casserole and nothing but 
To be a certain order of outline made up 
Entirely of my cautiously concealed
Flaws what kind of woman is that 
Who stands to serve the hungry
Eyes of men so unreservedly
Slipping their jackets away




Boys were animals with animal hungers
I learned early. Better to stay close to home.
   PHILIP LEVINE
I split her side at six months. It tears her, the way she turns 
her back around and leaves me standing, pebbles of feet 
against the terracotta tile. That I will wobble, a loose milk tooth 
inching its way out, but learn to steady; standing as she takes 
the stairs, standing as she clips the belt, standing as she turns 
the key, sounds the horn, pulling out, tongue mapping 
the ridges of her mouth. I face the louvered door of the pantry 
until her scent dies off. I count the panels. Forty-eight panels, 
ninety-six panels. I cannot know these words, yet. I count them 
without words. Her day is a misery. As I nap beside the space heater, 
her boss finds an unpatrolled corner and observes his right 
to commend her tireless efforts. What is that wild and searching 
smile he forms, just a moment before her paws her upper thigh. 
How many times before this time, did a smile like this one
trigger from its catalyst of force—splinter, crack, spread. She gasps, 
then swallows, or swallows her gasp. I cannot know. It goes on. 
She lives with it. My grandmother claps her hands. All of a sudden, 
I am a child. It is my time to learn. What do I remember? 
She asks and I will tell her: toast, chocolate milk, schnitzel, 
sort of—mostly how to grill it, how to slide its slick brown rubble 
onto a plate beside the green beans, their inching yellow pool. 
Another day without title, I will stir cake batter in a new way 
I have been taught to keep the air inside. I am stenciling 
the gestures from her demonstration, grappling with the jagged 
edges of infant reflexes, so when she leaves this time, I do not 
look up. It requires a determined disposition. Five minutes 
after the engine starts, her car finally pulls away. It goes on. 
A lesson in tenderness—it is always tenderness, or moistness 
or pull-apart-ness, any undemanding texture—of long and soft. 
Grandmother inscribes our lessons with tidy mottos 
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so I come to understand these methods as universal. A hive 
mind of speckled index cards, the patina of sagacity 
a sticky little key. I could open this room up to myself, I could 
set timers for the whole of my life. With wet eyes, she will 
impress upon me the hope of ages, a dormant depression 
marinating with dirt. She will remind me, in a loop of matter 
softening, that any unfortunate cut sliced then tugged 
from the wrong section of flank; any repossessed remnant 
might be coaxed with enough care. I watch the wrinkled cubes 
toughen and shrink into pallid skins; I feel the meat in me shake. 
Even now, I understand, she means for me to transfer this 
fresh knowledge to my men: that in my silence I have pledged to 
wait out the bake, a stubborn sinew. From workable to destroyed, 
to recovered. Tenderness. That meat is a fixed form; it is we
who have been tasked with the invention of new methods 
to work with its unspoken limitations. There are many ways 
to love. The cost of education is human. I cannot know this. 
I can scarcely see her there, in the back room, leavening 
beside the black garbage bags, jutting with coat hangers; 
eating her salad lunch without noticing the plastic is empty. 
Greasy fork falls into the hollow, broken eighties ballad inserts 
its pitched key tones through the threshold. She is not there, 
is not here. I lift the lid on a heavy pot, surreptitiously ease it back 
to smother. I do not burn. I am waiting for the clattering 
of a distinctive intonation to announce her before her body 
does. I will divine this audibility through a rehearsed appetite: 
no set of keys sounds exactly alike. Any child patrolling the doormat 
of her own life and its moratorium, is tuned. She is driving home, 
her errant thigh quivering against the vibration; her headlights 
beaming back the glare of a fog between her worlds. It has not fallen 
upon us here, and if it has, I cannot stretch myself enough to see it.
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CREATION MYTH (VI)
The void I triggered open
like a yawn
swarms with its ascending
numbers, an endemic 
gape. Before we married 
I dissolved with the vision 
of a newborn. I returned home 
a new tier of feminine. 
Now we understand that 
I was crying over a miscarriage 
waiting to bloom. I was oblivious
to the body’s intentions 
and its misfires, absorbed only 
the taste of being broken into 
and needing to be hosed out.
At night he will abandon me
to excise scum from my skin; 
to gild a washcloth with my day
face. I play these tricks 
on the world: my complexion, 
only better. A judicious veil 
of pinstripes. I regard my tangled 
histories, as I’m toweling off 
my torso, a lumpy inheritance
with its disquieting coils.
I always wanted to be casual—
carefree, I remember telling
S, the last time we spoke 
face to face. We were discussing
The Sexual Politics of Meat;
we were unified by our impression
of being doe-like, the world 
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a big rig. I feel thoroughly polluted 
by all I have abased. The infant 
mosquito I found clinging—
I crushed it with the flat plaster
of my wrist. In that moment
I could no longer advocate 
for its survival. We take 
our power where we find it 
waiting. The self-designated 
right to domesticity
and dominion, rolling into
disassembly. We are what 
we eat, so I swallow 
dominance from the endless 
conveyor. It is not an act 
of cruelty, refusing to write 
the recipes down, to render 
them irreproducible. 
I have questioned him 
about what he would most miss
in my absence. He says nothing 
of the food and prefers to
commend tenderness. I take this 
to mean my gentle wrist, 
how carefully it scrapes a pan, 
predicting the direction butter 
will skid. An abyss inside me 
hungers to subdue, 
or to otherwise be coaxed free 
from its choices. They mirrors 
within mirrors, a hallway 
with no threshold in sight.
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DOMICILE
My home is framed by tender foliage.
Like a late wave of summer her hands wilt 
atop my own. It is Friday, I am crying 
in the kitchen again. I’m sorry, 
I promised myself that I wouldn’t this time, 
I say. Her eyes are pools that feed 
the plunges and if they don’t feed they tug.
The gradient and its rude pull.
Were they a father’s slate, I would learn 
to toughen up. I would have learned
by now. Are we honestly this soft 
or do we cycle our softness, pass our rites 
down as a pot boils over. Ignore it, 
my mother reminds me. The gradient 
and its labile tones. You’ll recall the sound 
of a hiss and its vicissitudes?
Only sometimes do we find ourselves 
in any real trouble. I crave the clinical 
lines of quantifiable feeling, 
such as a depletion of necessary minerals
or a deficiency in crucial compounds. 
I read an article informing me of three 
distinct types of tears: basal, reflex, psychic; 
each observed under a microscope 
appears uniquely topographical. 
It seems unscientific. I can’t tell you why
except to say it moves me. A depth of feeling
we diagnose as emotional intelligence.
What a delicate way to describe
the preservation of weeds. That I find it 
barbaric the phrase At some point you must 
guard your interests, seems to me
the most feminine thing I can imagine. 
I understand this logically: the sowing of seeds 
and their harvest, transactions and withdrawals. 
Naturally, caring is a closed loop: she cares 
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for me and forgets what I flow to. It is enough 
to protect the animal, too much to save 
what it feeds from. In the garden, he spearheads 
the laborious tasks, digging holes that will be 
remembered. I synthesise the invisible 
contributions of nature, spraying water that seeps 
in and vanishes. He comes home and everything
is miraculous. It was not always 
this way; our mess strewn in restless circles, 
before I sweated. Only the undone is spot lit. 
Please, I will remind her, I am capable 
of withstanding anything. I reside in the cascade 
of our traditions, our prefabricated houses,
our bodies purpose-built for their dim rooms. 
I am a current preparing to fall and flatten.
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PONYTAIL SYNDROME
You never recover from the carnival 
mirror—you don’t even utter, it hurts here 
and point at your heart. It just is. 
Inverted reflections in spoons, as long as cereal  
is mornings. As long as sunshine directs rays
toward shiny hair, as long as we grow it 
for the shimmer. Your face is a carnation.
In twenty years you might count the layers 
Of petals and find more there than what sticks 
to the heart of a peony, but not yet. 
Please, never search the internet for envy, 
it is merely the colour of a prettier tree. 
I’m just now understanding that we will never see 
anything out of the same silvered porthole:
there is me complaining about the itch 
of heat, while you would describe it another way
entirely. Propose it as languorous, as the slow 
trickle of perspiration, as the open road 
with its floating hazes and there you go 
explaining beauty. See a thousand miles 
of roadside sights, the sun as telescopes wince 
atit, but never see yourself laugh. Not really.
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INCIDERE
FOR MOTHER, WHEN THE SHIFT IS OVER
  Morning of wet glass, of skyless vistas.
Her stomach falls back in, a window slamming
  shut, another expired epoch. 
I am momentarily amnesic, my damp brain 
  and its moving clouds; a slick, a saccade, 
a flash of shifting light. She is in the room with me 
  now, my life reel. Could I remember 
this correctly or have I superimposed the firmament 
  of her face, spliced with the mobile’s 
dangling objects? She is welcoming me to the new 
  world: a curl brushed behind the ear, 
a gentle waking sequence, until I will be lifted. 
  Down the hall, a hairdryer cooks 
the webbed growth of dead days, the first news 
  of the morning spirals in with its 
bad stories: faulty wiring has arrived to cinder 
  another timber home, the family 
dreaming through the overcast oblivion, their flesh 
  tones dimming. The door is kicked into
a splinter, but everything has already happened. 
  It is useless cursing this muffled 
mouth of mine, but what I lack in my language 
  is a way of asking for what I need:
something like a hormone with its broken logic,
  its ancient mind refusing to submit
to the details. My body is worth the weight
  of air; my life is a mute testimony. 
Perhaps she knows it, or maybe she is learning 
  that when miracles arrive, they do so
trailing behind them not a series of further 
  miracles, but that rubble remaining
from the holes they were dug. A fresh fear
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  with its margin of tidy slices.
When the first prickle of nerves creep
  along the arm poised overhead, 
when her face stares into a primitive reflection 
  of its mouth tangled with hair, 
does she perceive of something wet and electric—
  a drowning, a floating, or a survival? 
Does she locate a reservoir she would not recall 
  begging for? I would ask her how,
but I am on my back, again, my arms slipping 
  their wrapping. I was born wilder 
than she imagined. I cannot yet know to feel guilty 
  for thriving. For having been the first 
to stick, tumbling faceward into my animal exit, 
  a brute. Neither would she know 
to hold me accountable, that splitting a world in two
  was the least of it. I would destroy her 
daily, with my thirsty throat. They cut me free
  as her back arched. She learned 
to void herself, running all excess off into the suckle 
  of necessity: a pit with its arid concerns
to which flooded everything. If not everything, then
  the most of everything. The meagre balance 
of minimum wage and her hours and her body;
  her terror at having been asked to
restrain the moment before I struck myself alight,
  from finally sparking. Would she 
have called it obeisance if the word appeared to her,
   if the moment had arrived for her 
to learn it. I suspect not, in the same way that duty
  suspects any lingering sense of volition. 
It is only when I have grown that they will begin
  
  to repair the mess I left in her:
a hollow torn from what flesh should fill, mesh her 
  slackened walls. I can feel the staples, 
the pinch of walking, she will tell me. Smiling, 
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  she will describe the sensation of
presence forming. The both of us and our thirst. 
  We will learn to hold her gently.  
A surgeon teaches us the correct measure of force:
  imagine an egg, then quarter it, 
he says. Imagine an egg, a crush, a colloidal drizzle;
  I want to take this story back. I cross
my fingers, I leave a little gap. My silent father
  eyes her closely, a sad smile at having
 lost nothing—having had nothing meaty to lose, 
  merely the impression of pressure
and its luxury, the sense of attempt it pretends. 
  My fingertips against her bent back
I wonder which labour hurts most. I’m not speaking 
  of my own life, but of continuing 
to choose something biologically predetermined 
  to leave you. Might I have loved before 
being born. I could not, I did not accede to a debt 
  I will never settle. We cull a world 
of its resources, we gift ourselves the phrase 
  necessity, to palpate the twinge. 
Even now, fixed with this plodding consciousness, 
  I comprehend my own weight. 
A forest of ancient lumber falls; my chest fills up. 
  Somebody lives. If it was her 
returning to this room, her face full in the cleft 
  of my vision, I could finally ask. 
I would ask her to tell me why she knew 
  then, and how anybody might, 
sift through the viscera find there the trembling
  shape of something small and willing




That decade shut its door and sure enough, 
 my dreams are full of them. 
Men with their pixelated faces.
  
Fingers hovering over keyboards 
 in nighttime apartments, blue 
screen, takeaway slick stain. 
He whose mind blinks alight, unbending
  his knees to stand from a bar stool 
and walk a woman safely home. 
He who apologises and would wait 
 his life out for exoneration. 
Men of righteous intent, I witness you 
  
breaching the threshold of material 
 worlds to populate the fringes 
of my fantasies. The days I feel gratitude 
for minor acts, I meet myself 
   in front of the blank page.
Stave softened blunt, body built of venom
leaking. As we speak, women keep 
 birthing men as if indebted 
by gesture to handle a deity firsthand.
I am quiet and grateful. In my fantasies,
 a tunnel slide with a gentle begetter
at its mouth. I let the world take me 
in its arms again. I forget 
 about the comment section 
of an article recounting the plight
of overextended mothers’, 
 when another’s son recommends 
the choice of refusal—to abstain. 
Nobody twisted your arm, 
 he would remind the barely 
breathing. Would sooner obliterate himself
than father. To catch my breath, 
 I then repeated the lines of another 
man’s refrain: I want to be loyal, 
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but why should I mantra what my mind 
 leans into with such grace 
of exigency? I should have asked 
how to continue spitting fire 
 in the face of a diminishing world 
with its imminent obsoletes: 
wars over reproductive rights 
 and tax brackets. To silence 
bovine of their relentless lowing
we immobilise. Nothing moves, 
 my mind skips from public needs 
to my period bloat. I open a window 
 
onto the boulevard, thinking 
 of lace. Whenever he chooses 
to immortalise us, he will do so. 
Co-opt the banalities of our living
  into masterpiece, he will
mention our fondness for work
and a special place of organ we segregate 
  for bold tones of burgundy. 
It is true that we love ribbons: 
we were born as parts tied inside them.
 It is true, when they knock 
I answer with my graces fastened
beneath my good mask, 
 feeling only slightly sad for them 
in all I withhold. Do they know 
to ask why the first word we learned 
 was smile, before they ask us. 
That it was not a suggestion 
made with our spirit in mind.  
 That every time from then, 
from them, from then on we did 
witness them caress an empty gift 
 in their hands. A cue comes 
from the other side of the front door, 
from the street, from the mirror
 I mirror, I let my face 




The ache I feel to be no longer only myself
   PHILLIP LEVINE
Would, if I could bend over
cut myself free. Of the days he deems 
me worthy of loving, those are the hardest 
to predict. A routine homily on virtue 
of patience or sacrifice: words 
are exhausting. We are incommunicably 
bored by how little they appear 
to move; a morning fog sweeping freely 
past what pillar it finds there. 
By the insistence of instinct 
to use over what it has already voiced 
in every direction conceivable.
The bitter weed of correct composition
for change. I am covered in it.
For him, I would explain the hydrangea 
as a hundred flowers each 
sharing title. Light, the soiled earth, 
the wild and bitter compromise 
required to recognise self as incapable 
of becoming one. Some of us must 
fight. I would call it a story of how to




of a home run,
the manmade groan
of a couch spring.  
I adopt my position
atop a metal seam
dividing the carpet
from linoleum. I stay. 
This day was not created 
with me in mind. 
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EIDETIC
Womanhood called me to take
my best shape. That is work, to refine
processual accuracy; 
I, too, glut for greener ends. 
One year for perfect white sauce
while burnishing a phone 
voice, to rid yourself of stammer 
what human do you lose. 
My love, it is not so important,
is woven into well-intentioned
acts. You have been fogged
by sickness, so I removed myself
to simmer the bones down
scrape back the fat. You bring 
the broth to your lips, a little oily still.
My miniscule world streaming 
past, shrinking with its acquired 
knowledge. This is not a monumental 
human life I am living.
Not the same as your grandma’s,
is not to say I will never deliver 
a sealed craving. But what you want 
for is prime: never merely my hours 
but the lethargy of innocence 
when you found love administered 
without expedition. Palm on cheek 
you will wake to somebody 
waiting for you to wake, pat your fever 
down. I am bending my knees
ready to ease. Five full years to curb 
this uncontainable appetite 
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to fully hunger, to learn the yearn 
to spend roots from the same wet sore
as a desire to starve bursts. 
The labour is dressing what is task 
to appear to anybody else as choice might. 
Years upon years into this life 
in slicing, I ask you which proteins 
of proteins of mine do you choose 
to stand spot lit on your mental stage, 
in ideal production of me. O, never mind, 
I too recollect my golden year. 
Sun in sparkling points, boys 
on my mind. And time, an infinite drip
yawning in wait for you to use it up. 
Remember the memory of me—
I gave it to you.
kayaking at thirteen in navy shorts, 
on a river you have never before seen. 




Your mother was once young and beautiful.
A fresh-spun beauty, hay shining in a soft pile 
below the sun. Your mother was beautiful 
with a rustic sensibility, a horizon of corn at her back
and as a teenager, so much so you’d have wanted her 
for yourself, were you able to want such a thing.
Your mother entered into poverty by virtue of being born 
into a world forgetting her from its design. 
Steel forged edges, the low-hanging fruit of emotion;
its riches obscured into codex, its safety a story 
her mother placated with. She was pursued by a Torino 
driven with the intention of collecting girls, stuffing them 
inside its coat of amber rust. Hours though the fields, 
ducking below tall tufts of wild grass. She got home 
after night fell, sent to bed with acid climbing her throat. 
The world restructured itself tectonically. Your mother 
will always feel threadbare for having been at the mercy 
of another’s incalculable interest. That is poverty.
Your mother was in her last year of high school
when her math teacher called her ugly enough
to consider wearing a bag over her head.
He meant she was not sufficiently beautiful to speak.
Though, what is voice but the effect of halo
coming from any shining thing, but a sound turned down 
low enough by the pleasure of sight, to silence itself.
She was not that beautiful, became noise for the world to bear.
Your mother didn’t finish high school.
It was her last year but it was not the final year,
she was forced out by an apathy that reflected her face.
What might have been, had it been taught to be
anything other than the something that it was.
Learning loathing from feeling loathed, she took to typing, 
pouring beers with clean lines of foam, while the boys 
carried on in their uniforms, pushing one another’s backs 
on the asphalt, forgetting their homework. The rest of her life, 
she will ask for the correct spellings of words she already knows.
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Your mother had her thigh puttied by somebody’s daddy
last night. His wife was sleeping with her tight velcroed head 
propped up. They would both say something 
if they could. She would say, you have torn the joy of nature
from my being. She would say, in the sound of a falling leaf
I hear a fist flying. She would say, I am taking these gloves off,
I am leaving them here. Your mother, she would tell him:
at some moment in the future, my daughter is taking you,





I am reliable as violence,
a boxed musket that will forever fire.
When the world forgot disco, 
I stayed true. For you, I stayed 
stuck inside this old song, 
my feet slaves to common time. 
I’ve been killing these years, 
since you left. I’ve been blowing my hair 
out and plucking my nature 
in swift rituals of maintenance. 
Nights, I brush teeth in infinite loops, 
scheming a way to build complexity 
back into simplified structures. 
Men have described me mechanically: 
a buried engine they burst alight and rev 
for their fraternity. Then they split. 
They have used the thought of me 
to whittle their days down, 
or they have switched play on a song 
describing an idea of me and covered 
my face with the lacquered mouth, 
heavy lashes, creamsicle skin 
belonging to the pussy they slave for. 
Barely assembled, I find myself 
here: greying against a backseat 
of webbing vinyl, in this factory 
of retired objects. An industrial 
robot with no wants of her own,
but gifted ample time to cut and polish 
nails from their animalic shapes
into lean squares of smoothed sharp 
edges. To wait and dry, as the minutes 
pass me. You’ll remember his parting 
words were forever more, it was 
commitment he was seeking. 
I am stuck inside a liar’s mouth, it is full 
of notions. It is the world’s mouth. 
I will stop counting on my fingers, 
hot buds pressed over again—
something about victory sweetening
with each sour flick of tongue. 
Bracketed by violence, torn from it
like scrap, I am patiently cleaning myself
like a weapon, from the inside out. 
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LITHIC
[AFTER HEARTS OF STONE]
I. God forbid we should speak 
the truth for once:
nobody can touch me 
 exactly the right way  or the flowers   
are never wet never red enough  
 the secret places remain undiscovered  
stay abysmal  or there is a sighing 
in my heart  you hear it in this poem 
which is not for you.  Reader, god forbid 
I should speak the truth 
  I mean, as much as people can
resist the urge   harmless as it is 
to be good to seem virtuous to take 
what credit we can where we can. So what? 
 I wrote it for me it was 
it is just too much to bear this singular feeling 
invisible all of the time. 
 Remember, if you will, 
  I never could speak loudly 
enough. As a child they told me talk 
up but it just turned me 
right down. 
 And how do you stand it? The silence
that is apprehending you 
  now having entered my mind 
thrashing  with its bad weather,
when you have so many unique thoughts
 of your own you are complex, individual 
with your desires perceived by you 
and deeply. Nobody else 
  is as rich as we ourselves feel.
Still, can I tell you something 
 true I have never before uttered, 
but will today:
 to those who mistake my silence
for stoicism, I have little tradition 
in me  I am white without history  
  enough to disappear
on the wrong coloured Sunday
 the day like wide water without sound.  
 ^ Okay, that I stole. But truthfully
 all of the poems were written before me
each one an admission of guilt
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for never knowing how to love enough
 at the right time.
 Lonely houses filled with pairs
and the road reversing  long gone.
II. Or maybe it was me 
never wanting anything good to happen
to either of us. Maybe it was so hard to know, 
 all day with that just woken feeling
and your palm against my back. 
I’d forgotten how to pleasure you 
or stopped trying the same story.  
  We can never return to before 
saying the wrong thing       
  becoming unlovable. The flowers 
do not grow fleshy once more,
 so do we become the other flowers
shadowboxing   until none are left.
Do we tend the seeds of other selves
 become invisible to return to visible
to turn to rear-vision mirrors no faces inside. 
Asked to montage my entirety into moment
try this one gif on a forever-loop  
 I allegorise my life
   a blue ribbon unravels
a blue ribbon ties itself back up.
III. If ever he is to touch me
through my half sleep  his hands
  join with the faces of men 
whose names  I dread to think about.
stripped of safe perimeters I dream it is raining 
but rise to somebody  watering geraniums.
 Every day with this just woken 
feeling.  I want to know how to see
the world without inserting
 myself into every sad film or stealing 
the eyes of each lonely dilettante a real girl 
playing  a fake girl   playing a real girl 
 over and over.      
You are losing hair in your sleep 
 each night becoming less you 
becoming more fiction
  of an older you. 
I am making permanent
 the lines of morning a face adopts.
30 years ago on a day like this
  I was unborn I was possible 
raw with my possibilities and the sighing 
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in my heart
 enough to flatten something.
IV.  Tell the truth for once
was I your plan?  Tell the truth 
was it your desire to marry 
  a gentle girl? What kind am I. 
Let’s stop denying one another 
 we both have feelings to be taken care of
your backseat need to be wanted mine to ignore 
my own aversion to questions 
 trailed by their yapping answers.      
You know that heart of stone, girl?
It just ain’t your style.
How strange to still be a wife. How awful 
  that anyone should care.
Imagine being trapped inland
    the one pond forever.
It had better be the right one.
How would you know. 
V. Today I slipped the satin
perimeters of a dress 
 I had not fitted in years. The sensation 
was holy I will not interrogate it. 
 The ugly truth is that  
   I long to be nominal, 
of a suitable weight to be carried  
each night in your arms  a sleeping child is how  
I see myself  in everyone my initials  
 in a scarred mountainside my body 
in every man’s embrace.  Mirroring is a life’s work
 living on nothing but fresh air.  Can I tell you 
  the truth? When you are gone 
 I exercise my right
  wrist thinking of myself 
and strangers, their faces wall-hued. Of course
I want to disappear, are you kidding me
  of course I want to be invisible.
Even the women who knew me best and loved 
what they knew still pinched my fat and told me 
 love yourself. The only thing that won’t pass 
is the desire to return to a dressing room full
of fragrant arrangements my life





We found ourselves born by rivers 
On outskirts of golden lights. 
Towards the low rumble of civilisation,
I cannot say If we crawled, but be sure 
That we did drag ourselves full of nature
To be apprehended by the stiff lines of logic. 
We entered the room to be pruned 
Of defiance or desire or the hunger
for any hunger seeking for itself;
Our need confiscated, reconfigured, 
Handed back to us to nurse as neutered 
Children with bodies swept neat. We learned 
To craft ourselves into their shadows,
Behind them we hovered without notice,
Practicing the regulation of our pitch.
We cried in closets with mouths full of cloth. 
Set our bodies free from ourselves, 
A thousand wild dogs with teeth pulled
Already having forgotten their bite.
We beat our tails against legs, for grace
Of being included. There was a threshold, 
I’ve heard we crossed it to enter 
The workforce in costume uniforms. 
Was it a gorge, was it a bridge with perilous 
sway? Was it the staircase we descended, 
Flooding foyers with lilac scent, walking 
Softly talking softly whispering secrets
In rituals of cotillion. Our crunchy curls 
Fluffed towards the restrained smiles 
Of proud father’s, the mother is always crying. 
In rich foyers, by the staircase always
Bifurcating in two directions, not three. 
To learn or to breed. There is a third: the straight 
ahead, the diamond glow, an expedition 
of principal interests. How long we will go on
Dipping shoulders left or right, nobody can tell.
I bowed myself, could not curtsy. My iron waist, 
My frangible chest, clean out of its breath.
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PUDENDUM      
[AFTER PINK CADILLAC]
Yes, I have crawled. Splayed the bed,
been fucked or flushed to red-raw
by the domestic. I’ve had my finest ideas turning
dishes in the sink. I dry them off.
Take my sleep on silk to stave the sagging. I did
I do because of guilt — a shame I can never sever,
a limb I cannot cut from limbs
of which it ballasts: one for my mother,
another for my daughter, already blushing
at the thought of her own life. Did I gape,
breathe in time with the bleeding? Did I tear
with the tear when I birthed her,
this notion of mine, or was it yours all along?
i.e. stay very hungry, i.e. remain on the brink
crumbling with starvation. I have housed
and wifed and tried to grasp within the loop.
You do not wish to hear the truth,
the ways it might ruin for you the taste of meat.
We have not always been willing. By we:
your girls. By you: the world. I did not elect you
president, I did not, although I did invite you
to the party of my body. You looked at me,
you saw a hole. A void from which you might be
filled, unfledged, or unfleshed — a riviera
of rich potential. You could announce yourself,
having been mine and from being mine
found yourself. The way you like your body
touched, the way you like your coffee creamed.
The way you need to be assured — reassured.
I is the gap I bridge bodily between us;
a vessel for your emptiness. For your civilisations
I wear atop my skin the depilatory creme,
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tasked to unravel the carrion odor from the bloom
of freshly bared flesh: every mother of a son,
every woman who loved one, who felt insides dented
by tremoring tissue. My fantasy, to no longer exist
under these terms, you can give it to me: only you
can ease yourself above, fall atop to blank me
with neutral tones. An eye closed against the nape




I stayed up for nights and days pushing failure away [a drunk stranger 
and a door] You slept in circles to waken peach-faced and complaining  
[the single sneeze that woke you from rest] What could be worse
than a man permanently lit by the glow [of his phone and by his right
to downtime] I dimmed of [I was seventeen and then I wasn’t] 
When I contracted myself willingly [I was twenty-four and will be
always twenty-four] Joined to become born again [a daisy chain] ribbon-clad 
and wearing the scent of bluebells [on my wrists] I asked for instruction
[asked for montage] toward ideals I asked and you told me [you won’t do much
talking] shiny [close-up of sun-gilded skin] shy [one small goose-pimpled patch 
below the hair line] Preferably the light will be lucent [through a mirage 
of dotted seersucker] through the dress [the dull grey outline of inner thigh] 
and upon me as I stretch [hanging washing out to dry] In the shadows




I don't mean to sound vain 
but nothing pulses me 
more than an easy slipping zipper, 
specular surfaces shining.
Shins against the floor of a Walgreens 
hair care aisle, seeking sublime 
and manageable lengths. My lifeless 
selves growing longer through 
follicles. I trailing them, they 
trailing me—where I tried change
we resisted. I find myself the fabric 
of what I am. I was told enough
to try this self on, it was soft 
armour I was seeking. We loved
husbands, we hated husbands.
Acid rolls in, a cloud from a cold 
room; a forgotten promise, a lost 
loyalty. I don’t need this. Imagine 
an island that did not relieve you 
of your work but of those to whom 
you were responsible. I have been 
invited: it is a vanity. A way to resize 
a storm, a weather I can manage. 
I cannot stop speaking of myself, now. 
Of us, we women wanting attention 
or love or money. This is how he sees us, 
in his great book he will extend 
our talons—we would pluck from 
the ground whatever it was we found
we needed. Would tell of our pain 
and of our tonics. We would speak 
without shame and he would witness
rotted out fruit. An overworked curl, 




[AFTER A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND]
Asked to imagine a world where age cuts 
Through the loose layers we carry,
I witnessed women shrinking back 
To containable states of vitality, 
Tight fires roaring their meagre loads of fuel.
When time came to disembody the excess
Gleaned from repeated abuses and failings,
Lore told us we would learn to know
What to refuse and because we wanted to 
Would find ourselves able to say it. No.
I never thought I could change anybody. 
My father tugs his clothes off into a single skin 
Of cotton layers and leaves the casing 
At the foot of his bed. I will find this
Charming, if my mother does not. 
There are no questions left unanswered. 
We emerge stamens of rotted out flora, 
That nobody picks us to carry home is a given. 
These are our problems no longer. 
Stripped of the fluff desire entails 
I can liberate my time from lesser tasks: 
Masking my face to pull from it mess
Imagine instead an orchestra of men 
I would annihilate by ignoring their wishes 
To be seen and heard. They blowing harder, 
Their hands a furious sawing of strings. 
I do not need them now. RIP to the primeval
Me clinging by nails, leaving impressions 
Of points that faded back from red to flesh. 
Asked to bend over, I did bend over
Rose to find the small of my back warmed
By hot instinct, my hollow a petri 
In which their bacteria would bloom.   
When they validated me it was done so 
For the first harvest of blooming fruit 
For the prize of prize, never the object 
But for the proof of what might be attained.
I heard that I would soon be coming 
Into my own, but in embodied experience 
This means possession of a more refined 
Manner of ordinary. I am ordinary 
And for this I have myself to thank. 
There is nothing you could have given me 
Torn for me, from this world’s dark edges




His grandmother taught me to boil the cabbage head whole, 
let the water work it soft, to peel the leaves delicately off—
a practiced erosion of form. In bomb-swept markets, the rice and potatoes 
have turned the girls into terse women, pointing their fingers, 
nursing loaves of bread with effete discontent. She drinks brandy to stave 
off dying’s boredom. She leaks bloodless in her great taboo, 
daring to let age occur. She is still a woman, will be buried one. And I,
learning what she knew: cooking the value out of vegetables,
stuck inside my fear—its reaching out for comfort. I am fading, too:
a pen running slowly out. A mark, a shadow, into an impression, 
into the lesser impression of a page that comes after. I will remember her, 
even if you cannot. Slits above the cheekbones, under bright lights, the thin
map of skin. You have no word for those not mothers, not lovers—
little brown mice, wearing their masks of history turned to face the world.
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CONCLUSION
 ‘Labor is the axis of human self-making’
GREGORY BAUM1
‘We may then think of man and his work, of careers, as an immense area 
of problems, embracing a great many of the problems of formation of 
social personality and of adjustment of individuals to their social settings’
EVERETT C. HUGHES2 
This thesis has considered the nexus of liminality and working life by focusing 
on place, space, and self as primary spheres of poetic representation. Foregrounding the 
way labour, as a scaffold of daily life, might shape our perceptions and experiences of 
place; impact our apprehension of mobility; and inform socially and individually-held 
notions of selfhood, this study posed labour as a determinative factor of daily experience, 
and one irrevocably connected to notions of reality. With that implied association as an 
overarching concern, the critical chapters tackled the axiom that labour—borne of daily 
structure and crucial to its preservation—necessarily conveys “authenticity,” and that all 
work-related significations might thereby be veracious. It did so by arguing that Levine’s 
and Springsteen’s labour narratives are often liminal; evidencing places, spaces, and 
characters that directly invert or otherwise transpose the preconditions of stable structure 
within their texts. 
Having posed questions relating to the wider critical reception of Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s labour narratives, notably a tendency in scholarship to overstate their works 
veracity, it endeavoured to reconcile the anomalous and often contradictory spaces and 
experiences within their poems and songs. Noting this popular opinion has prevailed 
despite peripheral assessments of Levine’s and Springsteen’s liminal narratives “on the 
edge” of their respective societies, it employed the framework of liminality studies, and 
extended its model to complimentary disciplines, to examine these incongruities and 
elucidate how their works regularly deviate from normative arrangements. Focusing upon 
the ways Levine and Springsteen construct spaces outside of structure and in response 
to prevailing conditions, the chapters emphasised the referential capacity of liminality 
to reflect and reimagine prevailing states of structure during episodes of removal, both 
in literary texts and otherwise. In so doing, it argued their works proffer signification as 
allegories of workaday experience. This finding reemphasised the complexity, and often 
conflicted renderings, of their texts; a characteristic often obfuscated in analyses which 
simplify their delineations as unequivocally authentic. The creative responses extended 
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this claim by re-enacting the binaries specific to each critical chapter; exploring the liminal 
spaces between urban/natural, mobility/fixity, self/other to reemphasise the frequency of 
structural reversal in Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts.
The first section tackled the notion of place. Focusing upon Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s bucolics, it argued that in transpiring outside of urban loci their poems 
and songs often defy factual categorisation. Instead, it presented a way of understanding 
these inversive landscapes as sites of representation that illuminate the structures of their 
working environments. By exposing the way liminality might simultaneously elude and 
reinforce normative arrangements, it charted a new method for applying its precepts to 
contemporary example and proffered a novel interpretation of Levine’s and Springsteen’s 
renderings of labour environments. This approach was furthered in the pastoral Fake 
Flowers Last Forever, a lyric sequence crafted to emulating the critical arc. It reinvigorated 
the binary of natural and manmade, and rearticulated places of opposite, other, and 
projected positions to expose how liminality might insinuate itself into daily landscapes 
and furthermore be symbolic of their attendant concerns.
These questions of contradictory signification were focused to the subject of space 
in the second section, which attended to Levine’s and Springsteen’s mobile narrative from 
the axis of time and movement. Marrying liminality with mobilities and spatial studies, 
it revealed these theories as cognate for their stipulatory binaries of structure/anti-
structure and fixity/mobility, and presented an inventive method for approaching both 
disciplines. Advancing the idea of movement and liminality as mutually symbolic acts, it 
exposed how Levine’s and Springsteen’s pursuits of freedom are attached to expressions 
of mobility, and that in arising outside or between temporal structure their narratives 
cannot be seen to represent daily time. The Pink Cloud took up these findings in the form 
of a travelogue. Unfolding between the temporal poles of present/future, labour/leisure, 
and mobile/fixed, it articulated the emotivity of movement and its implications for self-
actualisation and individual progress, while exploring the paradoxes of labour and its 
twofold affording and prohibiting of movement. It showed how framing liminality with 
a textual pilgrimage might extract the underlying tenets of the paradigm: that symbolic 
passage often accompanies spatial movement. 
The final enquiry considered selfhood and its many complicated intersections 
with labour structures. Interrogating the manifold threshold characters in Levine’s and 
Springsteen’s texts, it expounded how their transitions, crises, and outsiderhood actively 
contradict an interpretation of normative characterisation. By drawing a connection 
between crises of self and the prevailing codes of their structural contexts, this chapter 
presented an innovate reading of Levine’s and Springsteen’s recognisable identity-tropes 
as symbols of mimicry within liminal phases. It redressed the insubstantial attention paid 
to their female outsiders by directing the liminality framework toward its elementary 
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purpose; distinguishing inscrutable or marginal characters. The poems in Flesh Tone 
expanded this contention by revealing, through the lens of biography, the interconnected 
structures of work and society that circumscribe personhood. In speaking from a 
transitional perspective and aggregating Levine’s and Springsteen’s codes for normative 
female identity, it proffered unique insight into the position of structural invisibility and 
presented an embodied application of liminality as a creative heuristic. 
Levine and Springsteen are immensely significant artists whose combined corpuses 
have gone relatively unconsidered. This is the first scholarly analysis of their narratological 
similarities; presenting a cross-generational study of how labour experiences have been 
explored by two prominent American artists writing from and about comparable loci. 
Extending this example to further contemplations of their combined works would be 
beneficial, especially given the pertinent sociological territory they cover. Theorisations of 
 liminality and labour could also be productively applied to texts beyond the scope of this 
study; that is, male-centric industrial labour. This thesis has explored women’s work within 
Levine’s and Springsteen’s texts, but the nature of its research question prohibited this 
examination being undertaken from a female perspective. This refocus is one the creative 
artefact advanced, revealing how the combined issues of liminality and labour present 
considerable potential to explore gendered work. Nevertheless, concentrated research 
into women’s labour narratives from the standpoint of liminality would likely provide 
pertinent insights into workaday experience and its far-reaching social implications. 
This thesis has tendered a distinctive analytical method: a model for both the creation 
and critical interpretation of texts which actively respond to the organising structures of 
daily life. Considered together, these critical and poetry chapters embrace that project in 
earnest, evidencing how, when illuminating a textual universe, liminality praxis ‘not only 
displays that world, but also helps bring that world into existence’ (Grimes 2014, 218). 
This study into Levine’s and Springsteen’s renowned labour narratives is a demonstrative 
example of this productive method; a mode that reveals the layers of meaning inherent to 
depictions of working life, both at the level of the line and—through instances of inversion 
and representation—within the concealed structures undergirding them.
NOTES
1 Baum, Gregory. 1982. The Priority of Labor: A Commentary on Laborem Exercens.  (New York: Paulist 
Press): 10.
2 Hughes, Everett C. 1994. On Work, Race, and the Sociological Imagination. (Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press): 35.
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